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study derives doctrinal and operational lessons~ from the

us experience with pacification in South Vietnam to guide US

policyinakers in providing technical assistance and advice in the
future to a friendly government facing an internal security

problem.

Volume I presents a synthesis of the study's findings and
~the major lessons learned. Based on those lessons, the volume
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-concludes with some specific reconw.iondations for courses of
action by US policymakers.
Volume II examines in considerable detail the mejor
elements of pacification: security; economic, political and
social development; reporting and evaluation systems; and the
US and GVN organization for pacification. In addition, some
problem areas (e.g., land reform, refugees, US economic aid)
are also discussed.

Voluae III opens with an account of the Mala--in and
Philippine insurgencies and the lessons learned there and then
traces in detail the evolution of pacification plans and
programs in Vietnam from the French-Indochina war to the present.
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PREFACE

On 16 Septfmber 1970, the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)
requested that the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA)

undertake a

comprehensive study of pacification in Vietnam, the main objective
of which would be to derive doctrinal and operational lessons from
the US experience in Vietnam that might be used by the Department of
•.
Defense and other US Government agencies in providing technical
.assistance
and advice to other friendly governments facing internal
-

security problems.

The s

ific requirements of the study included

the following:
••

i

Explore the evolution of pacification in Vietnam

"from 1954 to the present.
-

Identify and assess the doctrines that US and Viet-

namese personnel have been directed to follow
regarding pacification.
e rescribe and analyze the implementation of pacification, including organizational arrangements and
procedures followed by the French, US. and Vietnamese Governments, selecting for spc dial attention
four to six Vietnamese provinces and within each
province one or two districts.
* Identify any significant similarities and differences
between pacification doctrines and operational
methods used in Vietnam and those that were applied
during the 1950s in the Philippine and Malayan

*.
..

L

insurgencies.

..

*

Describe the elements of the Vietnam experience
"(both positiva and negative) that appear most likely
to be of value in meeting future internal security

problems
elsewhere and those that appear applicable
only to Vietnam.

X -

The project leader for the study was Dr. Chester L. Cooper,
Director of the International and Social Studies Division (ISSD).
Other members of the ISSD study team were Mrs.
':iI

lii

Judith E.

Corson,

Dr. Laurence J. Legere, Dr. David E. Lockwood, and Gen. Donald M.
Weller, USMC (Ret.). Dr. Rolf R. Piekarz of IDA's Program Analysis
Division, Sir Robert Thompson, and Gen. Edward G. Lansdale also
contributed individual chapters. The entire study was edited by
Mrs. Jean M4. Shirhall.
The study ream has relied on an extensive examination of written
material and on interviews with many individuals from the United
States, Vietnam, France, and other parts of the world who have had
extended contact with Vietnam and the special problems associated with
the pacification effort.

Much of the public literature

(US,

French,

and Vietnamese) on Vietnam was consulted, as well as official sources
of information within the 'epartment of State, the Department of
Defense, the Agency for International Development, the Central
intelligence Agency, and the Service Historique de l'Armie outside
Paris.
A field trip to Vietnam during May-June 1971 provided project
members with access tc sources of information not otherwvise available.
The most valuable aspect of the trip was an intensive round of interviews with civilian and military members of the US mission and with
Vietnamese, both inside Saigon and throughout the country. The list
of those who provided the IDA group with valuable information and
insights on Vietnam through interviews and by reviewing drafts of the
study is too long to include here and has been attached as- an annex
to this volume.
As part of its special interest in pacification at the local level,
IDA held two seminars in Septem.ber 1971 at which pacification in Quang
*'am and Long An Provinces was examined in detail by civilian and
military personnil who had served in those provinces in various
capacities and at various times in the course of the US involvement.
Structurally, the study has been divided into three volumes,
the first of which presents a synthesis of the study findings, the
major lessons learned, and some recommendations for early consideration by policymakers concerned with possible future contLnge-..ie6
in the area of counterinsurgency.
Volume II focuses in detail on
iv

the functional elements of pacification: security, development,
organization, reporting and evaluation, and some special problem
areas. Volume III puts the pacification experience into historical
perspective, beginning with an examination of the Philippine and
Malayan pacification experiences, then proceeding with a close look
at the main evolutionary threads in Vietnam, starting from the postWorld War II French period and concluding with the 1971 plans and
programs.
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THE NATURE CF THE INSURGENCY

i.
1i

A. THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR INHERITANCE
The formulation of the principles for revolutionary war as
practiced by the North Vietnamese Communists arid their indigenous
allies in South Vietnam was rooted in the Maoist strategy tieveloped,
between 1921 and 1949.
The Maoist approach featured a high degree
of political activity, with the military struggle occupying an

important, but nevertheless subordinate, role.

Contrary to Leninist

doctrine, and to that of the Chinese Communist Party as well, Mao had

reached the conclusion that the Chinese peasant--not the worker--was
the base on which to build revolution. With the successful example
of the Chinese revolution before them, the Vietnamese Communists
also assigned the leading revolutionary role to the peasantry.
As early as 1928 Mao had set forth clearly the dominant role
of political, as opposed to military, strategy: "When the Red Army
fights, it fights nct merely for the sake cf fighting but in order to
agitate the masses, to organise them, to arm them, and to help them
to establish revolutionary political power; apart from such objectives,
fighting loses itj meaning and the Red Army the reason for its
existence."
General Giap, ccmmander-±n-chief of North Vietnam's
People's Army, echoed Mao's views:

"Political activities are more

impor t an t than military ac t ivi t ies, and fighting less important than
propaganda ....
The People's Army is the instrurT..nt of the Party and
of the revolutionary State for the accomplishment, in armed form, of

1.
',1ao Tse-tunp Selected Works,
national Publishers, 1954), 1:106.
3

5 vols.

(New York:

Inter-

Prusdilipago' nk

the tasks of the revolution

...

therefore, the political work

...

is

the soul of the army."2
The emphasis on political training for the rank and file of
the North Vietnamese army also had its genesis in Mao's experience.
In November 1928, in a report to the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party, Mao noted that his tiny army was composed mostly of
captured soldiers and newly recruited peasants who lacked the motivation of earlier recruits: "In these circumstances the only solution
is to intensify political training." The role of political training
was assigned to the Communist party representatives within the Red
Army at the company, battalion, regimental, and divisional levels;
Mao credited the company-level party organization with being an

"important reason why the Red Army has been able to undertake such
severe struggle without falling apart,""3 and he noted that. while 25
percent of the Red Army belonged to the Communist party, the goal to
be achieved was 50 percent.
Giap again echoed Mao's sentiments: "Political work in the
ranks is of the first importance....
During the liberation war, this

work imbued the army with the policy of long-drawn-out resistance*....
In the new stage entered upon since the restoration of peace, political work centres on the line of socialist revolution in the North and
of struggle for reunification of the country." 4 Giap supported Mao's
thesis regarding the role of the Communist party in political organization, noting that, "the most fundamental principle in the building
cf cur army is to put it under the Party's leadership, to ceaselessly
strengthen the Party's leadership of the army." 5 While Giap did not
prescribe the percentage of army membership in the party, he estimated
2.
Gen. Vo Nguyen Giap, People's War People's Army (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger Publishers, 1962), pp. 55 and 79. This work
analyzes the strategy of the Viet Minh employed against the French
from 1945 to 1954.
3.
Selected Works, I:80.
4.
People's War People's Army, p. 55.
5.
Ibid., p. 120.
4

that rank-and-file membership was about 40 percent, while that of the

officers approached 90 percent.

V

One of Mao's most important contributions to revolutionary
war doctrine was his recognition of the necessity of changing the
peasant's image of armies. Over the centuries, the soldiers of bandit and warlord armies had preyed on the peasantry. Beginning as
early as 1929, Mao had insisted on the "correct" conduct of the army;
he required that the peasants be paid for their resources, prohibited
impressment, and forbade maltreatment. General Giap wrote, "The Viet
Nam People's Army has always seen to establishing and maintaining
good relations with the people....
The pecple are to the army what
water is to fish, as the saying gces....
The Vietnamese fighter has
always taken care to observe point 9 of its

respect the people,

Oath of Honour:

to help the people, to defend the people....

[the army] has never done injury to their property,

or a bit of thread.,

to

It

not even a needle

6

The Chinese Communists had employed the united front strategy

to absorb potential opposition.
front technique.

The Viet Minh also emphasized the

Giap, described the National United Front as "a vast

assembly of all the forces capable of being united, neutralising all
those which could be neutralised, dividing all those it was possible
to divide in order to direct the spearhead at the chief enemy of the
revolution, invading imperialism." 7
While the emphasis of Chinese strategy was primarily political,
military power was not overlooked. Mao underlined the importance of
military power in his statement that "political power grows out of
the barrel of a gun." Mao visualized three distinct military phases:
1) the strategic defensive, 2) a strategic stalemate, and 3) the
strategic counteroffensive.
The role o!' the strategic defens'ive was to pave the way for
the counteroffensive by creating conditions favorable to the growth of
6.

Ibid., pp. 56-57.

7.

Ibid.,

p.

33.
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the Red Army and unfavorable to its opponents.

To minimize casual-

ties, positicnal warfare was to be avoided, except when necessary to
cover the retreat or withdrawal of main forces.
On the other hand,
mobile warfare was to be employed to achieve local superiority over
inferior elements of enemy forces.
Guerrilla bases in the enemy's
rear were to be developed and strengthened, and guerrilla forces
would contribute to the attrition cf enemy forces.

Mao estimated that a strategic stalemate would result from
the attrition tactics cf the defensive phase, c•mbined with the enemy's
growing inability to Boare the necessary forces both for offensive
operations and the maintenance of control over extensive land areas
and lines of communication.
The enemy would then be forced into a
defensive posture in the cities and along main lines of communication.
At this point the main thrust of the Red Armyts strategy would be to
shift the bulk of its regular forces to the enemy's rear area. There,
in coordination with the developing guerrilla forces, the army would
wage mobile warfare against the enemy's lines of communication. In
the meantime, the regular forces would continue their buildup.
The final phase, that of the strategic counteroffensive,
would be launched when the Red Chinese Army had gained sufficient
strength to seize and maintain the strategic initiative. Guerrilla
warfare would then revert to a supplementary role, and the main
strategy would shift to mobile warfare by regular forces. Mao
recognized, however, that positional warfare would also be required
to destroy enemy forces in some cities.
As in the case of political strategy, the Chinese model of
military operations was adopted by the Viet Minh. The similarity is
emphasized in Giap's description of the strategy employed against the
French: "The conduct of war must maintain a correct ratio between
the fighting forms.
At the beginning we had to stick to guerrilla
warfare and extend it.
Passing to a new stage as mobile warfare made
its appearance, we had tc hold firm the coordination between both
fcr.,s, the chief one being guerrilla warfare; mobile warfare was of
less importance but was on the upgrade.

Then came a higher stage,

_..U

r
mobile warfare moved to the main positicn, at first on only one
tibalefgeld--crunteloffansavest hen came into being. During this
time guerrilla warfare continued but moved back from the main posti
tion to a lesser, but important, one."8
The successful application of the Chinese revolutionary model
against the French is a matter of history. The Viet Minh moved
successively through the three stages of revolutionary war, beginning
with guerrilla operations, then shifting to mobile warfare, and
finally to the counteroffensive, which culminated in a military victory
over the French at Dien Bien Phu. Political activities went hand in
hand with the military struggle, with the cbjective of weakening the
will of the French to continue.
B. COMUtIST CRGANIZATICN AIM TACTICS
The Communist formula for seizing power in South Vietnam and
reunifying the two Vietnams is embodied in the term "struggle"--a
combination of political and military elements, of which the political
aspect is the more significant. The aims of the political struggle
are three:
* Gain support among rural people.
* Establish "liberated areas" as bases of operation.
e Weaken the GVN by subverting civil servants and
the military.
"The three action programs taken together formed the political
struggle, one edge of the NLF's double-edged sword; the other edge
was the armed struggle, not simply guerrilla military attacks but
kidnappings, assassinations, executions, sabotage, or what is termed
collectively here the 'violence program.'"9

..

8.
9.

Ibid., p. 170.
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The organs of the struggle movement consist of the Communist
party organization, the united front, and the military forces.

LL

Cf

these elements, the party crganization is of overriding importance
directs the activities of the united front and the military
since It p7.i
forces in consonance with directives and resolutions of the lAo Dong

Party Of No:rth Vietnam..

Party elements are organized at all levels,

extending frcm the interzcnes d.wn thrcugh provinces, districts,
villages, hamlets, and finally to the three-man cells within the hamlers (see Figure 1).
The district Party organization is responsible
for overseeing all activities and in the process is allowed ccnsiderzble initiative and latitude.
The village is the lowest element with
sc-ne decision-making authority. In the villages, the party apparatus
usually consists cf three to twelve branches under an executive
committee headed by a party member. The basic party unit is the ham:et branch group of one to seven three-man cells.
The party cell and
the party propagandist are the "link with the masses" and are charged
with the responsibility of broadening and extending party influence
with the people, either individually or through mass organizations.
The struggle movement is supported by functional mass associaticns composed of farmers, wcmen, workers, youth, students, and
intellectuals.
Ea:h f-unctional group is organized along Communist
lines, with the basic unit, the --ell, containing from three to fifteen individuals.
Each cell member is expected to maintain close
:cntact with three cr fcur sympathizers, relatives, cr friends, thus
li
broadening the sphere cf influence cf the asscciaticn.
The political front is alsco represented by formal organizaticrns at each political level from the region down to the villages.
In order tc assure firm party :cntrcl. party committees are formed
fcr each organizational element cf the front and the military.

13.
The names cf the Com.unist party and the front organizaticns were to change as the insurgency continued, but the crganizaticnal
structure and funcc.icns remained :onstant.
"l.
Pike, Viet Ccng, 7p. 170-71.
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7he military forces 2cnsist of the South Vietnam Liberation

Army and the People's Army of North Vietnam (PAVN).

The Liberation

Army is divided into paramilitary units known as the Popular Army

(or local forces), which are part-time forces with limited training
and arms, and the Main Forces whose members serve full time and
receive more training and superior armament. Main Force units are
subordinate to the region and to the provinces, while local forces
are assigned primarily to the district. Popular Army elements at
the village level are the traditional part-time guerrillas (farmers
by day, and fighters by night) grouped in cells, half-squads, or
squads of three,

six, or twelve men.

The North Vietnamese Communists recognized from the beginning
that revoluticnary war, unlike conventional war, is a contest between
the indigenous government and the insurgents for the support of the
population. Once the willing, tacit, or forced support of the population is acquired, the requisite manpower and material resources for
support of the insurgency are forthcoming, while at the same time the
indigenous government is denied those resources.
The techniques used to acquire popular support feature the
employment of highly trained agit-propaganda cadres using emulation

12

campaigns,
and face-to-face or mass propaganda to motivate individuals
and the members cf the mass organizations.
The activities of the mass
organizaticns are ccntrol!ed and manipulated by the agit-propaganda
cadres with the objective of indoctrinating the people with the
"proper" values and beliefs as the first step in forging them into an
organizational weapon. The propagandist, then, is a key figure in
the Communist organization, since he must explain Communist policies
and programs in a way that the peasants can understand and accept.
Propaganda themes are based on whatever arguments seem most likely to
strike a responsive chord among the pragmatic peasantry, for example,

12.
Emul-tion campaigns were a device to mobilize individuals
and arcups for a specific purpose, e.g., increased agricultural production among farmers.
Incentives such as public recognition and
material rewards were used to spur performance.
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land reform, reduced taxes for the farmer, and equal rights for
women. ;,,Thile the propaganda minimized the Marxist nature of the
liberation movement, the united front concept, class consciousness,
and the inevitability of success were woven into the appeals.
One technique of the propagandist is to arouse the emotions
of the villagers by generating hatred against landlords, rich
peasant,, government officials, and the military. Mass psychological
techniques such as rallies, demonstrations, parades, group criticisms,
and individual denunciation campaigns are all employed.
In essence,
the propagandists strive to attain a conmitment from individuals, no
matter how insignificant, to the Communist movement. Once involved,
the individual can be led into taking a more active role.
The violence program, while subordinate to the political
thrust of the struggle movement, is a powerful reinforcement tool.
:-t features assaults against defended villages, ambushes, sabotage,
and terrorist acts against individuals such as kidnappings, assassina; ions, and other forms of intimidation. Of these, terrcrism against
individuals is the most powerful lever in forcing support when propaganda and persuasion fail.
C.

EVOLUTION OF THE POLITICAL-MILITARY STRUGGLE

1. The Building of the Infrastructure,

1954-59

After the Geneva Accords were signed in 1954, Hanoi pinned
its hcoes for the reunification cf the two Vietnams on the elections

*

prescribed by those Accords and cn the fragility of the Diem regime.
By 1956, however, Dium had made know.- his refusa-l to conduct a plebiscite and his regime was showing signs of increasing durability. Hanoi
then adopted a new and more aggressive strategy--building a political
and military base in the south as a prelude to achieving reun:Lfication
by force. (Cadres, the so-called regroupees, who had gone north
during repatriation in 1954, returned to the south to assist in the
struggle movement.)
initially, the struggle movement was primarily
political and covert, aimed at recruiting, indcctrinating, anrid
."1,

N

ii
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mobilizing ths population.

By 1957,

the violence program, which

featured dssassinations and armed attacks, began to supplement the
political struggle. The GVN's attempts to counter the growth of the
infrastructure were generally ineffectual; by 1959 the Communist
political and military organization had been established as a base
for more ambitious maneuvers against the GVN.
2.

The Shift to the Armed Struggle, 1959-63

In January 1959, the Lao Dong Central Committee passed
Resolution 15, a basic policy document which formally approved a
report by the party's First Secretary Le Duan. The essence of this
repcrt was that the time had come to move rapidly into the military
phase of the insurgency. General Giap, Hanoi's minister of defense,
followed with the announcement that North Vietnam had become the
revolutionary base for all Vietnam.
By December 1060, the Communist political infrastructure was
consid.z.red to be far enough advanced to create a united front. A
memorandum circulated among the Central Committee membership outlined
the rationale behind the National Liberation Front (NLF).
The National Liberation Front has been established
to unite closely various classes of the South
Vietnamese patriotic population in the struggle
against the Americans and Diem in accordance with
the wishes of the South Vietnamese. This [move]
securely guarantees that the Pevolution in South
Vietnam will quickly and successfully restore peace
and carry out the unification of our Fatherland. 1 3
Later, in February 1961, the military arm of the NLF, the
People's Liberation Army, was established. This was followed by the
establishment of the Central Office, South Vietnam (COSVN) in October 1961, first as the central organ for the southern branch of the
Lao Dong Party, and then shortly after (January 1962) as the Central
Committee of the newly formed People's Revolutionary Party (PRP) of
South Vietnam.
13. From memorandum dated 30 December 1960, signed by the chairTan of the Lao Dong Party provincial committee, Ba Ria (Phucc Tuy)
Province, as quoted ir Pike, Viet Cong, p. 81.
12

The PRP's stated role in the NLF was somewhat limited.
Initially, PRP spokesmen maintained that the party had no official
ties with any Communist party beyond the "fraternal ties of communism."

A provincial party document captured in 1962 statdd that the creation of
the PRP was "only a matter of strategy ... to deceive the enemy.... Our
party is nothing but the Lao Dong Party of Vietnam."

14

By 1965, however,

the PRP leadership not only admitted but boasted of its Communist nature
and its direction of the NLF. 1 5
The Communist grand strategy for seizing power through a
struggle movement which would lead to a general uprising was based
on the belief that the NLF could develop the revolutionary consciousness of the villagers to such a pitch that a spontaneous uprising
Key policy documents asserted:
"The Vietnamese Revolution in the South marches forward toward the
To seize power through the General Uprising
General Uprising....
means utilizing the strength of the people of South Vietnam as a

and seizure of power would result.

principal medium to overthrow the imperialist and feudal ruling

clique and set up a people's revolutionary governmett."
In 1963 the increasing US involvement in South Vietnam forced
the Communists to reassess their strategy. Three broad alternative

strategies were debated:

e Continuation of the general uprising
a Escalation to a counteroffensive

e A negotiated political settlement.
The original NLF leaders and the indigenous southern members supported
a continuation of the general uprising strategy, while the regular
cadres, regroupees, and the military leadership from the north
favcred Giap's third stage of revolutionary warfare: escalation to
In the end, the ncrthern faction won the
the counteroffensive.
14. United States-South Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, study prepared by 7-ie 7epartment or Defense in twelve books (Washilngton, D.C.:
'overn.m'ent Printing Office, 1371), Book 2, IV.A.5t p. 42.
15. Douglas Pike, War, Peace, and the Viet Cong (Cambridge, Mass.:
>I.T.T. Press, 1969),

16.

pp.

11-13.

Pike, Viet Cong, p. 77.
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debate and opted for escal3rion with all its 4,T3plications for an
increase in military operations at the expense of the political
struggle. In December 1963, this decision was promulgated in a resolution which called for preparations for all-out attaek in the south,
coupled
continuation
the general
The shift
in
strategy with
was aaccompanied
by of
a change
in the uprising.
power structure
of the
PRP and the NLF; regroupees increasingly occupied key positions at
the expense of the southerners. This change was accompanied by a
weakening of the NLF through massive desertions of the rank and file
who had joined the NLF because of their opposition to Diem. As it
became more and more evident in 1963 that the Diem regime was doomed,
this rationale no longer was relevant. By August 1963 the NLF had
17
lost about one-third of its 300,000 members.
3.

The Counterattack,

1964-69

The Communists moved to the counterattack by speeding up the
organization of Main Force military units from the combat guerrilla
elements of the Popular Amy. By the end of 1964, a number of regimental units and one divisional unit had been formed. At the same
time, the infiltration of the People's Army of North Vietnam commenced
in the Central Highlands. From the evidence now available, the two
major goals appear to have been to sever South Vietnam by carving out a
Communist enclave extending from the Laotian border across the Central
Highlands to the coastal province of Binh Dinh and to capture Saigon. 18
To carry out this strategy, Communist operations against
border posts in the Central Highlands were intensified in midsummer
with increasing effectiveness.
Later in the fall., while pressure
was being maintained in the Central Highlands, the densely populated
coastal province of Binh Dinh was targeted by two regimental-size VC
units. In a series of attacks and ambushes, government forces were
17. For a discussion of this doctrinal debate and its aftermath
see Pike, 'Viet Cong, pp. 104-108, 115-17, and 160-61, and War, Peace,
and the Viecon•g, pp. 161-65 and 213.
19. Commander, US Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, Report on
the War in Vietnam (As of 30 June 1968) (Washington, D.C.: Government
Prlnting orzice, ±68), pp. 83-96.
14
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either overrun, destroyed, or driven into fortified enclaves.
Control of
the countryside passed to the insurgents. By the end of November, government control of Binh Dinh, the second largest province, was limited to a
few towns and the capital city of Qui Nhon. The Communists seemed well
on their way to gaining control of a swath across Souih Vietnam. 1 9
Similar gains were made in the encirclement of Saigon. In
December 1964 the VC's 9th Division attacked the Catholic village of
Binh Ghia, 40 miles east of Saigon. In the ensuing battle the insurgents ambushed and destroyed elite units of the Marine Corps and
Rangers in a four-day battle. It was painfully obvious that the
disorganized forces of South Vietnam were no match for the Communist
forces. By the spring of 1965 the Army of South Vietnam (ARVN) was
losing a district capital a week and the equivalent of about one
battalion.20 Disaster was averted by the introduction of US forces
in the spring of 1965.
Hanoi reacted to the introduction of US forces by issuing
"Resolution 12, in December 1965, which set forth a strategy which
was to continue through the Tet offensive of 1968. This resolution
emphasized a continuing counteroffensive with the mission of defeating the United States. The resolution went on to predict that the
US aggression would be defeated in two years and that the United
States would be compelled to withdraw. The resolution also included
the possibility of ending the war through a negotiated settlement
but only on the condition that the Communists would attain complete
victory.
During 1966 some of the Communist military leadership began
to question a continued offensive strategy in the face of allied
superiority in firepower and mobility and the serious casualties
inflicted on Cormunist units. A more cautious strategy was suggested

1.

Ibid.

20.

Ibid.
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in which offensive operations would be limited to lines of communication and logistic bases, while combat with regular allied forces
would be avoided. However, the leadership rejected this recommendation and chose to continue a vigorous counteroffensive which was
reflected in Resolution 13, issued in the fall of 1966.
In the meantime, infiltration from the north was increased to
58,000 in 1966 and the activation of Main Force units continued,
reaching a total of about 100 PAVN battalions and 98 PLA-VC battalions.
In spite of a relatively favorable balance of forces (one Communist
battalion to two allied battalions), US spoiling attacks forced the
Communists to confine their operations to the border areas, heavy
jungle and mountains, and to the DMZ area.
The inability of the Communist main forces to bring pressure
to bear on the heavily populated areas forced the Communists to open
a new theater of operations in the vicinity of the DMZ with the
objective of forcing redeployment of allied forces. The buildup of
PAVN forces in the DMZ area initiated in 1966 continued to increase
during 1967, reaching a tot.;.* of six divisions by 1968. This strategy
was successful in forcing redeployments of allied forces from Military
Regions II and III to the DMZ and in so doing had the effect of
weakening the security of areas undergoing pacification.21
While the party resolution ordering the winter-spring offensive of 1967-68 and the so-called Tet offensive was never captured,
First Secretary Le Duan is known to be its principal architezt. He
continued to believe that victory could be realized by a coordinated
offensive against the cities, which in turn would spark a "general
uprising," leading to massive desertions by the rank and file of the
army, collapse of the GVN, and a US withdrawal. A number of new
political organs and fronts were created to support the intensified
military struggle, including one with the objective of subverting the
ARVN, another of serving as the nucleus for urban-based communes in
the cities, and a third of taking advantage of the possibility of
21.

Report on the War in Vietnam, pp. 131-56.
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peace negotiations.

The Communist military organization was

strengthened by drawirg heavily on the local guerrilla forces in the
III and IV Corps military regions.

Stage I of the campaign was conducted in November-December of
1967 as a prelude to Stage II, the main Tet offensive during JanuaryMarch 1968.

On 30 January the Communist main attack against Saigon

was launched, followed by assaults against thirty-six of the fortyfour provincial capitals, five of the six autonomous cities, and
sixty-three of the 242 district capitals.
The spearhead of thu assaults was composed primarily of local
units; Main rorce VC and PAVN units were held in reserve to exploit
the local units' successes.
In most cases the ARVN, augmented by
territorial forces and the police, repulsed the enemy attacks in a
few days; however, heavy fighting continued in Kon Turn and Ban Me
Thuot in the Central Highlands and in Can Tho and Ben Tre in the
delta.
Protracted fighting featuring substantial US reinforcements
was required before the Communists could be evicted from Saigon and
Hue. An attempt to recreate a "Dien Bien Phu" at Khe Sanh was de-

F

feated by the application of massive firepower over a period of
seventy-seven days.
Physical destruction was widespread but more

F

importantly ARVD! units and, in some cases, the territorial forces
were withdrawn from protecting pacified areas to defend government
installations, thus denuding the countryside of security forces.
Nevertheless, the Tet offensives failed to achieve the majority of the Communists' objectives; the ARVN did not desert, general
uprisings did not occur in the cities, and the government did not
collapse.
On the other hand, Communist losses were severe, amounting
to about 38,000 of the 84,000 committed to combat.
The preponderance
of the Communist losses occurred among local forces, which resulted
in the stripping of much of the low-level military muscle from

h

Regions III and IV.

target cities to orchestrate the "general uprising" was severely
eroded.

F

Political infrastructure which surfaced in the

However, the psychological impact on the US establishment

and the American public tended to compensate for the failure to
17

achieve the military cbjectives, since it set in motion a US withdrawal--a major Communist objective.
In spite of the failures of the Tet offensive, the Communist
leadership did not abandon its counteroffensive strategy. At the
same time, though, the political struggle was intensified in order
to compensate for the erosion of control of the rural population
occasioned by emphasis on military activities.
4. De-escalation, 1969-71

Aggressive allied offensive operations broke up the Communist offensives in August-September 1968, leading the Communists to
reappraise their strategy once again. COSVN Resolution 8 of late
1968 noted that the Communist offensives had broken US will, placed
America on the defensive, and forced President Johnson to find a
way of extricating the United States from the war. Although the
resolution called for complete victory, the emphasis on speed which
had been featured in all previous resolutions was now tempered by a
recognition of the need to recreate conditions favorable to the
insurgents through political and military activity.
This strategy also failed. While Saigon was placed under
heavy rocket attack during early 1969, offensive operations kept the
enemy off balance. Caches of Communist arms were uncovered, which
deprived enemy forzes of the required supplies for continued operations and caused the Communists to modify their strategy.
A new thrust was reflected in Lao Dong Party Resolution C
and COSVN Directives 81 and 88, promulgated in April 1969.
For the
first time there was no reference to total victory in a relatively
short time. The resolution set forth a new strategy: "a course of
action through which we repulse the enemy one step at a time and
attain a piecemeal victory. Why is this so? This is because the
enemy still has more than 1,000,000 troops and it is just impossible
to destroy or wipe out 1,000,00O
men.' 2 The new directives put the
22.

"Communist Strategy as Reflected in Lao Dong and COSVN

Resolutions," p.

8.
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major emphasis on the political objective of capitalizing on antiwar
sentiment in the United States, rather than on military operations.
The directives called for more small-unit operations and attacks by
fire designed to minimize Communist losses and increase US casualties.
The emphasis on the political strategy was reflected in the 10-point
peace proposal advanced in early May in Paris.
Coincident with the initial withdrawal of 25,000 US personnel
in mid-1969, the Communists reorganized their political apparatus:
a Provisional Revolutionary Government (PRG) was established to push
the claim of a shadow government, while renewed emphasis was given
to the establishment of Revolutionary Committees in order to regain
control of the rural population.
COSVN Resolution 9, issued in July 1969, was a comprehensive
summary of previous documents which outlined the more cautious
strategy--the aim set forth was to obtain a limited victory by
defeating the VietnamizatLon process and compelling the United States
to withdraw and accept a coalition government.
The Communist objective of forcing a more rapid US withdrawal
and GVN-US acceptance of a coalition government was probably dashed
by the ARVN-US cross-border ope'-ations into Cambodia, begirning in
May 1970. Main Force units which had furnished much of the military
muscle for anti-pacificaticn activities in the III and IV Military
Regions were confined to Cambodia.
The effect on pacification in

I

Region III and in the delta was dramatic.
COSVN Resolution 14, issued in October 1970, showed the effect
of the GWN-US offensives. The Resolution marked the full retreat
from a strategy of the strategic offensive, the counteroffensive
phase, to the first phase of revolutionary warfare--that is, small
unit 7uerrilla-type operations with the primary mission of attacking
the pacification effort at the hamlet level.
Resolution 14 was followed by a series of COSVN11 directives
which spelled out special anti-pacification measures. Four programs
were given special emphasis.

13

The Communists recognized that

0 Pooulation Control:

population shifts to resettlement centers and urban

areas had reinforced GVN pacification efforts both by

increasing the security of the population and by denying
the insurgents access for recruitment and tax collection.

Cadres were directed to counter this shift through
propaganda and pressure urging the peasantry to relocate in VC-controlled areas.
e Sapper Activities: The use of sapper techniques and
operations was encouraged as an "economy-of-force"
measure and as an efficient method of attacking the
machinery of the pacification effort--the GVN adminis-

tration and security forces.

a Legal Cadres: The use of legal cadre as penetration
agents in ARVN units, paramilitary units, and especially
in local GVN administrative offices was emphasized in
those areas where the GVN pacification programs were
especially active. Once the cadre have penetrated,
they can provide the Viet Cong with intelligence, saborage targets, and support VC policies in the event of
a cease-fire or the establishment of a coalition
For the same reasons, the Viet Cong also
government.
attempted to penetrate the numerous non-Communist urban
Directive 18 ordered cadres to penetrate
organizations.
the movements in the cities, especially those of the
students, disabled veterans, laborers, and Buddhists.
e Military and Civilian Proselyting: Military and civilian
proselytIng, in conjunction with legal cadre and penetraProsetion activities, received considerable emphasis.
lyting is utilized to recruit agents, to keep morale and
revolutionary spirit at a high level, and to spread the
political struggle throughout the population.
became apparent

During 1970 and continuing into 1971, it

that the Ccmmunists in Military Regions III and IV were suffering
from severe logistic deficiencies stemming from the GVN-US crossborder operations, as well as air interdiction of the Ho Chi Minh
trail. As a result, the Communists in the southern regions have been
forced to depend on local resources obtained by a "shadow supply
system," and by the capture of arms and ammunition. They have also
been attempting to revive a sea-infiltration supply system.
The G1N pacification strategy featuring improved rural
security thrcugh a heavy density of paramilitary forces, combined

20
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with a high level of offensive operations by regulor and paramilitary forces, has caused serious attrition of the political and
military structure and, more importantly, has reduced Communist
recruiting of southerners for the political and military infrastructure, particularly in military Regions III and IV. Since an

insurgency is a contest on the part of the government and the
insurgents for the same manpower, the diminution of the Communist
capability to recruit from the local population for the political
and military structure indicates a serious weakness.
These constraints have caused the Communists to make further
modifications in the strategy and tactics expressed in COSVN ResoluIt appears that this thrust has
tion 14 and subsequent directives.
been expressed in a new rescluticn, .CSVN 10, which emphasizes the

I.

:win

importance of a US withdrawal and predicts that the revolution will
through supericr tenacity, durability, and continued emphasis on
The tactical objectives cutlined in the resolu"protracted war."
tion continued to emphasize the three points of previous policy
directives:

* Sapper attacks (combined with an occasional "'high
point" of military activity.
. Establishment of a "shadow government" and penetration
of the GVN administration by legal cadre.
• Civilian and military proselyting.
Emphasis is also placed on "self-sufficiency" through the establishment of a "shadow supply system" featuring the use of local resources
funded by increased taxation, propaganda against the South Vietnam
national elections in October 1971, the retention of base areas, and
It also
increased infiltration ro make good menpower shortages.
appears that the new directive has recognized the failure of the

Oor-unists to exploit the urban population by moving responsibility
for the direction of urban subversive activities from the district
In short, the Communists appear to bi gearing
to the regional level.

for the long pull in which protracted warfare will be featured in
the belief that their tenacity and will to :o•rtinue will be superior

I

tc that of the GVN.

This remains to be seen.
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INTRODUCTION
From the very beginning of our involvement in Vietnam, security
for the rural population has been regarded as the basic underpinning
of pacification. How best to provide that security, however, has

7

I

L

been a central issue in the debates on strategy and tactics among
both American and Vietnamese officials. Our lack of understanding
of the methods of Communist subversion and of the operational
experience cf those who fought Communist insurgency in Indochina,
Malaya, Algeria, and the Philippines led to serious disagreement and
long delays in the formulation of an agreed concept of the roles and
missicns of security forces--the regulars, territorials, local
militia, and police. These debates were also complicated by disagree~merits on just what the actual nature of the Communist threat to South
Vietnam was at any given time. Although the Communist forces were
increasing in strength until the late 1960s, the threat they posed in
the provinces changed as their tactics and deployments were modified
in reaction to the Vietnamese and American force dispositions and
actions.
After fifteen years of traumatic experience, there is now
ccnsiderable understanding of Communist political and military
strategy as the balance of forces shifted at various times, but even
now there is still not complete agreement cn the best means cf providing population security. The understanding that we have gained,
however, does permit us to be categorical about the precise role of
security. We know that the basic aims of pacification are to involve
1.
As used throughout this study, the term "territorials"
refers to the Regional Forces, the Pcpular Forces, and their respective predecessors, the Civil Guard and the Self-Defense Corps.
25
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the people with the government, ..hile at one and the same time breaking their connecticn and identification with the insurgents. •,!e also
know now that the insurgents require access to the population in
order to utilize their propaganda techniques for generating support
through mass organizations and to build a political and military
infrastructure. When such techniques fail to gain tacit or willing
support, the violence program, featuring armed attacks, kidnappings,
and assassinations, is brought into play to force the support of the
population. Effective security can deny the enemy access to the population and in so doing can prevent the growth of a political and
military infrastructure so essential to his success.
We ncw realize that in the Vietnamese society security has
had extremely important psychological side effects as well, at least
in the earlier days of the insurgency. While the tendency to back a
winner is a universal characteriscic, it was particularly important
to the Vietnamese peasant with his deeply rooted Confucian beliefs
and values. The Vietnamese villager tended to view the struggle
between the government and the Communists as one between outside
forces, with the winner being decided by a supernatural verdict.
This belief led the peasant to stand aside, to be a bystander in the
struggle rather than an active participant, while he waited for a
sign that one side or another had gained the ascendancy and received
the Mandate of Heaven. Thus the ability of the government to provide
security was a most important indlicator--evidence that the gcvernment
2
had gained the Mandate of Heaven.
dt is probablep
c
the tis
Confucian
wutlcok has been eroded
under the impact cf the continuing conflict, which has done so much
to tear down the traditional fabric of Vietnamese culture. In the
easlier days of the insurgency, say from 1959 to 1965, before Vietnamese
society was sc seriously disrupted by military operations, this outlook teward security as an indicatc' of the success of the government
2.

John T. McAlister and Paul Mus,

Revolution (N;ew York:

The Vietnamese and Their

Harper and Row, 19709), pp.
26
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in arrainina the Mandate of Heaven wculd have been an important
psychological factor. It may still
be so today in some areas.
The task of security is fourfold:
(L) deprive the insurgents of the opportunity to gain
popular support through propaganda or violence by denying them access to the people;
(2) estaLblish a secure climate and atmosphere of "law and
order" in rural and 1:rban areas so that political, social,
and economic programs (i.e., pacification) can be initiated in order to involve the people with the government;
(3) whittle down the subversive political and military

K
k

apparatus by a combination of proselytizing, apprehension,
and elimination;
(4) if the insurgents are dependent on external support,
restrict critizally or eliminate that support.
¶-

The following discussion of Pecurity as an element of pacification focuses on the problems and constraints that hindered GVN-US
efforts to evolve the appropriate security concepts and forces for
countering the insurgency in order to derive the lessons learned from
that experience.

Some of the broad issues in question were the

following:

"9 The conceptual approach to security:
*
e
*
*
*

resettlement
or security in-place?
The strategic alternatives of the regular forces:
offensive, defensive, or some combinatiun of both?
Strength, leadership, and training of security
forces: how can combat performance be imprcved?
The role of a grass roots militia: when should the
people be armed?
The force for law a.,d order in the countrysideý a
national police force or a constabulary?
The appropriate force for attack of the infrastructure: the militaryo the territorial forces,
the FD cadre, or the police?

*2
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EVOLUTION OF SECURITY CONCEPTS AND SUPPORTING PROGRAMS
A.

THE CCNCEPTIAL LEGACY

The Communist challenge to South Vietnam was not a unique
historical event; rather it was contemporary with, or an aftermath
of, a series of insurgencies that began at the conclusion of World
,ar 1I and utilized Ccmfunist-dominated elements cf the indigenous
resistance movements.
In the Philippines the Huks (originally Huk
labang sa Hspcn--Army against Japan) launched an insurgency in
i948 which offered considerable promise of success until the charismatic Magsaysay reversed the tzend and defeated the movement in 1953.
Similarly, in Malaya in 1948 the predominantly Chinese elements of
the Japanese resistance movement shifted their target to the British
colonial administration and in so doing severely taxed the government
In North Africa the
until the insurgency was defeated in 1960.
loosening of the French hold on Algeria during World War II paved the
way for a successful revolt by the Communist-dominated National Liberation Front.
Finally, there was the Viet Minh insurgency against
the French in Indochina from 1948 to 1954.
The records of these insurgencies were available to South
Vietnamese officials and US advisers as a basis for deriving principles
and programs for the conduct of a successful counterinsurgency against
a Communist-led movement.
As a lead-in to our analysis c the evolution of GVN-US security concepts, a brief recapitulaticn of the fundamentals cf securizy that could have been derived from some of those
earlier insurgencies seems useful. 1

( •;

1.
For a more detailed
discussion,
see theandchapters
"The
Philippine
Experience,"
"The Malayan
Experience,"
"Pacification
Lessons Learned by thei French in Indochina,
of this study.

1 9 4$5- 2 9 5
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I.

Malaya

The Malayan counterinsurgency was waged in a favorable political and administrative environment as compared with that of South
Vietnam. First, the Government of Malaya at the federal and state
levels was under firm British control, and a well-trained BritishMalayan civil service provided an effective administrative apparatus.
An efficient police force was aL.eady organized and was capable of
expanding to meet the demands of the counterinsurgency. Military
forces were in-being, under firm political control, and capable of
absorbing the lessons of guerrilla war and adjusting their tactics
and techniques so as to maximize the effectiveness of their operations. In addition, the indigenous Malaysq constituting half the
population, were not only impervious to Communist propaganda but
actively resisted the insurgents. Finally, the geographical isolation of Malaya all but eliminated external support on the one hand
and sanctuaries on the other.
The concept for pacification evolved during the Malayan insurgency was based on providing population security and isolating the
Chinese minority from the guerrillas through population relocation in
resettlement villages. This move was acceptable to the Chinese,
since they exchanged their dubious claim to land on the jungle fringe
for more suitable land to which they were given title; they were also
given adequate housing and subsistence payments until they could
bring the land into cultivation. Concurrently, the Communist infrastructure was attacked by the Police Special Branch through an
effective psychological prcgram aimed at producing ralliers and
through the neutralization of the hard-core infrastructure by meticulous intelligence-and-targeting operations. As history records,
the effective implementation of this concept and its supporting programs defeated the insurgent movement.
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2.Indochina
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By 1957 the French army had completed an extensive study of
its "revolutionary" war experience in Indochina and had codified the
lessons. The central idea emerging from this analysis was that the
*~major objective of both insurgents and counterinsurgents was to gain
support of the population. Therefore, military and paramilitary
perations, coupled with political, economic, and social programs,
were to be judged solely on their effectiveness in promoting this
goal. in essence, the French experience was synthesized into a
recognition of three general security concepts to be applied in
accordance with the environment and situation then obtaining.
9 The evacuation of the population from sparsely
settled areas.
The regrouping of the population in more densely

L

settled areas.
e The provision of security in-place and subsequent
expansion to insecure areas (the spreading oil-spot
concept).
An essential element of these security concepts was the
recruitment and arming of regular, regional, and local self-defense
forces. In addition, the political-military structure of the insurgents was attacked by a combination of programs designed to rally
the disaffected to the government side, on the one hand, and to lead
to the identification and arrest of those members of the infrastructure who failed to respond tc psychological warfare inducements, on
the other.
3.

Algeria

In Algeria, as in South Vietnam, the insurgency tock place
in an unfavorable political and administrative environment--the
government's presence and control was limited to the cities and towns
of the littoral. In 1955, a year after the outbreak of revolt, the
French High Command increased its military forces and moved to implement a concept and supporting programs incorporating the lessons of
Indochina. This approach aimed at isolating the guerrillas from

external political. and military support and winning the support of the

population by providing security and improved economic, political,
and sccial conditions.
To this end, military barriers were constructed
along the Tunisian and Moroccan borders to isolate the guerrillas
from external sources of arms, and populated areas were garrisoned-down to the individual village rn.. hamlet--in order to isolate and
protect the population from the guerrillas. Local militia forces were
raised to assist in the defense of the populated areas. In areas
where control of the villages by the guerrillas was difficult to
counter, the population was resettled into new defendable villages.
Military operations were successful in cutting off the insurgents from external support in Morocco and Tunisia and in reducing the
guerrilla forces to small ineffective bands, but the buildup of local
self-defense forces never became a satisfactor,- substitute for French
units. Unfortunately, while the security concepts and programs
proved valid, lack of political support both in Paris and Algeria
for the continued association of Algeria with France was the rock cn
which the counterinsurgency foundered.
B.

SOUTH VIETNAM

1.

Experiments with a Resettlement Concept of Security, 1956-60

In 1956, as noted in Part One, the Communists began the buildup of their political and military organizational base in South Vietnam
as a prelude to a fcrcible takeover. Initially their activities were
primarily covert and featured the "political struggle," but, as the
infrastructure grew, evidence of the "military struggle" began to
surface, for example, there was a greater incidence of assassinations
and kidnappings,
In 1959 the Communists concluded that their organization was far enough advanced to begin the effort to smash "the
puppet Diem regime," and the military struggle was intensified.
In response to the Communist initiative, the GVN attempted to
eliminate the Communist influence over large areas of the countryside
and to establish its own control there. The GVN approach to security
was to regroup populations for protection--under various schemes of
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land resettlement,

agglomeration centers,

and the agrovilles--and to

Li

conduct limited offensive operations with the regular and territorial
forces. There was also some recognition of the need for arresting.

[i

the growth of the Communist organizational structure. Special
"counter-terror" units, formed from elements of the existing paramilitary and police forces, were empowered to make arrests and to

.i

L

imprison or eliminate Communist suspects without legal niceties.
While the quantitative balance of military forces during this period
favored the GVN, none of these security measures was effective in
protecting the population. Growth of the infrastructure was not
arrested and Communist control of the population expanded. In
essence, the concept of regrouping the population failed because
of the opposition of the villagers to forced relocation and because

the GV was not able to protect the villagers in their new settlements. 2

S1.

The US contribution to security during this period had little
relevance to the problem of countering a low-level insurgency, in
spite of the fact that the US appraisal of the threat during 1954-60
was surprisingly accurate. In 1954 the threat was considered to stem
from three elements:

the armies of religious sects like the Cac Dai

and Hoa Hao, who were a continuing but low-level insurgent threat
within the overall internal security problem; the Communist cadres in
South Vietnam; and, to a lesser extent, the People's Army of North
Vietnam (PAVN).
Cf these elements, the cadres, under the control of
the Communist party in North Vietnam, were regarded throughout the
late 1950s as the instrument with which the Communists would pursue
their objective of securing control of all Indochina. 3 While the
2.

period,

For additional discussion of pacification during tLis

see "Early Pacification Efforts) 1959-1960" in Volume III

of this study.

3.
United States-South Vietnam Relations 1945-1967, study
prepared by the Department of Defense in twelve books (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971), Book 2, IV.A.4, p. 7 of
section entitled "U.S. Training of the Vietnamese National Army,
1954-1959" (hereafter referred to as 'JS-Vietnam Relations).
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potential threat of the PAVN was serious,

4

US estimates continued to

hold that an invasion by those forces was unlikely. The Joint Chiefs
had noted, however, that the threat posed by the PAVN had put psychclogical pressure on the GVN, particularly on President Diem, who
believed that a conventional invasion was likely. 5 Nonetheless, as
events were to prove, the accuracy of the threat appraisal was negated
by a number of other factors and considerations, including US military
policy in the mid-1950s, cur commitments to SEATO and other regional
defense treaties, the withdrawal of the French Expeditionary Corps
from Vietnam, pressures applied by the Diem government, and the backaround and experience of the US military, particularly in the Korean
conflict.
American military strategy in the mid-1950s was based on the
doctrine of massive retaliation. At the same time, the US policy of
containment, as reflected in the many US regional treaties, including
SEATO, called for the development of indigenous forces to deter
Communist aggression
After the French defeat in 1954, the Joint
Chiefs took the position that ground defense against aggression from
the north would require South Vietnamese forces to hold the line
until the United States could intervene.
As a consequence,
the role of the Army of Vietnam (ARVN), in the JCS
view, was not only to maintain internal security but
also to deter Communist aggression by a limited defense of the
demilitarized zone (DMZ).
This view of the deterrent role of the ARVN
was reinforced by the withdrawal of the last of the French Expeditionary
Forces in April 1356, which left South Vietnam without regular force
protection other than the ARVN.
Emphasis on conventional defense was
also supported by President Diem, who felt strongly about the necessity of holding the DMZ and urged the buildup of the ARVN to embrace
4.
By 1955 the PAVN had increased to about 250,000 men
organized into 1C infantry divisions and 25 independent regiments.
S.c
US-Vietnam Relations, Book 2, IV.A.4, p. 9 of
section entitled 1U.9, Training of the Vietnamese National Army,
13•4-1959."
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this mission.

American military thinking, strongly influenced by

the North Korean invasion, added to the general pressures which led
to a concentration on training the ARVN to meet external invasion,
in spite of the assessment which continued to maintain that the
internal threat was the only 3gnifi-ant one. 6
There is no indication that the concentration on training
the regular forces for a conventional role and the disregard of the
more relevant police and m-.litia forces were questioned by the MAAG
in the early 1950s.
Yet, Gen. John W. O'Daniel, HAAG chief from

1953 to 19569 had earlier reported to the JCS on French military
operations in Indochina and made recommendations for future French
operations that incorporated a remarkably comprehensive concept of
pacification.

Significantly, this report emphasized the need for
creating an effective militia to bring security to areas undergoing
pacification; the organization of a counterintelligence force for

SI

detecting Communist agents was another recommendation.
One of General
O'Daniel's key staff members, in commenting on the military thought
tf the period, noted that "we should have recognized the guerrilla
threat since guerrilla assets were in place and operations were on
the increase." 8 The tendency to underrate the insurgent threat may

fhave been reinforced by the US appraisal

of the French military
According to another member of General O'Daniel's staff, the
US military mission tended to denigrate the French competency in military operations against the Viet Minh and in so doing underestimated

effort.

the Communist capabilities. 9

">
6.
:JCS
T

TDd., pp. 10-15.

7.
The O'Daniel mission to Indochina was initiated by the
in 1953 for the purpose of reporting on the Prench counterinsurgency operations.

8.
Interview with a former member of General O'Daniel's
mission staff, July 1971.
9.
Interview with a former member of General O'Daniel's

staff currently serving as a province senior adviser, An Giang Prov-

inces Vietnam, June 1971.
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Similarly, Lt. General Williams, MAAG chief from 1956 to 1960,
apparently saw no reason to shift the ARVN training emphasis. As
the Communists moved to the armed struggle during 1959, Ambassador
Durbrow pressed General Williams to reorient ARVN tactics to smallunit operations aimed at combating the guerrillas. General Williams
refused. Later, as security in the countryside deteriorated further,
President Diem and the Ambassador recommended to General Williams
that the MAAG take on the responsibility for supporting and training
the Civil Guard, with equally negative results. Then in 1960,
President Diem directed the formation of two specialized antiguerrilla units composed of 75 commando companies and six separate
infantry battalions. This initiative was opposed by the MAAG because
10
it fe3red the ARVN would be weakened by personnel withdrawals.
Meanwhile, in the late 1950s the policy of concentrating on
the regular forces was also being questioned by a sizable number of
middle-level officials in DoD, the Services, State, CIA and ICA (predecessor of AID).
It was their consensus that in practically all cases
the underdeveloped and developing nations had an international security problem--not a military problem.
What they needed was not big armies and air forces
but strong effective local and national police forces
backed up by small tough professionally competent,
highly mobile, lightly armed units. In some countries
a local militia type force would be useful and desirable....
This viewpoint coalesced on SVN in late 1958
and early 1959 as a prime example of where cur policies
Through the Operations
were counterproductive.
Coordinating Board (OCB) mechanism attempts were made
to drastically curtail the MAP program in Vietnam and
switch the money to organizing and equipping police/
[However,]
gendarmerie forces and local militia....
the status quo held firm against this assault on

10. Interview with Maj. General Ruggles, Deputy for Training,
MAAG (1958-60), September 1971.
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orthodoxy and prevailed, of ,ourse,

with disastrous

results for the US and SVN.1
The principal factor leading to the insistence on a conventional role for the ARVN and the neglect of the paramilitary forces
was the failure to study the enemy and to analyze operational
experiences in other counterinsurgencies.
None of the US bureaucfacies involved in advising the South Vietnamese Government (with the
r
possible exception of the Central Intelligence Agency),

including

Defense, the Services, USOM (and its-Public Safety Division) or State,
had studied, codified, and promulgated the record of revolutionary
war as demonstrated in the Philippines, Algeria, Malaya, and more
importantly in Indochina. As a result there was no body of concepts,
doctrines, strategy, or tactics to serve as guidance for the US
advisory community in evolving appropriate roles, missions, and
strategies for the regular and paramilitary forces--to the serious
detriment of the development of appropriate forces to counter the

growing insurgency in the late 1950s.

The problem was further

exacerbated during the early period by the firm views of President
Diem himself.

Unfortunately, a correlated US position on a
pacification and the appropriate forces and agencies
concept was not developed until the establishment of
Operations and Revolutionary Development Support) in
years after the initiation of the insurgency.

concept of
to support that
CORDS (Civil
1967--some eleven

This led to critical

delays in the creation and development of indigenous forces to cope
with the increasing tempo of the insurgency and ultimately led to
the massive intervention of US forces.

This was the major roadblock

in the timely evolution of a viable security strategy and supporting

forces.

11.

Brig. Gen. F. P. Henderson. USMC (Ret.), member OCB

(1958-59),
"Some US Policy Actions Concern~ng Vietnam in the 1950s,"
26 August 1971.

2.

Security In-place--The Strategic Hamlet Approach, 1961-63

The success of the Communist buildup, politically and milit
tarily, the consequent intensification of the "military struggles"
and the failure of the resettlement-regroupment security concepts

forced the GVN and the United States to recognize the primacy of the
Communist internal threat. The GVN, on its own# adopted a concept
of security built around strategic hamlets--in essence the abandonment of the population regroupment and resettlement concept for one
of bringing security to the population of the hamlet. 1 2
The implementation of the strategic hamlet concept, like its
predecessors, took little
account of the need for fitting ends to
means; countrywide implementation was visualiZed irrespective of
resources in manpower, materiel, and money. H9wever, under the
pressure of US and UK advisers, the scope of the Strategic Hamlet
program was limited to several key provinces in Military Region III.
While this system of priorities was abandoned later in favor of
countrywide expansion, the need for establishing geographic priorities had been noted for the first time.
By this time, both the GVN and the United States had come to
recognize that militia-type forces would have to be increased and upgraded in order to contribute effectively to the security of the
population. Accordingly, in December 1960 the territorial forces
(Civil Guard and Self-Defense Corps) were transferred from the
Ministry of the Interior to the Xinistry of Defense, and the US
advisory responsibility was moved from USOM to the MAAG.

In addition,

Ngo Dinh Nhu, Diem's brother and the mastermind behind the Strategic
Hamlet program, backed a local hamlet militia called the Combat Youth.
By 1962, as a further step in increasing the security forces, the
Public Safety Division of USCM was able to persuade Diem to group the
Municipal Police and the SOret4 into a national police organization.

12.
Regroupment of some of the populaticn in a central and
more defensible location took place during the implementation of the
Strategic Hamlet program.
See the chapter "The Strategic Hamlet
Program, 1961-1963" in Volume III of this study.
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Durine

this period there was also Increasing recognition of

the need to attrite the Communist political and military organization
through some means other than "counter-terror" and military operations.
In 1962 the GVN, supported by the United States, began a
program to attract members of the infrastructure, the so-called Chieu
£ithe

khile
Hoi ("Rallier") program, patterned after the Malayan model.
GVN continued to mount "counter-terror" operations against the
infrastructure,
3.

the United States gave this program minimal support.

The Oil-Spot Concept of Security, 1964-65
By the end of 1963 the deteriorating political and military

Isituation in South Vietnam, coupled with the rising level of US
V

materiel and advisory support, had led the Communists to abandon the
strategy of a general uprising in favor of a military counteroffen-

sive to achieve victory. To implement this strategy, additional Main
Force units were created from the guerrilla arm, and infiltration of

f
:I.

units of the North Vietnamese Army commenced in the Central Highlands.
In the meantime, both the GVN and the United States had evolved a

1

somewhat more sophisticated approach to security, which was incorpor-

ated in the Chien Thang-Hop Tac pacification plans for 1964-65.
Fundamental to these plans was the French oil-spot concept of security--the provision of security in-place (first used by the GVN during
the strategic hamlet period) and the gradual expansion of control
from secure to insecure areas, a new feature. Vietnamese officials
described this concept as follows:
At first, the secure, populous areas in which the
economy is prosperous must be consolidated to serve
as springboards to pacify the areas which are insecure, sparsely populated and have poor economy.
Security mu~s be restored in one area prior to going
Ito

another.I

13. See "The Chien Thang-Hop Tac Pacification Plans, 19641965" in Volume III of this study.
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The pacification plans also clarified the roles and missions
of the various security forces for the first time. The regular forces

I

were charged with "clearing" the Communist forces from the environs

I

of the selected oil spot and, after the elimination of Communist
forces,

to remain in the vicinity of the oil spot to prevent their

return. The territorial forces (now entitled Regional and Popular
Forces) were to 14
"secure," that is, provide close-in defense of the
oil-spot areas.
The plan also codified responsibilities for attacking the Communist infrastructure by continuing the Chieu Hoi program
and targeting operations aimed at identifying and apprehending the
insurgents. The Revolutionary Development cadres, successors to the
armed political action teams, were also introduced for the first time.

These 59-man cadre teams had a 35-man security element (the role of
the PD cadres is discussed in Part Four).
Fundamental to the implementation of the Chien Thang plan was

the development of "New Life Hamlets."

The distinctive features of

this program included (a) an emphasis on quality rather than quantity,
(b) resettlement of populations in accordance with local desires,
(c) consultations with hamlet residents on development projects to be
undertaken, and (d) advance planning for all population regroupments.
The need for balancing ends to means first noted in the
strategic hamlet period was also acknowledged in the Chien Thang-Hop
Tac plans by the designation of national priorities for pacification.
First priority was assigned to the provinces immediately surrotnding
Saigon (Region Ill--the Hop Tac area); second priority to the delta
area (Region IV); and third priority to the I and II Military Regions.
The provinces of Tay Ninh, Dinh Thong, Vinh Long, Go Cong, and a portion of Kien Hoa were given top priority within Regions III and IV.
Steps taken by the GVN and the United States in 1964-65 to
improve the quantity and quality of the security forces so that they
could discharge their clearing and securing missions proved inadequate
14.

For the evolution of the Regional and Popular Forces,

see Part Two, Volume III of this study.
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Pacification plans
in the face of the Communist counteroffensive.
had to be abandoned because of the lack of security in the countryside, and the Communist objective of a military victory and GVN
political collapse was only averted by the introduction of US forces.
4.

Refinement of Security Concepts and Proarams, 1966-71

The Communists reacted to the US military intervention by
issuing a resolution which emphasized "a continued counteroffensive
which would defeat the United States under any circumstances."
Their basic strategy of seeking a military victory was to remain in
force until the spring of 1969.

In spite of Communist military successes in 1965, GVN and US

V

officials acgreed that the oil-spot security concept and the assignment of the territorials to the "securing" mission were correct, and

they incorporated this approach in all subsequent plans.

On the

other hand, increasing US military force strengths raised the issue
of the appropriate military strategy for US-GVN regular forces (to
be discussed in the next chapter).
The GVN and the United States soon found themselves faced
with a new problem, that of the refugees who fled from their villages
Periodic
to avoid the dangers inherent in military operations.
massive flooding of the coastal ýowlands in Military Regions I and II
contributed to the influx of refugees; by 1971 the number of refugees
had reached a total of about 5 million.
Since the oil-spot concept of security was only relevant to
providing security to a population in-place, the GVN and the United
States devised a pacification concept known as "Return to Village," 1 5
the essential features of which were similar to those of the oil-spot
approach. Abandoned villages adjacent to a secure area were selected
as resettlement sites for refugee and other relocated populations.
Regular and Regional Forces (RF) first cleared the enemy from the
15.
For a discussion of pacification during the 1966-71
period, see Part Two of Volume I11.
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area; a road to the village site was then opened, after which Popular
Forces (PF) were moved in to provide close-in security of the
resett.led village.
Simple relief, e.g., housing materials and subs istenca payments, was then provided to the resettled villagers.
This pacification concept and it-s associated security approach ars
still
in effect. 1 6
Disagreements among the US advisory community, MACV's preoccupation with offensive operations, and administrat-ive and bureaucratic constraints on the GVN side continued to hamper the development of territorial forces, the police, and the hamlet militia during
1966-57. MACV tended to favor a constabulary in lieu of a national
pclice fcrc., but the ARVII opposed expanding the police because of
the potential for competition for military manpower.
The assignment
of the mission of attacking the infrastructurýe .xý the Special Branch
of the National Police, favored by some of the US bureaucracies, was
not backed by others.
Finally, the National Police Field Force was
dCied to the inventory of forces and given the misc ion of patroling
between hamlets--in direct competition with the RF-PF.

These dis-

agreements were finally settled once and for all'with the establishment of a single civil-military manager for US pacification support,
CORDS, under the vigorous leadership of Ambassador Komer.
Drawing on rathir comprehensive studies typified by MACV's
Inter-AgAncy Roles and Yi~sions Study Group and CORDS assessment programs
under Project TAKEOFF, eight action programs were selected for concentrated attention. In addition to improving the quantity and
quality of the regular and territorial forces, Ambassador Komer decided
to support an intensified attack on the Communist organization using
the National Police Field Forces and the Prcvincial Reconnaissance
Units.
He also chose the Chieu Hoi program for increased support.

16.
An exception to the oil-spot security concept was demonstrated in the Central F"ighlands, where the GVN had adopted a policy
of resettlement, ostensibly for purposes of security. However, some
observers iiold that this zecurity policy was invoked to faci> :ate a
Vietnamr-se te7-eover of Montagnard ancestral lands rather th"n a con'ern for >!,cntagnard security.
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Finally, Komer scotched any further debate about a contitabulary by

1
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concentrating on police improvement. The basic rationale behind
action programs was that improving forces in-being would yield
a payoff faster than the time-ccnsuming process of creating new
organizations.
After the Tet 1968 offensive, both Presiceent Thieu and the
Commander, 4•CVs threw their personal support behind the territorial
forces, the National Police, the attaci. of the infrastructure, and
the notion of a hamlet militia. At long last, some twelve years after
the initiation of the instrgency, the G'JN and the US advisory
commiinity had a coordinated approach to :tecurity-. In subsequent
years, both t %e United States and the GVN have continued to back the
oil-spot concept of security and ivs supporting programs and forces,
Salthough •
emphasis and priorities have shifted somewhat from year
to year in accordance with the situation.
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STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES OF THE REGULAR FORCES
A. BACKGROUND
The search for an appropriate military strategy for the regu-

(!

lar forces in support of the pacification effort gave rise to considerable debate between civilians and the military and among the
military themselves.
In essence, this debate boiled down to the
question of whether to adopt a defensive strategy directly tied to
the pacification "oil spots," or an offensive strategy targeted
against the Communist Main Forces.
The debate over an appropriate strategy for regular forces

I.was

not unique to South Vietnam--it had ar~isen in the French-Indochina
war, a3 well as in the Philippines, Malaya, and Algeria. In each of
these insurgencies the problem stemmed from a shortage of paramilitary
and police-type forces that could provide population security as well
as protect important government facilities and lines of communication.

In Algeria the problem of providing border security to prevent

infiltration from Morocco and Tunisia added to the demands for
security forces.
In each situation, the government in question had
to decide whether to deploy the regular forces to protect the population and important installations--in effect, a defensive strategy--or
*

to deploy them in an offensive strategy first

*

of the insurgent military structure and then to fragment and attrite
the insurgent forces so as to reduce and ultimately eliminate the
threat to the people.

to arrest the growth

In Malaya, between 1948 and 1950, the Cofmnunist military
structure had reached a strength of about 12,000, brigaded in companysize units. The Malayan police, the only paramilitary force in
existence, had insufficient strength to defend the populated areas
45
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and the villages from company-size guerrilla forays. Nevertheless,
the British-controlled government resisted the pressure to divide
its troops into penny packets for defense of the villages; instead,
the regular military forcas contested the guerrillas for the initiative by launching offensive operations against them. Initially,
these operations took the form of large sweeps involving one or more
battalions, but lack of success soon led to the employment of
company-size, or smaller, units. The guerrillas suffered severe
losses that could not be replaced by recruiting from the indigenous
population, nor was there a source of external manpower readily
available (as in Vietnam). The guerrillas were forced to break down
their company-size units into platoons, to abandon their bases along
the jungle fringe, and to move deeper into the jungle. This defensive
move cost the guerrillas the initiative and ff..rked the turning point
of the insurgency; they were no longer able to concentrate sufficient
forces to overrun the resettled villages, which had been slowly
acquiring additional police and home guards for security. As a consequence the guerrillas were cut off from their sources of food and
manpower and the insurgency gradually died.
A similar military strategy was adopted by Ramon Magsaysay
during the Philippine insurgency. When Magsaysay assumed the powers
and authority of Secretary of Defense in 1950, some four years after
the outbreak of the insurgency, the Philippine military and paramilitary forces were deployed in static defense of the populated
areas (and the dispersed holdings of influential politicians and
"Aside f-om a few sporadic efforts, the Constabulary
landholders).
and the Army units ... were sitting out the war."Magsaysay tock steps to constitute sufficient forces for
offensive operations by withdrawing units frcm static defense of
the population. Through sheer fcrce cf personality and dynamic

1.
Napolecn L. Valeriano and Charles T. R. Bohannan,
Ccunter-auerrilla Coerations: The Philippine Experience (New York:
Frederick A. ?raeger, Inc., 1962), p. 83.
d6

leadership, he was able to inculcate a spirit of the offensive in
F :the

demoralized paramilitary and military units.

Offensive tactics

designed to fragment and attrite the insurgents forces through combat
patrols and ambushes, coupled with equally effective and dynamic civil
measures and programs, reaped the same success as in Malaya.
By
September 1953, three years after Magsaysay's assumption of command,
the guerrillas had completely lost the initiative and were finally
eliminated by continued military pressure.
The French experience in the Algerian insurgency is of even
more interest since the Algerian situation more nearly resembles

Ki
V
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that of South Vietnam than either Malaya or the Philippines. As in
South Vietnam, the insurgents were provided with external support.
Both Tunisia and Morocco supported the insurgents by furnishing
sanctuaries for the armed forces along the Algerian borders and bases
for training and for the infiltration of trained manpower, supplies,
and equipment. The French effectively cut off external support
through a system of barriers along the borders. As the insurgency

wore on, the guerrillas were no longer able to infiltrate significant
numbers of personnel.
The assignment of French regular forces to the defense of the
national boundaries with Tunisia and Morocco, coupled with the garrisoning of the populated area to provide security, however, seriously
reduced the offensive posture of the regulars and gave the guerrillas
an opportunity to expand their forces. They grew from 500 in 1954
to about 40,000 in 1957, with an equivalent number of part-time local
guerrillas.
Increased military strength led the insurgents to move
to the second stage of mobile warfare which featured the employment
of regular units of battalion size. These escalatory tactics, however, were countered by French superiority in firepower.
In 1.958 the French High Command moved to implement an offensive military strategy by constituting a general reserve of three
divisions, backed by tactical air support and airlift forces. These
forces, in conjunction with regional reserves, then undertook a series

of offensive operations against the insurgent units.

L
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By 1960 this
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offensive strategy had reduced the insurgent military strength from

40,000 to about 10,000, now operating in small units of 10 to 20
guerrillas. Thus the effectiveness of the border barriers and the
seizure of the initiative through offensive operations attrited the
guerrilla strength. Ironically, this military success was vitiated
by the popular reaction in France against the war and the lack of
appeal for the Algerians of continued association with France.
These three insurgencies, then, demonstrated the validity of
an offensive military strategy aimed first at arresting the growth
of the guerrilla military structure and then gradually reducing it
through attrition. In each case, this strategy forced the insurgents
to lose the iiitiative, to concentrate on their own defense, rather

than on the offensive, and to break down their forces into smaller
and smaller units, thus reducing their pressure on the paramilitary
forces and the population.
B.

THE DEFENSIVE VERSUS THE OFFENSIVE
We have already noted that the strategy adopted in South

Vietnam during the late 1950s was a defensive one aimed at meeting a
PAVN invasion across the DMZ until US reinforcements could arrive.
We also have seen that this strategy was inappropriate in view of the
internal threat and that it led to costly delay while the stratogy
and supporting forces were gradually reoriented to meet the internal
threat.
In 1960, belated recognition of the true nature of the threat
led the MAAC, under General McGarr, to evolve an offensive strategy
known as the Net and the Spear. This concept featured the employment
of the ARVN in extensive patrolling ("netting" operations) with
prompt reaction to the intelligence in offensive "spearing"
operations.

This was the first comprehensive effort to develop a

relevant strategy and tac-ics for the regular forces.
Unfortunately,
the ARVN proved to be an uncertain instrument for the execution of
this strategy. The MAAG chief at the time reported that
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unless a concentrated group of Viet Conq or a base area had
actually been pinpointed the conventional ARVN formations did not
meet with much success.

A more s3ucessful tactic was that of

saturating an area with a number of patrols.

Even when intelligence

did locate sizable VC forces, success was by no means assured.
early 1963, at Ap Bac in the delta, a superior ARVN force was
defeated decisively by VC Main Force units and suffered heavy

In

equipment and personnel losses (five helicopters were lost and
eight damaged).
In 1964 in the Chien Thang plan, the strategy of the regular
forces was shifted from the offensive back to the defensive.
Instead
of searching out Communist Main Force units wherever they might be
found, the ARVN was assigned the mission of clearing Communist units

from the immediate vicinity of the selected pacification oil spots,
while the territorials were required to secure, that is,
close-in security.

to provide,

In the event that there were insufficient terri-

torials to discharge this mission, the ARVN was required to assume
this role, as well.
The defensive strategy inherent in the Chien Thang plan was
based on a MACV intelligence estimate which concluded that the
Communists would continue in the guerrilla warfare stage and operaInstead, the
tions against regular forces would be avcided.
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Communists moved to the counteroffensive and operations were directed
against regular and paramilitary forces with the objective of causing
the military and political collapse of South Vietnam. Thus the
defensive strategy of the GVN collided with the Communist offensive
strategy of seeking combat with the regular forces. Since the regular
forces were tied down to clearing operations on the periphery of the
oil spots, the Communists had the initiative and were able to concentrate superior forces against the ARVN at will. The quantitative
superiority at the point of contact was matched with qualitative
superiority as well, and the government forces suffered severe losses.
By the spring of 1965, pacification plans had to be abandoned under
Communist military pressure.
The introduction of US forces in 1965 led once again to a
reappraisal of strategy for the regular forces.
The governing factors

bearing on this reappraisal were the political constraints on the
cperations of the US forces, the geographical characteristics of
"South Vietnam, and the balance of military forces.
Political constraints imposed by the US administration confined US ground operations to South Vietnam, while the country's extensive border areas
prevented the establishment of effective barriers against the infiltration of external support. The only offensive operation against
the North Vietnamese-Laotian sanctuaries permitted by the political
ground rules was that of aerial bombing, the initial objectives of
which were bolstering South Vietnam's morale and breaking the Co,,..unist
will to continue operations in the south. 2 These constraints limited
the choice of strategies to the following:
2.
Later in 1968, when it became apparent that instead of
breaking the will of the North Vietnamese the bombing had only stiffened their determination, the industrial potential of NVN, including
POL unloading and storage, was targeted. However, it soon became
apparent that this, too, had little measurable effect on either the
will or the capabilities of the Communist war effort in the south.
Acccrdingly, the weight of aerial attack was shifted to interdicting
the lines of communication through Laos, but the Communists were able
to continue the infiltration of men and supplies. Attack of the
lines of communication from the Cambodian ports to the South Vietnamese delta boundaries remained out of bounds until mid-1970.
50
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e A defensive-enclave strategy in which forces would be
confined to the protection of important population
centers, ports, airfields, and logistic installations.

(J

e A defensive strategy, similar to that employed under
the Chien Thang plan, in which regular forces would
be tied to "clearing" operations, that is, the elimination of Communist forces in the immediate environs
of the pacification oil spots.
e A limited offensive strategy aimed at attriting the
Coommunist forces and protecting the population by
isolating the remaining Communist Main Forces from
the population.
* A maximum offensive stratewi aimed at destroying the
Communist Main Forces.
e A combination of the limited offensive and defensive

strateqies.
The mission prescribed for US forces immediately following
their deployment in 1965 was the defense of ports and airfields--an

"enclave strategy.

However,

the deteriorating security situation

rapidly dictated that the US forces take a more active role in order
to avert a military defeat.
While the enclave strategy was generally agreed to be irrele-

vant to the situation (although it was to surface later as the war
7

wound on), a lively debate on the relative merits of an offensive
versus a defensive strategy took place.

A defensive strategy on the

Chien Thang model, which tied the regular forces to the pacification
oil spots, was backed by a substantial group, composed principally of
civilians. Their thesis was that since the success of the pacification
effort was dependent on protecting the people, all GVN-US military
resources, including the regular forces, should be assigned to the task
of providing close-in security for the rural population.
The adherents
of this school of thought held that offensive search-and-destroy attacks
aimed at attriting Communist Main Forces and isolating them from the
populated areas did not contribute significantly to the pacification
process.

At the other end of the spectrum, there were some adherents,

principally military, who held that pacification could best be
supported by concentrating on military offensive operations leading
to the destruction of Communist Main Forces,

with minimal attention to

population security and development activities.
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As we have seen, some glaring deficiencies in the defensive

school of strategy had become apparent during the Chien Thang-Hor Tac
period of 1964-65. With the regular forces assigned to the immediate
vicinity of the areas undergoing pacification, the Cormiundsts were
free to continue their force buildup without interference and to concentrate superior forces against the ARVN and territorials. As a
consequence, these forces were defeated in detail and pacification
was brought to a standstill.
C.

,.

THE LIMITED OFFENSIVE

General Westmoreland, COMUSMACV, recognized that seizing the
from the Communists was the best assurance of ultimately
providing population security. Rejecting both the defensive and maximum offensive strategies, he opted for a limited offensive strategy
for the US forces. Implicit in this strategy was the buildup of the
Regional and Popular Forces to provide close-in secur.ty3 for the
population against Communist regional and local forces.
Initiative

3.
In his Report on the War in Vietnam (As of 30 June 1968),
General Westmoreland explained his strategy and the rationale for it:

L

The first phase involved arresting the losing trend,
stifling the enemy initiative, protecting the deployment of our forces, and providing security to populated
areas to the extent possible. I estimated that this
phase would carry through to the end of 1965. In the
second phase, U.S. and allied forces would mount major
offensive actions to seize the initiative in order to
destroy both the guerrilla and organized enemy forces,
thus improving the security of the population. This
phase would be concluded when the enemy had been worn
down, thrown on the defensive, and driven well back from
the major populated areas. The third phase would involve
the final destruction of the enemy's guerrilla structure
and main force units remaining in remote base areas.
A basic objective in each of the three phases was to
cut off the enemy from his sources of supply--food,
Simultaneously, pressure would
manpower, and mu;nitions.
have to be maintained against all echelons of the
enemy's organization--main forces, local forces,
guerrillas, terrorist organizations, and political
infrastructure.
USMACV (Washington,

D.C.:

Government Printing Office), p. 100.
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Westmoreland estimated that the US buildup would permit limited
offensive operations by late 1965.4
The strategy adopted by General Westmoreland was implemented

during 1966 even though the balanca of forces actually shifted more

I"in

j ihad

i'
S~off
•

.

favor of the Communsts as a result of continued infiltration from
the north and the upgrading of local units. In 1966 the Communists
197 Main Force VC and PAVN battalions to 281 allied battalions,
a ratio of 1:1.4, as compared with 1:2 in late 1965. However, the
superior aerial mobility of the allied forces coupled with the
gradual expansion of the Regional and Popular Forces to about 300,000
men, compensated in part for the Communists' achieving a tactically
favorable balance of forces. By mutual agreement, US forces, with
their superior aerial mobility, conducted the bulk of the spoiling
attacks against the PAVN units, while the ARVH concentrated their
attacks against regional and district units. However, requirements
for the protection of Saigon, Da Nangt and Hue, and of important air
and logistics bases and key lines of communication, inevitably drained
some regular force resources and limited the scope of offensive

operations.
prtiBy 1967 the growing strength of the allied forces permitted
an intensification of offensive operations.

At the same time about

50 percent of the ARVN forces could now be assigned to defensive
clearing operations on the periphery of the pacification areas--this
in spite of the fact that the Communists opened a new front along the
DMZ which forced redeployment of additional US forces to Military
Region I. In essence, the strategy shift from primarily the offensive
to a combination of the offensive and defensive was made possible by
the more favorable balance of forces and improved combat effectiveness.

S4,

Operations by the Marines In Region I against a Communist
regiment in southern Quang Nam and by the Air Cavalry Division against
a PAVN division in the Central Highlands border arev were launched in
August and December of 1965, respectively.
5.
Seventeen major offensive operations (i.e., those with
500 or more enemy casualties) were conducted in 1966.
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The net result was the creation of a more favorable climate for
pacification by confining Communist Main Force units largely to the
unpopulated areas, thus reducing the Communist pressure on the territorial forces. 6
The lifting of the political constraints on operations
against Communist Main Forces in Cambodian and Laotian sanctuaries

(April 1970) permitted a dramatic stepup in offensive operations.
Since then, offensive cross-border operations have for the most part
prevented Communist Main Force units from reentering MR III and IV.
In those regions, this strategy has taken the initiative from the
Communists, denied them access to much of the populated areas, fragmented their forces, and created a situation in which the territorial
forces can provide security for the villagers. In MR I and II, PAVN
and VC Main Forces continue to block pacification in some areas,
particularly in northern Binh Dinh and southern Quang Nam. Aggressive
offensive operations against these forces are still required.
It is important to recognize that this strategy of the
limited offensive is not necessarily a "winner"--final success or
failure is in the hands of the enemy. As long as the Communist will
and capability to repla.2e battle losses continue, the United States
and South Vietnam face an open-ended game. As it happened, in spite
of an aerial campaign launched in 1965 to break the Communists' will
and later an air attack of logistic installations and lines of ccmmunication to reduce their capabilities, the insurgents continued to
demonstrate both their will and capabilities by stepping up the infiltration of manpower to replace battle losses. Confirmed infiltration figures rose from 11,000 in 1965 to over 58,140 in 1967. If
"probable" and "possible" figures are accepted, actual infiltration
In spite of heavy
is twice as great as the "confirmed" figures.
reverses the Communists still pinned their hopes on a military
defeat of the rinited States by the Tet offensive of 1968. That
campaign ccst the Communists about 38,000 casualties and prisoners
6.

Pacification was also significantly assisted by the

growing political stability in Scuth Vietnam.
5~4

out of a committed force of 85,000.

t

Nevertheless,

they introduced

another 86,000 reinforcements into South Vietnam to make up these
losses (157,000, if "possibles" and "probables" are added to the
"confirmed"). By April 1969 the Communists were forced to recognize
the bankrupt nature of their strategy of seeking an early military
victory; in its place they adopted one,

repulsing the enemy one step

at a time.
It

seems reasonable to conclude that ttoc success of the

allied offensive strategy probably caused Hanoi to abandon the objec-

tive of military victory so long as US forces remain in Vietnam.

At

the same time, the Communists, with their sensitive political
antennae, also perceived the political possibilities opening up with
the growing US antiwar sentiment, not only among the US public but
among some of the key members of the administration.

After the

traumatic shock of the Tet offensive, many US policymakers came to
view the war as an open-ended game with a continuing rise in the

stakes and no end in sight. Had the Communists not seen this political opening and moved to take advantage of it, it is possible that
they might have made a supreme effort to raise the ante once again
by scraping the bottom of their manpower barrel.

In sum, the lessons emerging from the experiments with the
strategy for the regular forces over the first decade of the US involvement in Vietnam confirm the experience from other insurgencies,
that is,

the regular forces must employ an offensive strategy

against the insurgents. If this strategy is employed early (and
the regular forces have the necessary quantitative and qualitative
capabilities), the growth of the insurgent military str•cture can be
checked and reversed; if

the enemy is allowed to build his military

structure by regularizing guerrilla units,

then the problem becomes
7

more difficult but the strategy should be the same--the offensive.

7. This conclusion is equally applicable to the regular units
assigned in direct support of the pacification effort and to the
Regional and Popular Formes. These forces must employ offensive tactics
against the insurgents' regional and local forces. Unfortunately, all
too often ARVN units in direct support of pacification and Regional
and Popular Forces have tended to "hole up" in a defensive posture

rather than seek out the enemy aggressively through vigorous patrol and
55
ambush tactics.

Vietnam also illustrates another lesson. If an insurgency is
receiving substantial external military support and the insurgents
have the advantage of sanctuaries, and if political constraints are
imposed which severely limit the efficacy of an offensive strategy,
the contest is likely to be long and drawn out. Thus, unless the
outcome is truly vital to US interests and can be so accepted by
the 1S public, the United States should avoid the commitment of
military forces when similar political and geographic constraints
obtain.

ii

SECURITY FORCE CONSTRAINTS--STRENGTH,

LEADERSU•P, AND TRAINING

Of all the problems and contraints faced by the US military advisary community, that of raising the caliber and level of the combat
performance of the GVN forces has been the most difficult. Time and
again both the regular and the territorial forces have fallen far
short of the qualitative performance of the Communists in spite of
massive US materiel assistance. At least until 1970, both were an
=ncertain instrument in providing security for the population. Operations of the ARVN have been characterized by a lack of initiative ard
aggressiveness and an overdependence on air and artillery support.
.he territorials have been plagued by a "fortress" mentality, a carry-

over from the French period, which seriously interferes witb

aggressive operations.

By and large, both the ARVN and the -..

itorials have failed to carry out effective small-unit tactics of patrol
and ambush. When executed at all, patrols and ambushes have been
characterized by routines and patterns that have permitted the enemy
to avoid encounter readily. There has been one redeeming factor, however--the inherent bravery of the Vietnamese peasant. He has demonstrated that with good leadership he can be a first-class soldier.
Contributing factors to this generally ineffective performance
have been both quantitative and qualitative. Quantitatively, the
security forces have suffered from a lack of balance between territorial and regular forces and from serious personnel shortages due to
combat attrition, desertion, and, until after Tet 1968, an ineffective
draft system. Qualitative problems have stemmed primarily from poor
leadership and training methods, which in turn have led to poor motivation and c~ombat performances, and, of equal importance, an
"incorrect" attitude toward the population--the target of pacification.
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A.

QJUATITATIVE CCNSTRAINTS--FORCE BALANCE,

STRENGTH,

AND EQUIPMENT

Both MAAG and its successor, MACV, made strenuous efforts tc
alleviate the quantitative deficiencies of the ARVN through the provision of funds, allowances, equipment, and weapons so that force
levels could be increased. Continuous prodding by RACV and, more
importantly, the shock of Tet 1968 finally forced the GWVto draft
eighteen-year-olds and to enforce the draft more effectively. After Tet,
M4ACV took steps to upgrade the armament of the ARVN by providing more
effective weaoons, including the M-16 rifle. These measures have
assisted the ARVN in increasing its strength from 200,000 in 1964 to
-ver 400,000 in June 1971--a level which MACV believes will enable
the ARVN to take over the full combat role inherent in our Vietnamizaticn pol..cy.
While the requirement for increasing the strength of the regul.ar forces was clearly recognized by the United States from the
beginning of its involvement in South Vietnam, the necessity of striking an appropriate balance between the regulars and the territorials
was only gradually accepted. inder the pressure of events.! As we have

II

seen, it

was not until 1960 that the MAAG assumed advisory responsi-

bility for the territorials (then the Civil Guard (CG) and the Self.Defense Corps (SDC), with 68,000 and 60,000 men, respectively).
As
the tempo of the Communist "military struggle" rose, the territorials
suffered serious .- sualties.
(in the first half of 1962 these forces
absorbed 80 percent of the tctal casualties.)
Threatened with a
virtual collapse cf the territcrial forces, MACV took the lead in
recommending a series of reforms in organization, strength, and
training.
In J.964, the 44 Civil Guard battalions (a carryover from the
Diem period when the CO was looked on primarily as an adjunct to the
ARVN;) were deactivated and 132-man Regional Force companies were
formed in their place.

Authorized strengths were raised to 130,COO

1.
The evolution of the territorial forces is discussed fully
in Part Two cf Volume III.

Za
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for 1964 and 135,000 for 1965. Recruit and refresher training was
also instituted. The Popular Forces (to which the hamlet militia-the SDC and the Combat Youth--had now been assigned) were limited to
a strength of 185,000 for 1964 on MACV's recommendation. While these
changes did help to improve the performance of the terTitorial s, personnel shortages and endemic leadership problems plagued these forces

through 1964.65. They continued, as in the past, to suffer the major
share of the casualties, although with favorable kill ratios.

The establishment of CORDS under MACV in 1967 was to have a
significant impact on the improvement of the territorial forces. A
comprehensive RF/PP improvement program was initiated which provided
for major increases in the US advisory effort, personnel strengths,
administrative and logistic support forces, and weapons upgrading.
Regional Force recruiting was placed under the national induction
system, additional small arms were provided pending the shift

to the

M-16 rifle, and group headquarters were authorized to control RF
companies.
Further improvements in organization, strength, and equipment

have been instituted as a part of the RVNAP Improvement.and Consolidation Program arising out of the Nixon policy of Vietnamization.
A substantial number of regional battalions, consisting of a headquarters
and four RF companies, have been formed to fit the Regional Forces for a
mobile-reaction role in order to release the ARVN for offensive operations
against PAVN units. Similarly, the number of group headquarters for
control of more than one RF company has been increased. Regional
Force artillery units, consisting of platoons of two howitzers each,
have been activated to relieve ARVN artillery. Finally, the reequip-

,

F

ment of the Regional Force with the more effective M-16 has been
completed, and the Popular Forces have received 90 percent of their
complement of weapons. The RF strength has more than doubled since
1960, while the PF strength has been increased by about 60 percent during
the same period. In addition, the armed element of the People's Self-Defense
Force has provided an additional local security force of nearly 600,000.

•
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:n sum, the United States, after neglecting the territorial forces
during the late 1950s and early 1960s, has provided the monetary and
materiel support required to create a balanced force of regulars,
territorials, and hamlet militia. From the quantitative point of
view, these forces should be capable of coping with the
Communists.
B.

QUALITATIVE CONSTRAINTS--LEADERSHIP,

MORALE, AND MOTIVATION

Qualitative constraints within the ARVN and territorial forces
have been far less amenable to solution than the quantitative ones.
Administrative procedures for personnel and supply management have
shared the common characteristics of the Vietnamese bureaucracy in
that they are slow, cumbersome, and unresponsive. Because of the
regional, rather than national, orientation of the regular forces
(they have been tied to military regions), the tactical flexibility
necessary to maximize effectiveness has been lacking (with the exception of the limited forces of the General Reserve). Command interest
in the mundane but nevertheless vital problem of maintenance has been
cursory, and coordination of the pacification effort by the military
commanders and provincial and district officials has been hampered
by unclear command lines. But these qualitative problems pale to
insignificance when compared with the twin constraints of inferior
leadership, on the one hand, and the "incorrect" attitude and relationship cf the fcrces themselves with the rural population, on the other.
The Military Assistance Command has helped relieve those
aspects of low morale that stem from inadequate material incentives.
Since the United States has b~orne the costs for the ARVN and the
territorials, including pay and allowances, pay scales have been
equalized and brought more into line with the cost of living, while
the GVN has been persuaded to adopt a commissary system (initially
funded by the United States) which brings a wider variety of food,
less expensively, to some of the ARVN units. An enlist:ed vness system
was also substituted for the cost-of-living allowance paid to the
scidier, and the GVN has constructed some dependent housing with US
60

financial support. Improved personnel management systems have been
instituted, promotion systems have been overhauled, and the terms of
service for the ARVN and territorial forces have been equalized.
Medical support and death benefits had also been improved with US
help. However, improvements in leadership have been and remain basically a Vietnamese problem that has to be faced and solved by the
Vietnamese themselves; at bestp US influence can only be marginal.
Unfortunately, the brand of leadership demonstrated by Magsay-

say in the Philippine counterinsurgency has not been duplicated in
Vietnam.

2

While President Thieu seems to have demonstrated some

degree of leadership, his influence with the ARVN and territorials
appears to be limited. Unfortunately, the leadership gap has extended
to the ARVN High Command--there has not been a general officer capable of motivating the force as a whole.

While Major General Thang,

the Minister of Revolutionary Development in the critical, years of
L,

1965-67, demonstrated a high degree of leadership, he did not survive
political in-fighting and now occupies an unimportant post in the
Joint General Staff and is sitting out the war. Colonel Be, one of
the originators of the RD cadre concept, with his keen understanding
the culture of the villager, was able to lead and galvanize literally thousands of RD cadremen and village officials who fell under
his influence at the Vung Tau training center. Fear that Be might
pose a political threat to the regime by capitalizing on his grassroots support has probably cost him a top post where his inspiring
leadership might have been brought to bear on the ARVN or the terri-

i.

Li

"the
[
a-

, !of

torials.

2.
"To the troops, and to the nation, Magsaysay soon became
the personification of leadership. He had outstanding ability to
inspire effective action by small units, to rally to his support
leaders at all echelons; and he had an equally uncanny gift for
identifying inadequate action and causing regrets among those who
were responsible for it.
Most important, he had the knack of inspir-

ing emulation of the example he set." (Napoleon D. Valeriano and
Charles T. R. Bohannan, Counter-Squerrilla Operations: The Philippine
Experience (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1962), p. 139.)
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The deficiency in leadership extends to the subordinate eche-

lons of the ARVN and territorials, as well. This is not to say that
effective leadership in the corps, divisions, and subordinate elements
or in the provinces and districts has been totally absent. Anyone
who has served in Vietnam can testify to the presence of some firstrate leadership 3 and to the dramatic improvement in performance that
such leaders generate. However, the problem has been and is that
leadership talent is spread too thin. As one observer has put it:
The problem is one of a lack of trained and experienced leaders at all echelons of command and of
instilling in all ARVN officers the necessity for
supervising execution of all orders to ensure
compliance.
Lack of motivation--apathy--detracts
from all endeavors other than survival....
Initiative and supervision are appirently so
it is difficult
foreign to Vietnam's culture that
4
to instill it

in the military.

One suspects that the elitism of thFe officer corps lies at
the rcot of the problem. The Vietnamese elite, heavily influenced by
French culture, are alienated from the traditional Vietnamese background and culture, which furnishes the rank and file of the military.
The officer class seems to retain the authoritarian approach of the
Mandarin governing class, while discarding the concern for the rank
and file which characterized this class in the past.
While various attempts have been made to improve leadership
capabilities tihrough Vietnamese mobile training teams and formal

3.
Colonel Tu, who took over the provincial leadership of
Kien Hoa in '963; Colonel Thi, who has led the provincial pacification in Quang Tin since the Tet 1968 days; Lt. Colonel Dang, district

chief of Ly Tin, Quang Tin; Colonel Ho of An Giang; General Hon of
effective pacification plan in
who developed
the
1964;21st
the Division,
late General
01o Cao Tri,an who headed the III Corps crossborder cperations; Lt. General Truang of the 1st ARVN Division; and
Colonei Thang of Thua Thien Province are some examples of effective
Vietnamese leaders.
4.
Brig. Gen. G. J. Duquemin, adviser in Vietnam Central
Training -enter, commenting on recruit and advanced individual training of the ARVIN, June 1971.
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courses at the various training centers,

the effort does not seem to

have produced significant results. This failure is in sharp contrast
with the Comnunists' success in motivating their forces. They
emphasize political training in order to achieve a high standard of
motivation and dedication, which probably accounts for the durability
of the Communist forces in the face of superior strength and firepower.
The consequences of cultural alienation of the military elite
go deeper than just ineffective combat operations--they impact on the
relations of the military with the people, the target of the GVN
pacification effort. A common observation concerns the counterproductive nature of the ARVN's treatment of, and attitude toward, the
people.

General Thang put his finger on the problem after an inspec-

tion trip in early 1966.
The Vietnamese military must be made to understand,
through indoctrination and discipline, that the high-

est duty of any Vietnamese military man is to protect
the people. This is not so today. Yet, it must be

made to come true. It is the real first priority for
all troop units in preparing areas for pacification and
in backing up pacification work. When troops steal
chickens and otherwise misbehave with the people, they

made the people wish to help the enemy, not us.

As a

start, we should make this high duty the prime rule for
all Vietnamese military in the national priority areas,
with a thorough indoctrination program for the troops,

followed up by strict discipline. It is shameful that
the people in Binh Diph prefer US and ROX troops to
ARVN's 22nd Division.-'
Unfortunately, the GVN and ARVN leadership have failed to initiate "a
thorough indoctrination program" backed by strict discipline, and an
"incorrect" attitude toward the people has persisted to this day,
although MACV reports that there was some improvement in ARVN conduct
in this regard during 1970. Nevertheless, considering the objective of
pacification--to involve the people with the GVN--this negative
influence must be viewed as a serious constraint. A comparison of the
5.

Lansdale report to Department of State, March 1966.
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Communist successes in gaining the support of the people is indeed
striking--both the Chinese and North Vietnramese were able to alter

the peasant's image of armies as plunderers of the people by estab-

lishing a rigid set of regulations and tnen enforcing them through a

program of indoctrination backed by rigid discipline.
Another damaging offshoot' of the elitism of the officer corps
is the undue emphasis on the baccalaureate as a prerequisite for
entry into the officer corps and the consequent failure to capitalize
on latent leadership and initiative among the rank and file.
of continual recommendations by US advisers,

In spite

the Vietnamese High

Command never really bought an officer candidate program that would
take advantage of natural leaders without regard for formal educational credentials. As late as April 1971, MACV noted that in spite
cf severe shortages--40 percent in the captain rank and 10 percent in

the lieutenant--unrealistically high academic requirements were
limiting inputs into the junior officer ranks. It is possible that
the failure to tap this potential contributed to the Communist cause,
since the more ambitious members of the peasant class could perceive
opportunities for advancement within the Communist ranks which were
not open in the GVN system.

One of the principal methods used by

the Communists in strengthening their political and military infrastructure, for example, was to open the way to "promotion and pay" to

the young, intelligent, ambitious members of the rank and file.
The lack of strong leadership, with its deleterious inpact on
morale and motivation, and the still inadequate benefits and incentives continue to be the dominant constraints on the effectiveness of
the regular and territorial forces. In the ARVN, attrition through
desertions exceeds combat casualties. The ARVN's maneuver battalion

6.
Percentage of officer candidates from the ranks, Ministry
of Defense, 3VN: 1966 - 25.0 percent
1967 1968 1969 -

0
9.1
8.5
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desertion rates have been rising since 1968 and reached an all-time

high during the cross-border operations in Cambodia during the
summer of 1970. As a consequence, maneuver battalion strengths
declined steadily during 1969 and 1970.
On the other hand, RF and PF desertion rates are considerably

lower than those of the ARVN, for the most part because of the
regional and local nature of these forces. The Military Assistance
Command attributes this situation to lessened military pressure
from PAVN units and to a gradual improvement in leadership. At
the same time, PF desertion rates have risen since 1969, which

is attributed to the increasing combat role of the PF and to
inflationary pressures.

Nevertheless, MACV advisers report a slow

but steady improvement in the caliber of PF leadership.

C.

1'

QUALITATIVE CCNSTRAINTS--TRAINING
The Military Assistance Command concentrated much of its

effort on raising the combat performance of the security forces

through various training assistance techniques, four of which
will be discussed below:
e Supporting the development of an extensive system
of armed forces schools and training centers
e Brigading US and ARVN regular and territorial units
in combined operations
o Assigning Mobile Training Teams (MTTs) to ARVN units

and Mobile Advisory Teams (MATs) to territorial forces
e Furnishing military advisers to the ARVN and to
provincial and district officials
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1.

Schools and Training Centers

Under US urging, the GVN established schools for the various
combat arms, an NCO academy, and a number of national and regional
training centers, all under a Central Training Command.
Unfortunately,
a number of constraints typical of the Vietnam milieu have limited
The infantry and NCO
the effectiveness of the training provided.
training schools suffer from overcrowding and inadequate training
areas and facilities; only the artillery and armored schools are conThe curriculums suffer from excessidered adequate by US observers.
sive theory, the lecture method predominates at the expense of
sufficient field training, and night field exercises and combat marksmanship training continue to be the exception rather than the rule.
The constraints on training are compounded by a lack of
effective instructors--an understandable problem in face of the universal demands for competent officers. Nevertheless, the instructor
corps is generally characterized by inexperience in combat and a lack
of interest, initiatives and motivation.

The system does not encourage

the development of first-class instructors since a training assignment
is looked upon as outside the main stream of promotional opportunity.
Many of the instructors, the so-called "homesteaders," have held their
training assignment for as long as five years, a problem that is exacerbated by lax supervision.
By 1970 US observers with more than one tour with the training
establishment were able to report some improvement in the training

effort since the m...d-1960s.

However, the training emphasis on small-

unit operations of patrol and ambush, and effective combat marksmanship
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still falls far short of that required.

7

Examination of the 1970

training syllabus for basic and advanced infantry training for both
ARVN and 1P recruits shows minimal attention to these basic fundamentals; in fact, the syllabuses seem to be copied from standard US
training manuals for conventional operations.
Whether the US advisory
effort was sufficiently convinced of the importance of this type of
training is not clear from the record, although Improved marksmanship
is now incorporated into MACV training objectives for the ARVN.
Nevertheless, many of the American, Australlan, and New Zealand
training advisers certainly appreciated the importance of this practical training, but their efforts were never sufficient to bring a
reorientation of trainIng from the theoretical to the practical,
except in isolated cases.
2.

"Briradinr"

Techniques

American combat units also had a hand in upgrading ARVN and

L>

V!

territorial unit performance.
Observers agee that the "buddy" or
combined system of operations, first employed in 1965# in which ARVN
and US units were brigaded in actual operations# produced "the most

7.
Experience in the Malayan counterinsu•gency demonstrates
the key contribution of effective individual and small-unit training
in patrollirg, ambusher, and combat marksmanship, both by day and

night. The British training syllabus emphasized day and night patrols,
ambush techniques, and combat marksmanship of a killing shot in 2 to
3 seconds.
These training techniques enabled the British and Malayan
units to defeat the insurgents in the vast majority of encounters and
were a key factor in the success ot the counterinsurgency efforts.
This lesson was also bomne out in the irdochina war. The OtDaniel
report of 1953, mentioned earlier, noted that mastery of woodcraft, sc
scouting, and patrolling techniques and, above all, expert marksman-

ship were essential by successful small-unit operations.

The report

also pointed out that the best instructore were ex-Viet Minh officers
and NCOs.

Iit
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effective ARVN units--showing the ARVN that they could stand up to

the NVA." 88i
This technique was also effective when US forces, usually an
infantry battalion, operated in combination with local RP/PF units
under various groupment schemes.
The 101st Airborne Divisioat for

example, assigned an infantry battalion to the northern coastal Quang
Dien district in April 1968. At the time, the district was almost
entirely under control of the NVA/VC forces, and GVN control was
limited to only three key towns.
The battalion established its
headquarters in the district compound with the district chief and
"his staff, together with the MACV advisory staff, where all intelligence was available and planning operations could be readily coordinated.
A basically similar technique was adopted by the 173rd Airborne Division in northern Binh Dinh during 1969. The four maneuver
battalions of the 173rd and two ARVN regiments divided the northern
four districts of Binh Dinh into six subsectors.
As in the case of
the 101st Airborne Division, the battalion commander and his staf.
were collocated with district advisers and the MACV advisory staff in
district compounds, which facilitated coordinated operations.
Initially, US elements were brigaded down to squad level, but as the
territorial forces achieved a higher degree of expertise the US units
were progressively withdrawn. Under US guidance the territorial
forces gradually acquired a high degree of competence and eventually
were conducting hell-borne operations without US participation. 1 0
Unfortunately, after the withdrawal of the brigade from the pacification mission, the 3rd NVA Division, based in the mountains to the
west, regained the initiative and undid much of the pacification
gains achieved by the 173rd operations. This however does nor negate
the validity of the combined training method--the territorials cannot
be expected to stand up to Main Force NVA units on a continuing basis.

8. See Colonel Oarrington, Deputy Senior Advisor, II Corps,
"December 66-July 67 After Action Report"; General Eckhart, Senior
Advisor, IV Corps (later Special Assistant, DepCORDS), "Report on
Training, 1971"; Commander, 11UMilitary Assistance Command, Vietnam,
Peport on -.he War in Vietnam (As of 30 June 1968) (Washington, D.C.;
G vernrent Printing oartce, 19V68), p. 214.

7

Regression must be attributed to the failure of the 22nd ARVN Division
to isolate the territorials from Main Force units.
The Third Marin, Amphibious Force (III MHA)

introduced its

own system of brigading as a consequence of the tactical situation.
After a brief period in 1965, the Marines, were ordered to abandon art
enclave strategy for a more offensive one aimed at bringing US combat

power to bear in support of the ARVN.

As a consequence, their areas

of responsibility in the Da Narq, Chu Lai (Quang Tin), and Phu Mi
(Thua Thien) enclaves were expanded to areas which included thousands

of VC-dominated villagers. As the III MAw Commander, General Walt,
put it, "as we expanded our areas of operations we needod more and
more troops to keep the areas secure--so we hit on the idea for a
security force of a few marines and about twice as many villagers.

We called these elements Combined Action Platoons (CAPs)."9
The genWsis of the idea came from an experiment in security
in the Phu Bai enclave, where a Marine infantry battalion found itself

responsible for an expanded area of operations, which included 16 hamlets with a population in excess of 40,000. It was readily apparent
that a single battali•o
a dominant influence.

could not prevent the Viet Cong from exercising
Faced with this dilemma, the battalion worked

out a plan which would combine a Marine rifle squad with a PF platoon

at the village level. The Marine component was specially selected
and trained for this assignment. In early August 1965 the first
Combined Action Company (CAC) of four rifle squads, reinforced with
navy hospital corpsmen, was deployed to four villages. The success
of this brigading technique in providing improved security led to
its expansion.

By the close of 1966, 57 CAP units, consisting of about 760
Marines and 1500 PF, had been formed; the peak was reached in the
spring of 1970 when 114 CAP units were in place--about 15 percent of
the PF units in MR I. The primary task of the CAP was to upgrade the
performance of the Popular Forces. The evidence shows that training
9. Lt. Gen. Lewis Walt, Address to Third Marine Division
Association, 22 July 1967.
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to achieve this objective was practical in nature with little or no
attention to formal classroom-type training, in spite of the fact
However, the record
that such training was prescribed in many cases.
shows that real training did take place:
By accompanying the Marines in daily operations and
activities, the PF picks up military knowledge by observation and repetition; patrol and ambush tactics become
habitual--the tore mechanical aspects such as the care
of weapons and use of equipment is taught to the PF
on an individual informal basis not because the Marines
are ordered to conduct such training, but because
PF with
they recognize it is in their own interest--a
10
a jammed weapon is no help in a fire fight.
In the final analysis, the best indication of the success of
the program is shown by the record. For example, Da Nang, covered by
a CAP unit, was one of the few municipal areas not overrun by the
Further, a comparison
Communists during the Tet offensive of 1968.
of CAP-PP unit performance with that of the regular PF units revealed
that
during the first six months of 1969, the Combined Action
Program, working with III of the 780 PF platoons in
ICTZ (14.3% of the total), suffered 30.1% of the casualties, accounted for 54.8% of the enemy killed, and
for 55.7% of the weapons captured:

Friendly XKA
Enemy :'IA
Weapons captured
Kill ratio

669 Independent
PF Platoons

111 CAPs

369 (69%)
1,079 (45%)
427 (44%)
2.7:1

164 (31%)
1,306 (55%)
536 (56%)
8.0:1i1

Scme evidence of the continued durability of the CAP training is
illustrated by the following:

The
10. Bruce C. Allnutt, marine Combined Action Capabilities:
Vietnam Experience, Human Sciences 7ResearcF, Inc. (T4cLean, Virginia,
53 ), p. 40.
Mecer•ne
11.

Ibid.,

p. 38.
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On the morning :f 2 May 1971, a 200-man enemy force
comprised of Q83rd VC Battalion and 38th NVA Regiment
elmnts conducted coordinated mortar/ground attacks
throughout Dai Loc district--recently an area of CAP

concern. At the time of the attack, there was no
CAP elements on hand, although virtually every PP
aeceived CAP theainiey.
platoon in the disthict had
A
he enemy to
ndedfought
The oon in stood hir grounha
a standstill. During the battle, 95 NVA/VC were
killed or captured, and 33 AK-47 rifles and 10 crewRP/PF casualties were
served weapons were seized.
15 killed and 43 wounded.l?

While kill ratios are an important measurement of s3uicess in
reducing the Conatunist guerrilla capabilities and in improving physical security, the CAP program had important psychological effects on

the villagers, as well. "All Vietnamese officials interviewed believed
that te psychological impact of American troops working side by side
at the village level with the Popular Force Platoon is the greatest

asset of the program."

13

On balance, the use of the Duddy system with ARVN urtits was a
most effective training technique, since ARY units had the same
general level of supporting arms and services as US Units. 9owever,
in the case of brigading US units with the territorials, performance

was undoubtedly improved, but a part of the increase in effectiveness
can be attributed to external US support, that is, air, artillery,
heli-lift, medical evacuation, and the backup afforded by US forces.
While the US example should have tended to impzove external support
by the ARVN and the Vietnmese Air Force, a lack of resources, on the
one hand, and a reluctance or unwillingness to furnish support when
the resources are available, on the other, could limit the future

effectiveness of brigading.
from Vietnam• is

For example, one of the recurring reports

that medical evacuation by the VN&F is

difficult to

ar-ange during daylight hours and almost impossible at night.
Similarly, the availability of helicopters for airlift operations is
12. Fleet Marine Force, Pacific, "Operations of US Marine Forces
Vietmam," p. 39.
13. Albiutt, Marine Combined Action Caabilities, Apperdix G,
p. G-1.
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conscrained by a lack of resources and something less than full cooperIt may well
ation of the VNAF with the ARVN and territorial forces.
be that the combat performance of the territorial forces, which have
become accustomed to a high level cf US support (particularly heliccpters), may be degradw.• when forced to operate with the more limited
Vietnamese external support resources.
3.

Mobile Advisory Teams

The technique of brigading US forces with the ARVN and the
territorials could not be extended to the great majority of the
territorial forces.
To fill
this advisory gap, the United States
emplcý,ed teams cf advisers to rotate among units.
This training
technique had been initiated as early as 1957, when US Special Force
teams were introduced into Vietnam to provide training in "unconventicnal warfare."
Their initial assignment was training duty at the
Commando Training Center in 1ha Trang.
In 1960 this small group was
supplemented by additional teams deployed to Da Nang and Song Mac.
In 1961 the Special Forces -cle was expanded first to the training of
villagers recruited as special reaction forces in the Central Highlands and then later to the support of MAAG training as a whole.16
After the introduction of US forces in 1965, some US units
formed Mobile Training Teams from their own resources to assist ARVN
However, the major thrust of
units in upgrading their performance.
the adviscry effort ccncentrated cn training assistance to RF and PF
units using a tr3i ning Tcde* criginating in the II ý'S Field Forces
11.R in 1?67.
II)
These sc-osalled :,!cbile Advisory Teams were made up
of two cfficers, three senicr enlisted men, and an interpreter.
Znitially personnel were drawn from combat units, but later they were
assifnec directly to the program and trained in-country.
Teams were
assigned tc the provinces and districts where, under the coitrol and
""irecticn
cf :.:; advisers, they operated in the fie!. with -I and PF
units, supervised small-unit training, and developed training programs
tc fir the specific needs cf the units they advised.
Further, in
order tc upgrade the ad4.inistrative and logistic support cf the territorials, administrative and lcgistic teams were fc.ed to advise their
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Vietnamese counterparts on support matters.

At the peak of thE

advisory effort in 1970 nearly 500 Mobile Advisory Teams were deployed
14
in the field.
4.

US Advisory Effort

The system of providing advisers to ARVN combat units was
initiated in the late 1950s under the JAAG chief, Lt. General William.
As more advisory personnel became available in the early 1960s, the
system was expanded to the battalion level.

This technique for

improving ARVN performance has continued until the present, although
a gradual reduction of the advisory effort is

scheduled as Vietnami-

zation progresses.
This training effort has contributed materially
to improving performance of the ARVN, particularly in helping to
eliminate weaknesses in staff functioning, coordination, employment
of supporting arms,

and logistic support.

The advisory system, however, has suffered under several constraints, the elimination of which would have improved performance.
A major constraint was the short tour of the adviser, on average
abcut five months; MACV records show that the military adviser was

usually realizing his full potential just as his tour came to an end.
TAter the short tour factor was partially compensated for by the
return of many former advisers to a second, or even a third, tour in

*

Vietnam during which they, at times, again were assigned as military
advisers and could bring their prior experience to bear. Another
constraint stemmed from the fact that, on the average, the length of
service and the combat experience of the US adviser were significantly
less than those of his ARVN counterpart; the average US adviser had
about six years of service up to mid-1970, when it rose to about
seven years, while his Vietnamese counterpart had about 12 years of
service. This relative lack of experience on the adviser's part may
well have led to some na.ural resentment on the part of the Vietnamese
commarders concerned.

With regard to the role of the advisers,

some

o ilitary observers have observed that "the term adviser is a misnomer,"
14.

Report on the War in Vietnam, p. 215.
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I!
since :he major duty of rrosc advisers was to arrange for US artillery,
air, heli-lift, medi-evacuation, and logistic support rather than
advising on tactics.1 5 The designation of US advisers as "combat
assistance teams" was adopted in 1970.
A third constraint noted by some military observers is that
the US advisory effort was continued too long--the US support supplied
through the advisers should have been cut off so as to force the ARVN
to develop their own support capabilities earlier. The performance
of ARVN divisions in Region IV tends to bear this out.
One senior
military officer commenting on the early withdrawal of US advisers
from MR IV noted that the ARVN divisions in that region were better
16
led and trained because they had no US crutch to lean on.
Because of the importance of security as a basis for pacification (and because of the shortage of qualified cIvilians from the
various US agencies involved in Vietnam), the military has shouldered
much of the advisory effort in the provinces and districts since 1.963.
Once US forces were introduced in 1965, the military officer understandably desired service with combat units, rather than service as an
adviser, because of his background and training and the perceived
advantage to his career. Then, too, demands placed on the army by the
large US buildup limited the number of first-class officers that could
'e assigned to the pacification advisory effort. As in the case of
the US advisers to military units, the problem was compounded by the
short tour which brought the officer to full effectiveness just as
his tour was ending.
There were, of course, a number of highly
inoe!ligent, innovative, and capable officers who acquired a high degree
ex.-ertise in pacification. These officers on their own initiative
sought additional tours in Vietnam, which made their services as pryv-f

incial senior advisers and the senior echelons of the CORDS structure
even mcae valuable.

1S. Bri7. Gcn. ,. j. Duquemin, Adviser in Vierna¶ Central
Training Tenter, co.mmentinq rn AToh training, 1971.
1..
.a-. ýeneral Eckhart, A.3is:anr Deputy, CrpS, •SM.•V,
=onrenting on
-,-raining.
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Finally# the bulk of the military, like the civilian advisers,
had no clear idea of the appropriate concept and approach to pacification--nor was this gap filled by an effective trainlng program, at
least until 1967 when a training course was instituted for provincial
senior advisers at the newly established Vietnam Training Center in
Washington.
It was not until 1970 that a program for the selection

and training of all military personnel for assignment to districts
and provinces was initiated.

This program, with its career incentives,

liberal leave policy, and an eighteen-month tour, paralleled by
language and pacification training at the Vietnam Training Center,
has brought a very high caliber of motivated and dedicated officers
into the advisory pacification effort.

I.
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IV
THE ROLE OF A GRASS ROOTS MILITIA--WHEN SHOULD THE PEOPLE BE ARMED?
The pros and cons of a hamlet militia were debated at high levels
among and within government circlqs and the US advisory community.
In essence, the issue centered first on whether the people could be
trusted with arms for their own defense, and, if so, what prerequisites would have to be satisfied before arms were distributed.
A volunteer hamlet defense force, the Combat Youth, was part of
the Strategic Hamlet program in the early 1960s. The concept was

developed by Ngo Dinh Nhu as a part of his ideology of self-sufficiency-motivation of the villagers would lead to the organization of volunteer
forces serving without pay. However, once organized it was soon discovered that these forces, like the territorials, could not withstand
Communist military pressure. In 1964 the Combat Youth were consolidated

into the Popular Forces, although MACV and some elements of the GVN proposed to retain this defensive element as the primary defense of the
hamlet, with the PF responsible for overall village defense. However,
Washington authorities concerned with what they believed to be undue
proliferation of paramilitary forces did not support the Saigon position.
In 1966, General Thang, then Minister of Revolutionary Development, revived the hamlet militia idea as the central way to involve
the people with the GVN. An Inter-Agency Task Group of the US
advisory community cautiously supported the program on the condition
that it be irstituted in a few pilot areas.
Fear of arming the
people remained a major roadblock, and the program never got off the

ground, in spite of the fact that organization of the hamlet militia
was one of the objectives of the RD cadres in 1966.
Two years later, the Tet offensive acted as the catalyst for
the formation of a hamlet militia.
In Saigon, in reaction to the
Communist invasion, some of the people requested arms from the military
77
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and the police,

saying "we know where the VC are hiding.

Give us

weapons and we will go in and get them without the destruction of our
homes." This request was turned downg but in many of the delta provinces similar requests resulted in the distribution of some arms. The
most dramatic example occurred in Hue, where the population, before the
Tet offensive, had tended to be "fence sitters." With the occupation of
Hue and the assassination of thousands of civilians, the people were
galvanized into action and demanded arms for their future protection,
which were issued. As a result, the hamlet militia concept was revived
by local initiative.

1

The formal decision to revive the hamlet militia was made by
President Thieu and strongly supported by CORDS. Thieu's desire to
build up his political support in the rural areas probably played a
major role in his decision.

Thieu shrewdly highlighted and publicized

his trust of the people in a series of ceremonies in which the villagers were presented with arms.
The hamlet militia concept,

in the form of the People's Self-

Defense Force (PSDF), was written into law in June 1968. The basic
idea was to incorporate all the hamlet population, including women,
into either a combat or support component. The combat component, made
up of young men below draft age and older men beyond the draft age, was
given limited military duties,

including patrolling the hamlet periphery,

giving warning of impending attack, and, in conjunction with the PP,
putting up a limited defense.

The support component was to participate

in noncombat assistance, such as first aid, fire fighting, and the like.
All were to assist in uncovering the Communist infrastructure.
By 197C the success of the PSDF program led the GVN, on its
own initiative, to increase the military competence cf some elements
of the combat component, the key inter-teans, and to expand their
combat r-ýle to one -f gradually replacing PF units in the more secure
hamlets. The implementing order noted that "the key inter-teams will
gradually replace the PF in the conduct of limited security operations,
reconnaissance, ambush, and patrol, thus permitting the RF and PF, while
1.
Interview in Saigon with official in PSDF Advisory Section,
COPDS, June 1971.
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in direct support of the PSDF, to operate in inter-village and

inter-district areas." 2

(The expansion of the roles and missions of

the RF1, PP and PSDF is a part ol the Vietnauization program which
"aimsultimately at f1eeing the ARWN from direct support of population
security so as to facilitate offensive operations against PAWN units,)
It is worth noting that the American involvement in this
program has been minimal--the PSDF is more Vietnamese in concept and
operation than any other security program. In spite of some pressure
froms within CORDS for more US involvementp the CORDS leadership
favored a "hands off" attitude. American advisers in Region I point
out that US advisers "are not sufficiently people-oriented, and
massive outside assistance would usurp the self-development. nature
of the program....
GVN and US officials and advisors proudly point
out that the people themselves are doing something about their own
security without outside assistance--that the PSDFs have performed
well often against superior forces." 3
The People's Self-Defense Program now involves over 4.4
million people and must be considered one of the most important
pacification programs in effect. Not only has it
made a significant contribution to security by relieving the PF from
the responsibility for security in 38 percent of the hamlets, but it
has also contributed to extending GVN control and to gaining the
support of the people for the GVN.
Through participation in the
village and hamlet administration and in the performance of paramilitary and social tasks, the people have become involved with the
hamlet and village administration, and in so doing have made it more
difficult for the Viet Cong to acquire recruits.
Since the essence
of a counterinsurgency effort is to deprive the subversive side of
recruits, while at one and the same time gaining the involvement of

2.
Trainonf of Hard-Core PSDF Inter-Teams, General Directorate
of People's Self-Defense'Forces, Ministry of Interior, Republic of
Vietnam, 1970.
3.
Memo from Commanding General, Third Marine Amphibious

Force to Deputy, CORDS, "People's Self-Defense Training," 21 May 1969.
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the people and ultimately their support for the government, the
political-social elements of this program are more important than
the military aspects.
The threat to the Communist recruiting potential has not gone unnoticed by the Viet Cong--PSDF units arm a prime
Communist target.

so

V

THE FORCE FOR LAW AND ORDER IN THE COUNWTRSIDE-A NATIONAL POLICE FORCE OR A CONSTABULARY?
The place of a law-and-order force in the counterinsurgency effort
was another problem which plagued the US advisory community for over

a decade. Several key questions arose in this regard. What should
be the role of a police force in the various phases of an insurgency?
Should an existing organization be developed as the law-and-order
force in the countryside,

or should a new force be created?

If the

former, should the Municipal Police (a small force in the late 1950s
whose jurisdiction was limited to the cities) be used as the basis
for a national police force, or should the existing Civil Guard be
trained for the rural law-and-order role? Or should still
another
alternative--turning the Regional and Popular Forces into a constabulary, for example--,e pursued?
During the late 19SO8, a Michigan State advisory unit working
as police advisers in Saigon recommended that the Civil Guard be
turned into a rural police force. Diem (with the M4AG's concurrence)
rejected the recommendation, however, because he considered the Civil

Guard a paramiliteary force (and a counterweight to the ARVN).
sequently, during the late 19SOs,

Con-

when the Communists were building

up their political and military structure in the countryside, there
was no attempt to create a GVN counterweight.
As the insurgency was stepped up in the early 1960., the grass
roots police proved unable to survive in the increasingly insecure
rural envirorient. Consequently, the requirement for police forces,
the appropr:.ate arm to combat the buildup of the insurgent strength,
was superseded by the pressing requirement for paramilitary and regular forces to combat "the military struggle." The development of a

police force as the ultimate am for maintaining rural security was
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given a low priority under the press of events, although a police
role in the urban areas was still

relevant.

In 1962, Diem was persuaded to group the various police-type
forces--the Saigon Municipal Police, the Gendarmerie, the SOretd, and
the provincial police forces--into a national crganizaUton. This
temporary gain was almost completely negated by the virtual disintegration of the police following Diem's assassination. Fearing retribution for counter-terror police tactics employed during Diem's regime,
larqe segments of the police melted into the population.
American differences of view on the appropriate force to
execute the police mission continued until 1967. Elements of the
advisory comunity, including MA'CV, favored a constabulary formed
from territorial forces in lieu of a continued development of the
National Police, in spite of the fact that considerable resources in
advisory personnel and monetary support had already been devoted to
the buildup of the National Police by the Public Safety Division of
AI:. Compounding the debate was the confusion over the proper rcle
for the Police Field Forces (PFF), 3 ccmponent of the National Police,
the first units of which were deployed by the GVN in 1966. Modeled
after the Malayan Police Field Forces, the PFF had been conceived of
as the combat arm of the NP Special Police in eliminating the VC :nfrastructure.
Instead, the GV4 assigned the PFF the mission of patrolling
between hamlets--in direct competition with the Regional and Popular
Forces, whc had a similar mission. The police debate was terminated

in 1ý67 ýy Anassadcr Xcmer's decisicn tc support the buildup of the
exicting Naticnal Police ccmpcnents rather than theorize further on
the relative merits of the pclice and a constabulary. Full support
for the National Police was achieved when MACV also swung behind the
effort. At the same time, a decision was taken to employ the Police
Fiel- Forces as an s:ticn arm of the NP Special Police to apprehend
the cmmunist infrastructure, rather than continue in a ccmpetitive
1
rcle with the Peaional and Popular Forces.
Thus the eleven-year
debatý arcng the American §dviscry community was ended.
i.

Interview with 3enicr 2CRrS cfficial, 20 February 1Q72.
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Of course, there was some justification for the US ambivalence
toward the police.
4Lke all elments of the GVN security forces, the
police had serious problems of leadership and consequently low moralte
and motivation. The regular forces and the RD cadres received the
best of the Vietnamese leaders. and the police had to take what
was left.
This problem was compounded by the fact that the police
did not (and still
do not) have a firm basis in law in the form of a
national statute and must make do with a large number of personnel in
a "temporary" status without an assured professional future. Competition for funds, which the regular forces inevitably won, led to inadequate buwgetary support. The police have also had their share of
the corruption so endemic to Vietnamese society.
It is also certain
that the police advisory effort suffered from the same constraints as
the US advisory community in general.
The police adviser had to go
through an expensive and time-consuming learning curve before he
evolved the appropriate approach to the insurgency in terms relevant
to a law-and-order force.
The principal result of all these constraints

has been that the expansion of the police has been held down; now that
the Communists are reverting to protracted warfare--a phase in which
the police again assume an increasingly important role as security in
the countryside improves--the police are in short supply.
In spite of these many constraints, some progress is evident.

President Thieu has thrown his support behind a police buildup which
will provide the majority, if not all, of the forces required to
complete the extension of a police presence to the countryside. There
are signs of movement toward a much needed national police statute
that will provide the required legislative backup and, when implemented, should improve the status of the policeman and open up opportunities for a continuing rather than a temporary career. The
organization and management of the Police Directorate have been
improved, and some steps have been and are being taken to punish those
guilty of corruption. High-level direction has also been improved,
but a lack of capable middle-level leaders,, typical of &.1 GVN
security organizations, remains a significant constraint.
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In the urban areas the performance of the National Police has
been relatively effective. They are now entirely responsible for the
security of Saigon and are assuming similar responsibility in many
other urban areas. Their effectiveness in preventing the growth of
the VC infrastructure in the metropolitan areas is a significant
accomplishment in view of the burgeoning population and the opportunities for Communist exploitation of workers, veterans, and other segments of the population with actual or potential grievances against
2
the government.
Police performance in the rural areas is more difficult to
evaluate. There are reports that the police image in the MR III and
IV is improving. Nevertheless, the opportunities for c:orruption in
the villages are there, and if the police go beyond the level of
corruption that is acceptable to the Vietnamese villager then the
whole thrust of the expansion can become counterproductive.
Efforts
to eliminate the flow of resources to the enemy through the use of
mobile check points under provincial control offers a chance for rakeoffs that may be of such a scale that the VC objective of creating a
shadow supply system to alleviate their logistics problems in the two
southern military regions may be facilitated. The National Identity
.rogram, while lagging behind its objectives, has moved forward and
when completed will provide the GVN with a system of identification
equal, if nct superior, tc any in the world. The United States, after
a bad start, has prcvided effective advice and technical assistance
tc the Nlaticnal ?clice.
In the final analysis, the performance of
the pclize, like that of the other GVT1 security elements, will depend
cn the caliber of leadership brought to bear on the program.

. nter-jiew with ='D-:S cffi:ial, June 3-7i.

IVI
THE APPROPRIATE FORCL FOR ATTACK OF THE INSURGENT INFRASTRUCTURE-THE MILITARY, THE TERRITORIALS, RD CADRE, OR THE NATIONAL POLICE?
One of the most vexi:q problems which faced the US advisory cormmunity was first determiniq the relative importance of attacking the
Comunist infrastructure as compared with other security programs and
then, after the urgency of this action came to be recognized, deter-

mining which security arm should be assigned the mission--the military,
the territorials, the RD cadre, or the Special Police component of
the National Police.
The Diem government had inherited a French-trained counterintelligence organization, the Sflretip whose key members were Eurasians
However effective this
and Vietramesm who held dual citizenship.
organization might have become, Diem's suspicion that it was an arm

of the French Government rather than loyal to South Vietnam was a
serious if not crippling constraint on its operations. I
As the Communists intensified their operations in 1959, one
of the GVN responses was to mount a "counter-terror"' program. In
April 1959, President Diem instructed the director of the GVN Intelligence Service to work out details for organizing mobile teams to
eliminate Viet Cong terrorists who, for lack of concrete proof, could
not be dealt with through normal judicial procedures.
These teams,

composed of members of the Civil Guard, Municipal Police, SOreti, and
ARVN elements, were organized and controlled by the province chiefs,
in coordination with the regional military commanders. Threats, kidnappirgs, and assassinations were used to accomplish their goal.
"In late April 1959 ... the Sareti Internal Security Action groups
were notified that restrictions had been eased regarding the powers
1.

Interview with Dennis J. Duncanson, member of the UK

Police Advisory Mission (1959-61),

April 1971.
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of arrest, that clearance frcon higher aut-hcrities need not be obtained
before making arrests, and suspects could be arrested for interrogation, inve:tigation, and exploitation ... this directive resulted in
increased arrests in mid-May.... ,, 2
3
In the early 1960s the counter-terror effort was intensified.
The methods used were not discriminate and had t;he effect of driving
Diem's political opponents, as well as individuals pressed into the
service of the Viet Cong, into the arms of the "National Liberation
Front. Nevertheless, in many provinces, such as Long An, the Communist political and military infrastructure was nearly destroyed. In
1962 the SOrete was incorporated into the newly formed National Police
Fcrce and became known as the Special Police.
As mentioned earlier, after Diem's assarE'4aticn in 1963,
many members of the Special Police, which had furnished the trained
police for the attack of the Communist organizatio;., went into hiding
to avoid reprisals for their indiscriminate and arbitrary actions
during the counter-terror program., As a consequence, the nucleus
required to organize and direct an effective program against the VC
infrastructure ceased to exist. In the meantime, through the initiative of USOM and CIA advisory personnel, province special units (forerunners of the Provincial Reconnaissance Units) were recruited and
trained to ferret out membezs of the Communist organization.
In 1964,
in a further attempt to coordinate all intelligence operations, both
District and Province Intelligence Coordination Centers, on the Malayan
model, were authorized to improve the intelligence effort both for
military operations and for tý,e idenuification of the members of the
Communist infrastructure.

2.
US Embassy, Saigon, "Summary, of Internal Secur.ity
Situation in Vietnam, Jan-Apr 1959, No. 16," Desp. No. 42, 30 July
1959.
3.
See Chapter II, Part Two, Volume III of this study for
more information on Diem's counter-terror program.
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A.

VCI NEUTRALIZATION EFFORTS
In 1964 the attack on the infrastruoture was codified in the

Chien Thang-Hop Tao pacification plans, and responsibility for its
execution was assigned to the ARVN and the territorial forces.
Ironically, t e only agency involved in pacification not tasked with

this responsibility was the National Police, an indication of the
minimal impact that the fozration of the Special Police had had on
the GVN leadership, and of the military orientation of the planning
during the period.

As might have been predicted, neither the teri-

toial3s nor the ARYN contributed intelligence of any significance on
the composition of the infrastructure and, lacking such vital information, attrition of the insurgents was incidental and accidental-a byproduct of military operations.
In 1966, the CIA organized Provincial Reconnaissance Units
(PRUs), modeled after the earlier experiments with province special
units, on a nation-wide basis. A short time later, CORDS was able to
persuade the GYN to alter the mission of the newly deployed Police
Field Forces from that of patrolling between hamlets to one of serving

as an action arm to apprehend members of the Communist infrastructure.
Thus two forces existed for the same mission: The PRUs and the PFFs.
One of the priority action programs selected by 0RDS for

particular emphasis was a vigorous attack on the VC infrastructure,
basic responsibility for which would be assigned to the National
Police. A coordinated system of intelligence gathering was to be
established at all governmental levels. A US organization, ICEX
(Intelligence Coordination and Exploitation), was to be established
first as a model for the GVN to follow.
During the remainder of 1967, the establishment and manning of
the ICEX was completed at the regional, provIncial, and distriot
levels. Sector Operation and Intelligence Centers were est-hlished
in the districts, and Province Interrogation Centers and Province
Intelligence Operations Coordinating Centers were also
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established.
These orga.%izations began to break :own the reluctance
of the various Intelligence agencies to pool their information, with
the result that some effective attacks were launched on the infrastructure. But it was rot until the end of the year that the GVN saw
fit to adopt the program; one of t'he major factors in the decision was
the development of an effective Vietnamese intelligence organization
in Qua.-g Ngai Province under CIA guidance. 5
In December 1967, the GVN assigned the principal responsibility
for attack of the VC infrastructure to the National Police. Of equal
importance was Gqneral Westmoreland's decision to throw the weight of
MACV behind the attack of the infrastructure--a missing element up to
this time because of a concentration zýn military-type intelligence to
the exclusion of that intelligence which would develop individual
infrastructure t-argers.
In July, 1968 a presidential decree formalizing the new program
and a Standing Operation Prwcedure describing the organization were
issued to the field. By the end of 1968 Intelligence Operations
Coordinating Centers had been established in all provinces and in about
80 percent of the districts. In 1969, the GVN threw more weight behind
the program. Monetary support of rhe program was transferred from the
Agency to CORDS, but the Agency continued its high-level advisory effort
in Saigon, while US military intelligence advisers were assigned to
the provinces and districts.
The 1970 national pacification plan established t~e attack of
:he infrastructure as one of the GVN's eight major objectives and in
this connection emphasis was placed on establishing village and hamlet
intelligence and operating committees. A new set of instructions
(SOP #3) was issued which updated the operational responsibilities of
eac'i element of the organization. Later in 1970 VCI elimination was
raised to one of the two main tasks faced by the GVN.
4. The Third Marine Amphibious Force had organized the first
Intelligence Operations Coordination Center in Dien Ban district,
Quang liar., in 1966.
5. Interview with CORDS official, September 1971.
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The key ot~ective of CORDS,

which was reflected in the

GVN program, was to centralize all intelligence-gathering agencies

in one location at each .governmental level. Thus there are
national, regional, provincial, district, and village intelligence
centers made up of representatives from the National Police and its
Special Police and Police Field Forces components; G-2, G-3, and
military counterintelligence; Chieu Hoi; information services; the
Provincial Reconnaissance Units; and the Rural Development cadre.
The national and regional offices are primarily supervisory agencies,
while the operating sections consist of the Province and District
Intelligence Operatic-its Coordinating Centers (PIOCCs

and DIOCCs).

The village centers are primarily sources of grass roots intelligence.
The district is
on individual VCI is

the main operations center; here information

collected and collated from intelligence gathered

from the DM.

;ent reports,

reports,

:hanh (ralliers) testimony.

and

captured documents, prisoner-of-war
The object is

to

develop sufficient iiformation so that a specific targeting operation
can be launched to apprehend the suspect.
About 25 percent of the

DIOCCs are headed by the NP Spccial Police, and the %ewainder are
coordinated by district military S-2 officers. The GVN prescribes
specific goals for the neutralization of the VCI in each province, a
term embracing ralliers, prisoners apprehended and sentenced by mill-

tary courts, and those killed in military or specific targeting
operations.
Or the face of it,
the program appears to be achieving impressive results.
The official neutralization claim from January 1969 to
the end of 1970 totals about 47,000,
claimed in

of which over 26,000 were

1970 against a prescribed goal of 25,200.

about 20 percent were district-level cadre or higher.

Of these,
Furthermore,

MACV estimates that VCI strength declined significantly,

indicating that the Viet Cong were unable to replace their

B9

losses through recruiting. As an indication of further deterioration
in capability, MACV estimates that the VC recruiting potential had
decreased by over 50 percent at the end of 1970.
Many US advisory personnel -n the districts question the
accuracy of the neutralization claims, pointing out that it is quite
an easy matter to claim that individuals killed in the course of
military action are members of the VCI when in fact they may well be
simply local guerrillas without rank or responsibility.
They go on
to point out that the quota system is ccunterproductive, to the point
that in scme areas any quota would be met. Further, the quota system
disccurages recruiting of members of the infrastructure who remain inplace, thereby furnishing information of continuing value, because
such an individual cannot be counted as a neutralization.
Some US advisers have also pointed out that the majority of
the neutralizations occur not as the result of specific targeting of
individuals, but simply as a byproduct of military operations--and
that targeting of individuals is seldom carried out. However, other
knowledgeable observers point out that the majority of the VC infrastructure, particularly district and higher level officials, cannot
live in the populated areas controlled by the GVN but must hide out
in Communist base areas where they can be protected by their military
cadre. Under these circumstances, the National Police Field Force
units do not have the military muscle to move into the Communist base
areas (although the PRUs do move into Communist-held territory on
occasion); the only way these cadres can be apprehended is in conjunction with a military operation of sufficient strength to overcome
6
the Communist military forces.
A number of military ope..ations have been mounted with the
specific objective of attacking not just individuals in the Communist
Based on interviews with Phung Hoang advisers in twenty
districts in Quang Nam, Zuang Tin, Binh Dinh, Darlac, An Giang, Kien
Hoa, and Chuong Thien.
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infrastructure but the system itself.

In 1968,

for example,

intelli-

gence operatives reported to the III .i.Jcommander that intelligence
obtained from captured personnel indicated that 144 high-level members

of the infrastructure were located in an extensive Communist base area
complete with military forces and fortifications. The comnanding general agreed to commit the sizable forces required to erter the area,
equivalent to about a division, for the main purpoc., of supportt.ng
this neutralization effort. The result of the operation was that 83
of the 144 members reported to be in the base area were killed or
captured. While this operation was not a specific individual targeting operation, it was nevertheless a targeting operation of an entire
Communist organization and achieved outstanoing results .7 The success
of this type of mass targeting is of course dependent upon the willingness of the military officials to cooperate.

In many districts the

S-2 PH coordinators have been willing and able to marshall the district
military resources in support of such mass targeting with effective
results; in others they or their superiors have shown no interest in

r!!

such activities.

I

iei

There are, however, some optimistic trends in individual tar-

greting operations in those districts where the Military strength of
the Viet Cong has been significantly attrited.

In such an environment

the Police Field Forces have the capability (although many observers
doubt that this potential will be realized) inherent in their own
organization to mount individual targeting operations. For example, in
Tan Tru district of Long An Province, where one can see a microcosm of
successful pacification, there are reported to be only twenty-nine VCI
in the entire district and no guerrilla forces whatsoever.
sequence,

As a con-

emphasis has been placed on developing the pattern of opera-

of these individuals have been captured by specific targeting operations laid on as a result of intelligence from a variety of sources.

7.

Interview with CORDS official, September 1971.
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In this case the Police Field Forces have been, in fact, the action
arm of the targeting operation.8
In addition, the Special Police have demc.:-.ratedi a high

•r

degree of proficiency in preventing the growth of the infrastructure
in the urban areas, in spite of the intensified attempts by the
tommunists to exploit the disaffected--veterans, students, laborers,
9
and displaced persons.
Of course, the same constraints that hamper the effective
cperation cf the police in carrying cut their law-and-order mission
in the rural areas also hamper their efforts to neutralize the VC
infrastructure. The lack of effective middle-level management is
particularly sericus in the NP Special Police. As one observer has
put it, the Special Police, the principal police arm for the attack of
the VC infrastructure, ar-4 one that will assume more importance as
security is extended I0
in .e countryside, is on the lowest rung of the
W.Gprestige ladder.
Some US observers are convinced that the attack of the VCI
will cease once US influence and backing are removed. They hold that$
because of the many families who have some members in the VCI, the
system of neutralization goes against the Vietnamese grain. Others
feel that the system is too complicated; that the sophisticated computer systems instituted by' the United States as part of the neutralization program are beyond the GVN capabiltitLs to support. Others
hold that the Special Police and Police Field Forces will never achieve
the qualitative standards required. Still others are convinced that
the responsibility for the effort must be assigned to the Special
Police if effectiveness is tc be realized.
In spite of these constraints, the improved targeting operations, as demonstrated in the Tan Tru district of Long An, and the
success of the Special Police in combating the insurgent buildup in
8.
Interview with district adviser, Tan Tru district, Long
An Province, June 1971.
9.
Interview with a CORDS official, June 1971.
19.
Interview with a CCRDS official, September 1971.
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the urban areas tend to Justify some optimism.

At least the United

States has provided the GVN with technical know-how and methods which
have enabled it to build the elements of a reasonably solid organization.

While the operation may become more Vietnamese in character,

there is evidence

that the effort will be continued at a reasonably

effective level, particularly in the relatively secure areas of MR III
and IV, where the infrastructure has already been seriously weakened.
In the northern regions, particularly in southern Quang Nam and
northern Binh Dinh, it is probable that individual targeting operations, if they are to be effective, will have to wait for a more
secure environment.
B.

THE CHIEU HOI PROCRAM
Unlike many other pacification programs, the Chieu Hoi program

has been characterized by considerable unanimit', on the US side.

The

principal problems have been operational in nature rather than conceptual--how to bring about rehabilitation, resettlement, and social
integration of the ralliers (Hoi Chanh).
These problems have placed
enormous demands on the GVN administrators and, as in the case of
other programs, administration has not been the GVN's strong suit.
Nevertheless, the program must be viewed as one of the most important
pacification programs.
Since the inception of the program in 1963, about 194,000
individuals have rallied to the GVN.
The program has
forced the Communists to take major steps to prevent defect).on and to
attack Chieu Hoi centers, vocational training areas, and hamlets
settled by Hoi Chanh. Their attempts to infiltrate the program and to
cast suspicior on the motives of the Hoi Chanhs have been only minimally effective.
The major lesson from this program parallels that for the
police, that is to say, the program should have been initiated at the

11.

Interview with CORDS official, January 1972.
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earliest stage of the insurgency in order to weaken the subversive
structure. ;iem's ccunter-terrcr prcgram, which made no provisions
for voluntary rallying to the government side, served to drive many
fence sitters and those who were m±nimally involved with the Communists firml2y into the Communist camp. Subsidiary lessons include the
importance cf using ralliers in government security prcgrams--in the
ARVN, territorial forces, or In special units that operated with US
forces. Using ralliers as members of armed propaganda teams to
attract members of the subversive armed forces would also have been
a useful technique in the counterinsurgency effort.
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I.
t.

OVERALL APPRAISAL OF TH

SECURITY SITATION

In the final analysis, the success of security concepts, program,
and forces must be measured by their impact on the enemy's strategy
and forces rather than against a theoretical model of per, ction which
is rarely, if ever, achieved in the zeal world. As we have learned,
the role of security in a counterinsurgency is to deprive the insurgents of access to the population, so that they cannot recruit supporters through propaganda and violencep and to establish a climate
of physical and psychological security as a prerequisite for political,
economic, and social development activities.
One of the most difficult problems which has faced the US
advisory community has been how to measure the status of security at

any given time. This problem is, of course, central to the policymakers and plannersq, both military and civilian, in order that
appropriate action can be taken both in the organization and utilization of the security forces. (Since the description of the timeconsuming learning curve in arriving at a system of measuring security
is described in detail in Part: Four of this volume, it will not be
duplicated here.
The question, then, is how successful have the regular and
territorial forces been in achieving the GVN-US security objectives?
The record shows that the ARVN and territorial forces, in combination,
have been sUCcessful in large areas of Military Regions III and IV,
and in some portions of MR I and 11, in providing improved security
for the population, and they have established a climate of law and
order in which development can proceed.
For the most part, the ARVN has been a match for PAVN units
in Cambodia, albeit with generous US air supporvt. In so doing it has
prevented the reentry of most PAVN units into MR III and IV. The
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-cn.ir~e.en: o", C -n-nunimSr >:in Fo-ces ro `anbodia h1a -eprived the local
crmunist forces of te. military muscle required to interfere seriously
with security and has accounted in large measure for the major gains
in pacificaticn in the south. The ARV•l has also prevented penetration
of ?AVIN units across the MMZ and into the Central Highlands, althcugn
Communist forces in :,',
I and II are far stronger than those in the
south and still pose a sericus threat to security, particularly in
scutherr. Quang Nam and northern Bir.h Zinh. In these areas, the ARVN
still faces the task cf fragmenting, attriting, anC isolating the
Ccmunist forces from the population in order that pacification can
,c fcrward. By and large, it is probable that the ARVN, in conjunction with the ter-,itorial forces, can ultimately cope with Communist
forces in MR I and I1, provided that top-level and middle-level
leadership is improved.
In spite of many constraints, the territorials, backed by the
PSZF, are of such strength and ubiquity in the south that the dwindling local guerrillas have been rarely able to threaten seriously
the security of the mass of the population, although individual kidnappings or assassinations still occur. In the north, the territorials
have not been able to ensure the security of the population in some
portions of MR I and II.
Attrition of the Communist political and
military structures has, through a combination of military operations
and The Thieu Hod and intelligence programs, seriously reduced
..ocal •o "unist capabilities. In the south, targeting of
individual ,iet Cong is on the rise, but in the north
individual targeting, cperations -must await a more secure environment.
The net result of the attrition program has been a reduction in the
political and military apparatus and indigenous membership of the
regional Communist forces, and, as a consequence, the local forces
are more and more made up of Ncrth Vietnamese--clear evidence that
the :ommunist recruiting potential in the south is being eroded.
As we have seen, however, the Communists have not thrown in
the towel; they are now convinced that their durability and tenacity
is superior to that of the South Vietnamese and will bring them to
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(Kvictor.

The brand of leadership that President Thiete

the final outcome.
guarded opt~ismi.
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VIII
LESSONS LEARNED
A.

GENERAL

1.

Know the Enemy
The tortured evolution of security concepts and programs in

Vietnam during the first decade of our involvement highlights one
lesson of overriding Importance, that is, the necessity of "knowing
the enemy"--his strategy, tactics, techniques, strengths, and vulnerabilities. Communist strategy for a -ural-based insurgency was
clearly revealed in Malaya, the Philippines, Algeria, and particularly
during the French-Indochina war. A bcdy of operational analysis
reflecting the lessons learned in those insurgencies was available
in the record by 1956. Nevertheless, none of the US bureaucracies
responsible for advising the Government of Vietnam on security concepts and programs had studied, codified, adapted, or promulgated
those operational lessons. As a result there was no body of basic
concepts and doctrine to serve as guidance for the US advisory

comaiundty in evolving the roles and missions and supporti
strategies and tactics fov
the regular, paramilitary, and police fortes.
This was the major roadblock in the timely evolution of a viable
security/ strategy. Furthermore, it caused proliferation and duplication, as well as damaging delay, in the development of appropriate
forces to cope with the increasing tempo of the insurgency, and it
ultimately led to the massive intervention of US forces.
One note of caution is in order. It would be a mistake to
assume that future insurgencies will necessarily follow the ChineseVietnamese mcdel of a rural-based insurgency. It is more than likely
that the next major insurgency will be an urban-based one because
many of the nations that might be considered "insurgency prone" are
either already urban or rapidly becoming so.
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It wculd also be a mistake to assume that other insurgents
will match the tenacity, durability, and discipline of the Vietnamese
Communists. Latin A-erican and Palestinian guerrillas, for example,
have shown that they lack a strict sense of discipline and amenity to
"democratic centralism," and as a result these insurgent movements
have tended to fracture and splinter into competing groups.
2.

Know Your Ally

Another important lesson we have learned in Vietnam is the
necessity of understanding both the background and culture of a potential ally and the capabilities of the elite and rank and file to cope
with the strain cf an insurgency. Of these characteristics and
qualifications, the leadership capabilities of the elite, both political and military, are the most important, since a superior level of
leadership is essential to motivate the security forces in the face
of the demanding requirements of effective counterinsurgency. Unfortunately, we now know that the South Vietnamese military elite, by
and large, lack this essential ingredient. Heavily influenced by
French culture, the military elite are, for the most part, alienated
from the traditional Vietnamese background and culture, and the officer class retains the authoritarian attitude of the traditional
Mandarin class without the saving grace of a concern for the rank and
file which was a characteristic of the Mandarin system. The consequences of this cultural alienation cut deeper than the military
itself; they affect the relationship of the military forces with the
people--the target of the pacification effort.
Another damaging offshoot of the elitism of the officer corps
has been the insistence on the baccalaureate as a prerequisite for
entry into the officer corps. As a consequence, the military has
closed the door on latent leadership and initiative among the rank
and file. The Communists have actively sought and rewarded talent
among the peasant class, and the GVN's failure to tap this potential
has undoubtedly contributed to the Communist cause. Finally, the
leadership gap has forced the United States to support the creation
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of an enormous security apparatus in order to compensate by sheer

numbers for lack of quality.
Other attributes of the Vietnamese elite have also constrained
the development of effective security forces. Administrative pro-

cedures for handling personnel and logistics support have shared the
common characteristic of the Vietnamese bureaucracy in that they are
And command interest in maintenance of
unresponsive and cumbersome.
equipment has been for the most part cursory. Nevertheless, the
Vietnamese peasant, the backbone of all the security forces, has

shown that even with minimum leadership he can and will fight.
The important lesson here is that the United States should be
aware, at least in the large, of the strengths and weaknesses of its
ally and their potential influence on the conduct of combat operations.
Such knowledge, for example, could have been an important factor in
the US decision to join with the South Vietnamese in a counterinsurgent effort. At the least, such knowledge would have been useful as
a background for making decisions on the types of security forces to

r

,

be organized, the arms and equipment that could be effectively utilized
and maintained by the security forces, and the training techniques
best suited to overcoming major operational constraints.
B.

CONCEPTUAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL

The delay in developing a concept and set of supporting
security programs for Vietnam highlights for the future the necessity
for the timely development of a coordinated approach to granting
assistance to a friendly country. Since the object of US assistance
in a future insurgency should be that of developing the indigenous
country's capability to deal with the problems it confronts, the
host country should be encouraged to take the initiative in formulating a security concept,

strategy, and forces in accordance with

traditional patterns, cultural characteristics, and indigenous capabilities. Once such a concept and programs have been developed, the
results should be promulgated as operating guidance to all host
country and US operating agencies.
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Another important lesson emerging frcm our Vietnam experience
is the necessity for designating a single manager to organize and
supervise the multiplicity of US programs supporting the counterinsurgency effort. The key role played by CORDS in focusing attention
and emphasis on priorilty security programs cculd lead to the conclusion that this is the way to go, in an organizational sense, in
another insurgency in which the United States might become involved.
It is doubtful, however, that the US involvement will ever again
reach the level cf that in Vietnam, and hence a large coordinating
lureaucracy such as CORDS would not be warranted. The aspect of CORDS
that does appear to be transferable to a future insurgency is that
coordination and direction of the US advisory effort should be vested
in one individual who has sufficient rank, experience, and toughness,
and who has the dedicated support of both the president and the US
ambassador in-country. Without such leadership the US advisory
effort is likely to be at sixes and sevens, to the detriment of the
security effort and programs.
C.

STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL

The lessons emerging from experiments with the strategy of
the regular forces over the first decade of our involvement in Vietnam
confirm the experience from other insurgencies, that is, the regular
forces must employ an offensive strategy against the insurgents.
This conclusion is equally applicable to the regular units assigned
in direct support of the pacification effort and to the paramilitary
forces. These forces must take the offensive against the insurgents'
regional and local units. If an offensive strategy is employed
early (and the security forces have the quantitative and qualitative
capabilities), the growth of the insurgent military structure can be
checked and reversed. If the enemy is allowed to build his military
structure by regularizing guerrilla units, then the problem becomes
more difficult but the strategy is the same--the offensive.
"When an insurgency is receiving substantial external milita-y
support, and when the insurgents have the advantage of sanctuaries,
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political constraints may be imposed which severely limit the efficacy of an offensive strategy.
Under such conditions the contest is
likely to be long and drawn out. Unless the outcome is truly vital
to US interests and can be so accepted by the US public, the United
States should avoid the commitment of military forces when similar
"politicaland geographic constraints obtain.

Regular and paramilitary forces should also adopt aggressive
tactics of patrol and ambush, rather than "holing up" in a defensive
posture.
However, experience in Vietnam, as in other insurgencies,

highlights the problem of appropriate supervision of small-unit operations of patrol and ambush. The supervision of division, regimentall
and battalion commanders cannot be exercised directly as in conventional operations, since these com•nanders can rarely inspect small
units so engaged. Similar difficulties arise in the supervision of
paramilitary forces. As a consequence, small-unit effectiveness is
critically dependent on the leadership and professional competence of
company and platoon commanders and their key non-commissioned

officers.

Unfortunately in Vietnam these key personnel were in short

supply--and are likely to be so in other countries that are faced
with an insurgency in the future. Shortages in company-grade officers
can be at least partially overcome by tapping talent in the enlisted

ranks through an officer candidate program--a program the US military
advisory effort was never able to persuade the South Vietnamese military to fully exploit.
The quality of small-unit performance can also be raised by
inspirational leadership from the top and middle-level officers. By
and large this characteristic was lacking among the GVN military.
The US attempts to improve the morale and motivation of the South
Vietnamese armed forces by improving their material benefits, while
of some assistance, could not compensate for the leadership gap.

!"1
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1.

SECURITY FCRCES

Importance of Intelligence Network and Police Forces

South Vietnam lacked an effective intelligence organization
during the period of the Communist political and military buildup in
the 1950s and early 1960s, and the United States was forced to make
critical decisions without the benefit of accurate intelligence.
It
seems clear that first priority in this regard should be given to
improving or creating a national intelligence network.
Analysis of information derived from an effective intelligence
network should indicate the underlying strategy of the insurgents-whether the road to revolution is to be a Communist-type, rural-based
insurgency--the surrounding of the cities from the countryside--or
the direct seizure of power in the urban areas. A common feature of
both strategies is an organizational phase in which the insurgents
concentrate on recruiting a political and paramilitary apparatus.

Obviously, this is the most critical period for the indigenous
government; if the insurgent leadership can be identified and apprehended, then the stimulus behind the expansion of the apparatus will
be destroyed. This consideration dictates the improvement of capabilities for identifying and arresting the subversives. This being
so, the question of the proper type of intelligence organization
arises--should an existing counterintelligence-type organization be
improved, or will it be necessary to create a new organization to
discharge the intelligence mission? Duncanson sheds light on this
question. He holds that it is a police function "to carry the legal
authority of the government into the peripheral regions where the
subversives are attempting to implant their own dominion and to prevent Communist abuse of any temporary vacuum of governmental authority
for the establishment of revolutionary bases by guile and terror."l

1.
Dennis J. Duncanson, "The Police Function and Its
Problems," paper prepared for the National Strategy Infcrmation Center
Conference, 11-14 March 1971, Warrenton, Virginia.
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He notes that the subversion of officials and soldiers through back-

mail or intimidation--typical Communist tactics--are crimes in most
countries and the detection and apprehension of the subversives is
normally a police function.
Duncanson's analysis seem correct; if
distinguish itself from the subversives, it

a government is to

must operate under a

rule of law, and in most countries the police force is the executive
arm for law enforcement.

This point is underlined by the impact of

Diem's counter-terror program, during which the law was abrogated in
favor of arbitrary and indiscriminate tactics of arrest, Imprisonment,
and assassination--all without legal niceties.

Had these tactics

actually discriminated between hard-core Communists and those who
were forced to join the Communists to ensure their own safety, and
had they been carried out with due regard to the law, then the impact
of the counter-terror program might have been less damaging. As it
was, the program drove many non-Communists into the arms of the
National Liberation Front and contributed to the buildup of the very
structure that the Diem regime was attempting to destroy.
Using the existing police force has anothez advantage.
Because of the familiarity of the "man on the beat" with the behavior
patterns of the local hamlet or city precinct population, he can serve

as an effective source of grass roots intelligence.
The ready exchange of basic intelligence will be facilitated
if both the law-and-order force and the primary counterintelligence
arm are drawn from the same organization.

Second priority then should

be assigned to developing a national police force, operating under a

framework of law, with police powers for law enforcement, and supplemented with a coimterintelligence component.
The counterproductive tactics of Diem's counter-terror program
leads to another lesson--the subversive apparatus should be attacked
not only through identification and arrest, but also through simple
procedures that will exonerate members of the population who have been
forced to associate themselves with the subversives.
In addition,

generous conditions of amnesty'and reassociation with the government
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should also be offered to induce defection from the subversive
apparatus.
Such a program should be backstopped with effective psychological warfare techniques.
(It should be noted that the "Rallier"
program was not instituted in South Vietnam until 1963, long after
the period of intensive Communist buildup.)
2.

Roles and Missions of the Security Forces

Urban and rural law-and-order forces, together with a counterintelligence arm, may fail to arrest the growth of the subversive
apparatus.
Under these conditions, it is probable that the subversives will use their paramilitary assets in a program of violence In
the countryside, in the cities, or bcth. Existing government security forces, including the regular forces, should take the initiative
against the guerrillas through aggressive small-unit tactics of
patrol and ambush. Counterintelligence activities leading to the
identification and apprehension of the subversives should also be
intensified.
Additional security forces may be required to cope with the
rising level of violence.

These may take the form of a combar police

modeled after the Malayan-South Vietnamese Police Field Forces or
gendarme-type units using traditional methods. If the subversives
are concentrating their attack in the urban areas, a combat police
backup for the urban police is the preferable force because of the
potential for coordination with an urban police.
The crganization ar.. equipment of these additional forces
should be as simple and unsophisticated as possible; essentially
they should be very light infantry forces equipped with automatic
weapons, light mortars, grenade launchers, and rugged but light communication equipment. Administrative and logistic support, including
transportation, should be centralized in a support-type organization
at the highest practical level.
The decision as to which of the two units tc use--a combat
police or a newly created paramilitary force--should reflect the
realities of the political environment.
In many countries of the
underdeveloped world the military will normally occupy positions
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of considerable political power.

Under such conditions the formation

of combat police may be opposed or frustrated by military opposition,

even If it is theoretically advantageous.
ally" is

of great Importance in

Here again "knowing your

reaching decisions on the type of

paramilitary forces to be organized.
Consider•tion should also be given to the organization of

•,;F
(local
{i:

hamlet-te forces, if

indeed they do not exist.

In most peasant

societies lack of organized governmental security forces in the
countyside has forced the population to organize "home guard" units
for their own protection against bandits and criminals. Experience
with homse guards in Vietnam (the People's Self-Defense Force) has
demonstrated that the Involvement of the people with the government
through a hamlet militia--in essence a Communist technique--is of at
least equal importance as the security aspects of the program, since
it tends to deprive the insurgents of potential supporters and contributes tc the association and identification of the people with the
government.

.I .

•However,

we also know from our, experience in Viatram that: a

hamlet militia does not have the military muscle to stand up to hea&y
mlt
mility p
iessure.
Alo
dingly, a pienequisite for organization of a
hamlet militia is a low level of insurgent military activiy targeted
against the hamlets; a hamlet militia can be effective in the very
early stages of an insurgency, or later when the paramilitary and
regular forces are of such strength that they can act as a shield
against "main force" insurgent units. Applying this criteria to
Vietnam, a hamlet militia would have been an appropriate security
force between 1956 and 1959, when the Communists were in an org'anizational stage and had minimal guerrilla strength. But, as we have seen,
a hamlet militia was not organized until the Strategic Hamlet program
was initiated in 1962, when the Communist had already built up significant military muscle.
It was not until 1967 that an appropriate
military shield had been created by expansion of the regular and paramilitary forces so that a hamlet militia could have been activated in
the more secure areas of South Vietnam.
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If additional security forces fail to arrest the growth cf
an insurgency, then the insurgency will move to a higher level in
which the insurgents will continue the political struggle, but will
shift their emphasis even more to the armed struggle.
Increased
recruiting through political activities and the upgrading of guerrilla
units into regular conventional units will continue and lead ultimately to the formation of companies, battalions, and even larger units.
As this regularization continues, guerrilla operations will gradually
assume a supporting role and regular force operations will pre-dominate. As this process evolves, additional government regular forces
may be required tc blunt the insurgent "main force" operations, while
paramilitary and rilice-type forces will have to be increased to
counter the smaller insurgent main force units and the local guerrilla
formations. While the attack of the insurgent infrastructure should
be continued, individual targeting operations will become more difficult, due to the security situation.
If the insurqgnts are successful in seizing the initiative
through d combination of effective tactics and a favorable balance of
forces attained through continual expansion of regular units, the
insurgency will move to the third stage, the counteroffensive, in
which a military decision is sought. This will require the counterinsurgents to further expand both their paramilitary forces and their
regular forces to prevent the insurgents from achieving a military

victory.
E.

T14E TRAINING AND ADVISORY EFFORT

The combat performance of the regular and paramilitary forces
can be improved by rigorous practical field training in patrol and
ambush tactics and combat marksmanship.
Unfortunately, NIACV was
unable to convince the GVN of the value of this training.
The US advisory community also attempted to improve the combat performance of the GVN forces by furnishing advisers and mobile
training teams to GVN units, and by brigading US units with both the
regular and the territorial forces.
The Public Safety Division of
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AID also furnished advisers to the National Police, and the CIA
!

~advised the NP Special Polic~e branch.
in general,9 individual US advisers wvith military units were

handicapped by a short: tour of duty (the average was about

msix
onths) which often led to the adviseor's t-ansfer just as he was
reachiW .hAs maximum effectiveness.
Similarly, the effectiveness
of province and district advisers was limited by tour length and inadequate preparation.

T

These constraints were not fully removed until

1970.
On the other hand, the overall military advisory program and
the mobile assistance team effort were continued for too long and

thus tended to deprive the Vietnamese of the incentive to take a
greater role in their own training and delayed the process of Vietnamization.
vi

Two applicable lessons emerge from this experience.
. The host country should be encouraged to adopt realistiC training
methods to achieve small-unit effectiveness in patrol, ambush, and
combat marksmanship.

In addition, the US advisory training effort

should be limited to training the "trainers" in order to encourage
the indigenous forces to develop their own training capability at
*

the earliest possible time.
- Direct involvement of US military advisers with combat units
and territorial forces should be limited in duration, except in
extreme circumstances, in order to develop indigenous force initiative

and capability.
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•ia OEWPm•T ISSUES

It is now over eighteen years since the United States became involved
in granting economic aid directly to the Republic of Vietnam. During
the course of this involvement, the basic objectives of the Agency
for International Development (AID)' have remained relatively constant,
but the strategies adopted to promote them have been shifted occasionally in adjustment to Vietnam's changing environment.
Looking back over our programs concerned with the civilian aspects

cf pacification, it is now possible to single out a few major develop2
ment issues that emerged over the years.
Some have become clear only
in retrospect; others were recognized as major issues at the time.
Some were unique to Vietnam; others may arise in other countries.
All had to be addressed in a rapidly changing environment that required great flexibility of response.
Four of these major issues are
identified below and elaborated in the chapters that follow.
1.

Did the United States or the GVN ever develop an agreed conceptual basis for the development programs pursued in South Vietnam?

1. For clarity and consistency, the acronym "AID" will be used
throughout this paper to refer not only to the Agency for International Development but also its predecessor agencies. These
included the Mutual Security Agency, the Foreign Operations Adminis-

tration,
the Loan
International
Cooperation Administration, and the
Development
Fund.

2. The focus of this paper is on the "civilian" as opposed to
the "military" aspects of pacification, that is, on the nonsecurityoriented components of pacification. The security programs and other
programs with a military focus have been dealt with in the previous
section.
Primary attent5on here will be devoted to the "other half"

of the "other war," on those kinds of GVN activities that focus on
"winning the hearts and minds" of the people of South Vietnam.
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It now appears that neither the United States nor the GVN developed
a well-thought-out basis for the various civilian development programs
undertaken in South Vietnam. This seems to have been true in the
pre-insurgency (1954-1960) period when the United States was ergaged
in the support of traditional economic development activities, as
well as after the insurgency was in progress. Our ideas on development in South Vietnam, such as they were, were largely devised on the
spot as the situation evolved. The lack of a sound conceptual basis
for our subsequent efforts at political, economic, and social development in Vietnam was reflected in several programs that seem now to
have been of questionable relevance to pacification.
The absence of a conceptual framework created other problems as
well, among them the conflict between the US military and civilian
bureaucracies over the basic role development programs should play in
a counterinsurgency. A related problem of significant consequence
was the debate within the civilian community itself over the kinds of
development programs to be sponsored.
Initially, AID naturally focvsed on the kinds of programs it knew
best how to run and felt comfortable running, such as refugee relief
and road building. The fact that valid requirements for such programs existed merely reinforced the inclinations of the AID staff in
Saigon to concentrate on them. When the insurgency was finally recognized for what it was, US assistance was partly "leprogrammed"
toward the rural population, i.e., geared to improving the Vietnamese
peasants' standard of living. It was assumed that the peasants would
then support the GVN instead of the Viet Cong.

However,

-

just what

"supporting the GVN"1 entailed was never precisely defined; the peas-

ants could accept the aid and continue to act exactly the same as
before, for no conditions were attached to accepting it.
2. Were the respective roles of security and development in the
field of pacification understood and agreed?
An important conflict between the military and the civilians
stemmed from hcw they viewed the roles of security and devwlopment
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in Vietnam.

Military men naturally tended to view the situation in

military terms; to them pacification meant security, which must precede any developmental efforts. Civilian officials tended to see the
problem as a political one, and so believed in emphasizing political,
economic, and social development activities to win the population
away from the Viet Cong. This dichotomy of view persisted throughout
mort of our involvement in Vietnam. It was especially pronounced
during the immediate post-Geneva period, when mi3itary demands on the
aid program were heavy. It resurfaced in the wake of the anti-Diem
coup, and again during the planning of the revolutionary development
program in 1966. Many experienced observers now agree that security
must precede development in a counterinsurgency that reaches the level
of military hostilities attained in Vietnam, but no firm consensus

has been reached.
The issue of the relative importance of security and development
also raised operational questions. As the United States became more
and more directly involved in South Vietnam, there was considerable

discussion over whether to concentrate civil programs in relatively
secure or relatively insecure areas. Although the proponents of the
two operational approaches are difficult to identify (no one agency,
for example, favored one or the other position), there was lively
debate on this subject during the days of the Strategic Hamlet pro-

gram, again during the 1964 interregnum, and later following the Tet
offensive in 1968. Generally speaking, the consensus now is that
development efforts should be encouraged only in those areas clearly
under government cont-rtl.
3. What kinds of development programs were relevant in the counterinsurgency? Should development efforts have been conceatrated on
traditional long-term Programs or on short-term counterinsurgency
Mrocrams?
In addition to the conflict between the military a;*d the civilians
over the relative importance of security and development programs,
there was a wide divergence of opinion within the civilian community
1.15
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concerning the type of development programs to pursue.

This

difference centered around the issue of long-term versus short-term
development, or between the traditional AID approach and the new
counterinsurgency techniques. Except for some initial "emergency"
programs, the types of US aid programs pursued in Vietnam were generally the long-term development activities traditionally undertaken
and supported by AID. Counterinsurgency-type programs received increasing emphasis beginning in the early 1960s, when the security
situation in South Vietnam began deteriorating rapidly. The new
highcounterinsurgency support programs were generally short-term,
impact activities having an immediate effect on the rural population
-- for example, rural health stations, schools, and the distribution
of commodities.
The dispute between the "traditionalists" and the "counterinsurgents" was especially heated during the year immediately following
the death of President Diem, when a change in USOM leadership
pro3!
vided an opportunity for the debate to surface.3 It came to the fore
again with the establishment of CORDS in 1967, although it was apparently less open than previously. The subsequent pacification and
development plans formulated within CORDS appear to have satisfied
both the traditionalists and the counterinsurgents in that both longterm and short-term programs were included, since then almost every
political, economic, and social problem in South Vietnam appeared
somehow related to the insurgency. The inclusion of such a wide
variety of programs, however, does not mean that the basic issue was
ever settled.
The supporters of the new counterinsurgency approach were by and
large those bright young "generalists" who had had an opportunity to
observe at close hana the life styles of the Vietnamese people in the
rural areas. The traditional AID approach to economic development
was supported largely by career AID technical staff members, who
3. The United States Operating Mission (USOM), was the overseas
operating agency of AID, and is now referred to as USAID.
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viewed the role of their agency in South Vietnam as "nation building"

I;.

--6., assistance to the countryts normal modernization process that
had been underway before hostilities broke out. The differences between the traditionalists and the counterinsurgents were reflected
not only in the design of programs and projects but in other areas
as well. As will be discussed later, other aspects of the organization and management of the pacification program--for example, staffing and control of resources--were also affected by this controversy.

A,4.

Did the lack of a relevant doctrine for dealin

with the
civilian aspects of pacification produce a proliferation of development programs and of advisers to monitor them?

4

Because the conceptual conflicts between the military and the
civilians and among the civilians were never really resolved, there
was a tendency for everyone to "do his own thing." As a result,
there Was a vast proliferation of US programs and personnel and a
tendency to force American ideas and values on the Vietnamese people
without taking basic Vietnamese cultural characteristics into account.
Many of our development programs were designed and planned to fit
American conceptions of what the Vietnamese needed rather than what
the Vietnamese desired, as, for example, in the programs promoting

local "democracy" through the electoral process.
The proliferation of programs promoted by the United States also
placed a severe strain on the 'Vetnamese ability to absorb and imple-

ment them.

Consequently, when the Vietnamese bureaucracy could not

handle an important program effectively, Americans often assumed direct
operational control, thereby stifling latent Vietnamese administrative
potential. American-designed and operated programs also tended to
increase wide-ranging Vietnamese dependence on the United States, and
th combination of our "big brother knows best" attdmoude and our frequently excessive generosity must have had a demoralizing effect on
Vietnamese society.

As a side effect, the lavi,•hness of our aid and

itsappicaionon a seemingly indiscriminate basis undoubtedly
.1.17
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contributed to an increase in corruption on the part of many Vietnamese at the same time that we were urging the GVN to take measures to
control it.
Finally, an important included question concerns the effectiveness
of our multi-billion-dollar aid effort. Because we have supported
so many different kinds of development programs, it is extremely
difficult to determine with any precision or even reliability which
of them have been effective in contributing to the counterinsurgency
effort. Perhaps the ultimate measure of effectiveness will be the
extent to which the Vietnamese support these programs with their own
resources after the United States has withdrawn from the country.
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i.II
VILLAGE AND HAMLET ADMIniISTRATION
One of the central prerequisites for implementing developmental
pacification programs in South Vietnam has been the establishment of
a framework for government administration in the villages and hamlets.
Subsumed in this overall problem are a number of subsidiary ones.
The relative merits of the hamlet and village as the basic political
unit had to be decided. There were qujestions of whether officials
should be appointed or elected, and of the degree of authority and
responsibility that should be delegated to them. There was also the
question of what techniques should be adopted for establijhing grass
roots administration, specifically whether some sort of organizational
catalyst was required to get the administration functioning at the

J,

earliest possible time. Then, too, it was important to give adequate
consideration to the traditional pattern of political administration.
The Vietnamese village, with its included smaller hamlets, has
had a long history of self-government in which administrative authority was exercised by the village chief and a Council of Elders, who
were advised by the traditional Cult Committee. There was no formal
election process for selecting these elders. Rather an informal consensus was reached by the villagers; age, literary accomplishments,
and correctness of deportment were prime considerations.
Prior to
the period of French colonial rule, the Mandarin government of Vietnam limited its contacts with the villages to the Council of Elders.
Quotas for taxes, for laborers in public works, and for soldiers were
levied on the villages on the basis of population, and the Council of
Elders apportioned these requirements among the village families.
Such services as the villager might receive stemmed entirely from the
resources of the village itself; the central government provided no
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services for the people within the villages--the government mandate
stopped at the village gate.
Under French rule, the authority and autonomy of the Council of

Elders were eroded.

The wall between the central government and the

village was broken by direct tax levies on individuals, rather than
on the village community as a whole, and by a formal legal code that
provided for punishment of individuals guilty of crime, in contrast
with the former system of punishments imposed by the Council of Elders.
Nevertheless, the traditional limit on services to the village
population remained in force, and the villages continued to be left
largely to their own resources.
During the Indochina war, the Viet Minh radically altered this
traditional arrangement and its French "overlay" in the areas they
controlled. The Council of Elders was replaced by a tightly controlled Communist hierarchy; some services were provided to the
peasants--land reform, reduction of rents, and the like--in order to
attract their support. By the time of the partition of Vietnam in
1954, the traditional po. 4tical organization had thus been altered
by French colonial administrative techniques and, in some areas, by
the substitution of Communist hierarchical control. The problem for
President Diem was to establish some sort of grass-roots political
administration on the limited foundation that existed.
A.

THE EARLY CONTEST FOR CONTROL AT THE LOCAL LEVEL
The Communists were well aware of the importance of establishing

a viable political and military apparatus in the hamlets and villages
as a basis for subversion.
As discussed in Part One, their techniques
of persuasion and intimidation for achieving their objective were
highly sophisticated.
Propaganda themes were based on whatever arguments seemed most likely to strike a responsive chord among the pragmatic peasantry. For the farmer there were land reform and reduced
taxes; for the women, improved status and equal rights.
The imperialism of the foreign-supported Diem regime and the inevitability of
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Communist success were woven into all appeals, and the violence pro-

I2

gram, while initially subordinate to persuasion, was a powerful
reinforcement.
In late 1956 Diem took the first organizational step to tighten
government control in the rural areas when he abolished the traditional practice of electing the village chief and the Council of Elders. An ordinance was issued which required that these officials
be appointed by the province chief, who was in turn appointed by Diem.
Borrowing from the Viet Minh, Diem organized the hamlet into groups
of five families (approximately 25 to 35 members). The head of each
family group was given specific duties and was responsible to the
Council of Elders for the collection of taxes, organization of security, and other group activities.
Diem's hope was of course to strengthen GVN control through this
system of appointed rather than elected officials. However, the
change flew in the face of tradition and opened the way for abuse.
Many of the appointed officials were not from the villages or hamlets
in which they served and were often appointed to their positions because of their loyalty to the Diem regime rather than for their
ability. Under the previous arrangement, the chiefs and councils,
though selected by a consensus rather than formal elections, were
nevertheless representatives of the people. Many of Diem's appointees
were seen as interlopers and lackeys of the central government and
as such were not given the prestige and respect previously accorded
to local dignitaries. Many took advantage of their positions by extracting bribes. The overall situation gave the insurgents an opening which they were able to exploit to full advantage.
The Communists thereupon capitalized on their growing political
and military organization by launching an intensive campaign against
village officials. The worst and the best were often marked for
assassination, while those of indifferent capability were permitted
to remain in office provided they collaborated with the Communists.
In the first six months of 1961, more than 500 officials were assassinated and over 1000 were kidnapped. Given the shortage of competent
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leadership, this attrition was a severe blow to Diem's attempt to
establish a strong GVN presence in the countryside.
As security in the countryside deteriorated, Diem launched a
system of "agrovilles" in mid-1959. 1 The agrovilles provided essentially for a protective regrouping of the rural population, but there
was little change in the structure of local administration. By the
end of 1961 it was obvious that the government's early attempts to
establish an effective political apparatus had failed to get off the
ground. The GVN then introduced the Strategic Hamlet program, an
important aspect of which was that the hamlet replaced the village
as the basic unit of administration.
During the Strategic Hamlet period (1961-63): the village continued to be a link in the administrative chain, but it was the hamlet that received main attention. The hamlet, which had enjoyed no
previous civil status, was now to have an Administrative Council
headed by a hamlet chief who would be assisted by councilors for
political, youth, security, economic, and financial matters. In
secure areas, secret ballots were used for directly electing the members of the council, which in turn elected its leader, or chief. In
insecure areas, a temporary officer was appointed by the district
chief. The combined memberships of the hamlet councils within a
village were responsible for electing the Village Council. All of
these elections were closely supervised by the district chief. Even
after local officials had been elected or appointed, the district
chief still continued to have considerable influence over the actions
and activities of the hamlet administration.
The structure of local administration established by Diem has been
faulted on several counts. First, It undermined long-standing customs
-- the shift of emphasis from the village to the hamlet broke with
tradition and disoriented many peasants. Further, while the Strategic
Hamlet program may have theoretically vested new powers and
1. See Part Two of Volume III for a comprehensive chronological
exposition of GVN-US pacification programs from 1954 through 1971.
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responsibilities at the local level, it brought with it increased
pressure and interference by district, province, and central authorities, so that the people actually found themselves more caught up in
a network of bureaucratic control than ever before. By stressing the
hamlets and thus expanding the number of basic local administrations,
program also sharply increased the demand for qualified leaders
when they were already in increasingly short supply. The meaninglessness of the hamlet's new-found prominence was underlined by compulsory
hamlet relocations, lack of security, and coercive restrictions, all
of which served to discredit any idea that the people were able to
play a larger role than before in structuring their day-to-day lives.
Above all, these efforts by the Diem regime once again failed to
establish an effective government presence at the grass roots.

B.

J7

"NEW LIFE HAMLETS" YIELD TO REEMPHASIS ON THE VILLAGES

After the overthrow of President Diem in late 1963, the discredited Strategic Hamlet program gave way to the New Life Hamlet program
in 1964, and steps were taken to correct certain of the more obvious
failings of the past effort. However, the hamlet, rather than the
traditional village, continued as the basic unit of local administration. The new Vietnamese leaders hoped that the hamlet could achieve
the autonomy previously exercised by the village. Consequently,
while the hamlet was provided the constitutional framework for a
greater voice in its own affairs, the village was brought more tightly
under the rein of the province chief, and the Village Council, its
membership comprising one elected member from each hamlet, was restr•cted to an advisory role. In addition to the Village Council,
there was a Village Administrative Cormittee appointed by the province
chief and composed of a chairman, a vice chairman, and from one to
four commissioners responsible for police, finance and economy, information, youth, and civil defense affairs.
By December 1966 the terms of the hamlet and village officials
elected or appointed under the 1964 arrangements were due to expire,
and the GVN, aware of some of the drawbacks to hamlet administration
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pointed out above, decided to institute a reorganization of local
administration. Accordingly$ President Ky issued two local administration decrees on 24 December 1966 in conjunction with the 1967 Revolutionary Development Plan. The most notable feature of the decrees
was the return to the village as the basic administrative unit. They
also provided that the peasants in both villages and hamlets were to
elect their own administrative bodies for the conduct of local affairs.
Thus, there was to be, as before, an elected Village Council, but
this time the chairman of the Village Administrative Committee was to
be elected from among the council's members. This chairman, who also
sarved as the village chief, would then appoint five other members
of the Administrative Committee, with the approval of the council.
In areas where security conditions were precarious, the province
chief would appoint the members of a provisional Administrative Committee, which would have the collective powers of both the Village
Council and the Administrative Commit+-ee. In the hamlets, depending
on security conditions, elections or appointments of hamlet chiefs
and deputy hamlet chiefs were to be carried our according to the
practices established in 1964.
As a result of these decrees, the village not only regained its
former position of prominence in the structure of local administration, but it wielded more power and authority than ever before. This
expansion covered functions involving the budget, levy and collection
of taxes, transfer of land, public services, and internal legal
matters. Since then, only the central government, the province, and
the village have had authority to levy taxes, ard only the village
collects taxes, turning over to the central government and the
province their shares.
Even with these changes, a substantial amount of power was still
retained by the province chief and the various ministries of the central government. Results of elections within the Village Council had
to be submitted through the district chief to the province chief for
his approval. Elected officials were protected from arbitrary removal
by the province chief, but the latter could dismiss any Village Council
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member for fraudulent activities during an election, for prolonged
unauthorized absence from council meetings, or, with two-thirds of

the council concurring, for incompetence. Village budgets had to be
ratified by the province chief, and his approval was required for
most council decisions, particularly any involving the expenditure
of more than VN$SOO0O. The GVN ministries, of course, continued to
exercise considerable influence over decisions of the village leaders
in matters falling within their purview.
C.

PRESIDENT THIEU'S SRE.SS ON LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

In 1967 the GVN took steps to organize a widespread government
presence in the countryside in order to link the rural population
with the government. After his inauguration in October 1967, President Thieu continued to emphasize the importance of elections in the
villages and to bolster the prestige of elected officials by allocating to them considerable authority, responsibility, and, more importantly, material resources to implement programs selected at the
local level. Focusing strongly on village administration, finally,
he set out to establish personal rapport with the elected officials.
The program for village elections encompassed two phases: In
Phase I, elections would be held in secure areas; Phase II elections
were staggered to parallel improved security in other areas. High
voter participation (78 percent) was recorded in these elections for
a number of reasons. First, the voters seemed to feel a sense of
responsibility toward the village communities on which they were de-

pendent for their security and economic well-being. Second, the
voters knew the candidates because they were required to have lived
in the village for one year before the election. Third, the elections were scheduled on days that encouraged widespread participation
-- for example, on Sundays following the harvest season.
One purpose of the elections was to provide the rural areas with
new blood to replace Communist or pro-Communist arnd corrupt or ineffective officials in order to strengthen the village and hamlet
structure which, in turn, would support the GVN's program of
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pacification and revolutionary development. In the Phase I elections,
1182 former village or hamlet officials were reelected, while 7782
were newly introduced to office. By the end of 1967 it was estimated
that combined Phase I and II elections had been held in approximately
one-half of the villages and had involved about three-fifths of the
rural population. (This figure did not include the 3 million people
"inthe six autonomous cities, which had elected municipal councils.)

President Thieu's emphasis on the election process was matched
by an intensive effort to improve the performance of the new officials.
Training programs for them were initiated at the National Training
Center at Vung Tau and in the provinces. The instruction covered the
role of the village in local administration, the objectives of the
reorganized village and hamlet administration, the policies of the
GVN, the meaning of democracy and what local leaders must do to make
it a reality, how to motivate and train people, and ways of making
decisions, conciliating disputes, and organizing village and hamlet
offices, as well as a host of other matters.
The spring 1968 Tet offensive temporarily disrupted the program
of Phase II elections. Then, in November 1968 the GVN launched its
90-day Accelerated Pacification Campaign (APC) to extend security and
government administration to more than 1100 priority hamlets. By the
end of the 90 days, it was estimated that nearly 90 percent of the
Vietnamese people lived under a substantial degree of security and
had elected their own representatives to local office.
The new system of local administration was riot an unqualified
success. Reports from the provinces revealed a number of serious
drawbacks to the growth of responsive village government. Village
leaders were still hemmed in by restrictions, particularly in financial matters; able leaders were in short supply; salaries were inadequate; and district and province officials continued to interfere in
village affairs. Also, the district and province still controlled
the security forces, and so had significant leverage with the village
leaders.
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To help remedy theiase drawbacks,

the GVN,

in April 1969,

made the

Village Council responsible not only for civil matters, but also for
control of the 3ocal Popular Forces (PF)

platoons, which had formerly

come under the district chief.
In May 1969, salaries were generally
increased, and the village chief was given greater authority over the
hamlets of his village.

Thus,

by 1969, major steps had been taken
toward the establishment of viable and autonomous rural government.
The GVN's goal was to hold elections by the end of 1969 in all
villages and hamlets not controlled by the Viet Cong. Three more
election rounds took place between March and September 19E9, thanks
to the dramatic gains in security achieved in the wake of the Tet
offensive.
By the end of 1969, 94 percent of the villages and 93.4
percent of the hamlets had elected local governments.
No sooner had
these elections been conducted in newly secured areas than the GVN
was faced with holding new elections for those villages and hamlets
in which officials had been elected to a three-year term of office
in 1967. In these new elections of 1970, voter participation increased from the 78 percent of the 1967 elections to 90 percent.

The

dominant influence of the district government was still
much in evidence, since the district chief played a significant role in selecting candidates and, after the voting,
village chiefs.

in influencing the choice of

This continuing habit of high-level interference in

village affairs was due to district and province control of security
elements (the ARVN and the Regional Forces) and to the tradition of
village subservience.
D.

CONCLUSIONS AND ASSESSMENT

If one believes that the objective of village elections is to
establish a democratic system at the grass roots on a theoretical
model of Western democracy, then it is obvious that the objective has
not been achieved.
Some village administrators are still
subject to
undue influence from the district and province, and in general the
autonomy sought for the village through increased authority, responsibility, and resources is not universal.
In some areas where the
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VC threat is still significant, there is a reluctance to seek village
office because of fear of assassination, and pressure. is required to
get individuals to run for office, to the extent that in some cases
the district authorities have had to dictate a slate of candidates.
There are even some reports that the villagers look on the election
process as simply a way of legitimizing government control through
the election of pre-selected candidates.
On the other hand, if one sees the objective of village elections
as increasing the involvement of the people with the GVN while lessening or eliminating involvement with the Communists, the appraisal
is more favorable. There are signs that the villagers are beginning
to believe that their own concerns are reflected in the local elections. Observers reported significantly increased interest in the
elections of 1970, apparently because the peasants saw in them an
opportunity to replace corrupt or domineering officials with others
more responsive to their needs and aspirations, and because they
felt that the authority of village officials in administering the
Village Self-Development (VSD) programs and in expending other local
resources gave them an opportunity to influence those programs through
the election process. Pinally, there is evidence that the electoral
process has caused the village officials themselves to become more
responsive to the peasants' concerns. This does not mean that all
peasants have become unqualified supporters of the GVN or of GVN
officials in the districts and provinces. But it does seem clear
that the involvement achieved has constituted a necessary step in
arresting and reversing the buildup of the insurgents.
A solid framework of rural administration is fundamental to pacification programs involving both security and development since
village authorities must control and direct the local security forces
and must organize and administer development programs, such as the
VSD and land reform. The OW's initiatives in establishing grass
roots political administration based on popular choice have in fact
substantially 3ucceeded in providing the administrative framework for
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pacification in the rural areas.

r

IU has involved the people with the

GVN, and in so doing has tended to cut off involvement with the
Communists.
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THE EVOLITION OF DEVELOPMENT
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EARLY CONCEPTS AND PROBLEMS
Following the Geneva Conference in mid-1954, the United States
embarked on what was to become its largest foreign aid program. 1
Having invested more than $4.2 billion,2 primarily in military aid,
during the French-Viet Minh war to prevent the fall of Indochina to
the Communists, the nation was apparently determined to recoup at
part of that investment. American foreign assistance to the
new Republic of Vietnam generally focused on short-term emergency
programs rather than on long-term national development. In fact,
when President Diem assumed power in July 1954, the political, economic, and social situations he confronted were such that a massive
US relief operation was necessary just to ensure the survival of his
"government.
The political situation in Saigon was extremely unstable.
Socially, too, the country was fragmented, in part because so many
1. By 1961, for example, South Vietnam was the fifth ranking recipient of total US economic and military aid (behind India, Korea,
Brazil, and Turkey). For the decade 1956-65, Vietnam was the fourth
ranking recipient of economic assistance both in terms of total aid
expenditures and on a per capita basis. (Kenneth M. Kauffman and
Helena Stalson, "US Assistance to Less Developed Countries, 19561965," Foreign .Affairs, vol. 45, no. 4 (July 1967), p. 721.) By 1966,
Vietnam had become the highest ranking recipient of US foreign aid.
2. Wesley Fishel, "American Aid to Vietnam," Current History,
vol. 49 (November 1965), p. 296. This figure appears to be rather
high. It probably represents military assistance to France and the
e-oncmiic and military assistance to the Associated States. In additior, to such assistance, the United States established a program of
direct economic assistance tc Vietnam in 1950 when a Special Technical
and Economic Mission (STEM) was established to administer aid to the
Associated States of Indochina.
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of the urban areas.

ibandoned their fields for the relative secur~ity
The economic infrastructure had suffered from

eight years of war, though largely from neglect and disuse; there
was little cash reserve in the banks (which were controlled by the
French); tax collections had alm~ost ceased; war profiteering imposed
an added strain on the economy; and inflation was spreading.

Com-

plicating these conditions were two other pressing problems:

(1) 900,000 refugees had come into South Vietnam, mostly into the
cities, from the north in the first year after the Geneva Conference;
and (2) the military-security problems associated with the regroupment
and relocation of Viet Minh forces, and with the US assumption of
the ARVN. In 1954-56,
responsibility for training and equipping
these latter two problems received the highest attention by the Diem
government and the United States. A US MAAG was established to oversee the military training program, and a division of USOM, as the
overseas arm of AID was known, assisted the GVN with the refugees.
Both of these activities fell within the traditional purview of US

competence.
Under the Commercial Import Program (CIP), which generated piasters in the form of counterpart funds, the United States was able to
underwrite much of the GVN's budgetary expenditures, including those
for the military. Between 1955 and 1959, the United States supported
approximately 80 percent of the GVNts budget under this program,
which accounted for almost 75 percent of all US economic aid to South

Vietnam.
Although initially designed as a temporary measure to
stave off economic collapse, when conditions improved, the composition of the CIP remained about the same.
Heavily oriented toward
consumer rather than capital imports, this program tended to reinforce the already artificially high standard of living in the urban
rs3. Milton C. Taylor, "South Vietnam: Lavish Aid Limited Progress," Pacific Affairs, vol. XXXIV, no. 3 (Fall 19613, p. 246.
4. For a more detailed analysis of the CIP, see "Economic Aid
Problems in South Vietnam, 1963-1969," in Part Five of this volume.
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Even more disconcerting, while the United States was under-

writing such a large portion of the GVN's budget, South Vietnam's
foreign exchange holdings rose from $125 million in 1955 to $216.4
million by December 1960.5 Unwittingly, perhaps, the United States
was weakening the GVN by increasing its dependence on foreign aid.
In addition to financing the basic costs of the ARVN, the United
States also supported approximately 97 percent of the costs of the

refugee relief program. 6 Howmver, the short-term costs and problems
associated with the 900,000 or so refugees were far outweighed by
the potential long-term economic advantages.
The refugees furnished
a much needed source of manpower for South Vietnam's idle rice fields,

and the white-collar workers among them helped staff the Diem administration at the national and local levels.
mid-1955, when it looked
S~By as though Diem was coming to grips
with the more acute problems facing South Vietnam, the United States
had come out in full support of his government. South Vietnam was
seen as the place to stop the advance of communism in Asia, and
propping up the South Vietnamese armed forces seemed the way to do it.
So from the beginning military considerations weighed heavily on the
substance and form of US foreign assistance.
In September 1956, the Eisenhower administration outlined its
basic policy on Southeast Asia in an agreed National Security Council
paper that included the following definition of the US political role
there:
The underlying purpose of US assistance in the area
is to help the non-Communist countries develop more
effective political organizations, strengthen their

j

5. Taylor, "Lavish Aid, Limited Progress," p. 246. By 1963 GVN
dollar reserves rose to approximately $300 million (Dennis .7.Duncanscn,
Government and Revolution in Vietnam (New York: Oxford University Press,
1968), p. 286).
6. Bui Van Long, "The Refugee Problem: The Role of Friendly
Nations," in Viet-Nam: The First Five Years, ed. Richard W. Lindholm
(East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1959), p. 50. See
also Msgr. Joseph J. Harnett, "A Critique of the Program for the
Economic Integration of Refugees," in ibid., p. 84.
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internal administration and enlist greater allegiance
in both urban and rural districts. In part this
purpose will be served by programs for military and
economic aid dealt with below. In part it will require an intensification of present programs for
training competent Asian managerial and technical
personnel. And in part new approaches, both governmental and private, will be needed. These should
not concentrate exclu-i..aly at the national level,
but should include activities designed to strengthen
and vitalize indigenous traditions and institutions
and to have an impact on village life, rural society,
and educational systems.
This statement of policy also contained a brief description of
objectives for each of the countries of Southeast Asia included in
the policy statement. It is interesting to note the specific emphasis on military objectives for South Vietnam:
Assist Free Viet Nam to build up indige .ous armed
forces, including independent logistical and administrative services, which will be capable of assuring internal security and of providing limited
initial resistance to attack by the Viet Minh.
Encourage Vietnamese military planning for defense against external aggression along lines consistent with US planning concepts based upon
approved US policy and discreetly manifest in other
ways US interest in assisting Free Viet Nam, in
to defend itself
accordance with the SEATO Treaty,
7
against external aggression.
Once Diem had overcome the crises he had faced, American assistance took on less the appearance of massive relief and more that of
traditional economic development. The question was where the emphasis
should be. As early as October 1955, Senator Mansfield called for
7. NSC 5612/1, September 5, 1956. Quoted in full in Uinited StatesSouth Vietnam Relations, 1945-1967, study prepared by the Department
of Defense in twelve books (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
(Hereinafter referred
Office, 1971), Book 10, pp. 1084-85 and 1093.
to as US-Vietnam Relations.) The statement covered the following
Southeast Asian countries: Burma, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, Vietnam,
Malaya, and Singapore. However, Vietnam appears to have been of
greater importance judging from the amount of aid obligated during
FY 1956 and from the size of the "American mission" in-country.
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redesigning US foreign assistance "with a view to creating ovev a set
period of time a self-sustaining Viet Nam free from further direct
reliance on United States assistance."8 Mansfield also recognized
the need not only to maintain stability in Vietnam, but also to proceed with an integrated national development program to offer a
better life for the people, particularly the rural population:
It is in the rural areas that the Diem government
will face its major test.... For the past decade the
loyalties of the rural population have been sought or
demanded by the Vietminh and the sects. With the Diem
government legally responsible in South Viet Nam the
farmers will in all probability look increasingly to
Saigon for assistance, leadership, and protection.
It would be dangerous if the oppgrtunity to gain the
support of this group were lost.
Despite the urgings of Senator Mansfield and others, the US economic aid program during the pre-insurgency period continued to be
dominated by military considerations. Only about 17 percent of the
FY 1957 economic assistance program was specifically earmarked for
project aid, and of that the agricultural sector received less than
10 percent. Table 1 summarizes the breakdown of US economic aid to
South Vietnam from 1955 to 1961.
As the table indicates, the largest share of US economic aid to
the GVN was composed of nonproject aid, i.e., funds for the Commercial
Import Program, which were used primarily to support the GVN's military expenditures.
For the years 1955 to 1961, it has been estimated
that approximately 94 percent of US economic aid expenditures was
transformed into counterpart funds, of which about 77 percent went
to the GVN defense budget,.I0 Allocations for social development were
conspicuously frugal; the combined expenditures for labor, health and
a. US Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, Vietnam, Cambodia,
and Laos, Report by Senator Mike Mansfield, 84th Cong., 1st sess.,
8 October 1955, p. 14.
9. Ibid., p. 11.
10. US-Vietnam Relations, Book 2, p. 40 of section entitled "U.S.
Perceptions of the Insurgency, 1954-1960."
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sanitation, educaticn, coarunity development, and social welfare and
housing during this period were less than the cost of the 20-mile
stretch of highway from Saigon to Bien Hoa.
Some economic development projects fared better, but this whole program area corntinued to
Above all, it appears
lag far behind progress in r.1litary development.
that during this period little
attention was devoted to the design of
an integrated program of e-onomic and military aid for South Vietnam
targeted against well-formulated goals and objectives.
The primacy of military considerations was not surprising. On
the US side, the influence of the HAAG within the US mission was
paramount, while on the GYN side, President Diem and his brother Ngo
Dinh Nhu needed the political support of the army and were reluctant

12 In
to let other centers of power (economic or otherwise) emerge.
short, economic and social development never figured much in Diemts
thinking. His basic strategy rested to a considerable extent on
maintaining power by defeating the country's external and domestic
enemies by military means rather than by developing positive support
among the population--for example, by attempting to ameliorate the
conditions contributing to the insurgency.
Pacification activities in South Vietnam during this early period
consisted for the most part of various military or security-oriented
programs.
The population relocation schemes sponsored by President
Diem during the late 1950s did have a degree of political, economic
and social content, at least in theory, but the promises of improved
living conditions failed to materialize. Of greater interest was the
civic action effort, which blazed the trail
for the later extensive
cadre programs.
Compared to the massive efforts of later years to promote economic
and social development, the early Civic Action program was almost insignificant.
Its main objective was tO help restore a link between
11. Robert Scigliano, South Vietnam: Nation Under Stress
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1963), p. 115.
12.

Interview with former USOM official, 13 February 1969.
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Saigon and the rural population.1 3 To generate popular sympathy and
support, the program called for the establishment of dispensaries,
aqricultural advisers, lectures and plays to promote national unity,
and so on. The GVNts whole approach, however, was flavored by the
Mandarin tradition of elitism. It was the duty of the country's
leaders to make some sort of gesture toward their "subjects." That
the peasantry might have been looking for genuine sensitivity and
responsiveness from the government does not seem to have been understood adequately.

That the government's future survival rested on a

less condescending approach to the peasantry seems to have been even
less well understood.
The ordinary villagers were far from receptive to the profferred
hand of the Civic Action cadre. The cadre, who were more often than
not northerners unfamiliar with local conditions and customst found
it difficult to bridge the "we-they" gap. The Diem governmentfs use
of the cadre as political agents further undermined its efforts to
promote economic and social development. In fact, in many villages
and hamlets the cadre became identified with the return of repression,
for along with the Civic Action team came wealthy and influential
landlords demanding retroactive rents and the return of land abandoned
during the war with the French. On the whole, therefore, even within
its limited expectations, the Civic Action program failed to achieve
significant progress in the area of economic and social development.
Yet another program which held great promise was President Diem's
1956 land reform program. While modest efforts were gradually made
to implement this initiative, the benefits of land redistribution
accrued to only an estimated 10 percent of all tenant farmers. Despite the frequent urgings of various working-level American officials,
no one at the higher levels within either USOM or the GVN was ready
at the time to come to grips with such a potentially explosive political issue as truly fundamental as land reform. The reasons for Diem's

13. For additional coverage of the Civic Action program, see
Chapter IV below, "Development of Cadre Techniques."
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disinterest are not difficult to identify, for he was opposed to any

measure that would antagonize the landowners, on whose support he
depended while trying to unite and strengthen the country. On the
US side, it was felt that expropriation of private property did not
accord with American principles.14 Meanwhile, the opportunity to
preempt the enemy on this important issue was lost.
While the record of American aid in South Vietnam from 1955 to
1960 was probably no better or no worse than in other underdeveloped
countries, there were warnings at the time that a more effective aid
program was needed. In July 1956 a "Progress Report" published by
the Operations Coordinating Board (OCB) of the National Security
Council noted that increased attention should be devoted to assisting
the GVN with its civic action programs. In May 1958, the OCB again
reported on the progress of US programs in South Vietnam, noting that
"in spite of some evidence of greater economic stability, Viet Nam
continues to depend on foreign aid, the largest part of which goes to
support the military establishment. U.S. aid still accounts for
approximately 85 percent of imports and two-thirds of the budgetary
revenues."j In January 1959 the OCB emphasized that the prosecution
of desirable economic programs was being preempted by the GVN's preoccupation with internal security measures, and in August of that
year the OCB flatly stated that 'tin spite of substantial U.S. assistance, economic development though progressing, is below that which is
politically desirable., 1 5
A 1960 Senate report that reviewed the US aid program in South
Vietnam summarized the situation as follows:
The fact remains, nevertheless, that 4 or more years
ago, the design of the non-military aid program was
that oi a holding action, a "crash prograia" to prevent
14. For additional coverage of the land reform issue, see
Part Five of this volume.
15, US-Vietnam Relations, Book 2, pp. 27, 29 and 32 of section
entitled "U.S. Perceptions of the inrFrgency"; full text of the
report is given in Book 10, pp. 1236-41.
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a total collapse in South Vietnam. In the immediate
chaotic aftermath of the war in Indochina, perhaps,
no other type of program was possible. But there
has not been a single change in directives for this
program of which the Ambassador was aware, 3ince it
was first established on a "cra3h" basis.... it is
still administered preponderantly as a holding action.
Those responsible for directing the program--in Washington no less than in Saigon--find substantially the
same reasons for justifying it today that were advanced 4 years ago when the situation in Vietnam was
very different.
B.

"COMNTERINSURGENCY"

AND THE STRATEGIC HAMLET PROGRAM

In March 1960 the US embassy in Saigon sent to Washington a special report on the internal security situation. This assessment
noted, among other things, the "growth of apathy and considerable
dissatisfaction among the rural populace," which it said stemmed from
control by corrupt and incompetent provincial and district authorities, abuses of police powers, and poorly conceived and executed economic and social development programs. On this latter point, the
country team noted that "the situation may be summed up in the fact
that the government has tended to treat the population with suspicion
or to coerce it and has been rewarded with an attitude of apathy or
resentment." 1 7 Similar warnings issued during 1960 from many sources,
including embassy officials, the CIA national estimates staff,
scholars, and journalists. What was needed, it was thought, was a
new focus and some new ideas.
What emerged after months of discussion was a first cut at a plan
for "counterinsurgency," an increasingly fashionable subject among a
wide variety of self-styled experts. It was again the country team
in Saigon that prepared this Counter-insurgency Plan for Vietnam,
which was intended to serve as the basis for increased military and
16. US Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, United States
Aid Program in Vietnam, Report, 86th Cong., 2d sess., 26 February
1960, p. 9.
17. US Embassy, Saigon, Desp. No. 278, 7 March 1960.
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economic assistance. Available information suggests that the newly
inaugurated President Kennedy in late January routinely approved the
plan, which, in addition to its heavy emphasis on military programs,
called for civic action to win the hearts, minds, and loyalty of the
peasants. The modest nonmilitary programs envisaged were in such
fields as continued technical assistance, village elections in some
areas, expansion of agricultural development and crop diversification
(especially in the Mekong Delta), and limited subsidies for agroville
inhablta its.
As part of preparing to negotiate the plan with the GVN, an Interdepartmental Task Force for Vietnam was established in Washington to
formulate a detailed program, The Task Force report, approved by the
President on 11 May 1961, stated that the overall objective was "to
prevent Communist domination of South Vietnam and to create in that

country a viable and increasingly democratic society." Military pro-I
grams were to be "accompanied and supplemented by a strong, positive
politic3l-economic program," and the report specifically recommended
that Diem's government improve its rapport with the population so as
to produce active public cooperation against the Viet Cong. Another
specific recommendation called for a civic action program to press
forward with "a broad range of community development activities both
in the political and economic field ... geared to bring the rural
people of Vietnam into the body politic." Annex 4 to the report was
more specific cn programs of economic development for both the long
run and the short run. Among the goals set for long-range development were improvements in the areas of agriculture, health services,
education, fishing, roads, public administration, and industrial development; many of them merely encouraged increased emphasis on existing USOM technical assistance efforts. Proposed short-run programs
included such projects as well digging and the construction of schools,
markets, medical dispensaries, irrigation ditches, and local roads.
Interestingly, the report reflected a belief that these quick-fix
projects should be concentrated "in those rural areas currently subject to intensive Viet Cong activities." This may have marked the
14:1

opening of the debate over whether to concentrate short-run development in insecure or secure areas, a debate that was to become more
open as time passed and the situation worsened. 1 8
With the major thrust of US strategy for the insurgency having
been approved at high levels of the US Government, the next step was
to coordinate it with the GVN. Vice President Johnson's trip to Saigon in May 1961 provided the first opportunity. Though the record
is not entirely clear as to just what Johnson and Diem discussed,
the joint conimuniqui issued at the end of the visit affords some insights. In addition to the usual stress on military support, 'tit
was agreed that the United States and the Republic of Vietnam would
discuss new economic and social measures to be undertaken in rural
areas, to accompany the anti-guerrilla effort, in order that the
people of Vietnam should benefit promptly from the restoration of law
and order in their villages and provinces." The long-range economic
development program was also an area on which the two governments
pledged to work together. The communique also announced that "a group
of highly qualified economic and fiscal experts would meet in Vietnam
to work out a financial plan on which joint efforts should be based." 1 9
The US team of experts, headed by Eugene Staley, president of the
Stanford Research Institute, arrived in Saigon in June 1961. Because
the issue of Vietnamese military force increases was clearly paramount,
the group spent most of its time and effort on that question. However,
it did devote some attention to "crash" economic and social programs,
curiously recommending (among other things) that one hundred new agrovilles be built, although President Diem had experienced great diff2culty establishing the 20-odd existing agrovilles and had informed
Ambassador Durbrow over a year earlier of his intention to cut short
the whole program. The group also recommended that high priority be
given to other economic and social action programs such as:
18. US-Vietnam Relations, Book 21, pp. 70-72, 77, i11, and 117..18
of section entitled "
o-rm of Action to Prevent Cornmunist
DomiLnation of South Vietnam."
19. %S Department of State Bulletin, 19 June 19,1, pp. 9F6-57.
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(1) expansion of communication and information facilities, including
the provision of transistor radios in the rural areas and the expansion of the inter-village communications system; (2) a rural medical
program, especially for war casualties; (3) training of low-level
and middle-level civilian administrators, especially in the riiral
areas; and (4) training of the Youth Corps.
Despite, or perhaps as a result of, all the deep-draft studies
of 1960-61, the basic problem, as seen on the US side, was still how
to integrate the various military and economic-social counterinsurgency measures into an effective plan. Fortunately, there appeared
to be just such a plan waiting off stage--Ngo Dinh Nhu's Strategic
Hamlet program. The main objective of the progviam, formally launched
in April 1962, was to assure sucurity and viable government at the
hamlet level.' 0 The eco=omic and social development content of the
Strategic Hamlet program was almost an afterthought. The GVN was
expected to help with building schools, digging wells, and iatroducing
new strains of rice, but only after the construction of fortifications
by the peasants and the election or appointment of local officials.
The hitch, however, was that the government rarely seemed to get beyond the latter two objectives, and whenever it did turn to economic
and social projects there were major difficulties of implementation.
One of the most serious defects of the program was Ngo Dinh hhuts
excessive emphasis on quantitative indicators of progress, none of
which involved economic or social development criteria. The district
chief and his Hamlet Construction cadre would therefore proceed to
fortify a hamlet, establish a local administrative committee, credit
themselves with having complcted one more utrategic hamlet, and (nove
on to another area without particular concerr for the follow-up activities, most of which were economic and social. With the ptessure
to meet Nhu's quotas, there was little or no incentive to proceed
any further.
20.

For a detailed d•court of the Strategic H3mlet program, see

Part Two of Volume III.
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The seemingly low priority attached Dy the GVN to developmental
activities reflected Nhu's strong views on self-reliance, a motivating
factor in his political philosophy known as personalism. The Strategic Hamlet program, in Nhu's view, would succeed because of the
spontaneous support of the people concerned. A major theme of the
Strategic Hamlet program was the need for the rLral people themsalves
to assume the responsibility for improving their own welfare. Most
,Americans, however, saw the Strategic Hamlet program as an example
of positive action on the part of the GVN toward its citizens. Selfreliance to the American advisers was generally thuught of in terms
of short-term self-help projects. The primary importance of the program, to them, was that the government would actually be doing something for its people. There were practiral reasons, too, for Nhu'l
insistince on self-reliance, since the cost tc the GVN in ;iiaterial,
money, and manpower would ntherwise have been overwhelming. Although
the United States indicated its readiness to assist t•te GVN in the
field of economic and social development in the hamlets, Nhu and his
brother Diem were wary of increasing the American presence in the
countryside.
Given the GVNrs interest in promoting self-reliance, the heart of
the development effort in the Strategic Hamlet program was the community self-help program. The GVN promised to provide 20 to 50 thousand piasters, mostly in the form of materials, to each completed
strategic hamlet. The self-help projects were supposed to reflect
the desires of the hamlet people and most often involved building a
school, bridge, road, or something else useful to the community as a
whole. Proposals for such projects were forwarded for the approval
of higher zuthorities in the districts and provinces.
Whatever modest success was achieved in the field of economic and
social devnlopment during the Strategic Hamlet period can be attributed
to US pressure on t'ie Diem administration. For example, in the early
stages of the program, GVN efforts to provide material assistance to
the netqy formed strategic hamlets were almost completely ignored
under the press of military clearing and securing operationt
Under
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1meri'an prodding,

. in Phu Yen
however, in later operations,
Province, more attention was paid to helping the residents of strategic hamlets adjust to their new surroundings. The cost of these
economic and social development activities was largely borne by the
United Statns, and it was in connection with this increased Amer!can
role durl.ng the Strategic Hamlet period that US advisers on development were assigned to the provinces for the first time.
Many difficulties arose in the effort to implement the development side of the Strategic Hamlet program, and several of them were
to surface repeatedly over the next decade. The main problem was,
Son-ce aga= that the Diem administratioti simply did not view economic
and -jcial development as a major priority. In the absence of strong
central guidance in the development field, many officials in the
orcvInces and districts proved ineffective, corrupt, or both. Another
common griz-vance was that the GVN failed to carry out its commitments.
These shortcomings were compounded by the lack of bureaucratic cooperation among the different agencies having responsibilities for the
implementation of programs--a common failing that would continue to

I i

-

plague all aspects of the pacification effort well into the future.
The assassination of Diem and Nhu on I November 1063 dealt the
Strategic Hamlet program its final blow. While it lasted, a significant part of USOMI- effort was channeled toward its direct support.
Piai:ers and commodities, such as fertilizer and cement, were furnished tn local authorities for distribution to hamlet inhabitants,
and technical assistance was provided on health and construction
projects. Other elements of USOM continued to deal with the more
traditional economic development programs such as education and
tra.ining, public administration, and transportation. By 1965 the
overall level of US economic aid to South Vietnam had increased to
more than $400 million annually, and the next few years were to see
this amount nearly double.

.

-
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MITERREGNUM:

DEBATE OVER STRATEGY

The overthrow of Diem in late 1963 was followed by a period of
great political and administrative upheaval and by widespread loss
of territory to the aggressive enemy. If economic and social development had received insufficient support and direction from the Diem
government, the situation became even worse with the frequent turnover of leaders during 1964 and 1965. All aspects of the pacification effort suffered, but the GVN initiative in the development field
disappeared almost altogether. It was only through increased US interest and a sharp expansion of the US role in the countryside that
any kind of momentum was regained at all.
In an effort to salvage part of what was left of the Strategic
Hamlet program, the United States pressured the Vietnamese to pick
up where Diem and Nhu had left off and, especially, to address the
social and economic development so lacking in the previous regime's
approach. The follow-on effort undertaken in January 1964 by the
government of Nguyen Khanh, the New Life Hamlet program, was intended
to demonstrate to the rural population that the GVN, assist.d by
MACV and USOM, could do something for the peasants, rather than the
other way around. The security situation had deteriorated so seriously,
however, that the countryside was in danger of being completely controlled by the Viet Cong. Consequently, GVN-US emphasis was necessarily on clearing the enemy frcm specific priority areas and then
following up, if possible, with permanent security and, eventually,
with the development activities supposedly associated with the New
Life program. When -Itcould4 , USAID tried to stress such projects as
well-digging, elementary school construction, distribution of cooking
oil and bulgar wheat, and the "pig-corn" program. Some construction
projects were initiated on a self-help basis, with USOM supplying
commodities, such as cement and tin roofing, while the inhabitants
provided the labor; other projects were undertaken completely by
various US agencies.
One of the unfortunate aspects of this period
was that considerable time, effort, and resources went into hlndreds
of hamlets only to have them fall under the control of the insurgents.
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underlined the importance of security as a prerequisite for eco-

nomic and social development activity.
major concern of Vietnamese provincial and district officials
in 1964-65 was political survival. To the extent that they thought
about their duties as local administrators, they worried about stemthe VC tide in the countryside. This chaotic and insecure state
of affairs encouraged corruption on a wider scale than ever before.
A province chief, for example, might be inclined to concentrate on
making as much personal profit as possible before he was replaced by
a new man. Then, too, coordination among the local branches of the
GVN ministries--poor in the best of times--became even worse.
Because political instabilities within the GVN were so predominant during this period, added emphasis during the New Life Hamlet
program was placed on training various cadre to make up for the lack
not only of governmental authority but also of administra'ive talent
in the countryside. By the end of 1965, the problems caused by the
proliferation of the various kinds of cadre with which various US and
GVN agencies had been experimenting were somewhat ameliorated by the
integration of their functions into a single program--Rural Construction cadres, later named Revolutionary Development cadres. Since
the cadres were a key element in implementing this and subsequent
pacification strategies, they are discussed separately in Chapter IV.
The political instability of 1964 and early 1965, along with the
simultan4dusly deteriorating security situation, gradually focused
attention on a fundamental problem that was often debated within USAID.
Although the problem and the debate were probably both magnified by
a change in USOM's top command that occurred at this time, there did
exist sharp differences of view among the staff concerning the proper
role of AID in a counterinsurgency. This conflict, one of the major
issues highlighted in Chapter I, was between the "traditionalists,"
who thought economic assistance should be primarily directed toward
long-range development, and, for lack of a better term, the "counterinsurgents," who believed that AID should sponsor short-term, highimpact projects capable of registering immediate and visible benefits
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for the rural population. The traditionalists argued that pacification basically meant security and thus should be left to the military.
Meanwhile, AID should devote its main effort to developing the economic institutions of the country so that when the military had defeated the insurgents the government would have an infrastructure in
place on which to build. The counterinsurgents argued that it was
unsound to wait for the security situation to improve before pursuing
development activities; they saw the war as a contest for the loyalty
of the peasants and therefore recommended pursuing programs that would
prove to them that the central government also had something going for
it.
The debate between these two schools was especially lively during
late 1964 and 1965, but it was never really resolved, and to some extent is still continuing beneath the surface. However, by the end of
1965 USOM was committed to full support of the GVW's "'rural construction" program and had assumed a direct role in and responsibility for
short-term, high-impact counterinsurgency programs. The Provincial
Operations Office of USOM became responsible for, administering an
extremely wide range of such programs, of which the following are
examples:
Self-Help: Support approximately 28,000 projects with conisEuct~on materials--primarily cement, tin roofing, and hand
tools.
Supplementing Provincial Development: Support almost 400
small-scale construction projects affecting more than one
hamlet by providing technical assistance, cement, roofing,
and small agricultural and industrial machinery.
Chieu Hoi: Provide vehicles, vocational training equipment,
surplus food, and construction materials for defector rehabilitation activities.
Montagnard Development: Support GVN efforts in a program
of social welfare to the Montagnards, including construction
of 12 boarding schools and 42 guest houses and expansion of
two technical training centers
Youth Program: Conduct an experimental program to provide
support for 12,000 students in an attempt to channel their
energies into constructive outlets by financing 800 work
camps to carry out small construction or repair projects
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on schools, roads, bridges, latrines, wells, marketplaces,
and refugee centers.
In addition to these programs supported by the Provincial Operations
Office, USOM also supported intensified programs in the fields of
education, health, refugee relief, public safety (police), and public
works (primarily roads and waterways).

With these ambiti.ous goals, the United States seemed to be bringing to bear on the Vietnamese countryside the entire weight of its

L

experience in foreign aid since the end of World War II.
Even with
the help of American advisers, the scope of these development activities was so vast that it placed a heavy burden on the limited technical manpower of the GVN, which meant that in many cases there was
inadequate direction of programs from the province down to the district, village, and hamlet. This led, among others, to further corruption; funds and material not only found their way into the hands
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of GV11 officials, but were often diverted to the Viet Cong. In addition, the relevance of some of the programs to establishing a GV1
with the rural people came into question. There seemed to be
little effort to eliminate marginal programs (e.g., the "pig-corn"
and bulgar wheat programs and building latrines and athletic fields);
the USOM effort was rather like that of a physician who has decided
to play it "safe" with his ailing patient by prescribing virtually
every drug on the market.
A side effect of USOM's overprescribing was that it inevitably
encouraged inflation of the local currency. As the American-sponsoredand-financed projects increased the demand for scarce labor and merchandise, the cost of goods and services for the average Vietnamese
citizen rose higher and higher. Although he might not understand the
role of supply and demand in causing the value of his piaster to
diminish, he did realize that the United States and the GVN were somehow responsible for his predicament, and he was ready to blame them
for it.
To help relieve the problems these programs created for the already overloaded local GVN administrators, increasing numbers of US
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advisers were dispatched to the provinces of South Vietnam, but these
Americans only created new problems. While some were sensitive and

able men, others were totally unfamiliar with rural conditions and
Vietnamese culture.

Besides, this massive American involvement in

the countryside tended to stifle local initiative. Compared to the
American adviser, the Vietnamese official felt small (literally and
figuratively) and defensive. His reaction, if not one of outright
defiance and obstructiveness, was simply to allow the American to
have his own way. Finally, the presence of large numbers of Americans
in the countryside served to highlight the picture the Viet Cong
painted of the Americans as "neo-colonialists" and the Saigon regime
as the disreputable pawn of Washington.

The Viet Cong has always

strongly stressed this propaganda theme, and we can assume that it
struck a responsive chord among the peasantry.
Toward the end of this deeply discouraging 1964-65 period, on
9 November 1965, the deputy director of USAID in Vietnam wrote out-

side official channels to a senior AID official in Washington. Although it is not possible here to make due allowance for whatever
bureaucratic and personality factors may have been involved, this
remarkable letter merits full quotation because it sums up the view
of a knowledgeable man on the spot concerning how things then stood
in the development field in VietnamMr. Rutherford M. Poatsj Assistant Administratcr, Zuretu for Far Esst, Agency for

International Development, dashingtcn, D. C., l•kv*e•4r ?, 1%65:
Dear Rul: At least once 4 we6ek 1 ht-e, wrattn tý you a long
jtr;.be on the problems
:reated jy toe hasty and eoticnal
p6;roa:h to assistance to Viet.-Am.
Portunatelv so
f'r
I have re=:vored ercugh s9lf-t:onoro. t. leetroy these prior to millnq,
Suffice
It o say that I don't like, nor approve, what w. are deing here.
It is at the same
time both unc nscciois and une:n$cltnable.
Let te only ake these :o~noant without
the yrI:s:
1.
The Me6 program represents the unfettered Ireams of each division chief
without later meaningful ard tailored review.
2.
This ;mr•gqm "#a dreamed up under the illusion that al Goverment agencies
ir liashingtor. are tomeItted to tassive eapendlturts without any restraint or
4 :co-antez lilty.
3.

ut.Zi

There is no meochar.sm for :ontrol,.

audit,

alwon.

or Ar.alysis of :osts,

input,

or

4.
Attempts to instill
discipline into the U.S. efforts are not tolerated or
yet qnttrt aned.
3. There is wtdespr-i r.aor and hint of diversion and corruption with no
re~co.rition of itt possible preaence.
C.
Cveryne is #;ree' that the effort is e*xctsive ind thus ;rone to didescale
mishandlnq, but everyone reacts to even hints of need by all-out requests for more
resourese.
7.
Specific programs are vostiy )verfund•d; i.e., PSD,
•,
CIP, Refugee Coordri•tlon, Prov Ops but the excuse Is AID/*W wents it this -way.
g.
Inflation :rnttnues and the e:.;nomy weakens, and the :omp;i.snts Tcunt pub1icly
'hIltor
at3omr Is to i.port sore commodities to sop up extrs money.
9. There is no restraint in the .oney supply.
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13.
I-.

Theat is no restraint on the tremenmdus budget defici.
There is no *Wtotiv coIlect on of dutlses

taxes, or other GVNrevenues.

!:The exchange rate al.iowir.q imports at EOto 7$ piasters to $1 *ncoura9*S

=th '-sports Ard 'divvrsion ot sup;pl.s.

Aud, I :oulrd go on for days with the absence of reasonab'e eocro-fic planning 4n1

imaplemsentation in this activity.
1.
2.

A har-nriolJ AMN approach to determine that we assist instead of abetting.
Proeadures snd sysoasa to Isiure our modities arrive here and Are used

properly-.
pap.
&dvic* t:1 .he GVN and not ofZe~?
S. 3cund f+lis€1
PrlY~Cundic
th IS
•(•W
A real•.ti
*111:hsn;e rateI and•r'o-ontr

~

i

U.S.

~~~~~~4.

-Aita:ry
tooI)'m"US
prevenrt U.S.
-:Li?

s-mgli'..; and financial finalling.

S. A reducti:n of both
.ersonneland prjgram cettent to ra.lsti
6nd attainsb la 14vell. Iscano
State, MD, AID "$lsag* hints and nudges
tt this tut no forct-

fu. rsue

i.
A carefull.y deviSed and executed pla.nto :omabt profiteering and reex port
of supplies.
7. Insisrtnce on and guidance to prevent Internal budget deficits.
0. Some con•'ol over t.he ON use of foreign axchanpe.
$trong meaourrs to add qua•it.y to our present activitits and reduce quantity
S.
of -on, oney, and •AetrIalas.
10. Xee'a;ne some present mlsguided programs to e*: them On the 'rack.

a

I thin~k more effective -*rsonnel, ACWN support, "n mature pcgriaming is

A it r;ent neeestity. This 1i written without clearance and Without knowl•ed• of
other ,ussi:ln -mana;oent. I 1.24,eve it represents, nowevr, tCheviews of a substasrtlal nrrbar of our people,
I call this to your attention for .Ata,.er reaction
,ou thinx is warranted, My Intent i3 to help the iituiticn and not !urther :om-

L

;1c.t* iSsues.

SAless

This sit'..aion is toiý
vital to U.S. affairs to aiffrd Anything

than o'r best eWfort.
U.S. as.istsnoc proqram.

R•eret

my inability to

*e-ore useful to this -type, of

Sincerely,

J. Xf.Edwards, Deputy Director
U.S. AID .issitcn;i•Siion

(As cited in US Xouse of Represetat•iv•s, Committ-ae on Covernment Operationr,
.,n
cncrzmri Oct:ober
ind Hilitery
ProI?,o In vietzam,
pp. .iJ-I12.)
4cnlInv/stca~t5on
P.epurt.• •9:h-on.,
t of the U.S.
•c Sees.,'1.
LdO, Assgstln:e

D.

REEMPHASIS ON PACIFICATION
Several developments in the latter half of 1965 directed in-

creased attention to the civilian aspects of pacification.

Fir t,

the assumption of power by Nguyen Cao Ky in June 1965 and his success
in consolidating that power soon produced a degree of stability in
Vietnam unknown to many who were then serving there. Second, the

appointment of Henry Cabot Lodge as US Ambassador to Saigon in July
and the assignment of General Edward Lansdale as his special assistant
for pacification (his title was actually chairman of the US Mission

Liaison Group) appeared to give an added lift to pacification, for
both these men were known to favor activities for "winning hearts
and minds."
Third, the introduction of more US combat troops also
tended, perhaps somewhat paradoxically, to boost pacificaticn. Although the troops were of course generally assigned a combat role,
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engaging the enemy was not necessarily a 24-hour-a-day job. Frequently
they were either called upon or volunteered to help with civic action
projects in their "off-duty" time, and these activities often received
widespread publicity. Fourth, the bombing campaign in both the north
and south raised a public outcry in the United States, and to downplay the bombing and fighting, the administration in Washington sought
to emphasize the "good works" the US forces were performing for the
Vietnamese people; also, the tactical bombing in the south and the
creation of more and more free-fire zones vastly increased the number
of refugees, who in themselves dramatized the need for social and eco-

nomic programs. Lastly, the Johnson administration's emphasis on
building a Great Society at home tended to spill over into Vietnam.
All of these threads were pulled together at the Honolulu Conference of top-level US and Vietnamese policymakers in February 1966,
when both the United States and the GVN agreed to consider the civilIan aspects of the war as being almost as important as the military
effort. By this time, too, the GVN had drawn up an ambitious national
pacification plan--the Revolutionary Development program--for execution
under the anergetic and able direction of Major General Nguyen Duc
Thang, who headed the newly created Ministry of Rural Construction
(Revolutionary Development).2l DeveJopment activities of various
types were to take place during the securing as well as development
stages of pacification; these activities were generally described
under the rubric of "new life development," which was designed to
21. The name given the 1966 pacification plan by the Vietnamese
was "Rural Construction" (Xay Dung Nong Thon). But following the
Honolulu Conference with Its attention to social revolution, the Americans wanted a -itle with more "pizzazz," and the phrase "revolutionary
development" was chosen. Iremier Xy, however, said that the term
revolutionary development was untranslatable. Shortly thereafter,
"whenthe Vietnamese dropped the word "rural" from the Ministry of
Rural Construction, thereby further confusing the situation, a compromise was reached. The new program would be referred to In Englis1
as the Revolutionary Development (RD) program--under the direction of
the Ministry of Revolu.ionary Development (MORD).
The Vietnamese continued to call it the Construction Program (a
Dung),
.
under the
supervision of the Ministry of Construction 73o
Dung).
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meet the legitimate aspirations of the people in

the economic,

politi-

cal, and social fields. The Rural Construction (now renamed Revolutionary Development or RD) cadres were to be the "cutting edge" of
pacification in the countryside.
Although the Revolutionary Development program received a great
deal of public attention after its organization had jelled in 1966,
progress in pacification continued to lag. There was a tendency to
attribute this lag to the lack of a tightly organized effort to administer the various programs; little attention was paid to the larger problem of thinking through just what it was we wanted to
accomplish and how we expected to accomplish it.
Organization was
seen almost as a panacea, and much of the US effort during 1966-67
was focused on devising various organizational schemes to administer
pacification more effectively.
Meanwhile, the US-financed Commodity Import Program more than
doubled, from approximately $150 million in FY 1965 to almost $400
million for FY 1966, and so did the GVN's dollar balances. We were
still supplying aid faster than Vietnam could absorb it, and this
continued to have a debilitating effect on the Vietnamese. The increased US assistance pledged at the Honolulu Conference was predicated on the GVN's undertaking certain economic and administrative
reforms, but, as in earlier years, the aid was delivered without many
of the conditions having been met.
The question of reforms by the GVN came up again at the Manila
Conference in October 1966. In Manila, as in Honolulu, the GVN mostly
paid lip-service to the question of reforms, though some, of course,
were instituted--especially those dealing with a new constitution and
presidential elections. Instilled with renewed vigor as a result of
the Manila Conference, both Washington and Saigon continued to push
for positive progress in pacification. Saigon agreed to commit approximately one-half of the ARVN to security duties associated with the
pursuit of the Revolutionary Development program. For its part, Washingtcn, in the late autumn of 1966, created the US Office of Civil
Operations (OCO) in Vietnam, which brought the various civilian
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pacification programs under one roof and tended to foster a dialogue
between the many thousands of US civilian advisers i•erving in the
field. When the 1966 revolutionary development efforts generally

fell short of their inflated goals, an attempt was made to conform to
the realities of the situation by decreasing the goals for 1967. The
emphasis in 1967, it was reported, was to be on quality rather than
quantity.

In the early spring of 1967, a decision to bring all the various
Icomponents--civilan and military--of the American pacification effort
under a single manager led to the replacement of OCO by CORDS, the
umbrella US organization for Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support. Although this arrangement dfd not lead to a dramatic scaling-down of development activities, it did result in a more
careful weighing of the utility of each program in the struggle
against the Viet Cong. Those with the greatest potential for strengthening the GYNts link with the rural population were emphasized in the
annual plans that became a regular feature of the new organizational
arrangement, and the provincial adviser, the senior US CORDS official
at that level, was given wide-ranging control over the provincets
pacification effort in all its variety. Although parochial interests
could not be eliminated entirely--for example, there was a tendency
for AID officials assigned to CORD3 still to look toward Saigonts AID
leadership for dfrection--great improvement was registered under the
dynamic leadership of Robert Komer, who had formerly served as pacification "back-up" man in the White House. 2 2
The GVN established a parallel structure for conducting the pacification effort by activating a Central Pacification and Development
Council in Saigon supported by similar councils in the provinces.
The province chief, as head of the provincial council, theoretically
provided single-manager leadership for pacification activities in the
province. His problemt, however, were probably Frweater than those
22. For more inforration on the US-GVN organizations for pacification see Chapter III of Part V.
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of his US counterpart, for he had to compete not only with the selfinterest of ARVN cominanders but also with the more pronounced vertical
orientation of local officials representing the different Saigon
ministries. Nevertheless, despite these drawbacks, CORDS and CPDC
did streamline the implementation of an increasingly complex and
multi-faceted pacification effort.
While statistics on the amount of US aid pumpea into the Revolutionary Development program vary widely from source to source, direct
USAID project aid during FY 1967 was approximately 30 percent of total
project aid, or about $72 million. Over half this amount was programmed for technical support and the AMr America contract; of the
remainder, only about $3.9 million, or 1 percent of all project aid,
was earmarked fo• new life development activities carried out by the
RD cadre. 2 3 For PY 1968, project aid, as well as the overall aid
effort, was reduced, although the amount allocated to "Revolutionary
Development and Saigon" was increased to $11.6 million, or 5 percent
of total project aid. Part of this reduction reflected an over-due
cutback on the lcrgesse of the preceding two fiscal years, which
resulted in GVN dollar balances of over $300 million by 1966.24
Although the 1968 pacification plans drawn up during 1967 generally called for an expansion of the 1967 goals, the Tet offensive
initially diverted the attention of CORDS away from revolutionary
development. On the civilian side, the most pressing need was to care
for the tens of thousands of refugees. After the bulk of those refugees had been either resettled or lodged in refugee camps, CORDS once
again focused its attention on the rural, areas.
The Tet offensive revealed how fragile the advances in pacification had been, and spurred both the United States and the GVN to deviate from the previously agreed 1968 plan. Por a variety of reasons,

f

23. USAID, Saigon, Report to the Ambassador, 1967, p. 81.
24. US House of Representatives, Subcommittee of the Committee
on Appropriations, Foreign Assistance and Related Agencies Appropriations
for 1968, Hearings, 90th Cong., 1st sess., 1967, Part 2,
~pp.
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among which was the recognition of the GVNts need to establish
quickly a phybical presence in as much of the countryside as possible
in tae event a sudden cease-fire was decided upon at the Paris talks)
a 90-day Accelerated Pacification Campaign (AKC) was launched in
November 1968. While the AKC devoted little attention to the civilian aspects of pacification, it did definitively shift the primary
locus of development from the hamlet back to the village. This was
especially significant because at about this same time President
Thieu began to stress political decentralization to local governments.
This involied not only local elections, but also the main development
program of the years since then, the so-called Village Self-Development (VSD) program, which has concentrated first on the secure, then
on the insecure, areas. 2 5
The VSD program, as its nama suggests, repeats the Strategic Hamlet program's emphasis on self-reliance, but it does include so'ne
features that differ markedly from elements of that earlier program.
The most important of these bears on the GVNts attitude toward the
people. The Diem administration's view was that self-help projects
should reflect Saigon's judgment of what would be good for the local
communities in the way of schools, dispensaries, bridges, and so on,
whereas the Thieu government has been willing to let the local people
exert predominant influence over the selection of projects. Introduced In 1969, VSD granted each village with an elected government a
development fund of 1 million piasters. The fund came under the control of the elected Village Council, thus enhancing the prestige of
the council and stimulating the participation of the people in matters
The GVN allocated nearly 2 billion piasters, or about
affecting it.
$17 million, to the villages in this way in 1969, an average of $8100
per village. In 1970 the allocations were made on the basis of

25. Another dramatic action by President Thieu in the area of
economic and social development has been the new land reform laws,
which are part of the pattern of decentralization established by
village elections and the VSD program. See Chapter II in Part Five of
this volume.
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populatficn and amounted to ar-out 2.5 billion piasters, or over '20O
million. One of the provisions concerning the use ol thL fuinds has
been that the people themselves must contribute either labor or money
-to the pro.•e:ts they select. Besides the benefits that accrue from
the projects themselves, the VSD program encourages a political transform•ation of the people into active participants in a process that
not only binds them together but links them to the central govornment
as never before. It is not a link that rests necessarily on admiraeion for President Thieu or on strong emotional attachment to the
concapt of participatory government, but on practical perceptions of
pevsonal and mutual advantage.
Along lines similar to the VSD program, the GVN initiated a 1 billion piaster Prcvince Council Development program in the wake of
the election of new provincial councils in 1970. Council membe:,s
solicit proposals from among their constituents and hold open
meetings to reach decisions on projects to be undertaken. Once
selected, projects are turned ov3r to the Province Pacification and
Development Council for implementation. As with the VSD pmcgram, the
primary stgnifkance of this program is political in that it strengthens the power of the newly elected councils and snhancei their prestige among the people. Tt also attracts more canable candidates into
runninu for council seats.
Besides village self-government and self-development prugrams,
other projects su;ported by CORDS and CPDC today include refugee rasettlement, urban development, and veterans affairs. In addition,
tSAID's technical divisions currently support a wide variety of programs in land reform and in more traditional development fields as
public health, public works, education, and public administration.
It sometimes seems as though anv shortcoming of the GVN is seen as
detrimental to the war, and therefore eliqible for some degree of
attention and financial support by CORDS or USAID. One may surely
question whether veterans affairs should fall unde1, "pacification,"
and whether such activities now described in the 1971 community defense and local development plan as land reform, agricultural
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production, pull.1c wo•-ks, health, and education are not in reality
.ong-term development problems inherent in the process of modernization anA0;here. The 1971. pacification plan thus raises once again the
question of the proper role of AID in an insurgency environment.
In spite of the many problems encountered along the way, the USGVV• economic and social development activities se.,r to be making
etrides in involving the rural people with the government and in weakening the hold of the Viet Cong. The pragmatic Vietnamese villager
has always been influenced by self-interest, and there have been times
in the past when conditions in the countryside provided him with no
alternative but to support the Viet Cong. Tho3e conditions have
"changd drastically in recenc years, especially in the delta provrinces.
Increased security and the opening of roads have provided access to
markets long shut off.

New agricultural techniques, the introdu-tion

of improved strains of rice, and access to modern equipment such as
water pumps and tractors have helped to raise the standard of living
for most rural Vietnamese. Also, the implementation of the 1970 land
reform legislation has reduced, if not yet eliminated, ori." if the most
serious causes of disgruntl'.ment among the peasants.
A persuasive argument could be made that these conditions might
have been achieved without the massive US-GVN effort in the development field, that a more discriminating and selective approach would
have done the job just as well and at considerably less cost in terms
26
of human and material resources.
Nevertheless, regardlezs of
2F. Pacification funding rose from a US-GVN total of $581.9
million in 1966 to $1.3 billion in 1969, and the 1970 plan was
funded at a level of $1.5 billion, 51 percent of which was supported
in one form or another by the Unitad States. For the 1970 program,
however, the greatest part of the US contribution was made by the
Department of Defense ($729 million); AID contributed $48 million in
roject assistance and $114 million in counterpart. The remaining
627 million was provided by the GVN, although it is important to
remember that much GVN revenue is indirectly provided by the United
States, (Funding figures from US Senate, Committee on Foreign
Relatics, Vietnam: Policy and Frosoects, 1970, Hearings, 91st Cong.,
2d sess., February and March 1970, p. 708.)
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efficiencies or inefficiencies, the peasant h.s been increasingly
drawn into a mutually advantageous relationship with the government
has begun to recognize and appreciate the benefits attached to
the present political arrangement. He must be aware that a resurgence of VC activity and the accompanying deterioration of security
in the countryside would only destroy whatever gains he has made in
years. This is the problem the VC leadership faces; what can
it now offer the peasant as an incentive to support the Communist
guerrilla movement? For most rural Vietnamese, today the answer is
"very little." The only part of the country where life remains economically and socially depressed is in the provinces of central Vietnam, and it is here that the US-GVN continue to face a major challenge
in this as well as in other aspects of pacification.
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IV
DEVELOPMENT CF CADRE TECHNIQUES

A.

L.

CIVIC ACTION PERIOD

As an instrument for establishing the government's control in the
countryside, the cadre concept came into being early in the Diem administration under the name of "Civic Action." The sources of inspiration were many, including the Viet Minh cadre who had proven so
successful against the French, the French Government's own experiment
during che early 1950s with cadre known as Groupes Administratifs
Mobiles Operationnels (GAMOS), and the civic action teams the Philippine Government used in its struggle against the Huks. The latter
experience registered in South Vietnam through the efforts of General
Edward Lansdale, who had been chief US adviser to Ramon Magsaysay.
According to Lansdale's own account, the early use of Civic Action
cadre was necessitated by the administrative vacuum that was being
created in the countryside as both Viet Minh and French administrators
withdrew after the 1954 Geneva Accords.
The new government of Ngo
Dinh Diem did no, have the manpower to assign to these remote areas,
so the cadres were sent to the villages as a stop-gap measure. At
the outset, insecurity and competitive activity by the insurgents,
or what remained of them, were relatively minor considerations.
A Directcrate cf Civic Action was formed tinder the chairmanship
cf qui Ccng Cung, a former Viet Minh, to implement the program. The
original idea was to staff the ranks of the cadre with temporarily
assigned government workers drawn from the ministries and other
agencies. The assignments were to be for six months, after which the
workers would return to their regular posts. This scheme never got

I.

Interview with General Edward Lansdale,

12 April 1971.
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off the ground, however, because of the reluctance of the ministries
to release their personnel and the even greater reluctance of the
government workers themselves to be sent out into the boondocks. A
solution to this problem was discovered in the large number of
refugees from the north, many of whom had had civil service experience.
It turned out that most of the refugees hired as civic action workers
were Catholics, and many of these became cadre team leaders.
The Civic Action cadre, clad in the traditional black pajamas of
the Vietnamese farmer, were motivated by the "three withs"--eat,
sleep, and work with the people. They took surveys of the needs and
aspirations of the people, planned schools and hospitals, repaired
roads and irrigation canals$ introduced new agricultural methods,
and trained self-defense militia for the village. They also conducted
political meetings to teach the people how to hold elections. Towards
the end of the program, they also held political indoctrination sessions and helped conduct Diem's Anti-Communist Denunciation Campaign.

The Catholic predominance in the cadre program caused a flavor of
special interest to be attached to it.
In addition, Ngo Dinh Nhu,
the brother and principal adviser of President Diem, gained ccntrol
of the teams and used them to further his own ambitions and those of
his family. Regardless of these considerations of intrigue, by 1956
the Civic Action program had in any event outlived its early responsibilities. The Diem government appeared to have established its
administrative control throughout the country, except in a few isolated areas, and there was as yet little awareness of the problems
that the growth of a rural-based insurgency could pose for the fragile
administrative structure in the villages and hamlets. In 1956 the
possibility of a conventional attack by North Vietnamese troops across
the DMZ was thought to be the greatest threat to the country's administrative stability.
B.

STRATEGIC HAMLET PERIOD

The need for cadre of the true "civic action" r.iold arose again in
the late 1950s, this time not to fill an administrative vacuum but to
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reassert the tiem government's ccntrcl over areas that had by then
fallen under the influence cf Ccmmunists.

This time,

instead cf the

uniform and centralized approach adopted during the earlier civic
action days, a variety of forms and techniques were instituted. This
multi-cadre approach reflected the growing divisions within the Diem
regime rather than any conscious decision based on practical considerations of what would work best. As a result, by the time of the

adoption of the Strategic Hamlet program in late 1961, there were
several kinds of cadre groups operating in the rural areas.
1. Civilian Irregular Defense Groups (CIDGs)
The C=DG was the only cadre program of the Diem years that openly
Because of Diem's
involved direct and substantial US participation.
sensitivity to foreign influence, the CIDGs operated almost exclusively
in the remote highlands of central Vietnam, far from the major centers
Beginning with the Phade tribe around Ban Me Thuot in
of population.
Darlac Province in early 1961, teams of US and Vietnamese Special
Forces undertook to train and equip young men from the tribal villages.
After six weeks of instructions, these men were returned to defend
their hamlets and report insurgent movements.
Unlike all other cadre programs initiated during the Diem period,
the CIDGs survived the I November 1963 coup d'etat, in large part
because of their isolaticn f-rom the mainstream cf political activity.
By 1964 CIDG operations had been extended to other parts of the
country, especially some of the areas of the Mekong Delta most difficult to pacify.
The civic action work in the hamlets included medical
Although more
care, construction projects, and education programs.
than 25,-100 highlanders were armed under the program by 1965, the
vastness cf the Central Highlands area and the presence there of large
units of Viet Cong and North Viecnamese troops limited their effectiveness.
2.

Force Populaire
This cadre group wa-s the creaticn of Ngo Dinh Can, youngest brother

of President Diem and ncminal "ruler" of the provinces cf central Vietnam.
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Can is said to have been able to identify more closely with the
peasants than either of his brothers. He fashioned the Force Populaire
into well-trained and highly motivated teams, organized on the Communist prototype, that moved unobtrusively about the countryside living
and working with the people. The selection process required all merebers to be volunteers and from modest peasant backgrounds; the trainIng program was a rigorous one that emphasized the inculcation of
esprit. Although armed while moving from village to village, the
cadre did not use their weapons unless they were directly threatened
by the enemy.
The success of the Force Populaire in the seventeen central provinces under Can's control encouraged Diem to expand the program to
the delta provinces.

Actually, Can had hoped for much more, convinced

as he was that his was a far better strategy for regaining influence
in the countryside than the Strategic Hamlet program favored by Ngo
Dinh Nhu. The Strategic Hamlet program prevailed, but this did not
amount to a rejection of the cadre technique, for cadre groups figured
in its implementation. The cadre's role, however, was subordinated to
the larger conceptual framework.
3.

Hamlet Construction Cadre

The first step the province chiefs took to implement President
Diem's directive on strategic hamlets was to recruit Hamlet Construction cadre teams. The responsibility for these teams was assigned to
the Ministry of Civic Action, which had been upgraded from a directorate in 1957. Unfortunately, this Ministry continued to be dominated
by its narrow political allegiance to Ngo Dinh Nhu.
Cadre team leaders were selected from among the young men in the
provincial offices of the Ministry of Civic Action, and most team members were drawn from the districts in which they were expected to
operate. After an intensive traininq program, an li-man team would
visit a hamlet, generally for three to eight weeks, depending on the
attitude of the population, the extent of enemy subversion, and other
fa:tors.

Its tasks covered a wide range of security, intelligence,
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political, ani eccnornic activities, of which the

4A-instrative,

construction cf fcrtifications received the mcst attenticn by far.
The quality of the cadre varied greatly from province to province
and district to district, depending on the leadership demonstrated at
those levels. The district chief was the key man, because he was
directly responsible for the cadre program's operational success.
Adroit helmsmanship, however, could not compensate entirely for the
problem of quality caused by Nhu's timetables and quotas which called
for too many cadre too soon. Another problem was the bare subsistence
salary of 900 piasters (US$12.37) per month, and still another was
the emphasis exerted at the national level on evidence of progress
through identifiable physical indicators. The consequences of this
latter insistence were twofold. First, the more intangible but highly
critical task of gaining the involvement of the people tended to get
letracked in the rush to accomplish "things." Second, when goals
and quotas could not be met, there was a strong temptation to distort
facts in order to escape a reprimand frori on high. As a result, a
badly misleading picture of what was happening in the countryside
emerged during the period from 1961 to 1963.'
The Hamlet Construction cadre were a far cry -'rom the tough,
tightly knit, dedicated cadre represented by the Force Pcpulaire.
It
is not surprising, therefore, that several of the mcre dynamic province chiefs continued to experiment with more elite cadres. Although
it is difficult to pinpoint its exact role, the CIA appears to have
been instrumental in encouraging scme of these local ac hoc arrangements.
4.

Advance Political Acticn Teams

The mcst important single center of experimentation with caare
techniques was Yýien Hca Province, o/here the province chief, Lt. Colonel
Tran ::goc Chau, was a dynamic leader with excel-ient poiitical instincts.

2. See the ciscussion of "Reporting and Evaluation" in Part Four
cf this volume.
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Following his assignment to Kien Hoa in 1962, he had organized on his
own the nucleus of the first census-grievance program, the basic aim
of which was to identify, through the recruitment of resident undercover agents, members of the VC infrastructure in the villages and
hamlets. With the aid of US advisers, Chau then developed a mechanism,
the Advance Political Action (APA) team, to negate the influence of the
the enemy agit-prop apparatus. Initially numbering seven to ten men,
the team acted as an advance presence of the GVN in carrying out basic
propaganda, civic action, and intelligence missions. It was lightly
armed, dressed in the black pajamas of the peasant, and completely
mobile.
After several months of experimentation in Kien Hoa, variations
of the APA concept were attemptcd elsewhere during 1962 and 1963--in
Kien Phong, Phuoc Long, Long Khanh, and Phuoc Tuy. These trial-anderror operations were sponsored by the CIA in the search for more
effective ways cf extending GVN control into areas where regular cadre
were unequal to the task.
C.

POST-DIEM PERIOD

President Diem's assassination in late 1963 had a devastating
impact on all cadre programs, except the CIDGs. Successor regimes
removed the vast majority of province chiefs and replaced them with
personal followers who were often unfamiliar with political action
concepts and who tended to misuse the cadre teams or to disband them
entirely. Although the lower echelons were not as severely affected,
the cadre program had generally been closely run by the province chiefs,
and their removal crippled its gui,,ing force.
1. Renewal of APA Teams
By the spring of 1964, some US advisers had decided to resurrect
the APAs. A training center at Cat Lo was opened, and the first class
was processed through the facility in March and April. The size of
the classes, which lasted for eight weeks, grew from 43 to 100, and
then to 300. Most students were recruited from and returned to the
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provinces

n Regions

and i'7.

The revived APA prcgram was pursued

independently of the GVN, although not without its knowledge.

2.

People's Action Teams
While the Cat Lo effort was being pushed in the south, a new type

of cadre effort emerged in the northern codstal region of Quang Ngai.
The People's Action Team (PAT) program, as it was known, was sponsored
and financed by the CIA.
Its motivational training techniques were
similar to those of the Chinese Communists, and the teams it turned
out were divided into 3-man cells, used self-criticism methods,
and held student participation sessions at night. Due to the greater
insecurity in the northern region, the PAT was larger and more heavily
armed than the APA teams.
As the APA and PAT programs began to make headway,

it

was decided

to centralize and expand the training of the two groups.
This led to
the acquisition of land and buildings belonging to a Canadian semirary
at Vung Tau,

where the first ccnsolidated training class opened in

January 1965.
Upon graduation the APA-PAT cadre were assigned on a
30-day crial basis to provinces where the chiefs had agreed to accept
them.
Toward the end of 1965, a decision was made to transfer all APAPA: activities tc the GVN's newly created Ministry of Rural Construction.

(Prior to this the tea-s had no official status witA the GVN.)

At the sare time, AID assumed the CIA's funding and adviscry role.
Several factors dictated CIA's relinquishing its control, the most
i1rzportant cf ;,hich were the increasing visibility or the program as a
result of its success and growth and the mounting burcen of manning
and financing the expanded operaticns.
At the time of transfer, the
Vung Tau Center and its related activities were costing the Agency an
estimated $35 million a year.
Then, too, the program strained the
relationship between MACV and the CIA because it put them in competition for the available manpower.
More than one MACV adviser in the
provinces was reassigned because of his willingness to cooperate with
the cadre's field operations.
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In taking over the APA-PAT programs,

the GVN also began to con-

solidate other cadre groups belonging to various ministries. After a
process of screening and selection, those who were qualified underwent retraining and integration into what was called the Revolutionary
Development Cadre (RfC) organixition.
3.

Revolutionary Develoe~nent Cadre

The newly consolidated cadre organization came into existence in
January 1966. Colonel Chau had agreed to leave his post in Xien Hoa
to head the RDC Directorave in the Ministry of Revolutionary Development, where he worked under the supervision of the Minister, Gen.
Nguyen Duc Thang. A close adviser and major influence on Thang was
General Lansdale, the head of the US Mission Liaison Group and an
authority on pacification techniques.
a. Organization. It was General Lansdale who persuaded Thang to
reorganize and greatly expand the cadre teams. The 59-man team that
finally emerged reflected the need for a sizable security element (35
men) and for the integration of specialized components that had
formerly operated separately. The team was commanded by a group
leader assisted by two deputy group leaders for two inter-teams.
The
first, called the armed propaganda inter-team, bore the burden of
security, although the other cadre members were also given paramilitary
training. The second, called the construction inter-.team, comprised
three units of specialists: the census-grievance unit, the civic
action unit, and a third %init,the "institutionalizer," that was
responsible for organizing the hamlets, arranging for elections, and
setting up a viable local government.
b.

Recruitment.
If pay is low and prestige is lacking, it is
difficult to lure qualified recruits into any program. Cn the other
hand, when a program becomes attractive, corrupt officials may try to
exploit it for patronage. The new RD program was attractive, so in
late 1966 the RD Ministry issued an order that prohibited province
chiefs from replacing cadre without the ministry's clearance. A
second way of controlling cadre quality was to weed out undesirable
elements during training at Vung Tau.
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The RD program emphasizedZ recruiting in the areas where the cadre
were to operate in order to capitalize on the recruit's knowledge of
the area and its customs, the receptivity of the villagers to "one of
their own," and on the motivation that accompanies having a stake in
the operation. However, with the exception of census-grievance,
intelligence, and propaganda activities, it was found that "outsiders"
were more effective than "insiders" in the specialist roles.
c. Training. Although the training period at Vung Tau lent a
degree of national uniformity to the cadre program, not all students

L

followed the same course of instruction there. Everyone underwent the
first five weeks of basic paramilitary training. This was followed by
five weeks of political and motivational training which included study
of the history of Vietnam, the nature of the current struggle, the
objectives and techniques of the program, and the tactics of the enemy.
This five-week session was followed by a two-week field exercise during which teams went into secure or semi-secure villages near the
training center. The "specialists" emong the 59-man teams received
their training during the second five-week period.
The constant need for qualified leaders soon led to the adoption
of a special 12-week course for cadre whose performance in the RD
program indicated leader•,hip potential. In another innovation at Vung
Tau, local government functionaries and military officers connected
with the cadre effct underwent a special course that familiarized
them with cadre training and concepts.
d. Objectives and Tasks. In a 19'1 directive, the Ministry of
Revolutionary Development established a set of eleven broad objectives,
with 98 subtasks, for the RD caere. For example, there were eleven
tasks listed under the first objective, tw.enty-one under the second,
and so on.
The eleven objectives were as follows:
1.
2.
".

Eliminate the VC infrastructure
Get rid of village "bullies"
Instil a new "spirit"
2'$9
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

OCrganize groups and a basic administration
Crganize a system of defense
Eradicate illiteracy
Help wipe out disease
Implement land reform
Develop agriculture and handicrafts
Set up a communications network
Aid combatants

An RD Ministry guidebook spelled out how the objectives were to be
accomplished, but there was no set order for carrying out the tasks
nor was there a fixed time period for doing so. In fact, the guidebook enjoined the cadre not to be bound too strictly to the tasks,
which, it said, merely provided guidelines to be adapted to local needs
and individual requirements. For example, typical activities for
achieving the objective of "organized groups and a basic administration"
included scheduling collective activities once a month, drafting a hamlet charter, and organizing the election of the hamlet council and of
other committees. Even this sampling is enough to illustrate the
extent to which RD activities had expanded from the earlier APA-PAT
activity. Larlier, the mere presence of the cadre team performing
propaganda work and limited civic action activity was considered
sufficient. It may be (and this has been a matter of debate) that the
RD program expected too much, given the limitations of the cadres.
D.

RECENT STATUS OF CADRE PRCCRAMS

During 1966, the first year of the RD cadre program, the number of
workers grew to approximately 30,000 in the field, with another 8,000
undergoing training at Vung Tau. In addition tc the RDC, over 100
Truong Son 3 teams were working among the Montagnard tribes in the
Central Highlands, because General Thang had approved continuing this
3.

Truong Son is a collective term applied to the CIDG and various

other political aeticns programs in the Central Highlands.
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independently cf the main effort after :.tcntagnard cadre began

tc deser•t newly integrated .RD teams in which ethni_- Vietnamese ',-,ere

in ornand.

TeTruong Son prograri', admninist~ered by a national

Commissariat of Montagnard Affairs, had its own training facility at
Pleiku that was especially tailored to the unique requirements of the
area. Its teams included heavier security elements than standard RD
teams because larger enemy units operated in the highlands.
The
Troung Son rarely had tha mission cf eliminating the VC infrastructure
because the latter was basically nonexistent in the tribal villages.
The rapid expansion of the RDC program over a short time reflected
the improved security situation in Sou.th Vietnam.
Following the
enemy's abortive 1968 Tet offensive, the WVI was able to increase its
control over large areas of the countryside, and the RDCs played an
im.portant role as "advance men" in this wave of forward progress.
By
early 1969, with many new villages and hamleta "pacified" and protected by units of local militia and territorial forces, a decisio: was
made to reduce the 59-man teams to 10 memibers by eliminating ci-,
security elements.

The responsibility for the safety cf the RL,:5 was

thereafter assigned to the RP-PF and the PSnP.
While this arran•gement
worked o'.t satisfactorily in relatively secure -reas, serious pr:blems
arose in Regions I and II.
Zn Thau ihien, for e-xample, 10 of the 79
RDC teams in the province h-ad nr seourity element whatever assigned
to them in April 1969# and they were experiencing inordinately high
casualties.
This problem aas heightened -,;hen the GVN, on the basis of
prcgress reaistered in the southern pr-svinces, decided to reduce t.e

I

RDC teams everv..)here to I1 men. And most recently, with lccal security
established and adiinistraticns functicning in mcst hamlets and villages
in the scuth, the GVN has decided to phase out the RD cadres entirely,
although many feel strcnrgly that they are still
of Regions I and 1I.
In its perioj of rapid expaiisicn,

required in scme areas

the RDC program could not main-

tain the high quality c; rec.uiting *.hat had characterized the smaller
and -more select APA 3nd PAT prccrams.
'.#ith the introduction of draft
deferments,

the program tended to be€:.:.e a haven for urban young -e:
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with political inf iuence whose principal motive was avoidance of

milii-ary service. Thus, many of the cadre lacked proper motivation
or, because of their urban background, were not sensitive enough to
problems peculiar to the rural environment; invariably these cadre
were criticize•i for lack of respect toward elders.
These constraints make any categorical appraisal of the overall
program difficult. The relative success or failure of tne teams
varied with the degree cf selectivity in recruiting and training of
cadres and, most impcrtatntly, with the leadership of particular provincial and district officials.
Nonetheless, many US district and
provincial advisers believe that the cadres have been an essential
instrument in deve2.oping local security forces and implementing political, ecuz.omic, and social development programs. Their role in
organizing the village elections of 1967, 1969, and 1970 was apparently
crrýtcal. ,. many villages they have assumed responsibility for training the PSDF and organizing local security, and they have helped villag- officials interpret the complex directives on the administration
of Village Self-Development programs. Many have demonstrated a degree
of motivation, dedication, and incorruptibility that must have made
favorable impressions on the villagers.
Perhaps the best evidence of
their effectiveness has been the reaction of the Communists: from
the very beginning of the program the cadres have been a primary target for assassination.
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THREE FUNCTIONAL ARFAS OF DEVELOPMENT INTEREST
A,

CRGANIZATICN AND MNANGEMENT

1

qhen the United States began granting economic and military aid
directly to the Republic of Vietnam in 1954, the program was aemMnistered through USCM in Saigon by the predecessor agencies to AID.
The primary divisions of USOM were concerned with technical assistance programs, and they operated almost exclusively at the Saigon
level, although a sr.all Field Service Zivision was established in
1i-54 to cccrdinate refugee relief and rehabilitation
ahen the refugee resettle.ent jas completed, the
peZsc-nnel, sume ef whom had hel;-tw,_supporc the 'OVhi"s
pregrar. while staticned' in th- .,,untryside, propcsed

assi,,tcnce.
Field Service
Civic Action
a reorientation

of their role to other brcad-crauge cCmunity development projects in
the rural areas.
The cbfective cf this propocsal -.as to "assist
peoples in prcvincial areas in iTproving their means of making a
'iielihcc,- ...

[and!

t

general

i

stanIards ....

Another

is to furnish imrn,:ediate assistance when and where
needýed 3rd tc give. a :lear and tangible evi'2ence of naticna. gov-ern-

ojective ...

-nent ard "JS a i:.oe
ro inr.iigencus cpuistions ir-. the prcvinces.
"-c fr
_,- the f'_st year (FY l?-?) was estih, ......evei. of u,.r.g r
.atco'"
th,

prccs.

i.

cr.1y

-rn....

but
.
:-'g,7A,
he Diem qcxernment r.c.ver'heless rejez--e.
Th:in2S tt
prvi-i, zhief. were too busy to

Fcr an assesnen.t 'f

thý

.•hrcac.crganizaticn and managemener.z

problems cf paciiicaticn as a whcie, see Part Five, Chapter III, of this
volume. This present secticn concentrates orn a -ew featares Cf
spvcial inteevt tc Jevelop'nent.
2.
•C...Cie'; Service rivisicn, Prýject Proposal fcr Eevelcs.,ent 3ez,.,ices to ?rc',irci~••_ 7,ni~tr•tion (Sai cn, .:3p), p. 3.
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JI
undertake the new responsibilities involved.'" 3

Diem obviously did

Left with
not want a lot of Americans running around the provinces.
no function but reporting, which became increasingly difficult, the
Field Service Divisicn was abolished in September 1958, but USOM continued to administer economic assistance through its technical divisons based in Saigon.
When the Strategic Hamlet program began to take shape in 1962,
USOM reactivated the Field Service Division under a new designation,
Office of Rural Affairs and Counterinsurgency (later known simply as
Rural Affairs). The first head of this office, Rufus Phillips, was
responsible for "cocrdinatirg the planning and implementation of the
tUSCM counterinsurgency efforts," although the technical divisions of
USCM that contributed to the counterinsurgency projects were not under
his direct control. Beginning in late 1962, the Office of Rural
Affairs posted civilian representatives to selected provinues.
Althcugh Phillips resigned in late 1963, the Office of Rural
without a director during the New Life
It was during this time of chaos
Hamlet program initiated in 1964.
and confusion that the conflict between the counterinsurgents and the
traditicnalists (i.e., between the Office of Rural Affairs and the
Affairs continued to eist

technical divisionas of USCM) came tc the fore, and the lack of leadership appears to have helped bring it into the open. In June 1964,
George Tanham became USOM's Associate Director for Operations, a position that thecreti;ally i.zluded a greater rocle in the activities of
4
Several weeks later, the new Director
U.-SCM's te:ýhr.izil divisicns.
:hanged the name of this division to Cffice of
Prcvincial Operaticns, since, with the United States becoming more
involved in counterinrsurgency prog'rams, provinc•ial representatives
of U$SCM, James Killen,

3. Jchn D. Montgomery, The Pc'iti::s cf Fcreign Aid: American
in $c',.thea-t AsiaT(:w York: FredericT A. Praeger, 1962),
Ex.erie..r:
pp. 18-9-1.
e.. William A. 1ighswcnger, Rural Pacification in Vietn.3- (New
York: Frederick A. Praeger, i766), ....
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were to be sta:ioned in each of South Vietnam's forty-three provinces.
It was expected that the field staff of Tanham's office would number
about 200.
According to Tanham,

the mission of the Office of Proviniciel

Operations was to advise and assist the GVN at all levels "on the
broad range of counterinsurgency efforts, particularly in connection
with economic, political and social development." 5 His small Saigon
staff maintained liaison with the Central Pacification Committee
established by General Xhanh and with the Ministry of Social Welfare;
it

also worked at coordinating its efforts with other USOM officesI

despite the rather short shrift given Tanham's shop by the USOM
director and despite the ongoing argument over counterinsurgency
versus traditional develctpment activities.

In early 1966 the Office

was renamed Office cf Field Operations.
It continued to be responsible for the administration of US counterinsurgency support until
the pacification functions of all US civilian eaencies (AID, CIA,
and CUSPAO) were united in the Office of Civil Operations (OCO) in
late 19EE.
On the GVN side, little attention was paid to organization for
pacifi,:aticn unril the creation of the Ministry of Construction (soon
known as Revolutionary Development) in early 1966.
The Ministry of
"Revolutionary Development (,ORD) served as the GVN's ccordinating arm
for pacification until it yielded to President Thieu's Central Pacification and 1evelcpment Council (C.PC) in late 1968. The CPDC,
nomlr.,lly chaired by President Thieu, is directed day to day by Maj.
General Hon, chief cf the P-acification Coordination Center.
The CPDC
and the Coordinating Center are paralleled by corresponding organizaticns at the regional and prcvincial levels, which dovetail with
CC•R•
structure at the same levels.
The creation off CORDS and the
'CP!C has greatly nimplificfie the aridinistration of the tctal pacification effort, partly because the prcvince chief, always a key man in
'.
?rae.ger,

George Tarham,
!?EE),

p.

War Without Gun-

27.

17c-

(New York:

Prederick A.

development programs, no longer receives competing counsel from many
different US advisers.
By the time CORDS was established in 1967, the US civilian effort
in South Vietnam had so mushroomed, in so many directions, and with
so much duplication that there was probably no alternative but to
combine its direction with the direction of the military effort under
COMUSMACV.
Although CORDS united pacification programs under a
single manager, it resulted in an even greater proliferation of programs, including many in new functional areas.
Each of the previously
independent agencies was reluctant to give up its "pet projects," and,
in general, at no point during the transition to CORDS did we ever
really evaluate no- only the progress but the relevance of various
pacification programs.
The problem was complicated by the fact that
in most cases various agencies of the US Government were making substantial contributions of money that had already been approved by
Congress and was available for obligation.
Another management issue concerned the control of resources,
especially at the local level where their ultimate disposition and use
were clearly under the purview of our advisers in the field. Beginning in 1962, field auchority to spend piaster furds and commit
commcdlties was vested in a release agreement signed by the province
chief and the IACV and USOM advisers--the troika signoff. In the
spring of 1964, a temporary shortage of funds for implementing the
New Life Hamlet program led USC:.! to purchase $200,000 worth of piasters
frr alilocaticn tc sector (province) arl-visers for petty-cash type
expendit•res and the disbursement cf these monies also required a
troika signcff.
The signoff arrangement gave the United States leverage at the
local level tc help insure the prcper use of USAID-furnished commodities arid funds; it also tended tc speed up action on urgent projects,
6
since in effect it bypassed the GVN ministries.
Ey the end of 1964,
6. US-Vletnam Relatins, IV.C.9(0), Bcck 7, pp.
'itle "elatint,
1964-June 1765."
17-S

30-31 of section

IV
however,

this device. began to fall into d.isuse as part cf cur attempt

to get the GVN to do more on its own and to reduce our visible
influence in matters which it was believed should be under GVN control.
In June 1965 t-he United States ind the GVN agreed that the province
chief would thereafter requisition commodities on his own authority,
and so the signoff system came to an end.'

In October 1965 USOM

tried to reinstitute it, but it was overruled by the State Depart.ment on the ground that it would undermine our efforts to make the
GVN more independent and effective and would interfere with its
Subsequent attempts to revive the system were also
"sovereignty."
unsuccessful.
B.

THE MILITA.T

FCRCS INRCIVIC ACRICN

Cne of the early problems facing 'S planners was hcw to integrate
the milita'y's considerable capability for development with other US
The notion of civic action--that is, the
develop:.ent-l prograns.
participacion cf military units in eccncirc and social development-As early as 1958 the rraper Committee, which examined
was not new.
all aspet.ts c¢ US foreign assistance, both eccnomic and military,
ha-! re u'nerded that inr.igenous military forces be employed as an
arm cfidevelopent,. in 19,O thiL concept wa. recognized in a DoD
-irective that furnished' the basis for the US Army's Civic Action
prcara-:, cne that .,ias ,.c. 4e!Pd a-rter tho earlier successful Arm•ed
In 1961 this ccncept was
FCoces As'st.a,,re tzC 'oCre-a (AFAY) prrc.,." Act
Interraricnal eve•cpment, which
cc-J:e'
in 3 2cnor...ioal
•or
provided th:t "'to the ex.tent feasible, the ube cf military forces in

7.

Ibi2.,

!'!.F.31,

crk 3), p. 64 cf section entitled "The Advisory

Even under the troika sincf-f - rrangerment, the province chief,
g,-: around" or "get around" his
cn an ic;sue,
if he .tr.cncly
perhaps taking such steps as recc-mending tc Saigcn that thavise.,
T"his device alo has wcrked the other way around:
adviser Le relieved.
•_cpt'
representatives in the field have sometimes reconmended the
" smiisal of a corrupt or ineffi•ýi'en.t prcvince chief.
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less developed friendly countries in the construction of public works
and other activities helpful to economic development shall be
encouraged."
As the Vietnam insurqency became more critical during the early
1960s, presidential interest in counterinsurgency led to other more
specific civic action developments.
In commenting on military civic
action) President Kennedy observed that it was indispensable to
establishing a link between the military and the people and he
encouraged military participation in civic action projects, provided
it did not interfere with the primary military mission. In 1962 MAP
funds were authorized for the acquisition and maintenance of equipment used by the military in civic action developmental activities.
Unfortunately, formal guidance on implementation of civic action was
not issued to operating units until late 1966, when a Joint Manual
for Civil Affairs was finally published. The last official publications on the subject had been military service publications of 1958
vintage. So the military forces, like the other bureaucracies involved in Vietnam, entered on the development scene with little
current guidance on concepts and techniques of civic action. As in
other programs, military civic action concepts were evolved by trial
and error.
The civic action work of the III Marine Amphibious Force (MAP) in
Region I was carried out in an area of high population and troop density and, thus, afforded a fertile testing ground for civic action
concepts and program;.
In the first five months, civic action gradually progressed from a spontaneous p•'cple-to-pecple program to one
oc more integrated and purposeful direction. The Force's medical
support capability was linked to a training program for Vietnamese
health workers, selictive repair of roads facilitated access by the
villagers to markets, and some minor new construction was begun.
However, before it could proceed much further, III MAF had to develop
sources of material outside military supply channels, which made no
provision for civic action. The Agency for International Development
and certain private relief organizaticns such as the Catholic Relief
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I
S-ervices and CAF.E haJ miterial avai!5ýle, but its distribution was
dependent cn the thin and over-woinked resources of the Vietnamese.
Since the military had an extensive capability for distribution,

the

z:bvicus sclutien was to link the materials to the distributcr.
M!aterials for civic action were made available by AID, and CARE
assumed the responsibility for forwarding from the United States to
the port cf 7a Nang supplies purchased with funds cbtained through
Marine Corps Reserve units in the United States.
Transportation
resources of III L..AP were then made available for distributing the
supplies bccally. These -'rrncements remained in force for the duration.
It was sccn recognized that *:ivic action would have to be more
closely integrated with the cverall development effort promulgated in
the GVN-US pacif.ation plans.
The result was the establishhment, on
I:: '!AFintia:_,%,ý,cf
:i2.it.:ry ?Feglcn 1 Cocrdinating Conmm~ttee,
whose re!tber-=hip '.as
...
fror..
.
all macr .1 and GVN agencies in
Region 7, incl''r~g represcntatives fron the staffs of the Vietnaiese
regional military cc..,r:.
This ':rani.aUin2. stcep was soon
followed by -he ccnstitutticn of su,'¢mczmittes for public health,
!ucation, rcJ,
r'efujee, agr cuitu.:rc, •:,ci icrnn,,itiaies distribution.
.-•z an outg.'o-th of the X'R i CocrJinaticn 2cr3mittee, provincial
•-•',din.i'
-s

-:

:AP

echeicn

c-,.

'

.e

sth:h

a

-

c/i~:.-

in the five provinces c.f

t"r
";

staf

c'.r, zr.nr-h ,::,e.

the civic action effcrt.

b.lfet:, weie estaiim,

.:e.

end-

c.f

a* each ccTrand

-,c-r-iphic.il respcnsibilities

for ccordinatir
,civic action were assigned to the varicus M'd.rine
tactieal units, ',:h har to cocrrlinatc- their programs with local OVN
C4fici-i's.
a
--unIries for civ'." actio. operaticnz cvnformec; as
nearly as p,:zsizlo tý. the GVN pcliti- .,

b...vcns

the. ditr-ict

or,.] .he villaie.
"
::
.
, its :ivi, actior to
i
.".rd....
cv.....
:'hcc! b'•i'r,.• prcgrar.
In each hanle,. thati inr.icate4 -j cdesire tc parti:ip;e- in the r.cograrrn, certain
preris~te.
quta•lishe. ';ere
fcc •..•-pLe,
there had tc be (!) ar;
in

the sprin: ", .
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adequate site, furnished by the hamlet officials, (2) an agreement
that the people of the hamlet would participate in the construct'-on,
and (3) a teacher available and provisions for paying his or her
salary. In return, the military unit agreed to provide construction

materials, technical advice, and heavy equipment for clearing and
grading the site. The application for each project was coord44nated
with cognizant GVN and AID officials to ensure coordination with overall plans for school construction. Similar procedures for all other
construction projects ensured participation by the villagers and
appropriate coordination with the US-GVN cognizant authorities.

By

the end of the first year of operations in Region I, a working formula
for effective military civic action had evolved which furnished an

example for all subsequent efforts of the same kind.
C,

THE REFUGEE PROBLEM

Although the overwhelming particir•:tion of the United Scates in
the counterinsurgency posed many problems, it seemed in some cases
that there was no alternative if anything was to be accomplished.
No
program reflected this dilemma more clearly than the one that tried
to deal with refugees and war victims.
The struggle against the Viet
Cong has been generating large numbers of refugees ever since it
mcved into the open-warfare stage.
It is estimated that something
o,, the order of 25 to 30 percent of the 19 million population of
South Vietnam has at cne time cr another during the past seven years
been in refugee status.
The first flood of war-gererared refugees caught the GVN without
established procedures for h&ndli~ng the problý.r,9 and naturally weaknesses became manifest and failures ensued.
The refugee probleld arose
at a time when there were many other competing demands on the small
Vietnamese leadership corps,

and just when a sound refugee program ;.;,as

S. The influx of refugees, mostly Catholis, who moved from the
north to the south after the 1954 Geneva Accords, was handled by the
Diem administraticn 4ith an efficiency not demonstreced thereafter by
the 0V: in its handling of -wiar-genersted refugees.
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finally being mounted with the help of the United States, it aas
overwhelmed *y the refugees generated in the wake of the Communist
The problems were araln aggravated by the
Tet offensive of 1968.
influx of over 200,000 repatriates -from Cairbedia in the spring of
1970 and by the floocs in MR I and parts of MR II
people homelers in the fall of 1370.

which left 300,000

Although the GVN's handling of the refugees and war victims has
been more er.lightened and effective in recent years, in the period
between 1963 and l9G8 the record wa5 not at all good.
In trying to
explain this failure, it is not cnough to point to the GVN's perceived
need for channeling its limited human and material resources toward
Also figuring in the picture
other allegedly higher-pricrity areas.
was the general attitude that refug.ees were very probably VC symplthizers, and therefore diý not deserve a great deal of attention. As a
result, the !lnited States was forctd to shoulder the major financil
burden and to supply a signri•tcant share cf the tanp•ej...r req'urPd tc
implement the re.wiee c-nd war victim relief p~r,:-grai,.s.
In
I later years, aster the Tot offentive and the rcostablshiont
of GVN contrcl over lar•ge arceas c-f fcxrrmerly VC-held territory, great
.
emphasi. .as placed cn resettle...nc cf r.efugees in the r.,..w.y ierated
ivc-as.
Urn-til then. the, tre:zs had beer. ..N. such te!Perary relief
meare•s ~the -y'eit cf bs-nefi.-n or' alicwar.ces ar.d the e~tabliLh-t".enu,
cz •c:'s anK Kispersar•ics,
•'reih.• and 19.
D~:•tic-,'~n"
p -ns '.r.c ... r ... ..
c e.e:.
ct cs crnt cf the ei.ht rir,"ry
obj,4ecti'&.
nr., much s-ucý:crss
registered in the-3.ca p.cvince-,
in other co-az cf the country, rc-_t r,ct-ab'y in the central
Žazza.
prcvirces, the return-tc-villaae -.ovement, as it vas celle,., onccuntezed a r r
cf problems. There was the olc prcb"lem c:f si
.'ing
pe,_ple L-- to areas that .,ere insu.ficiently prorecte'J frcm &n-m"'
attac'.s ar
t'c
.r Often, cnce the reuceet
:h.ir
"cl ....
the c'V.,aiie,
t. follc:.. thrcugh wit.h cash alcanc.-,
'
,.aterialn, arnd
o.:--al. .f which the c'v:; ha,:d prcerise•.: tn•,r
Eorth 'The 1-nited Stc-tes -and the '.. cýsul. and lhoul.J have hancle'.
the rf-efulee prcGL>tr TCre effective.y 'uch earlier in !he struqgl.
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True,

concentrating on the plight of the refugees may have seemed a

luxury in the early years of the insurgency when the GVN was facing

imminent collapse as a result of political instability and widespread
insecurity. There were other more pressing tasks for the Saigon
leadership to tackle. But there is less excuse for the United States
duting this same period, since it had ample resources and manpower
available to assign to the task. Here were literally millions of
people ýho, in their dependency on the GVN, were wide open to being
influenced positively or negatively by the treatment they received
at the hands of the government. From a purely pragmatic perspective,
there is no evidence that the GVNI made any effort to exploit the
refugee ,nanpower poQl, despite the severe manpower shortages it
encountered.
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IV
LESSONS LEARNED
-erhaps the most zundamental observation to be drawn from our
eeý<perience with developmental programs in Vietnam is that pcliticalg
economic, and szcial, reforms in the context of a rural insurgency have

",.

a dual ?urpo:,-

-namely,

to sever the connection between the rural popu-

2lation and the insurgents and to promote the people's ccmmitment to a
Securing the admiration
continuation of the legitimate government.
the villagers--often referred to is winning hearts and riands--is

"* '"of
* •.an

ideal fcr which one may strive, but it

is net essential to the

- ,uccessof ;aý-ificatin. The degrce cf popular ccmrmitmcnt elicited
Infortount.1h thý, auall-y cf ieadership tt the top.
Sar -.. o iec!_y
ateiy, the kind ,_f 1eidership that can inspire and mnotivate people as
q:!ogsays,,ay di' in th'n Philippines has not often been present in South
Vi,.,narr. _,ver the years.
the 1~i',-2iite cbgective of political, ec,'nnoriic,

arld social refor'n

nrot ,:c trarsgorm the instit-.ticns of the
at the 7-.•nn rcctn, then,
thecretical model. This is
c:'untry int,: replicas cf sctr,:, '.'n
tr; it'..
t.c pc!iitic,7, institutions. Politically,
the main purpose -hc'ld be tc prc%,e tc the pecp'e that their own selfirterets e..-r,:nstribn
y satsfied by taking part in -he political
;rocess, :innc- in this way they are able to control to some extent
the ieciz-ons be6ring on their day-to-day lives.
Since economic and social developr'ent activity by :he government
has the same general end in mind, the object need not be to turn the
countryside intO a showplace of econcmic and zocial reforn. What the
practical, imaginat"'+e, and hardworking peasant wants is a physically
secure envirc~rient and protection against economic and social exploitation. With these basic lut li.mited ,onditions satisfied, the villa;er's

!

'1'

essentially conservative orientation makes him a poor prospect as a
recruit for revolution.
He perceives that his self-interest is best
served by continued association with the established government, that
there is a risk of losing much by joining or cooperating with the
insurgents.
Against the background of th? foregoing basic observations, several

somewhat more specific lessons can be drawn.
Derive development pregrams frvm well-formulated counterinsurgency
concepts that take into account the nature and stages of the insurgencX.
No agreed concept of the role of development programs emerged at
any stage of the Vietnam counterinsurgency.
During the latter half

of the 1950s, almost nc effort was made to improve the lot of the
individual peasant, though it appears in retrospect that this may have
been precisely the time when such efforts could have helped arrest
the insurgency or at least ameliorate some of the grievances the
enemy was exploiting so intensely. After the insurgency became recognized for what it was, there was a frantic attempt to quickly "do
something" for the peasant, but by then it was probably too late for
local development programs to have much effect on either the insurgency or on the peasant's attitude toward the government. Then anJ
later, many of those programs appear to have been irrelevant or at
least marginal to the real ccncerns cf the peasants and to the jcb of
countering the insurgency. If the United States and the GýN had
succeeded in formulating an agreed conceptual role for development,
many mistakes and much waste might have been avoided.
If American development assistance is tc be granted to arrest a future
insurgency, grant it on a highly selective, discriminate basis, taking
full account of local needs and capabilities; under no circumstances
mount such lavish assistance efforts as those in Vietnam.
Snce the United States became involved in granting development
assistance in suppcrt cf counterinsuzieny programs, there was a
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growing tendency cc asst-me that every eccnomic, political, and social
probleT. in the ccuntry scmehod or other contributed to the insurgency.
The United States, with its strong sense of social justice and morality, triec nc.• cnly to solve many of these problems !ut also to do it
in "the Anerican wav."
This cften led to an indiscriminate applicaticn
an6 Perv_;,,e Amercanization cf development assistance.
The identification cf new Vietnamese problems was quizkly translated into more
American prcgrai,,s, and, to make matters worse, more American programs
-eant pc'.ring in mcre American money and advisers, much Cf this withcut 4ny particular cocrdinaticn with Vietnamese needs and capabilities.

WE"

in suppcortinq development cf a cunrtry faced with incipient or actual
ins'r•r.:'y, insist frc., the outset un :.ritten aareemients that deline"nte t~ne ccr'ttqcý,
re,.ui.emnnts, 3nd e'.ectations fc~r American 6ido
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Recognize the importance of establishing security as a prereguisite
for effective political, economic, and social development.
Time and again, events in Vietnam have demonstrated that development activity carried on without adequate security leads not only to
the waste of time and resources but can actually backfire against the
government in terms of diminished popular confidence.

The resettle-

ment of refugees in areas still vulnerable to enemy attack and the
withdrawal of an RD team t±om a village before the local security
apparatus is sufficiently developed to prevent the reentry of the
Viet Cong are examples of pacification efforts initiated in an insecure environment, frequently with a devastating impact on the people
and the program.
Be wary of increasing the scale and size of a program as a result of
early success.
Under the pressure to come up with a winning combination or remedy,
there is often a temptation to take what has worked well in one part
of the country, or on a limited scale, and apply it 4:?ross the board.
This happened, for example, with bcth the Strategic Hamlet program
and the RD cadre prcgram.
In the former case, Ngo Dinh Nhu was so
anxious to blanket the ccuntry with strategic hamlets that he ignored
the importance cf maintaining a reasonable standard of quality. Many
cf his subcrdinates went through the motions of establishing hamlets
in order t-,meet his quotas, but the hamlets quickly collapsed as
sccn as the Vliet Cong applied pressure.
The RD cadre program also
suffered frcr-. over.xpansion.
In order to find enough recruits for
the enlar'gec program in 1966, the GVYN had to draw on many who lacked
motivatior., sensitivity, or even basic understanding of the country's
problem.
While rany cadre served their country well, there were
others who did more harm than good.
The success of the VC cadre and
of the APA and PAT cadre of the GVN proceeded to a large extent frcm
the care and discrimination with which they were selected and trained.
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cstazlish and strenQgthen lccal acrinistration at the earliest pDssible

S•

time.

K

It

was at "he local level that the Viet Cong first

true intentions in

South Vietnam.

revealed their

Political cells may germinate and

operate under a cloak of secrecy, but it is difficult to disguise the
next phase of the insurgency, that which aims at severing the tie
between the local people and the central government. As open as this
stage of the insurgency may be, it does not necessarily follow that
the country's leaders will recognize the signs when they occur. In
the early period of his administration, Diem consistently ignored or
dcwnplayed solid evidence of the insurgency in the form of assassinations and disappearances cf local officials.
N.o conclusions follow.
First, by establishing or maintaining a viable administration at the
grass roots a government helps thwart an insurgency at cne of its
Second, the enemy attack cn
earliest and most vclnerable stages.
the local administrative structure provides a form of "early warning
system." Hence this is a key area to monitor, for it provides some
of the earliest and surest indicators of growing insurgency.

*:

Em hasize and respect traditional forms of local administration. Decentralize authority and responsibility, giving local administration
significant roles in day-to-day afiairs.

*

The Diem administration erred not only in shifting the basic unit
of local administration from the village to the hamlet, but also in
imposing appointed officials on the peasants.
Both these steps I-an
counter to traditional arrangements and generated tensions that helped
weaken the influence of the central government in the countryside.
Subsequent administrations restored the village to its former preeminence and a.so reestablished the customary election cf local-level
officials. The strengthening of village administration in South
Vietnam served c purpose well beyr.nd the purely structural requirements of administration in the countryside--namely, it provided a way
Z

"for

the authorities to build a relationship of mutual advantage with
"the people, thereby cffsetting the appeal of the enemy.
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Although employed in South Vietnam, an election process may not
always be necessary or practicable. What is required are able and
sensitive local officials, elected or appointed, who can help build
bridges between the rural areas and the capital city.
Although popular participation is demonstrated through the election process, it takes on greater meaning if the elected officials,
once installed, are endowed with real authority and responsibility.
The Thieu government has taken steps to give local governments control over village self-development (VSD) funds, and it is at the
village level that title transfers are taking place in connection
with the land reform program initiated in 1970.
Through the process
of decentralfzation and popular participation, the villagers are
acquiring more and more of a stake in the continuation of the
established government, as opposed to its overthrow and replacement
by a system contrived by the Viet Cong.
Limit local economic and social development projects to those that
meet the basic needs of the villagers.
Ensure the participation of
the villagers in economic and social development activity.
The Vietnamese peasant did not demand a vast array of "rgodies"
as the price for his support and allegiance.
The average villager
was, and is, concerned with only a few matters that directly bear on
his day-to-day life. Land reform, especially in the delta, was one
such matter, and so was ready access to markets where he could sell
his produce.

The unseemly proliferation of US-sponsored economic and

social programs only generated new problems at the local level, or at
least accentuated old ones there. Some of the more obvious effects
were:

overtaxing local administrations,

encouraging corruption, and

superimposing a stifling expansion of US presence almost everywhere.
As in political affairs, the more people become engaged in the
process of shaping their own lives, the more inclined they are to
support the government.
The Village Self-Development program is in
effect the economic counterpart to village elections. Unfortunately,
there has been, and still
is, a tendency by the district and
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•rovinciaJ. authorities to inhibit this important feature of development policy at the local level.
Provide for effective planning and programming of projects.
One of the most serious deficiencies in the Vietnamese experience
with econcw'.c and social development has been the failure to follow
through with effective planning and programi.ing of projects once
they have been auchorized.
For example, after participating in the
building of a school the villagers have often discivered that no
provision was made for a teacher. In the same vein, dispensaries
have been built without supplies to stock them or midwives to staff
them.

The adverse psychological impact of the government's performance

in such situations is obviously substantial.
Employ cadr_ teams as a "cutting edge" of pacification in the event
effective local aý T-Inistration does nor exist.
of the cadre _Crganirztion.
TThere is
cadre,

Emphasize the quality

no doubt that in Vietnaum the political action groups, or

filled a very substantial orap, -art4-dcularly in the earlier

stages of t:-e strug-rie against the insurgency. The GVN had no other
plausitle .ay to assert its influence in the rural areas where the
administrative .*-:r'r-atus had been undermined and destroyed.
Neither
the vi

Ts

ncr tho reqtlar bureaucracy,

by themselves.

could pro-

vcidc-_ the tyr'e cf Ic0ershi able to withstan'd the challenge posed by
the Viet Cong, only the trained cadres could.
At the sam.e time, a gcverr.ent presence in the countryside that
generates antagonism and resentment is worse than no Presence at all.
This points up the importance of able, well-trained,
highly dedicated cadre.

Naturally, quality is

seeks in all aspects of pacification, but it

is

sensitive, and

something that one
especially important

in the earliest stages of contact between the government and the
villagers, for it

'

V

is then that the lartcr weigh most carefully the

advantages and disadvantages of alternative affiliation--with the
agvernment or with the insurgents.
One of the shortcomings of the
199
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GVN's cadre program was simply low quality. Although some smaller
cadre efforts, such as the APA and PAT programs, were successful in
recruiting and training highly effective team members, the overall
record was spotty. Besides such troubles as overly rapid expansion,
low pay, and the failure to provide deferments, the GVN tended to
treat the cadre as poor country cousins instead of as fully legitimate members of the government family. What was needed was the
integration of the cadre into the formal government structure.
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INTRODUCTION!
Reporting is

an organizational activity that helps to answer two

sets of questions that must be asked by any organization expending
resources to achieve objectives.

The first set of questions centers on such matters as these:
What is really going on? How are we doing, •enerally? Have our
recent activities marked forwardJ, backward, or zero movement toward
our objectives? Do the current status and trends have significant
implications for our overall policy toward these activities? If so,
should we be reassessing that overall policy with a view to possible
basic changes in it? This area of organizational interest in the
output of reporting can be conceived as one that requires reliable

information for the formulation of evaluations that bear on future
policy, including policy at the highest levels of the organization.
In the Vietnam context, this has tended to mean the President and his
principal civilian and military national security advisers in Washington.
The second set of questions centers on such matters as these:
Now are our various major program 6ctivities doing, both absolutely
and compared with one another? W,1hich among them seem to be lagging,
and why? Would a realignment of resource inputs help correct these
shortcomings? If so, how should we go about it? If not, what more
fundamental corrective actions are possible? This area of organizational interest in the output of reporting can be conceived as
one that requires reliable information for the ongoing, effective
mana ement of the operations of the organization at all levels at
which cpevational decisicns -ru made. In the Vietnam context, this
has tended to mean the district, province, regional, and national
levels in-country.
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It is

useful to think of these two overlapping perceptions of

reporting as the policy application and the management ap.".c1ion.
As an abstract differentiation it may lack theoretical r-')r,
but it
does reflect the different ways in which men actually involved in
Vietnam pacification matters have acted and reacted with respect to
the requirements for and the uses of reporting. Regardless of these
divergent perceptions, there is now widespread agreement that, at
least until the closing year or two of the 1960s, reporting on pacification in Vietnam was unsatisfactory on both counts: it did not
accurately and adequately inform the policymakers in Washington, and
it

did not accurately and adequately inform the managers in Vietnam.
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'EVELOP'E:;TS P-JOR TO THE ASSAS)SINMTO.I OF DIEM

*I

*

SEPARATE "CENCY PCT~

*

,hen a substantial 'IS reprezentational presence in South Vietnam
began in 1954-55,

President Kennedy's strong asserti.n of the authority

of an ambassador over .l US agsncic,

and 6ctivities in his country

lay half a dozen years into the future.
It was therefore normal for
each US 5gecny cn the gnound to report through its own channels back
*

co ,.;&:hingz-n, subject only to such coordination as the ambassador
cared or %,Ds able to iffect through personal incl.n•tion and effort.
Tgn.::':!
.. h
r'c fncus,:d its reporting on its designa-cd or
."
the
besieein;

1..

34

Pr Exr,ple,
r-issc•.

th, cnbcsy con.ce±ntrated on reporting

first includ.n •heo, survival, chot were
problcs, aao:tcc!
the govern~ne of 'Igo Dinh i.m, and the, MiliJ
-y As4ýstance

Advisory G.oup (.!..C) concent

d on rpotor[ini

how it

was doong in

Shelpirzj t. Vtna::•• rilitry
tacommand to pln, reCruiL,
C ,J;ip, an-] train t:he ..
fcrceL of the new republic,
A- preciS.ely thit
e,U
s~lalc
c.
c-ist3::
the,-:publ!•
IrQ. Ce•.

The g,-:o-,,oo

o1ganize,

ilitary :cvis
wi
.cre provifing l.rgeof Kor:(
for th, dthvet1opir.-nt of i:Z

iC.l ccz'fig r;iton

zfh e KoZ.

:i.

seemre-d to rez:.r•biL strongly thaz of rhc Vietna:nese situiation: one
people divided i.-to t•
Szta-es (one Communist And one non-Co.unist)
b3! a parallel of i-io;
actual or potentia± SinG-Soviet sc'pport of
the Cc::rninis; state, paralleled by US support of the non-Co.murnist
state; and the et-ample of the :North Korean cross-oirder conventional
attack of 1950 suggested, a likc possibility in Victnam.
It is therefore not particularl7 surprising that th- work of the :.O.AG resulted
in progress toward creating in Souh Vietnam a kind of mirror image
of the Korean armed forces (and therefore to a marked extent of their
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Americanr model), and that during the middle and late 19S0s the MAAG
was primarily reporting on its detailed movement toward that objective.
The MAAG was officially charged with training Vietnamese forces to
defend against both external attack and internal aggression (i.e.,
insurgency), but it knew a lot more about the former than the latter,
and so focused albost exclusively on it.
Furthermore, MAAG-Vietnam,
like its counterparts elsewhere in the world, did not consider itself
to be in the intelligence business. The thought was that trying to
engage in such activities and reporting on them could jeopardize
MAAGts relations with the host government, and this sensibility even
produced some reluctance by MAAG to advise the Vietnamese intelligence staffs. The embassy did include some military, naval, and air
attach4s, but they were overshadowed by the numbers, rank, and disposable resources of the MAAG.
The result of all this complexity in a strange environment was,
not surprisingly, that reporting in general from Vietnam during the
19505 was unsystematic and full of gaps, and one of the most specifically gap-ridden areas was reporting on the security situation in
the South Vietnamese countrysile. This shortcoming did not seem to
matter much when, in 1956-58, President Diem and the Government of
Vietnam (GVI) were riding fairly high and the Viet Minh-Viet Cong
insurgent revolutionaries were lying fairly low, but when the
situation began to show clear signs of deteriorating badly in 195960, and Washingtcn wanted to know what was going on, senior US
milit3ry and civilian officials in Saigon had to rely largely on
field reports from Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) sources and on
whatever unevaluated information Vietnamese sources were able and
1
willing to provide them, such as it was.
1. A country ream-study group assessment of March 1960 expressed
grave misgivings about the security situation in the countryside, based
largely on information from CIA informants. United States-Vietnam
Relations 1945-1967, study prepared by the Department of Defense in
twelve books (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1971),
Book 2, pp. 43-48 of section entitled "U.S. Perceptions of the Insurgency, 1954-1960." The full text of the dispatch containing the study
gro.p's assessment _- in Bcok 10, pp. 1254-75. Hcrcaft•r this multivol~rne publication -dill be referred to as US-Vietnam Relations.
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sources,

themselves as uncoordinated as thnse on the US side who were
regurgitating the information so provided.
In his reports to the President at the end of his trip to Vietnam,
General Taylor strongly stressed the need to improve the nature and
quality of the information being reported; in fact, this was one of
the principal reasons he explicitly adduced for the very substantial
increase in the number of US advisers that he recommended and that was
soon affected.
He believed that what would result would be "the rapid
build-up of an intelligence capability both to identify operational
targets for the Vietnamese and to assist Washington in making a sensitive and reliable assessment of the progress of the war.,5
Some action directed toward the improvement of reporting did indeed
follow in the wake of the president's acceptance of almost all General
Taylor's recommendations.
The MAAG was transformed into the Military
Assistan:e Command, Vietnam (MACV).
The J-2 section of its staff
moved quickly into the intelligence business, although the bureau-ratic bargaining attending triservice distribution of key posts
resulted in the first two J-21s being Air Force officers whose backgrounds in aspects of strategic missile and air warfare had hardly
prepared them for the assessment of Asian peasant insurgencies.
A
Joint Evaluation Center, comprising elements of the embassy, CIA, and
MACV's J-2, was established in early 1962 to prepare joint intelligence reports and assessments, as also recommended by General Taylor.
Thus some temporary progress was made, but before long it began to
deteriorate for many reasons, among them (1) the disinclination of the
embassy to play a strong central role, (2) the stubbornness of everyone's orientation to se;arate agency, reporting channels, (3) the
rapidly growing strength, and therefore "clout," of MACV, which tended
to dominate the scene and which at that early stage had not yet developed much sophisti:ation in addressing factors not strictly military,
3. Exzerpts from Taylor's 1 "ovember 1961 cable and 3 November
1961 report to President Kennedy, in The Pentagon Papers, as published
b'v the Na•w York Times (New York: Bantam Books, 1971), pp. 144-47;
quoted phr.ie
n p. 147 (underlining added).
In his book, Swords and
Pl-.shares, to be published by W. W. Norton and Company, Inc. (New
York) in early 1972, General Taylor elaborates on the points su,-mmarized
here.
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Second, the Vietnamese province chief counterparts of the US
advisers during this period were under great pressure from President

Diem himself and his brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, to report impressive progress in pacification, especially through the strategic hamlet
progrdm, 5 and it was on these euphorically optimistic reports of
progress that the US advisers were largely drawing in their own
roports.
Third, MACV, on balance, also was inclined to overly-optimistic
reporting prior to the coup of late 1963, perhaps in part because its
senior officers were "wired" to senior Vietnamese officers and officials who were in turn "wired" to the Diem-Nhu clique.

Then, too,

military organizations generally stress specific goal-setting, and
this, however valuable in many ways, is not likely to encourage admissions by subordinates that they are "failing" to meet those goals.
(As an example of an "atmospheric," in late 1962 MACI combined its J-2
situation report and its J-3 operations summary into something called
a Headway Report.)
Fourth, the strategic hamlet program, which was "center stage" in
1962-63, was especially vulnerable to misleading conclusions. This !as
partly because reporting concentrated on material "inputs"--kilometers
of barbed wire, tons of rice, and the like--and tended to overlook the
impact of enemy reactions to the program, reactions that could and did
significantly affect the prcgzam's "outputs": secure hamlets en route
to rational development.
This numbers-oriented "management" approach
was also not capable of reflecting more suble but far more meaningful
factors such as, for example, the extent of Viet Cong infrestructure
activity in the hamlets and the extent to which the peasants in those
hamlets--including the "strategic" ones--were cooperating with that
infrastructure instead of with GVN authorities.
Fifth, military officers want to draw assignments they think will
further their careere,
ad the job of sector adviser to a Vietnamese
province chief concerned with something called pacification could not
5. For a detailed discussion of this program, including the
repcrting aspects, see the chapter "The Strategic Hamlet Program,
1961-1963," in Volume III of this study.
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V

_omxrander of a Vietfla-ese figjhting un-it. The dimnbie ins of this tproblam were to axpand late- on when US 'cozr!hA un~its were introdu.-ed. but
even in 1962-63 it wds exerting its influence orn the perceived desirability oi varic~us c-ategor.Ies of advisory assignments.
And finally, perhýAps most irportant of all, not mniry Am~ericans,
either in Vietna.T or Washington, knewi -very, iuah about insurgen.oy and
Z.Ounterinsurgency, so it is not surprising that the actior.-reaction
between US of f .1. i16ls in the two places rather resem~bled a dialoguue of
tedeaf.
C.

OTLL1Z..

RECRI4

SUL'7AE..

Of corothe Pro'virn_.'c advisers rerorts to X!ACV irn Saigon and
their z~cnsoli,_-at,_on in ',.ACV reports to the Departmnert of Defense in
Washin-iton were not theý o~nly source, of -Infor;at-Ion -forUS5 policyrrakers.
The e~rrbAss- was still. in Ylsinc!ss. but it

rclde' to confine isatten-

tion. to
d~4nc
pa
oliti:al reýpovtirig. The CIA's reyc~rtirig,
.ýhlh as mentioned eri',h~id usually Leemr. cre rer-listic than tha t
from other el;_rme:.ts of the

m&
rssion, unfcrturiatelv drif~ted irntu.

o::.asiornal overcptimisi- (durlirt .1962-63~be2,aIuSE! of the Agency's operational nvvc>rtwith parts of theý_ stiategi~c hamlet pi-ccraw.
iHo-wever,
the aztivitics of the Uni-ced 0-ttes Oneraticns Missicn (UO~,the f1ield
crganlza,:icn of the Acnyfcr in~'~tc:1Devte!opxv-,;t, AID) I-acan
nft.Žs

r od
c -_v
o

c r ic;o r -cing c)
t-Lp
1`4. at i cn stuauim~inth
:c.r~ryic,
nd' th!is rý-pczLing
ricse Lfn
har'p1y
with what the sezoor advise:-5 were tranrsintt-Ing to 1.AV
As 1963
ro1Ve?'

along,

still

21t i ,S

otf:er voices bizzar .:making

them~belves heard.

Roger

HIilsr.-n s qureau of Irteliene
rtd Resear,_h in the State Departrment
nhallezr.ge.d the- all.ec~ed jptir~izm c;. prEv;alir.a reýporting, -and in the
Whiteý
I""~ I22Fcrr-eýstal, -a :;atiornal
r•dL- wthn Jirect acý_e.ss to !ircsidýent YKennedy,

6.

The ?Frntý5c,-n Pa~ers, pp. 11! and 13-,.
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2eurty
:'ncil (NSC)
did likewise.

staff
Finally,

it was in 1963 that several old hands in the American press corps in
Vietnam, notably Neil Sheehan and David Halberstam, began to zero in
very critically on the status of affairs there and on the way it was
being represented by government officials at all levels.
President Diem was in serious political trouble by the summer of
1963. Though the events that led to his assassination in the coup of
early November are not directly germane to reporting and evaluation of
pacification, some of the "fallout" from the record of those events is.
On 19 September Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge in a cable to President
Kennedy reported "General Big Minh's opinion expressed very privately
yesterday that the Viet Cong are steadily gaining in strength; have
more of the population on their side than has the GVN ... and that the
'Heart of the Army is not in the war.'
All this by Vietnamese No. 1
General is now echoed by Secretary of Defense Thuan ... who wants to
leave the country." Six weeks later, and only days before the coup
occurred, General Paul Harkins, the commander of F.ACV, expressed in a
cable of 30 October to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff his fundamental disagreement with the pessimistic view Ambassador Lodge had been
expressing: "I do not agree with the Ambassador's assessment ... that
we are just holding our own. The GVN is a way ahead in the I, II, and
parts of the III Corps and making progress in the Delta." In a later
cable that same day, Harkins underlined his own differing judgment:
"On balance we are gaining in contest with the VC. There will continue
to be minor ups and downs but the general trend has been and continues
to be upward.- 7
Without regard to the substantive merits of the opposing positions
espoused by Lodge and Harkins, what is important to the present subject is that such fundamentally different evaluations of the question
"How are we doing, anyway?" existed in the first place, and above all
that the antagonists were the ambassador of the United States and the
senior US military officer in Vietnam. Ambassador Lodge has been
described as a "loner," whose communication with General Harkins (and
7.

Ibid., pp. 209 and 221-22.
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three weeks.
The most sitriking dissent in Washington from the
prevailing mood of somewhat qualified euphoria appeared in a 22 October

1963 evaluation by State's Bureau of Intelligence and Research.

Draw-

ing only on statistics compiled by DIA, SACSA, and MACV, the evaluation
concluded that all was far from well with the GVN's counterinsurgency.
Under the heading "Statistics as Indicators," the memorandum noted:
Statistics, in general, are only partial and not
entirely satisfactor= indicators of progress in the
total counterinsurgency effort in South Vietnam.
First
some statistics are incomplete, as for example, those
relating to Viet Cong attacks against strategic hamlets
and desertions within the South Vietnamese military and
Second, all statistics are acquired
security services.
largely if not entirely from official South Vietnamese
sources. As such, their validity must, to some degree
at 'least, remain questionable, even though the efforts
of the United States military and civilian advisors
have improved the quality of this data during the past
year or [so?]. Third, there are several other important indicators which are extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to handle statistically. These include:
morale and efficiency within the bureaucracy and the
armed services, the degree of locally acquired or
volunteered intelligence, popular attitudes toward the
Viet Cong and the government, and the status and impact
of the government's political, social, and economic
activities in support of the strategic hamlet program.
Nonetheless, statistics touch on some significant aspects
of the militarx situation and provide a guide at least
to trends in the fighting. 1 0 (Underlining addeY.)
Nevertheless, beginning in this strategic hamlet period of 1962-63
and continuing for several years, statistics continued to beguile
Washington's policymakers--especially Secretary McNamara,

whose zeal

9. Ibid.
10. Text of Research Mermorandum RFE-90 is in ibid., Book 12, pp.
579-89; quoted paragraph on pp. 579-80.
This memorandum provoked
controversy and recrimination in interdepartmental circles, ending
with a personal memorandum from Secretary Rusk to Secretary McNamara
more cr less apologizing for State's issuing "military appraisals
without seeking the views of the Defense Department."
Ibid., Book 3,
p. 24 of section entitled "Phased Withdrawal of U.S. Forces,
1962-1964."
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I~II
IREASSESSMENT AND TRANSITION

.A. REASSLSS,

T ErFORT.S

in the wake of the zol.apses on several fronts that followed the
Coup of November 19ES, it soon became readily apparent to US officials
Sin both Vi-etnam and Washington that the reports from. Vietnamese scurces
on w;h....

they had been relying so heavily for reporting and evaluation

of pr.gress had 'zem not only deficient but seriously misleading,
SCzrentiry M:N... ara.. s r-port to Presd.rCnt Jo?.nson at the conclusion of
his 15-21 Iecerbcr 1H23 visit to Vietnam, his first sinýe the coup,
r
this
-ad.•
slleueior..nt cle'r,
-Feflecti:ig his gloomy view.. of the
subzt~~avt
S

o•-u.t"_c,, 1M,:barara wrote: "M.y be:t guess ris] that the
situaticr, has in faot been 12terioratinr v
the countryside sin:e July
to a far greater extent than we realized bezcause of undue dependence

or. ditcrtud "i'','

"

.•in&? (e-.phasis adde.) He also .-eported

r

that in his ju,4-reret *.he zcuntry team represented - rrajcr weakness,
had b

"poorly
"en

plan."

and was "not workinga aczordina to a coxmon

On reporting, he wrote:
e2

Sboth

* Zie
....
23

,fre4,"

:er,

C
" :e

"As to thý.e grave reporcinrg weakness,
slJor
ops tr

tIAtake
a...,2..:.•.n

. ,:c:~iu:•ra

two days, after th•air r-at-.xrn.
th~at: in.

~d tý.

i:.pro

hiv.*

CIA

tz Vieti;.rn, and on

Ie sent the2 Sractary a

o lcwx..g 3bser,acion.:

in: ,rxltion c rnisned to us froir MACV and tne Errbassy
*:Q:,eZ'ninc thne current
-cI-t .ong
activities In a
.ro..in.es and te
•t
osition of the SVN
South ",Viec.arese] Goverrnment verius Lhe Viet Cong
Sforzes was ircor1-e-t- due to tre fact chat the field
officers of the XAAC and USOM had been grossly misinforired by the province and district zhicfs.
It was
reported to us, and I believe -.
:orre:tly, that the
! rovince and 2istricvt 2hiefs felt obliged to '½reate
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ll In1

statistizs' whizh would meet the approcatf.n ef the
Central Goverrnuent.In the light of this awakening,

Director McCone proposed to

Secretary McNamara that they send to Saigon a joint Defense-CIA survey
team to assess the whole question of reporting and evaluation.
The
Joint Chiefs of Staff declined to participate in this effort, and in
the end the team that went to Vietnam was composed only of CIA personnel with experience in Vietnam.

After about two months,

the survey

team prepared a draft appraisal containing both substantive assessments
of the status of the insurgency and recomrendations for improving
reporting. W.hen invited to comment on the appraisal, General Harkins,
still
COMUSMACV, wrote of the assessments that: "Where the statements
are clean-cut, the supporting information was usually provided by my
field personnel and reflected in reports already sent to Washington by
this headquarters.
Where the statements are sweeping, they are based
on opinion or an unfortunate penchant for generalizing from the specific." An obvious rejoinder to this remark would have pointed out
that only interpretive professional analysis of concrete details could
make them meaningful to policyr.akers and that such evaluative analysis
was the very essence of intelligence as opposed to mere information
regurgitation. 2
Toward the end of its tour of temporary duty in Vietnam, the CIA
survey team tied in with two other efforts, one out of Washington and
one out of MACV.
The first was a small interdepartmental teanw, headed
by Chester Cooper of the White Houge, which traveled to Saigon to look
into the mission's reporting system just prior to another visit by
Secretary McNamara in early March 1964.
The second was a study begun
in late 1963 by a MACV Information and Reports Working Group (IRWG).
1. US-Vietnam Relations, Book 3, pp. 19-21 of section entitled
"U.S. Programs in South Vietnam, November 19G3-April 1965." Also, The
Pentagon Papers (New York: Bantam Books, 1971), pp. 271-74.
2.
US-Vietnam Relations, Book 3, p. 24.
3. Chester L. Cooper, The Lost Crusade (New York: Dodd,
Company, 197C), p. 229.
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respe.;ts for over two and a half years.

Meanwhile, quantitative data

on more strictly military indicators of "progress"--body counts,
weapons captured, sorties flown--continued to be reported separately
from MACV's J-3.

B. NEW FIELD REPORTING SYSTEM
The pacification reporting system that went into effect in May
1964 was based largely on Vietnamese classifications indicating varThe five
ious degrees of control over hamlets, areas, and populations.
degrees of control were secured, undergoing securing, undergoing clearIng, uncontested (i.e., controlled by neither side and of secondary
importance), and VC-controlled; on the map plots these five were represented, respectively, by dark blue, light blue, green, white, and red.
The criteria for determining how to classify were expressed verbally,
and key words or terms were subject to widely varying subjective
assessments, such as "adequate," "available," "sufficient," "qualified,"
and "largely."
By this tire (mid-1964), US sector advisers were present in all
provinces, so thenceforth pacification reporting in US channels
Also, beginning in 1964, "the creaincluded data from all provinces.
tion of sub-sector advisory teams--attached to [Vietnamese7 district
headquarters--brought the MACV advisory role into more direct, daily
contact with the actual process of pacification." 5 The reports on
population and area control were based insofar as possible on evaluations by US advisers in the disrrizts, prepared by the US province
advisers, and channeled to MACV's Revolutionary Development and Support
The RDSD then consolidated this informaDirectorate (RDSD) in Saigon.
tion into a report to DIA in Washington called the "MACV Monthly Report
6
of Revolutionary Development Progress, Population, and Area Control."?
The more methodical linkage of classifications and criteria, along
with an increasing US advisory presence in the uountryside, constituted
5. William A. Nighswonger, Rural Pacification in Vietnam (New
York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1966), p. ES.
6.
Clark and Wyman, Reporting, Measuring, and Evaluating, pp. 12
and 46.
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requirement for finer-grain data that could be reflected in
country-wide summations.
(5) The pacification criteria that were now so strongly
stressed were overwhelmingly military in nature.
To grant
that security is a necessary but not sufficient condition of
pacification is not enough; the fact is that criteria required
to reflect true pacification were largely lacking. Naturally,
this skewing favored optimistic perceptions of the status of
pacification as reported to Saigon and Washington.
(6)
The system itself prevented accurate categorization of
large areas in some provinces.
According to one US province
representative, for example, "in Quang Nair, ARVN (Army of the
Republic of Vietnam--i.e., the regular forces] would move its
regiment around in several districts, staying a few weeks in
each place, but without concomitant systematic pacification
efforts.
Invariably, the Communist incidents would go down
with ARVN troops present.
This was taken as an improvement
in the security status of the area and the map report would
be changed.
Then incidents would soar again when ARVN moved
somewhere eise." 8
By any standard, the years 1964 and 1965 were by far the worst
ever for the Govarnsent of Vietnam and its supporting American ally.
As recounted in detail elsewhere in this study, the political, economic, and military situations all deteriorated dramatically, and
sheer survival compelled concentrating on military operations against
enemy main forces, operations which after March 1965 involved US combat troops committed in ever-increasing numbers and types.
Under these
circumstances, the task of pacification, scmetimes called the "other
war," did not receive niuch attention, but had to yield to the mani-

festly higher priority

,ands of the "big war."

With pacification

itself in limbo, there was not overly ruch high-level concern with
pacification reporting; as for evaluation of progress, this was a
black period during which everyone knew that almost all indicators of
almost everything were pointing sharply downward.
There were some changes in 1964 besides the installation of the
new field reporting system in May.
In July, General Maxwell D. Taylor's
arrival in Saigon as the new VS ambassador marked the beginning of a
more sustained attempt to coordinate all aspects of US activities in8.

Nighswcnger, Fural Pacification, p.
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exasperation,

the department complained that the

discrepancies "render both sets of data useless for our purposes."t
Saigon's explanation by return telegram tha; the discrepancies were
due to the use of "different criteria" was not calculated to be

especially mollifying alnost five years afCer the Taylor mission
of October 196. had underlined the need for coordinated, reliable
reporting.
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In paragraph 42; larger outputs ... handicraft,
li'ght industry, rural electrification--are those just
phrases, high-sounding wo;rds, or have you coonskins on
the wall...?
Next is health and education, Mr. Gardner. We
don't want to talk about it; we want to do something
"The President pledges he will dispatch
about it.

teanis of experts."

besides dispatching.

Well, we better do something
1

Regardless of how well the President's remarks reflected what was
and what was not possible in the near tern, there was no mistaking his
desire to press ahead with the "other war." Within little
more than a
month, Robert Komer of the NSC staff was promoted to presidential Special Assistant and was acting as a White House "blowtorch" on that
"other war," while in Saigon Deputy Am!assador William Porter had
begun to try pulling together all nonmilitary US agencies in-country
that were involved in matters bearing on pacification. And over at the
Pentagon in those same weeks of early 1966 following the Honolulu conference, Secretary McNamara established a Southeast Asia Programs
Off ice in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems
Analysis.
The primary mission of this new shop was to provide the
Secretary with the best factual information available on the ongoing
buildup of US forces in Vietnam, with emphasis on how actual deployments were comparing with agreed plans. However, before long, the
arrival of staffers with in-country experience with reporting matters
from the field resulted in the preparation of comprehensive data tables
that made it possible for the first time to deal with data on a timeseries basis, thus :xposing trends over time--including some trends in
population control in terms of hamlets and people.
All these promising developments were only embryonic, to be sure,
and the actual status of Vietnam events in the real world of the present continued to be deeply discouraging, especially in pacification.
In October, after another of his periodic trips to Saigon,

Secretary

Mclamara sent a memorandum to President Johnson that reflected his own

i.
The Pentagon Papers (New York: Bantam Books, 1971), pp. 495-96.
See also US-Vietnam Relations, Book 6, pp. 36-44 of section entitled
"Re-emphasis on F=aii.:at-on:
1965-1967" for a rundown of the conference.
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Thecked out with the country team in Saigon and tested in the field
before implementation.
Consequently, in early November one representative from CIA and another from the ZCS Joint Staff left for
Vietnam with a proposed system for US evaluation of and reporting on
pacification, and with a virtual mandate from McNamara to use it as
the basis for moving toward full implementing action in-country by
1 January 1967.
The suggested system carried to Saigon proposed lodging the initial and basic job of US evaluation of the status of pacification
squarely on the MACV advisers in as many of the country's approximately 250 subsectors (districts) as possible.

The following extract,

written by two research analysts who collaborated with the Washington
team after its arrival in Saigon, provides a succinct outline of how
the system formulated in the Washington "crash plan" of October was
expected to work:
The objective was to obtain from each U.S. subsector
advisor a detailed evaluation of each hamlet with some
degree of GVN control in the district to which he was
assigned,
There are on the average about 50 hamlets per
district, the range extending from about 25 to a maximum
of more than 100. The basic element of the proposed
system was a questionnaire containing 191 separate
evaluations to be filled out for each hamlet with some
vestige of GVN control (about 70 percent of all the
hamlets in the country).
Responses to the questions
were to be recorded on a one-page checklist as a yes/
After completing the evaluation checklist
no response.
the advisor was to be asked to compute from his responses
an overall evaluation index for the hamlet. These forms
were to be submitted to sector [provincel headquarters
where the number of hamlets in five evaluation levels
were to be tabulated and the sumnary data from them
forwarded through division and corps headquarters3 to
RDSD and to the Office of the Deputy Ambassador.
In late September 1966, Dorothy Clark and Charles Wyman of the
Research Analysis Corporation (RAC)

had begun a study project in

Saigon under an Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)

p.

contract for

3. rýrothy K. Clark and Charles R. Wyman, An Exploratory Analysis
iluating of Revolutionary Development
ofthe Reortng, Measurinc, anc
outh 71etnar, Resear:11 Analysis Corporation (7MLean, Virginia, 1967),
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For an example of how the ratings worked, consider the indicator
"Military Incidents Affecting Hamlet" under the first listed factor,
"VC military activities." The adviser's job was to decide which of
the following brief descriptions best expressed the status of the
hamlet:
E. Armed VC units in hamlet at night, sometimes in
Uay.
Little GVN authority at night. Routes to hamlet
interdicted by day; may be ambush near hamlet.
Frequent sniping
D. GVN activity under harassment.
on routes to hamlet; VC night activity in hamlet.
C. Long range fire at night; VC activity in adjacent
Ocasional sniping on routes to
Eamlets in Vil~lagel.
hamlet.
B. No incidents in hamlet during month; infrequent
harassments within village or nearby.
A. No incidents, including harassments in Vil[lageJ 4
or near hamlet or on routes to Vil[lagel during month.
These brief descriptions were supplemented by more detailed written
In any event, with whatever
guidance to assist advisers-evaluators.
st sources of information available
guidance he had and based on the ..
to him, the adviser ended up submitting 18 lettered ratings (one for
each indicator) on every hai, let in his district. When these reached
MACV in Saigon through channels, an overall rating for each hamlet was
calzulated by an unweighted averaging in which E=l, D=2 ... A=5, and in
the emergent numerical averages 1.0-1.5=E, 1.5-2.5=D ... 4.5-5.0=A.
Besides the indicator ratings scaled from A to E, the adviser had
to complete a multiple-choice list of 14 questions on t1hamlet problems
curing the month."

For exampl3,

he had to indicate whether in his

judgment the incidents by US military elements "adversely affecting
relations with hamlet populace" could best be characterized as "none
or very few," "minor only," "serious enough to cause active resentment,

"not applicable," or "unknown."
41.

Ibid.,

So from the very beginning of HES,

p. 27.
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V*r:na

were eminently eager to zlaim in 1967. As Robert Komer put it a few
years later when referring to such misgivings: "critics really seem[ed]
to be complaining less about the HES itself than about the way in
which its aggregate scores have often been used in simplistic fashion
to advance the notion of 'progress.'
Unfortunately, there is much to
7
this criticism."
There were a variety of explanations advanced for the perceived
substantive shortclings of the HES. Some of thoae explanations were
more or less common to all aspects of the US pacification effort in
Vietnam--for example, short tours of duty, inadequate language training, and failure to understand Vietnamese cultural patterns. Others
bore more directly on the HES itself--for example, considering the large
numbers of "C" hamlets relatively secure when they often were not, and
an occasional inadvertent "masking" of critical security situations
because the equal weighting of indicators permitted high development
scores to offset low security s.-ores.
In 1970 an agency of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff retrospectively summarized some other "serious disadvantages" of the 1967 HP. as follows:
a. Evaluations wete based on the subjective
judgments of over two hundred and fifty district senior
advisors, thus introducing problems in comparability
of results.
b. Evaluations were made at the hamlet level
only; however the basic geopolitical. subdivision which
accounts for all the land area in the country, as well
as the population, is the village. Consequently, significant land areas which were sparsely populated
remained unevaluated, and the influence of village
level political, socia2, and economic progress was
largely ignored.
7. Robert Komer, "Impact of Pacification on Insurgency in South
Vietnam," Journal of International Affairs, vol. XXV (1971), no. 1,
Se.
8. Col. Erwin R. Brigham, "Pacification Measurement," 4ilita-y
Review, vol. L, no. 5 (May 1970), p. 52. Brigham had helped devise
HES in the autumn of 1966, and in 1967 was the head of CORDS's Research
and Analysis Division, which supervised HE, country wide.
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expertise through interviews, developed an indicator-evaluation
12
methodology based on a standard decision model.
These studies, which became available in early 1968, helped pave
the way for a basic revision of HES, but they were not governing, nor
were all their recommendations accepted. Critical questions about HES
were constantly being formulated, discussed, and tested within the
CORDS organization beginning in about mid-1968, and for six months
prior to full-scale implementation of the new HES in January 1970
both the old and the new systems were run simultaneously.
C.

HES-70

The revised HES was known as HES-70. Intended to correct the
perceived inadequacies of tha old HES, its design objectives have been
officially sumniarized as follows:

The design objectives of HES/70 were to increase
the objectivity and specificity of the data; expand
the data base to include more functional areas of
pacification; centralize the methodology for evaluation of pacification and make it uniform throughout
the country; and increase the management utility of
the system by designing reports specifically for field
and command users. For example, whereas the original
HES rated only population centers (i.e., hamlets),
leaving large land areas unreported due to lack of
population centers, HES/70 was designed to address
area security in addition to population security by
including village level data reported for all villages
in Vietnam, regardless of population; and whereas the
original HES was a relatively simple, subjective
system involving ratings that were both subjective
and multi-dimensional, HES/70, designed to provide a
more objective and uni-dimensional question set with
all scoring done centrally, is a much more objective
and highly sophisticated application of statistical
concepts.
12. A Probablistic Evaluation of Pacification Indicators, Pacific
Technical Analysts, Inc. (Honolulu, 15 March l968).
13. Hamlet Evaluation System 1970 (HES/70), MACV Command Manual,
Document Number DAR R7U-7 CU4-01A, I September 1970, p. 2.
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weapons fire (mortar, rocket, RR, etc.); ground assault--repelled;
and ground assault--friendly position overrun. 16 The DSA under HES70 was not supposed to be able to "G-2" the question-set so as to
influence the Saigon scores along lines corresponding to his own subjective assessments, and this seems in fact to be the case. Whether
this is altogether a felicitous circumstance is another quest±on, which
will be addressed later.
D.

SUBORDINATE AND ASSOCIATED HES REPORTS

In January 1971 the HES underwent a few minor changes in scoring,
and a rather elaborate glossary of terms was included in the DSA's
handbook containing the question-sets. The glossary was to help the
DSA relate qualitative expressions in the question-set to quantitative measures, and thus further minimize the amount of subjective
interpretation required of him. For example, on the frequency with
which some phenomenon occurred, the glossary equated "regularly" with
"more than 50% of the time (three times a week or more, on the average)"; "periodically" with "once a week or more"; and "sporadically"
with "1-3 times a month (less than once a week on the average)." Use
of this glossary also hopefully contributed to uniformity among the
mental sets of all district advisers.17
As of late 1971, CORDS was still the chosen US instrument for
addressing pacification in Vietnam, and, within the CORDS headquarters
and field organizations, the HES was the primary instrument for the
evaluation and reporting of pacification status and trends. The HES
had developed into a massive reporting system, with subsystems and
subreports that provided all kinds of data that were cut and served
in all kinds of ways by supporting computers. The HES-generated
reports are divided into staff analysis reports, management rnports,
16. For examples of filled-in samples of the updating forms
related to the DSA's question-sets, see HES User's Guide, pp. 37-39.
17. Glossary appears in Revised HES Handbook Question-Set and
Glossary (January 1971), pp. D.I.I-D.I.14.
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answer to that question lies in the Pacification Studies Group (PSG),
an element of CORDS's Reports and Analysis Division (RAD) in Saigon.
Initially conceived as more or less of a personal staff to Deputy
Ambassador Xomer when he directed CORDS in 1967-68, PSG responded
directly and immediately to his requests for monitoring and verification of pacification trends as reported by HES and the other systems.
Many US ofiicers assigned to PSG in this early CORDS period were
selected from among the most outstanding province and district senior
advisers. One technique used was to dispatch a qualified PSG team of
Vietnamese nationals to a given district to execute what amounted to
a rerun of the HES question-set In that district, or at least in
selected villages and hamlets of that district. Another technique
was to conduct an "attitudinal survey" among the population of a given
district (or of selected villages and hamlets therein), in order to
see how popular attitudes compared with HES pacification ratings. 20
Unfortunately, with the departure of Ambassador Komer in mid-1968,
PSG's activities became more routine. At approximately the same time,
the embassy's system of provincial reporters began deterioratý.ng,
until by 1971 only one junior embassy ofticer remained assigned to
this duty, and his function had regressed to mere vestigial liaison
with agencies active in the countryside.

20. For an explanation of the Pacification Attitude Analysis
System (PAAS) as conducted by PSG, see Final Technical Report, pp.
11-32 to 11-34.
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1. In a friendly country where an insurgency is in the incipient
stage and where the United States hopes to see it effectively countered, a special effort should be made to ensure (a) that the US mission
contains outstanding individuals highl qualified to act as overt
reporters on the status and trends of the insurgency-counterinsurency,
and (b) that any covert US presence in the country is also made up of
individuals highly qualified to report on the same range of subjects.
This is nothing more than an admonition to remember the homily about
an ounce of prevention being worth a pound of cure. The period prior
to any unusually marked US presence in such a country is precisely the
time during which accurate reporting, sensitively evaluated, can most
benefit US policymakers, since it could lead to an early and basic US
decision simply not to engage itself in any w.lay whatever. If it does
result in the extensicn of some US advice and materiel assistance,
both ought to be significantly more relevant because of the earlier
accurate and sensitive reporting and evaluation.,
2.
One senior US official, probably the ambassador or someone at
his right hand who enjoys his absolute confidence, should unify all US
reporting and evaluation from the host country; and one senior Washington official, probably a White House adviser with direct access to the
President, should coordinate Washington high-level reactions to that
reporting and evaluation.

There is doubtless a good case for learning
how to decentralize decisionmaking, followup, and associated activities
such aL reporting and evaluation, but we cannot wait for the political
scientists :o teach us. Besides, we have not yet really learned how
to centralize (i.e., unify and coordinate), as the Vietnam experience
eloquently testifies. If a situation anywhere in the world ever again
becomes serious enough to jrompt the United States to go back into the
business of giving advice and assistance on counterinsurgency, that
situation will, ipso facto, warrant the highest executive attention
both in the country concerned and in Washington.
There are two corollary caveatj to this second major lesson:
a.

The senior responsible US official in-country should constitute outside institutional channels a small group of monitors or
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command the language and empathically understand the culture of the
host country, and they should perceive their assignments to such
This
duties as rarkedly advantageous to their career advancement.
major point applies to Americans associated in any way with the host
government's pacification efforts, but is especially important for
those individuals in the field of evaluation and reporting. As was
amply demonstrated in Vietnam, the highest policymakers in Washington
must "fly blind" unless they are provided with accurate and timely
information. In future situations in which the US presence in-country
is far less prominent than it became in Vietnam, it will be all the
more important to identify, and to assign as US representatives,
individuals who will be able to work in full harmony and understanding
with the host country's instrumentalities for reporting and evaluation.
Such a goal is almost inconceivable without language fluency and the
ability to project oneself into the cultural patterns of that host
country. Making such assignments attractive is not easy, but as was
proved in Vietnam--although unfortunately very late--it can be done
if command emphasis from the very top is unmistakable and
relentless.
Senior US officials, both in Washington and in-country, should
5.
remain alert to the tendency to overstress military factors in the
evaluation and reporting of pacification. It took the United States
rather a long time to learn that in Vietnam military security, generally, and battles won in the "big war," particularly, were not a
sufficient criterion for evaluating the success of pacification.
Military men can hardly be faulted for tending to concentrate on military factors, but this tendency can sometimes lead to a combination
of distortion and euphoria in evaluation and reporting. This
fifth major point applies as much to the military establishment
of the host country as it does to the US military in-country.
Fortunately, the US officer corps now contains a whole new
generation of bright and insightful young officers who have come to
understand the anatomy and dynamics of rural Asian insurgencies; as
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primary function. There are no easy answers here, as elsewhere, but
it does seem that two measures, both admittedly hare to effect, could
help correct this unfortunate situation: (a) there should be the
strongest possible command emphasis at all levels on using the results
of reporting and evaluation in future resource allocations and in
corrective action generally, and (b) the greatest possible restraint
should be exercised by senior officials and policymakers in using
highly aggregated reporting results in which vital qualifications have
been "summarized out."
8. Although objective criteria for an evaluation and reporting
system are certainly desirable, a mature system manned by well4ualified Deople can go too far in precluding subjective and independent
assessments. A reporting and evaluation system that minimizes subjectivity has many advantages: it makes for uniformity, it frustrates
possible attempts to make "brownie points" in the eyes of a superior,
its component parts are fairly readily verifiable by a monitoring
effort, and it is especially suitable to the difficult early stages of
operating such a system. A rigidly objective system has two offsetting
"disadvantages, however: (a) it reduces the ability of an operatorreporter (such as the DSAs in Vietnam) to take managerial corrective
action, because if the system is working well he is not supposed to
know what particular objectively reported facts caused a low hamlet
score, for example, and therefore does not know what to do about it,
and (b) it fails to capitalize on the sensitive expertise that cart
characterize operators-reporters in well-matured reporting arrangements--i.e., this rigidly objective system can provide the twodimensions of length and breadth, but not the third dimension of depth.
Wnat seems best is to combine an objective, HES-like pacification
measurement system with (a) complementary subjective pacification
reporting by well-qualified observers and (b) supplementary intelligence appraisals of enemy objectives,

plans, and activities by inde-

pendent intelligence sources.

9. The United States should from the very beginning reach
detailed, hard-and-fast agreements with the host government on the
modalitiis of reporting and evaluation, especially with resptc: to the
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advice and assistance to a host nation fighting an insurgency, allow
itself to becorre: (a) dependent, for the vital inforra-.ion it requires
for poli-:ynaking, on distorted and otherwise unsatisfactory reporting
and evaluation by host nation ag-.ncies, (b) frustrated in its efforts
to have the host nation improve its reporting and evaluation, and (c)
precluded from effectively monitoring the operations of the host
nation's systeir for reporting and evaluation. in Vietnam, the United
States eveziually vaulted over these sorts of difficulties by formulating and putting into practice an elaborate system of its own. Even
if this were a good solution, it will Oalost surely not be possible to
resort to it in the foreseeable future. Instead, US representatives
will be helpir7 the host to do it on his own. The very early stages
of suzh assiszan-e, wh.hn the host; is "1hungriest" and therefore most
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THE URBAN PROBLEM
A, INTRODUCTION

Pacification activities in Vietnam reflected little concern with
cities until the Viet Cong hit then, hard in the Tet offensive of
early 1968. Even after that, the reaction of US and Vietnamese
authorities consisted mostly of short-range improvisations unrelated
to any serious urban planning because there was none.
Several reasons help account for this neglect and Ignorance, and
a few of the more persuasive ones will be mentioned below. In any
event, the result has been that, in contrast to matters of security
and development in the rural areas that commanded so much attention,
there is alinost no record of substantial efforts to address major
urban problems, in the pacification context or outside it.
Hence the
lessons learned from the urban aspects of the counterinsurgency experience in Vietnam tend to be fragmentary when they are not indeed
negative--i.e., when they do not derive from the absence of action
rather than from a positive record of program planning and execution.
B.

VIETNAM'S CZITES IN THE INSURGENCY

At the time of President John F. Kennedy's inauguration in 1961,
80 percent of South Vietnam's population of about 14 million lived on
farms; ten years later, over 40 percent of the country's population
of about 19 million were living In urban environments. Of those liv-

ing in urban environments at the beginning of 1971, almost 18 percent
were concentrated in the Saigon metropolitan area, the populati.on of
which had increased since 1960 from about 2 million to about 3.3 million, or over half again as populous as Philadelphia. In the same

P'

decade Da Nang, Vietnam's second largest city in 1971, had increased
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its numbers from about 110,000 to almost 400,000, approximately the
population of Newark, New Jersey.
These figures underline two facts. First, during its early years
the insurgency in Vietnam was carried on and countered in a highly
rural country. Second, by the late 1960s "the image of South Viet
Nam as a country composed largely of landlords and peasants ... Chad]
little relationship to reality." In fact, "South Viet Nam is now
more urban than Sweden, Canada, the Soviet Union, Poland, Austria,
2
Switzerland, and Italy."
In the truly rural environment of Vietnam in the late 1950s and
early 1960s, the Viet Cong insurgents, faithful to the teachings of
Mao, concentrated largely on targeting the peasants of the countryside. The government of President Diem naturally reacted to the
challenge, as it had to, and so concentrated on rural pacification
programs 3 that were designed to keep the peasants on the side of the
government. Still, during the Diem period some attention was paid to
urban problems, even if it leaned heavily toward French-type bureaucratic foot-shuffling that did not accomplish much in the cities
themselves.
Ministries, directorates, and departments with changing
titles engaged in considerable planning on urban reconstruction and
development, but concrete results were sporadic and only amounted to
the expenditure between 1954 and 1962 of about a billion piasters
(roughly equivalent to a few million US dollars), much of it on
1. James E. Bogle, The Coming Urban Crisis in Asia, prepared for
Metcalf and Eddy, Inc., as contract research studies for the Ministry
of Public Works, Republic of Vietnam, and the United States Agency
ror International Development (March 1971), p. 22, and Year 2000
Population
Proiections
of Vietnam and SaigBn Metro-"
pS.iran
Area,
p. 72; andforTheRepublic
Five Northern Provinces of Republic
o-fietnam: Urban Development (New York: Development and Resources
Corporation, October 1969, p. 63.
2. Samuel P. Huntington, "The Bases of Acconmodation," Foreign
Affairs, July 1968, p. 648.
3. For an account of these programs, see *'Early Pacification
Efforts, 1956-1960," and "The Strategic &{am:.et Pr•gram, 1961-1963,"
in Part One of Volume II1 of this study.
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construction and repair of public buildings.

In late 1964, the GVN's
Director General of Reconstruction and Urban Planning commissioned
the Athens firm of Doxiadis Associates to do a study on organization
and development of the Saigon area. The recommendations of the study,
submitted in January 1965, reaulted in the creation of a Saigon Metropolitan Area Development Committee and in some national-level bureaucratic reorganization that survived for a few years, but meanwhile
the course of the insurgency was diverting high-level attention away
from concern with urban problems.
4
As covered in detail elsewhere in this study, the two years or
so following the collapse of the Diem regime in late 1963 came close
to witnessing the defeat and downfall of the GVN. Sheer survival
dictated concentrating on "big-war" military operations. Accordingly,
"even rural pacification programs and activities necessarily suffered,
to say nothing of efforts intended to insure the pacification of the
cities--i.e., to keep their inhabitants secure and to provide for
their development :tnto viable population centers. 5 Furthermore, by
this time there was a tendency for both GVN and US officials to think
that somehow the cities seemed to be able to run and take care of
themselves. The actual situation lent support to this judgment, certainly in the context of security, because the ideological rigidity
of the enemy kept him focused on the struggle for the countryside, as
dogma oirected, and the cities of South Vietnam continued to stand
rather low among his priorities.
4. See the chapters on pacification from 1964 through 1967 in
Part One, Volume III of this study.
S. It was during this period, specifically in the spring of 1964,
that a four-man team from RAND recommended to AID an expanded program
of urban aid as part of a proposed reorientation of the entire US
economic assistance program. 1his recommendation proceeded in substantial part from the team's assessment of the "defensive" need to
bolster the GVN's confidence in itself by at least preventing a rise
in urban troubles from worsening its already highly parlous situation.
(C. J. Zwick, et al., U.S. Economic Assistance in Vietnam: A Proposed
Reorientation (U), R-430-AID, The RAND Corporation (Santa Monica, Caii|'rnia, July 1964), pp. vi-vii and 9-39. SECRET) Nothing seems to
have happened as a result of this contract study's recommendations on
urban prcgrams.
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Meanwhile the intensity of hostilities increased, especially as
ior', and more US troops entered combat beginning in 1965. As a result, the process of urbanization normal to developing countries was
rapidly, almost precipitously, accelerated by a special war-related
urbanization that derived chiefly from two factors. First, the cities
were perceived as relatively safe places to be and so attracted bona
fide refugees as well as others who simply wanted to feel safer than
they did in countryside battlegrounds. Second, the wartime boom,
vigorously intensified by the buildup of US forces and installations,
drew to the cities many rural Vietnamese who wanted a piece of the
apparently lucrative action there.
By late 1966 or early 1967, the GVN and its US ally had fended
off the worse of the military threats of the previous two or three
years, and so began to devote more attention than formerly to pacification programs in the villages and hamlets of the countryside. The
cities were still apparently "running themselves" satisfactorily,
since the enemy was not bothering them much and since their inhabitants
were showing no particular signs of seditious unrest. The refugees
who flowed into the cities often required accommodations in temporary
camps, and, in a more general context, USAID, the Vietnam field organization of the Agency for International Development, became involved in improving certain urban utilities and facilities that were
being badly strained by increased war-connected use. USAID also
supported some urban welfare efforts directed at ameliorating extreme
cases of human deprivation due to wartime urbanization. But on
neither the US nor the GVN side was there any substantial organized
activity in the field of urban affairs, even compared to the early
years of the 1960s when urbanization was just beginning to burgeon.
For example, in 1967 the GVN's Directorate General of Reconstruction
and Urban Planning spent less than one-third as much as it had back
in 1962.
Ther, came the enemy's general blow at the cities during the Tet
period of January-February 1962, along with followup attacks in May
and August. In Saigon alone the result was 30,000 homes destroyed
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and 3ý.0,00 persons--approximately the population of Akron, Ohio-homeless.
Like all disasters, these enemy attacks on the cities produced some action. With characteristic American dispatch, USAID

*

formed an Office of Urban Reconstruction and Development, and CORDS
established a Saigon Civil Assistance Group (SCAG).
With characteristic Vietnamese sluggishness, the GVN took a year or so to get
around to a few bureaucratic and procedural responses intended to
manifest some emphasis on urban matters.
Among these GVN responses
was the establishment of urban planning annexes in the national pacification plans of 1969 through 1971.
experience of SCAG in Saigon provides the best example of the
kinds cf successes and problems that can attend the attempted application of pacification techniques of security and development within

-The

an urban instead of a rural environment.

Established in August 1968,

SCAG at first had to concentrate on advising and assisting the municipal authorities in conducting strictly emergency activities of
various kinds. After a few months, SCAG developed a Saigon Action
Program that included projects in the fields of military security,
public safety, and community development with stress on self-help.
The most striking successes most readily achieved in Saigon tended
to be security oriented--for example, advice to the Vietnamese military authorities of the Capital Sub-Region, infilt-ration of the Viet
Cong infrastructure, expansion and training of people's self-defense
forces, and establishment of a joint tactical operations center with
elements from SCAG, the Capital Sub-Region operational staff, and the
national police. The programs that tended to move most slowly were
those with perceived political implications, especially any that
might be viewed as potentially threatening to entrenched political
interests or established bureaucratic jurisdictions--for example,
rational administrative reorganization of Saigon and the surrounding
urban areas of Gia Dinh Province, and streamlining of administrative
procedures in general. In between, with a spotty record, were projects that drew too confidently on the extensive experience with rural

V

programs.

For example,

the self-help idea so useful in the countryside
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proved not always adaptable to urban conditions. Almost all city
dwellers were daily wage earners who, like their opposite numbers
elsewhere in the world, rarely had time outside nights and weekends
for community projects. Besides, and again like their counterparts
elsewhere, they tended to be more than a little sophisticated or even
cynical about "do-good" activities that could and did motivate their
country cousins.
In the autumn of 1970, the security-related responsibilities of
SCAG were phased out, thus attesting to the virtually full restoration of the GVNts authority and ability to handle security in Saigon
by itself. At the same time, a special assistant for urban affairs
to the directoz of CORDS was nominated and directed to formulate an
"urban strategy" in coordination with the appropriate GVN instrimentalities. Some minor headway was made, and in late 1971 the function
was upgraded when CORDS established a new Directorate of Municipal
Davelopme.at, with the former head of SCAG as the first director.
On the GVN side, the office of the prime minister issued in March
1971 a decree formally establishing an Tnterministerial Central Committee for urban affairs under the centTal Pacification and Developmerit Council, as well as parallel provincial committees under the
Pacification and Development Councils at that level. Unfort-unately,
the decree was long on listings of council members and short on substantive content. It appears that the GVN still feels no compulsion
to face up to the long-term urban problems that are upon it, perhaps
in part because of an inertial inclination to continue doing what it
has been doing: counter rural insurgencies and pacify countrysides.
This could prove shortsighted, even from the viewpoint of military
security and certainly from the viewpoint of how the future Vietnam
will survive. If the GVN does not realize this, its enemies may.
C.

VIETNAM'S CITIES IN THE FUTURE

From about 19 million in 1970, the population of South Vietnam is
projected to increase to 25 million by 1980, 32 million by 1990, and
41 million by 2000, when it will have more than doubled in thirty
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years. Wishful t~nnki:.gq rctwithutanding, urbanization is certain to
continue. The population of the Saigon metropolitan area, numbering
3.3 million souls in 1970, is projected to increase to Z.6 million
by 1980, 3.4 million by 1991, and 11.3 million by 2000, when it will
have more than tripled from its present seemingly intolerab.e level.
Theso projections thus forecast that twenty-eight years from now almost 28 percent of the country's total population will be huddled in
6
one stifling urban concentration.
At least Saigon was a substantial city before the war and had
evolved an appropri~ate infrastructure of urban facilitits for its
sizr at the time. The other major cities of Vietnam owe their growth
in overwhelming part to wartime circumstances, and have developed very
little to support their vastly increased popu2ations. The Newark-size
city of Da Nang, for example, which had countcd only 25,000 inh6bitants in 1943, was described in 1971 as "a miserable collection of
unserviced huts, infused with temporary military infrastruz:cure,
surroiindin a heavily overused and outdated city core." As of 1969,
Da Nang had six postmen, 380 telephones, no sewage systemo and no
newspaper. Only 10 percent of its people were served by the local
•
7
electrical- system, and only 7 percent by the water system.
The world has witnessed rapid urbanization before now, of course,
but the societies that have experienced it have usually undergone at
the same time a parallel industrialization that absorbed many of the
city dwellers into a working class for the new and expanding indusCtries. The great majority of the present Vietnamese urban class are
not so employed because there is not enough industrial activity to
accommodate them. Instead, they constitute a shiftless lumpenproleteriat (as Marx had it) or "underclass" (as his collaborator, Engels,
had it), "wholly concerned with the routine of eking a living by petty
6.

Bogle, Populatiio& Projections,

Urban Cisi-s, p.

pp. 36 and 68, and, Coming

25.

7. Da Nang data from Bogle, Pive Northern Prcvinces, pp. 54-55,
as secured by him in 1969 frori authorities in Da Nang.
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theft oi '&.y perfovming minor services.", 8 Most of them would not have
migrated to the cities, at least not so soon and in such large numbers,
had it not been for the war, and only the customary economic spinoffs
of a wartime environment have kept -hem more or less remuneratively
occupied.

Promincnrt among these spinoffs has been US econonic largesse.
"War consumes, it produces nothing. Without American aid, the South
Vietnamese economy, and with it the Saigc¢ government, would have
gone under long ago. It is the goods. ranging from fertilizer and
pharmace7uticals to motorcycles and cars, brought in with this aid
that conrtnue to give the piastres meaningfu., purchasing power." 9
In 1971, an offic•ial of the Agency for International Development
wrote in a scholarly journal that these large quantities of imported
consumer gooav. had made for a consumption-oriented society and, worse
yet, had tended to discourage increased local production. "Quick
money opportunities (hotels, bars, speculation, etc.) have diverted
potential entrepreneurial skills frcm industrial pursuits."I0
The foregoing economic reflections appear here only to emphasize
that the demographic and social plight of the Vietnamese cities is
severely compounded by near-certain lack of economic viability after
the US military establishment in Vietnam has left entirely or has been
cut back to a very modest level, and after US economic assistance has
also shrunk or been stopped. The inhabitants of these cities are no
more likely to join a postwar "back-to-the-land" movement than their
counter'parts anywhere else Li the world have ever been. This is
likely to ;2ove hi.ghly dangerous, given that "men do not rebel because
8. Robert Moss, Urban Guerrilla Warfave, Adelphi Papers No. 79
(London: International Institute for SFtrategic Studies, 1971), p. 6.
9. Takashi Oka, "The War Brings Galloping Inflation to Vietnam,"
New York Times, 12 July 1970, Section 4, p. 2. See also the following chapter on "The US Economic Aid Program for Vietnam, 1963-1969,"
in this volume.
10. Solomon Silver, "Changes in the Midst of War," Asian Survey,
April 1971, p. 333.
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they are deprived, but because they are conscious that they are deprived."'I Trouble may not occur right away, because "typically, the
second generation--the children of the slums, not the migrants to the
slums--provides participants for urban riots and insurrections."12
But of course that delay remains problematical$ and in any event
by 1975-80 the second generation sons in the urban slums of Vietnam
will be in their teens. If the Communist enemy decides to relax the
ideological rigidity that has focused his efforts almost exclusively
on the peasants of the countryside, he could find the consciously deprived urban population of Vietnam a rewarding target indeed for his
attention. Maanwhile, it is probably not too late to try doing something about it, but the knowledgeable and heroic measures required do
not appear too likely to issue from a sluggishly mocivated GVN or from
a US political-military establishment that is, as usual, well prepared
to fight the last war or confront the last critical situation--in this
case a Southeast Asian rural insurgency--just as in the middle 1950s
it was well prepared to deal with a Northeast Asian conventional
limited war like the one in Korea.

1*"

;

D.

THMT-D WORLD CITIES IN FUTURE IS11RGENCIES

The increasing urbanization that looms ahead for South Vietnam is
going to be paralleled in all the other developing nations of the socalled third world. Even now, almost half of the 250 cities in the

i
l

world having populations of over 500,000 are in the developing couni

~

tries.
entire
globe,
"by theof year
2000,or there
be a!..most as Over
many the
people
living
in cities
100,000
move will
as there
were
in the total world population in I960.,13
What this may mean to the pattern of future insurgencies can perhaps be illuminated somewhat by considering what has already begun to

*

.I. Moss, Urban Guerrilla Warfare, p. 8.
12. Huntington, "Bases of Accommodation," p. 650.
13. Bogle, Coming Urban Crisis, pp. 7 and 29; quoted sentence on
p. 7.
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II
happen in an area close to home that has been of solemnly declared
special interest to the United States for a century and a half:
tend to think of their "good
North Americans still
Latin America.
neighbors" to the south as mostly languid peasants listlessly pounding corn when they are not sleeping the day away in rustic torpor,
sombreros tilted over their eyes. In fact, however, nowhere in the

world have the cities been sucking in rural populations faster.
"More than two-thirds of the populations of Argentina, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Chile now live in towns.

the figure is over 50 per cent."

For Mexico, Brazil and Colombia,

14

It is therefore not surprising that a former Venezuelan guerrilla
leader, Moises Moleiro, could write in a 1971 article as follows:

"In Venezuela, it is just not possible to start a rural uprising that
will end with the countryside encircling the town. The rural areas
are marginal to the life of the country.... A peasant revolt is impossible, in the last analysis, because we are not a peasant people."15
This awareness that urban insurgencies are the wave of the future in
Latin America has spread throughout extremist groups everywhere in
that area: "since about the time of Che Guevarats death in the Boli-

vian hills in October 1967, his successors in Latin America have made
the city their target. "16 No Mao or Giap has yet published an accepted
codification of techniques for the conduct of urban insurgency, but

some beginnir-s have been made, based in part on the experience of
groups such as the Tupamaros in Uruguay. 17 One widely accepted central feature of this emerging theory is that urban insurgency ought
to aim at a breakdown of the target society's social fabric by creating an increasing sense of insecurity and malaise among the urban
poptlation. Preferred techniques include "armed propaganda"
Urban Guerrilla Warfare,

14.

Moss,

15.

Quoted in

ibid.,

p.

5.

p. 7.

16. Ibid., p. 4.
17. See, for example, ibid., pp. 20-42, where Moss has appended
to his paper a tract by the late Brazilian guerrilla leader, Carlos
Marighella, entitled "Minivnanual of -he Urban Guerrilla."
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(influencing opinion through armed local actions), political kidnappings,

selective terrorism, "stiffening" riots and strikes, and

subversion of all government security forces.

18

An authoritative and experienced British student of third-world
insurgencies has recently expressed the following view of the direction in which trouble probably lies in Latin America:
in the highly-urbanized settlement pattern of that
continent, as Guevara discovered to his cost, the
countryside lacks the human jungle which characterizes
the countryside of the Orient, and the citadels of
power can be besieged more effectively by practice of
blackmail and intimidation in the alleys and shantytowns- just as, incidentally, they could in North
Africa more effectively in the casbahs and suqs than
on the latifundias or in the deserts. Above all, the
true countryside cannot be mulcted, as it can in Asia,
of the funds the revolution depends on almost as much
as it depends on the labor-force, so the guerrillas
turn to the city where money, including foreign aid,
is concentrated.19
So far, urban insurgencies in Latin America have not succeeded
in making much headway, nor has urban unrest in such widely disparate
areas of the world as the Philippines, Northern Ireland, and Quebec.
The point remains, however, that there are many nations in which
future insurgencies, if and when they hit, are overwhelmingly likely
to be urban in nature, because the environment in those nations is
either already urban or is rapidly becoming so. If the United States
is asked for advice and assistance in the countering of such insurgencies, much of what it has learned so painfully in Vietnam is likely
to prove not transferable. The parallel to the situation in the mid1950s is clear: having just come off the prosecution of one counterinsurgency that we have now begun to understand, the danger is that
we will try to force its lessons into an entirely different set of
circumstances somewhere else.
18. Ibid., pp.
19. Dennis J.
paper prepared for
ence, Airlee House,

9-10.
Duncanson, The Police Function and Its Problems,
the National Strategy Information Center ConferWarrenton, Virginia, 11-14 March 1971, pp. 11-12.
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E. OONCWUSIONS
In the years ahead, the enemy in Vietnam may well compromise the
dogma that so far has kept his efforts focused almost exclusively on
the countryside. But, even if he does not, the hectic pace of con-

L

tinuing urbanization in Vietnam will make for high volatility among
the wretched "underclass" of the cities after the Americans and the
war-related artificia3ities of Vietnamese urban life have both
disappeared.
Everywhere in the third world of developing countries, and especially in Latin America, nations will continue to become more
highly urbanized during the years ahead. Although rural insurgencies
Sla Vietnam will certainly not disappear, it does seem that if some
of those nations request US help of any kind to counter incipient or
actual insurgencies, these latter are increasingly apt to be urbanbased.
If the United States elects to respond to any such requests for
help, it will be important to avoid trying indiscriminately to apply
to urban-based insurgencies all the lessons learned over many years
of countering the rural-based insurgency in Vietnam.
It would appear advisable for the Unl'.-ed States to take account
of the coming prominence of urban insurgency. For example, and as
was not the case when we entered the Vietnam scene in the middle
1950s, we should begin by studying carefully what other nations with
experience in this area think they have learned so far.
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A.

INTRODUCTION
Land reform in South Vietnam has been an "off again, on again"

jI

issue since 1954.

has received a great

deal of high-level attention by both the US and the Vietnamese govern-

Ii
•

In the last several years, it

I.

ments. President Thieu's 1970 "Land-to-the-Tiller" law and the associated implementing decrees have been welcomed by those who view land
reform as an integral part of the Saigon government's efforts to
compete with the enemy for the loyalties of the rural population.
Land ownership and land tenancy have been identified by most scholarly
observers as critical factors in the evolution of the Vietnamese
insurgency. However, like other important problem areas, such as

lI
* •at

refugees and urban affairs, recent efforts at land reform may prove
to be yet another example of "too little, too late." It is difficult
this stage to measure accurately the impact of the GVN's current
land reform program on the peasants and on the insurgency. Nonetheless, it seems apparent that if such a program had been implemented
fifteen years earlier it would have put the GVN in a more favorable
position relative to the Viet Cong and perhaps would have removed a
major element of popular contention among the Vietnamese peasantry.
B.

EARLY GVN LAND REFORM EFFORTS

During the past decade and a half, land reform was addressed in
earnest only during the early years of the Diem regime. Beginning in
'1955, President Diem, acting upon the advice of his American land
reform advisers, J. Price Gittinger and Wolf Ladejinsky, promulgated
a series of decrees that were aimed at reducing land rents, securing
land tenure, putting abandoned land back into cultivation, and
redistributing land to the landless.
I
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For its part, the Viet Minh had been engaged in what can be loosely
called a land reform program during the 1946-54 Indochina war. Given
the high incidence of tenarcy that existed throughout much of Vietnam
and the unfavorable landlord-tenant relationships, it is not surprising
that the Viet Minh seized upon this issue to attract the support of
As the war with the French
the landless, discontented peasants.
intensified, many of the landlords fled the countryside for the

relative security of the larger cities and towns, and payments of
land rents, which had frequently mounted to as much as 50 percent of
In some areas, the Viet M4inh confined
the crop, virtually ceased.
themselves to promises of land ownership after the war; in areas more
firmly under Communist control, de facto land redistribution was
actually carried out. The situation confronting the Diem government
in late 1954 and early 1955 was one in which the promises of the Viet
Minh--"land of one's own and an end to the traditional landlordtenant relationship"--had struck a most sensitive spot.1 The postwar revolutionary ferment that had swept over Asia was contributing
to the peasants' rising expectations for personal rewards and social
justice, and they were by then beginning to believe what they had
been told.
American economic advisers IAd been urging a land reform program
on the Vietnamese even prior to the conclusion of the French-Viet
Minh war.
Although the Vietnamese were politically unt'iilling to
carry out any thorough agrarian reform program, the Americans continucd
to discuss measures within the US mission and with the Vietnamese
government.
The influx of the northern refugees into the south
following the Geneva Accords of 1954 fccused attention on land reform.
Diem's American advisers felt that the refugees would be an excellent
source of manpower for putting South Vietnam's thousands of hectares
Before such a
of idle rice fields back into cultivation.

1. Wolf Ladejinsky, "Agrarian Reform in Vietnam," in Wesley R.
Fishel, ed., Problems of Freedom: South Vietnam Since Independence
(New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1961), p. 157.
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refugee-resettlement program could be undertaken, various landlordtenant relationships would have to be cl.arified.
Early in 1955, the Diem government promulgaced two basic measures
which addressed certain questions affecting the welfare of the
individual tenant farmer. The ordinances contained the following
basic provisions:

rent would range between 15 to 25 percent of the
principal crop; loans for seed or fertilizer were repayable at cost
plus an interest rate up to 12 percent per annum; all tenancy contracts
were to be in writing; each lease would run a minimum of five years,
and the traditional right of a landlord to cancel a lease agreement
was circumscribed; landlord-tenant disputes would be resolved by
specially created village, district, and provincial committees; and
penalties were established for those failing to comply with the provisions of the ordinances.2 Unfortunately, parts of these ordinances
were ill-conceived, while others were beyond the capabi3fty of the
Vietnamese civil service to supervise and implement.
The
ceiling on rent may have appeared favorable in comparison
50 percent many tenants had to pay before the war, but it
enthusiastically received by those who for years had paid

25 percent
with the
was not
nothing in

the way cf rents to their absentee landlords. In effect, the 1955
ordinances actaally restored "the landlord-tenant relationship for
hundreds of thousands of families in formerly Viet Minh-controlled
areas who had thought the land was now theirs.?? 3
Later the following year, in October 1956, President Diem inaugurated a program of land distribution in an effort to narrow the gap
between the landlords and the landless and undermine the growng
political appeal of the Communists.

This program (Ordinance 57)

provided a ceiling of 100 hectares (or 247 acres) of rice land per
landlord (another 15 hectares could be reserved for ancestor worship).

2.
ibid.,

Ordinance 2--6 January 1955, and Ordinance 7--s Pebruary 1955,
p. 159.

3.
Roy L. Prosterman,
December 1969, p. 330.

41253

"Land Reform in Vietnam," Current History

Of his 100 hectares, only 30 could be privately cultivated by the
landlord, and the remaining 70 hectares had to be leased or sold.
Holdings in excess of 115 hectares were subject to purchase by the
GVN for resale to the tenant farmers.
Former landlords were compensated by the government with a 10 percent cash down payment and the
remainder in nontransferable government bonds "bearing a 3 percent
interest rate and amortized in 12 years." 4 The tenants paid for
their land in six annual installments, but did not receive clear
title to the land until full payment was made. Available information
on the amount of land available for redistribution to tenants under
this program varies from source to source; the figure most often
cited is probably on the conservative side--425,000 hectares (representing the surplus holdings of approximately 2033 Vietnamese landlords). 5 In addition to these lands, there were also 245,000 hectares
of surplus land belonging to 430 landlords of French citizenship,
which were 31so available for redistribution, although final agreement over the method of payment was not worked Lut until 19S8. In
total, then, there were approximately 670,000 hectares (1.7 million
acres) of rice lands available for distribution--approximately one6
third of all the rented farm land in South Vietnam.
The redistribution of land under Diem commenced very slowly--due,
on the one hand, to difficulties in obtaining clear titles, surveying
the land, determining costs, and compensating landlords, and, on the
other, to foot-dragging on the part of GVN officials. The Minister
of Agrarian Reform, for example, reportedly did not comply with some
of the basic provisions of the land reform decrees and had no interest
in the land redistribution program which would have divested him of much
of his property.7 By 1962 it was estimated that most of the available

4.
5.
6.
7.

Ladejinsky, "Agrarian Reform in Vietnam," p. 166.
Ibid., p. 169.
Ibld.
J. Price Gittinger, Agrarian Reform Status Report, mimeo.,

n.d.
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land had been expropriated f.cm the land owners, but only one-third
of ft had 'Cbeen redistributed. Te number of tenant farmers receiving
land under Diem's various land reform ordinances was only a little
over 100,000--or less than 10 percent of the total countrywide. 6 By
this time, efforts to implement the GVN's land reform programs had
virtually come to a standstill as a result of the growing insecurity
in the countryside, and land reform was to remain a dead issue until
the end of 1967, when various pressures for change came to bear -n
both the GVN and the United States.
While part of the shabby record of the Diem goverment's land
reform efforts can be explained by poor implementation, the ordinances
themselves were not designed to produce dramatic results. Given the
conservative outlook of the Diem administration, it is hardly surprising that the land reform program was so modest in scope. Much of
Diem's personal base of support rested with wealthy Saigon land
owners whom Diem was reluctant tec=tagonize.
Even when efforts were unoer:.-y :o implement the GVN's land reform
programs, the US role was generally confined to paying the adzministrative costs of the program; by 1960 these were estimated at approximately
$4 million.9 To be sure, American officials were instrumental in outlining the provisions of the land reform ordinances, but the final
product was less than what was then recognized to be politically
desirable for advancing the counterinsurgency. The major obstacle
confronting the US mission was the lack of genuine Vietnamese interest.
Furthermore, despite the fact that land reform was a ratter of high
pricrity on the LIS side, "w.orking-level. officials allowed themselves
to be backed off step hy step from a workable program by the clear
signs of hostility emanating from major segments of the ruling
elite." 10
8. Prcsterman, "Land Reform in Vietnam," p. 330.
9. John D. Mcntgomery, The Politics of Foreign Aid: American
×xperience in Southeast Asia (New York: Frederick A. •",2aege,
1962),
p. "127n.
IC. Prosterman, "Land Refc'rm in Vietnam," p. 330.
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In the view of the peasant, these early efforts at land reform
must have had little to recommend them. It was difficult for a
tenant farmer to see the advantages of a 25 percent ceiling on rent
when for years he had paid nothing; he questicned why he should be
compelled to pay for the land he received under the governient's
program when several years earlier the Viet Minh granted hi• the
land free of charge. According to Roy Prosterman, who wat. later
instrumental in drafting the current Land-to-the-Tiller law, the
effect of the Diem land reform programs was to further convince the
rural population that the Communists were supporters of land reform
and that the GVN represented the hated landlords.
C.

ITNTERIM~ EFFORTS

From 1962 to mid-1968, scant attention was paid to land reform.
Occasional efforts were made by a few conscientious tureaucrats to
enforce the laws on the books, but rural insecurity made this task
increasingly difficult. During this period many landlords fled the
rural areas for greater security in the larger cities and towns and
were therefore unable to collect their rents. But the military
buildup of both US and ARVN forces during the mid-1960s, 3nd the
subsequent sweeps through the countryside to "secure" hamlets and
villages were used by the landlords as a shield behind which they
could return to the villages to reclaim their land and collect back
rents. Landlords could often be seen riding in ARVN jeeps to
reassert control over their former lands.
In other instances,
landlords arranged for local military authorities to collect their
rents during military sweeps. For this service, they received a
commission, which thus gave the military a stake in blocking further
12
land reform efforts.

11.

Ibid.

12. Jeffrey Race, "The Battle Over Land," Par Eastern Economic
Review, 2C August 1970, p. 19.
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Cn -he Akerican side, a lack of continued interest in land reform
was reflected in the fact that from 1960 through 1965 AID did nct have
even one full-time official concerned with this question on its Saigon
staff. During the mid-1960s, the US lack of interest in land reform
was rationalized on the basis of the need to rely on the landlord

class for political and governmental stability. This explanation,
howver, overlooked the fact that the GVN's lack of political stability was critical in the countryside and that most landlords by then
were urban dwellers. It has been further pointed out that the absence
of administrative machinery on the GVN side was one of the real
stumbling blocks to land reform, but this rationale overlooked the
fact that for centuries Vietnam's village hierarchies had exercised
powers of adjudication over Inheritance rights, contract violations,
and boundary disputes. 13
Another part of the problem prior to 1968 was that one of the
more important issues was not so much what kind of a land reform
program should be adopted in South Vietnam but rather whether there
should be such a program at all in view of the widespread hostilities
in the countryside. In addition to not wanting to antagonize the
landlords, there was some skepticism about the relevance of land
ownership to the peasantry. The increased scale of hostilities in
South Vietnam had caused the peasant to forget about owning his few
hectares of land; what he really wanted was to be left alone and to
pursue his life without interference from anyone. In late 1966, for
example, when the United States was beginning to show renewed interest
in land reform, General Thang, who was then in charge of the GVN's
pacification programs, remarked to a journalist that land ownership
was no longer a burning issue among the peasantry.
Early in 1967,
Col. Samuel Wilson, one of Ambassador Lodge's pacification assistants,
came to the same conclusion.14 Generally speaking, most American
13.
XII, no.
14.
Brace ,

John D. Montgomery, "Land Reform in Vietnam," Orbis, vol.
1 (Spring 1968), p. 23.
Richard Critchfield, The Long Charade (New York: Harcourt,
World, Inc., 1968), pp. 1.93nand 19S.H
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advisers (who were in close contact with the more conservative
Vietnamese landlords) felt that land reform would make little contribution to rural pacification. "Winning the hearts and minds," it
was reasoned, would be best accomplished by distributing increased
quantities of pesticide and fertilizer, providing miracle rice,
improving the strains of hogs and poultry, and similar programs.
In effect, modern technology would be substituted for reform as an
answer to insurgency. 15
D.

LAND-TO-THE-TILLER

The assignment of a land reform adviser to USAID in late 1965,
followed by an AID commissioned study on land tenure policies by
the Stanford Research Institute in 1967, refocused American attention
on land reform.
The Stanford Study was particularly important because
it brought back into the AID effort specialists who
were sympathetic with, and in some cases had assisted
in, the thorough-going tenure reforms in Taiwan, Japan
and elsewhere. It also brought into the picture Roy
Prost-ýrman,

a land law specialist ...

chief engineer an
reform programme.

who was to become

6 chief propagandist for a radical

In addition, the Honolulu Conference of early 1966 not only interested
high-level American officials in pacification for the first time, but
also marked the beginning of a long series of Vietnamese promises on
land reform. However, much of the expressed concern for land reform
(principally by Nguyen Cao Ky) merely turned out to be empty rhetoric
and vague promises.
Despite American urging, renewed GVN interest in land reform took
somewhat longer to develop. It was only after the 1968 Tet offensive
had demonstrated the GVN's tenuous hold on the country that President
15. William Bredo, "Agrarian Reform in Vietnam: Vietcong and
Government of Vietnam Strategies in Conflict," Asian Survey, vol. X,
no. 8 (August 1970), p. 744.
16. Frances Starner, "Bowing to Revolution," Far Eastern Economic
Review, vol. LXIX, no. 27 (2 July 1970), p. 76.
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.

':'hieu ,

cvincedl of the necessity fcr translating rhetoric into

meaningful action.

Perhaps President Thieu also recognized -the need

to develop a rural-Iased political constituency; to this end, land
reform would certainly represent a major step.
The Tet offensive
further serted to convince Vietnamese landlords and politicians that
5 government-sponsored land reform program was a more attractive
alternative than imminent VC confiscation.
Legislative enactment of the Land-to-the-Tiller law was preceded
by several important administrative actions by President Thieu.
First, the GVN sought to rpevive the process of redistributing the
e>:propriAted lands retrieved by the Diem government.
Assisted by
American land reform advisers, the GVN simplified the administrative
procedures involved in issuing land titles. While the program Droceeded rather slowly during 108 and early 1969, in July 1969 President Thieu decreed that these lands would be distributed free to the
present cultivators, whicr resulted in the distribution of approxi17
macely 180,000 acres to some 50,000 families.
At the same time Thieu sought to eliwninate what has been

ed

the "negative land reforms" so prevalent in the previous yearb Dy
declaring that landlords would no longer be permitted to evict occupants and collect back rents in newly "pacified" areas.
This was
followed by more formal actior.s: a November 1968 order prohibited
officialz or, soldiers in newly pacified villages from reinstating
larn,1ir.ds or helping to collect rents; and a February 2969 occupancy
an.d rent•l freeze %,-en- into effect in newly secured areas, and later
was ex:tended to cover the entire ccunt-ry. 18
In the meantime US-GVN discussions :wi'e underway concerning the
desigi of a broader lond reform program. One of the programs given
rather active consideration was the "Voluntary Purchase Program,"
whereby the government -'ould have purchased land from landowners and
17.
Roy L. Prosterman, "Land-to-the-Tiller in South Vietnam,"
Asian Survey, vol. X, no. 8 (August 1970), p. 759.
18. Ibdpp.
759-60.
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resold it to selected tenants. A retertion limit cf from 15 to
30 hectares was frequently mentioned in connection with this arrangement, which was favored by the GVN Land Reform Minister and some of
the more conservative elements within USAID. However, President Thieu
was leaning toward a more far-reaching program. In the spring of
1969, a newly appointed Minister of Land Reform and Agriculture
proposed a broadly based land reform program under which tenant
farmers would receive the land they were cultivating without charge.
Landlords would be compensated by the government. This proposal was
readily approved by President Thieu and a bill was drafted and submitted to the National Assembly on 1 July 1969. According to
MacDonald Salter, a USAID official, the bill "became the first major
piece of social legislation put before the newly established
Assembly." 1 9 It was finally signed into law by President Thieu on
26 March 1970, after nearly eight months of legislative debate.
Under the primary provisions of this Land-to-the-Tiller law, land
tenancy as a way of life for approximately one million of South
Vietnam's farm families would be virtually eliminated.
The law provides for the distribution of riceland and secondary
cropland to those actually cultivating it; landlords are permitted to
retain only 15 hectares (37 acres) of land, only if they or their
In addition, the law stipulates that
families directly cultivate it.
a person may retain only 5 hectares (12.3 acres) of land for ancestor
worship, although a ortion of this may be leased to others. Tenant
farmers in the delta are permitted to acquire no more than 3 hectares,
while those in the central lowlands are limited to 1 hectare. Excess
lands are to be distributed according to the following order of
priorities: (1) the present tiller, (2) families of war dead,
(3) retired or discharged soldiers or civil servants, (4) civil
servants and soldiers who had to abandon their land because of the
war, and (5) farm laborers. However, the clear emphasis of this law
is on the present tiller.
19.

MacDonald Salter, "Land Reform in South Vietnam," Asian

Survey, vol. X, no.

8 (August 1970),
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p. 731.

-

The :erms

com ensat•cr, for landlords (20 percent cash dcwm
cf

paynent with the renainder in government bonds payable at

10 percent

interest over an eight-year period) are more favorable than under the
Diem ordinance.
Purthermore, whereas under Ordinance 57 the government expropriated and actually took possession of the land before
reselling it to the tenant farmer, under the new law the government
theoretically acts only as a transfer authority between the landlord
It should be mentioned here
and the tenant farmer or beneficiary.
that decisions on land transfers are to be made by the Village
Administrative Committee with the assistance of land reform cadre;
the central goverrnent's role is limited to the more formalized
procedures of title issuance and recording.
Previous GVN land reform
-rograms required a highly centralized administrative apparatus, as
1 resul2 of which all decisions were made in Saigon and excessive
It hae been anticipated that with the new prodelays were common.
cedures approximately 1 million hectares of land can be given to
some 500,000 farmers during the three-year period of implementation,
t970-7l2.
The reactions to PresIdent Thieu's land reform program have been
diverse. Some expert observers are withholding judgment until prog-ress on the implementation side is clearly visible. Many of the
large lpndowners who heretofore had been unable to collect much if
anythinrg in the way of rents are probably surprised and delighted to
be compensated so generously by the government for the expropriation
of their l.and.
Other landlords, however, may be unhappy over the
delay in receiving payments, which, according to the Director General
of Land Affairs, were not started until late in 1971, 20 despite the
fact that the United States has pledged $40 million to pay for the
confiscated land.
As with many other pacification programs in South Vietnam, implementation !as not always measured up to theory.

20.

J.ew Y'frk Tir-es,

d January 1972.
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There is still

a

shortage of land reform cadre to help Aith some of the administrative
details of the program, which are often complicated and beyond the
capability of tha average official to handle. Disputes over land
boundar.ies and rightful ownership have not been uncomnmon; unfortunately, the local courts to whom cases are referred for adjudication tend to further slow down implementation. Often, too, the
justices of the provincial land courts are close friends of
the landlords, which reinforces the peasants' inherent pessimism
about the program.
Since many of South Vietnam's tenant farmers had heard earlier
promises of government land reform but had seen little positive
results or benefits, they were naturally skeptical of yet another
promise of land reform. While the typical Vietnamese peasant has
traditionally wanted to own the land he worked, the certificates of
land ownership (now computerized) may not take on much more meaning
to him than the certificate of ownership presented several years
earlier by Premier Ky or than his "provisional" title dating from
the Diem era. Elaborate village ceremonies for the transfer of land
often presided over by President Thieu or some other Saigon official
may not appear much different than those arranged for the benefit of
President Diem ten years earlier. While some peasants are no doubt
happy to now own their land, others are either reserving judgment
or are still skeptical.
The present law in essence amounts to a recognition by the GVN
and the United States that "a revolution has taken place in the
21
Vietnamese countryside which they are powerless to reverse."
In
simple terms, it merely legaliz.s the status quo in the countryside
and puts Saigon's seal of approval on the land "reform" program
carried out years ago by the Communists. Hopefully, however, the
current program will narrow the gap between the two competing forces.
Even if the peasants do not come out in full support of the GVN or

21.

Starner, "Bowing to Revolution," p. 77.
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?resident Thieu as a result of this law,

~I!I

not act against the government.

j
I
n.,E.

It

perhaps they will at least

should be pointed out, however,

that the GVU must correct some of the deficiencies of the present law
before it can win even a minimum of grudging acceptance from Vietnam's
apathetic peasantry.
LESSONS LEAMX4ED
Because of the great importance of the land question in Vietnam,
the primary lesson to be learned is that the present law was fifteen
years too late in coming. If the present land reform law had been
enacted in 1955 rather than 1970, it might well have removed or

j •had
~'

f

Iprincipal
-/

•

Irecognized

*

I
I

attenuated one of the major causes of rural discontent.
Enactment
of this land reform program as late as 1962 or 1963 might still
have
important consequences for the way the conflict evolved.
In
retrospect,

however,

it

seems clear that the United States, as the

supporter of the Vietnamese government, was unwilling or
unable to press the issue, despite the fact that land reform was
as a priority matter by the GVN's American advisers.
Land reform may not be a problem area in some future insurgencies-particularly if they are urban based. Thus, one cannot automatically
conclude that a land reform program will always be a necessary component of a counterinsurgency strategy.

inwhich land ownership is recognized as an area of potential enemy
exploitation, a land reform program should be addressed early on.
This specific point on land reform applies generally to other areas
of widespread popular 7rievances against the government.
Such
grievances should be redressed early and effectively.

2

J

But in a future rural insurgency
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III
ORGANIZATION
In the last analysis,

institutional arrangements for conducting a

successful pacification effort are less important than the basic
philosophy behind the programs.
Any one of a number of organizational approaches would work if there were a sensible concept
behind it

that all participants could sign on to.

This is not to

say that the organization of the American pacification effort was
unimportant.
The desired goal might have been achieved in any case,
but it might have been reached less expensively, more quickly, and
more completely if the institutional instruments had been more
rationally employed, both in Washington and Saigon.
The American approach toward the insurgency in Vietnam, not
only in Washington but for many years in Vietnam itself, has been
characterized by a groping for administrative formulas which, on the
one hand, would permit an adequate degree of interagency coordination,
but which, on the other, would not disrupt existing institutional and
jurisdictional arrangements.
In the early years of our involvement,
that is from 1954 through 1960, Washington had literally no institutional arrangements for dealing with Vietnam as a whole. Each
Washington agency hanJled its own programs in accord with whatever
guidelines were laid down by the White House or the National Security
Council. When the situation in Vietnam began to deteriorate in 1960,
and the Yennedy administration began to increase American aid to
Saigon, arrangements to manage and coordinate the efforts of the
various parts of the US Government dealing with the main military
threat and with the "other war" in Vietnam took the form of ad hoc
committees, task forces, and "special groups"--some at the highest
policy level, some at the working level. Some had adequate permanent
staffs or sufficient bureaucratic power or sustained access to the
265

Preceding palg blank
A

Fi
top policy levels, but none had all three of these requisites for
effective management.
This approach toward institutional change stemmed not only from
bureaucratic inertia; each administration hoped to be able to deal
with Vietnam without traumatic economic, social, and governmentalf.
perturbations at home. There was a reluctance (whichp if anything,
increased with the passage of time and the increase of our commitment) to permit American assistance to the GVN to interfere with the
This was true despite the growing
normal process of government.
recognition that the war in Vietnam had unique characteristics which
cut across normal governmental jurisdictions and that many governmental policies and programs could not be Implemented effectively
Such programs as psychological
through established organizations.
warfare, rural reconstruction) paramilitary training, and public

information, for example) involved at least two and sometimes
several Washington agencies.
A.

INITIAL AMERICAN EFFORTS TO ORGANIZE THE OTHER WAR

1.

In Washington

The genesis of our arrangements for providing military and
economic assistance to Vietnam dates back to 1950 and the implementation of our decision to help tne French in their war with the
Viet Minh. By the mid-50s the two principal instruments for providing assistance were available within the American governmental
structure. There was the network of Military Assistance Advisory
Groups (MAAC) that had been established to channel and monitor the
flow of military equipment, supplies) and training to selected
countries confronting an actual or incipient Communist threat. And
there was an established institution for handling economic assistance--the predecessor organizations to the Agency for International
These two institutions, one providing military
Development (AIP).
assistance and the other economic aid, worked with little or no
overall guidance from Washington and with no central philosophy or
266

agreed concept as to what the US 3bjectives were or how they were

j

: JWhen

1

I

to be achieved.
the insurgency in Vietnam increased in intensity and scale
in the early -1960s, American military and aonmilitary assistance
was expanded substantially and, at the same time, became much more
complex. As Washington's concern about and stake in the course of
the hostilities increased, additional elements of the US Government
and additional groups within those elements began to assume more
active roles in intelligence, analysis, planning, operations, public
affairs, and so on. In short, the problem of Vietnam soon began to
preoccupy more and more consequential people in more and more parts
of the Washington bureaucracy. Traditional approaches to military
and economic assistance programs no longer applied, and strains on
routine ways of doing bu'siness in the executive department became
evident. By 1961 the Department of Defense h6d to face up to the
"fact that the United States was no longer merely supervising the
delivery of equipment and instructing Vietnamese how to use it; the
M.AAG in Vietnam found itself confronted with a combat situation in
the field, and,

as we shall see, had to make some important adjust-

ments to reflect this. By the early 1960s, AID, too, had to deal
with very different problems and in circumstances very different
from those that organizatIon faced anywhere else in the world. But
whether in Washington or in Vietnam, ,:AAG wielded far greater
influencer and leverage than did AID; the odds were high that in any
controversy b..t,ieen the two organizations

.AAG would come -)ut on top.

One consequence Lf the expanding American assistance to Saigon
and the growing American stake in the fortunes of the GVN was the
tendency, first becoming evident in 19C?, for Washington to assume
close direction over American advisory and assistance efforts in the
field. It was a comrnon complaint among American officials in Vietnam
that W.•shington was always "looking over the mission's shoulder."
The position of CINCPAC, who had command and control responsibility
for all American forces deployed in Asia, was, at best, anomalous
with respect to Vietnam prior to the assumption cýf a direct American
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combat role there. Some thought was given in 1963 to removing CINCPAC
from the chain of command between Washington and Military Assistance
Command Vietnam. Until February 1965, when the Seventh Fleet became
more than an informaactively engaged in the war, CINCPAC was little
tion recipient and a conference host. Although CINCPAC retained
the standard area comnander's official responsibility for the
administration of military assistance in Vietnam, actual control over

military aid to Vietnam was tightly held in Washington.

The White

House and the defense establishment continued to deal directly with
1
MACV--and do so up to the present time.

Despite a growing, albeit grudging, recognition in Washington by
1961 that the struggle in Vietnam was absorbing substantial American
resources in terms of men, equipment, and money, there was little
attempt made to establish effective overall control, or even
Withcoordination, of the various and far-flung American programs.
in the Central Intelligence Agencyp propaganda analysis, national
estimates, current intelligence, economic analysis, and covert

operations were uncoordinated below the level of the Director of
Central Intelligence until 1965 when the director appointed a
In the Department of State,
special assistant for Vietnam affairs.
the Policy Planning Council and the bureaus dealing with the Par
East, Public Affairs, and Intelligence and Research, not to mention
various elements or individuals from other parts of the department,
frequently operated independently and without guidance with respect
to Vietnam; the senior official in the Department of State with fulltime responsibility for Vietnam has never been higher than a deputy
assistant secretary and during some periods has been an even more
junior official. Until 1967 the highest AID officer spending full
time on Vietnam was an office chief in the Par Eastern Division.
The Pentagon was the only part of the Washington bureaucracy that

1. The question of the position and authority of the area commanders in situations in which the US military role is advisory and
indirect, rather than p~rtic~patory and direct, is wanting of further
analysis, but the issue goes well beyond the scope of this paper.
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was zelatively well organized by 19G5: by 1963 the Special Assstant
on a virtually
arnd Special Activities (ACSA),
for Counterinsuigenc-n
full-time basis, and the Assistant Secretary for international
Security Affairs (ISA), spending about half his time, provided a
military-political team of senior advisers for the Joint Chiefs and
the Secretary of Defense. Nevertheless, the Assistant Secretary for
Public Affairs, the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), the
Defense Intelligence Agency (LIA), ane tle individual Services had
special and individual responsibilities that were not always coordinated within the Defense Department.
Not only was there little coordination within each element of
the government below the level of secretary or director, but there
was little or no day-to-day coordination among agencies and departrments. An early attempt to provide some degt.ee of interagency
coordination was made in the winter of 1961 with the organization
of a Vietnam Task Force, initially chaired by a Defense Department
and later by a State Department official. V•ebers of the group
included representatives of SACSA and ISA from the Pentagon, State,
CIA, AID, USIA, and the ,SC staff. Within a short period this task
force became inactive and it was not until February 1964 that it was
revitalized by removing responsibility for Vietnam from the State
Department's Far East Bureau and assigning a senior officer to head
the g-oup under the cognizance of the Under Secretary for Political
Affairs. Vietnam specialists from the, Par East Bureau and INR comprised the full-time staff of the task force and an interagcncy
Coordinating Corznittee was established under the chairmanship of the
task force director. The committee met about twice a week, but it
had little administrative or bureaucratic "clout" and functioned
primarily as an information clearinghouse.
The Far East Bureau
assumed responsibility, once again, for Vietnam in 1965, and the
Coordinating Committee and Vietnam Task Force were placed under a
deputy assistant secretary. On occasion the Coordinating Committee
assigned responsibilities for and followed up on actions in the

I

V-

V

pacification area. But major policy decisions and the disposition
of resources continued to be dealt with at the very top of each agency.
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in January 1962 President Kennedy organized an interagency group
of senior officials to review areas where insurgency was proceeding
or was likely and to recommend American policy with respect to them,
The Special Group--Counter-Insurgency met weekly under the chairman-

ship of General Maxwell Taylor, who was then the president's military
representative (it was subsequently headed by U. Alexis Johnson and,

finally, by Governor Averell HarTiman).

Membership included the

Under Secretaries of State and Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs,,
the president's Special Assistant for National Se':urity Affairs, the
Director of Central Intelligence, and the Attorney General. It was
primarily an advisory group to the president and had no operational
or coordinating responsibilitlem per se, but the high-level nature of
its membership obviously produced appropriate action by one or more

of the participants. Vietnam was obviously a mattor for frequent
consideration, although it was by no means the only one; in 1962 when
Laos was at a flash point, Laos was the primary item on the group's
agenda.

Vietnam was specifically excluded from presidentially-approved
arrangements, made in early 1966, to rationalize the government's
approach to foreign policy by organizing Interdepartmental Regional
Groups under the chairmanships of assistant secretaries of state.
The White House was reluctant to turn over major decisions or policy
control to the assistant secretary level of the bureaucracy. This
was pretty much the situation until the end of the Johnson administration in January 1969--and indeed is pretty much the situation now.
In essence the "Vietnam desk" of each department or agency has typically been handled at the top level, and the "senior Vietnam desk
otficer" continues to be the president or his Special Assistant for
National Security Affairs. There was, to be sure, a brief moment in
1966 when responsibility for pacification (but not the military,
intelligence, public affairs, or other aspects of the Vietnam effort)
was centered in the White House, under Robert Komer.
But when Komer
went to Saigon in 1967 to head the pacification effort there, the
White House organization withered and soon reverted to the status quo
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an.e.

Koreer chos& to c~o t'ý Vietnam, wearing two hats, assistant to
tr.e -resaident and director of CORDS (Civil Operations and Revolu;tionary Development Support), but this wa5 strictly an ad homin.nm,
rather than an institutional, arrangement.
Thus Komer took
Washington's pacification focal point with him to Saigon.
The
consequence of this decision was that he had no opposite number in
SW;ashington, a bureaucratic anomaly he could live with and work
around, but one which would plague his one-hatted successors.
Loose management of the prosecution of American military and nonmilitary programs in Vietnam was, of course, not without advantages
nor was it bureaucratically illogical from the point of view of the
White House.
It should be noted that domestic political imperatives
obviously had a bearing on presidential decisions not to disturb the

$

'changes

organization of the executive department.
No one was Inclined to
break any bureaucratic "china" or to do anything that might imply
that the Vietnam situation w.,aS !o serious that it needed consequential
within the government.
eloreover, each president, together
with his principal subordinates, felt a need to exert strong personal
control over American policy and over the implementation of American
programs in Vietnam--control which might have been eroded by the
appointment of a top-level "1Xr. Vietnam."
Eecause of this, each
president preferred to lean on a small group of close personal
advisers whom he felt he could trust and on whom he placed a major
share of responsibility fc-r dealing with Vietnam.
President Kennedy
relied heavily on such organizational arrangements as the NSC
"Executive Committee"; Prcsident Johnson) on his "'Iuesday Lunch";
and President Nixon, on a small group of key advisers in and outside
the White "ou$e.
These reasons notwithssanding, important disadvantages accrued to
the absence of a top-lev'il coordinator.
The most important of these
a,.,as the lack of an agreed concept of pacification within which each
program could be developed and implemented.
Another, more practical,
problem became apparent -oon after the deployment of American forces.
'-This was the copn,etition for manpower and resources between military
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and nonm litary programs--a competition that was stacked in favor of
the military. Because everything seemed to be first priority and
because there was no overall coordination cf these programs in
Washington, various elements of the US mission in Vietnam had to
bid against each other for local labor and building materials. The
military and AID also found themselves in competition for sea transport to Vietnam. It took more than a year for AID and the army to
establish a joint and rational approach to the construction of major
2
facilities in Vietnam.
Purhaps the most serious disadvantage resulting from the division
of responsibility and labor in Washington was the difficulty of providing the US mission in Vietnam with efficient and expeditious
backstopping. This reflected the fact that although each element
of the Vietnam mission theoretically reported directly to the
ambassador, each was also directly responsible to its parent organization in Washington. In effect the implementation of American
policy was in the hands of exclusive, highly secret "clubs" with
overlapping and poorly coordinated responsibilities.
2.

In Saigon

a. The US Mission. It is common parlance to spek of the total
American official presence in a foreign country as the "United States
mission," which is headed by the ambassador. In Vietnam, however,
the various American activities and programs have, in effect, been
conducted by several individual "missions," and the ambassador has,
at best, had only general cognizance over matters that went beyond
the institutional and organizational bounds of the American embassy,
per se.

2. Over and above these questions involving military and nonmilitary programs in Vietnam, of course, there were problems of
orchestrating American military and diplomatic policy and of gearing
mounting demands in Vietnam to emerging problems in our domestic
economy. Both of these latter considerations, of course, are beyond
the scope of our task.
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Alzost from -:he very cuz-set 3_-z

involve,:.ent

-In"ietnam, in

the late 195,'s, the United States had five quite distinct types of
programs, each of which was the responsibility of a particular
agency: the military aid-intelligernce-advisory-combat operation
was obviously run from the Pentagon in Washington (with genuflections in the direction of CINCPAC); nonmilitary-intelligence reporting and operations were the responsibility of CIA; economic assistance
programs were administered by AID; inforrmation programs were dealt
w*;ith by USIA; and diplomatic functions and political reporting were
It is ironical, although perhaps
handled by the Department of State.
inevitable, that when, in 1966 and 1967, some consequential modiflcations were made in the American organLizational structure in Vietnam
to provide tighter central management over all American activities,
the array cf programs and the number of people administering them had
mushroomed to the point that the bureaucracy by then inherent in the
system seriou.lv ccnstrainrd effective top-level control and coordination.
.he prohle:m our ambassadors in Vietnam have faced is not unique,
although it is much more complicated than that of American ambassadors
to other countrizes. With the expansion of the functions the United
States assumed abroacd after W.Jorld War ii, virtually every ambassador
has found himself responsible for a host of activities administered
not only by regular Foreign Service cfficers, but by representatives
of element-_ of the American go'/crnment outside thrz State Department.
The ambastadors' prc)blems have been corr.pounded by the fact that
American officials operating outside the embassy proper felt primarily responsible to anl frequently reported directly to the heads
pareýnt agcr~cnc-s in Washingtzr. As a consequence, amrassadors
have been frequently informed and occasionally ccnsulte-d, but it was
the rare ambat.ad.or in charge of a large ermbassy who was able to
maintain tight and continuing control cver officials involved in
;zfhir

intelligence activities,

aid programs,
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and military operations.

As early as 1959, Ambassador Durbrow requested and received a
memorandum from the White House spelling out his authority to coordiBut he had only
nate all aspects of the m~ssion's responsibilities.
modest success in getting the various American elements in Saigon
to toe the line. Another and more general attempt was made to correct this major deficiency in the administration of American foreign
policy in 1961 when President Kennedy provided each American
ambassador with a presidential letter giving him specific and
immediate authority over all American officials operating within
Armed with this
his assigned countryj except for military commands.
directive, an ambassador could, if he were energetic, if he chose,
and if he were actually kept closely informed, assure that all
official American activities in his country were within his cognizance and under his authority.
This presidential directive, as might be expected, did not always
prove stqfficient.
It was clear by 3961 in Vietnam, for example,
that our embassador in Saigon had a position more akin to the head
of a holding company than the chief of a closely knit mi.zlon. One
problem in particular seemed in need of resolution: with an American
military presence of almost 20,000 men, and with an American military
headquarters commanded by a four-star general, the ambassador, while
theoretically in charge of the entize Ameri.can effort except for the
actual conduct of military operations, seemed to be at a considerable
psychological and institucional `a!ý.dvantage. Thus, when Ambassador
Lodge wvs assigned to Saigon in mid-1963, he carri,;d with him yet an
additional presidentLa letter spelling out his auth'ority over the
military mission. Subsequent ambassadors to Saigon were given the
same presidential assurance.
The ideal perception )f an American ambassador to Saigon, armed
with all the aut,.ority the president cculd provide nim, would lead to
the csnclusion that he would, in fact, be able to keep a sufficiently
tight rein on the complex and far-flung activtties of the Amurrican
.Lsaion.
?',t the real woril which all recent armassadors have had
to ccnfront gives (even with the back-stcoping of a deputy ambassador)
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t-mt- t3 oeal with any but the most urgent and critical problems.
'ltle
Days and nights are filled with brtefing and entertaining a procession
of visiting government offcicials, congressmen, press correspondents,
and unofficial but "important" personages. Both the ambassador and
deputy ambassador have been required to spend a great amount of time
and much effort consulting with high-level Vietnamese officials.
And a substantial part of each Jay must be spent in dealing with
a-ohnrton.
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is no wonder,
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al:ut

the political, economic,

and security situation in the countryside.

The ambassador thus had his own check on the reporting of other elements of the American mission, as well as on the information he was
receiving through Vietnamese channels. This gave him some degree of
cortrol over the various American activities in the area of pacification. This provincial reporting group was phased out in 1967 when
CORDS was formed and a more elaborate reporting structure was established.3
The principal problems the ambassador to Saigon faced with
respect to the coordination and organization of the American mission
arose, obviously, not from the traditional functions of the embassy
and other official government elements represented in Saigon. Conventional military operations, day-to-day political reporting,
budgetary support for the GVN, narrowly defined intelligence analysis
and operations, and protocol matters could be and were easily dealt
with in a routine fashion. It was those programs and activities that
cut horizontally across the various components that coused difficulties. These functions were primarily those that were geared to
fighting the "other war."
Although the "country team" approach4 is a device used by many
ambassadors to help them keep informed of and maintain cognizance
over the activities of the various elements of their missions,
Ambassador Lodge preferred to work with a small, personally selected
staff that was directly responsible to him. Thus in late 1963 and
19641, responsibility for keeping abreast of the mission's disparate
and expanding functions was placed in the ambassador's office, and
the country team existed more in form than in substance.
3. "Provincial reporters" are discussed in Part Four of this
.vslume.
4. The "country team" is a committee comprised of US agencies
in-country, chaired by the ambassador, and convened by him to advise
on the operation of the mission.
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When Gerneral V.a\well iaylcr succeeded T..mbasrador Lodge in july
1964, he felt that a more robust coordinatu4ng and advisory arrangement was necessary, and 1'e organized a Mission Council, comprised of
the heads of the principal elements of the mission. Taylor conceived
of the -fission Council as the Vietnam counterpart of the National Security Council in Washingvon.
The council met weekly under Taylor t c
chairmanship, but day-tc-day responsibility for contact with M!ission
Council members and for follow-up on Mission Council decisions was
given to Deputy Attaassador U. Alexis \Johnson, who headed the council's
executive committee.
All representatives on the Mission Council were
expected to operate on the basis of decisions reached in the council.
'•er gent views eere to be thrashed out in Taylorts presence; if
.:,posing views could not be resolved .within %he council, each mnember
had the opportunIty to record his dissent in council messages to
•<
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the Americans and the Vietnamese. To this end he established a
Mission Liaison Group, comprised of economic, military# and political
specialists, which was headed by General Edward Lansdale. This group
was to serve, on the one hand, as an informal staff to the ambassador,
and on the other, as a ready, if somewhat free-wheeling1 confidential
channel between the mission and those Vietnamese officials responsible
for pacification. The latter responsibility was a reflection of
Lansdale's conviction that the Vietnamese needed to formulate their
own programs in their own way and that the highly structured US
mission gave them no opportunity to talk out their problems.
(Lansdale's arrangement suited Lodge's style, but would not have
been consistent with Taylor's more tidy and structured approach.)
The performance of the group was disappointing, however.
In the
first place, there was confusion from the outset as to Lansdale's
mission--bringing influence to bear on the Saigon political scene,
or pacification. Second, even under the Mission Council concept,
the various elements of the American mission were still virtually
independent and sovereign. As we have noted above, this was
especially complicated when cross-jurisdictional pacification programs were involved. Attempts by Lansdale's team to deal directly
with the ambassador on the many issues which cut across the mission's
responsibilities were resented within the mission and frequently
frustrated, although it had some success in improving the embassy's
communication with key Vietnamese officials. Lansdale and his team
had no independent operating authority, no funds, and no constitLency in Washington and, as a consequence, had little leverage and
no bureaucratic "clout." The group was disbanded in 1967 when
Ambassador Bunker took over in Saigon.
b. JUSPAO. The establishment of a Joint United States Public
Affairs Office (JUSPAO) in 1965 represented the first attempt at
direct ambassadorial control and authority over various elements
of the American mission outside the embassy proper. This new group
was placed under an official with the rank of minister and was given
responsibilities for psychological warfare operations, rural affairs,
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and the relation of the entire American mission with the news media.
Public affairs officers from all elements of the mission, including
MACV, were assigned to JUSPAO, as were the Cultural Affairs officers
of AID and the entire staff of the United States Information Agency.
The chief of JUSPAO managed a wide variety of programs in the overall field of communication and was the principal contact point
between the American effort in this area and the Vietnamese Ministry
of Information.
Over and above this, the chief of JUSPAO was the
official public spokesman for the ambassador and for the American
mission in general.
This organization was the precedent for the central management
of disparate programs within the mission. It was established as a
result of some serious problerms the American mission had been
having with the media since 1963, when Americans in Saigon, includina those who had no official responeibilities for dealing with the
Scess, as well as those '.-'ho had, were complicating the task of senior
A:r'ican officials in Saigon and Washington by free-wheel.ng,
lndiscreet, and sometimes self-serving relations with American and
Although JUSPAO performed effectively as
foreign correspondents.
a central nanagement tool, it would be yet another year before an
attempt would be m.de to bring together other elements of the
mission under a central managerial body.
:.A.,-::, ,. ,:,e
Ln military assistar.ce to the goverrinent
the decade of 19'E to 1965 ran the gamut from a
of .'its6:n durinr
modest and c-rnventional military assistence program and a few training speciallsts to the deployment of hundreds of thousands of American
How we organized
soldiers and major units of the Niavy and Air Force.
our eftorts In Vietnam to deliver this assistance and how the resultant Institutions and .modalitez were related to the equally important
political and econoiniz responsibilities we assumed are worth touching
upsn here. Xany of the problems encountered in Vietnam were new to
the kAerican government, and many of the solutions were reached only
after much trial and errcr.
c.
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By the late 1950s the United States had had considerable experience in many countries with MAAG operations.
The MAAG organization
had clear channels to and effective backup in the Department of
Defense in Washington. In addition, the relationship of a chief of
MAAG to an American ambassador was in theory, at least, well established; the MAAG chief was by rank and function subordinate to the
ambassador and was generally regarded as one of several senior
specialists on the country team. In Saigon, however, the growing
American military role created difficulties between these two senior
officials. The mission found itself with new military responsibilities that it was unable to carry out under existing institutional
arrangements. One problem that proved to be especially troublesome
for the chief of MAAG was his interaction with the embassy, in
general, and the ambassador, in particular. The following exchange
between Ambassador Durbrow and MAAG Chief Williams is revealing:
Senator Mansfield: Have you, as Ambassador, ever
directed the MAAG group to pursue or to refrain from
pursuing a particular military aid project?
Mr. Durbrcw: Yes. We discussed various military aid
projects and made recommendations.

Williams does not agree with them.

Sometimes General

We bring these

back here and have them coordinated in Washington.

Senator Mansfield: Could you give us one example or
could you furnish one for the record?
Mr. Durbrow: I would prefer to do it in executive
session, if I may, sir.
General Williams: M!r. Chairman, would you mind reading that question once more, please, sir?
Senator Mansfield: Have you, as Ambassador, ever
directed the MAAG group to pursue or to refrain from
pursuing a particular military aid project?
General Williams: The answer to that is "No."
Mr. Durbrow: I guess you are right on that.
Senator Mansfield: The answer is "No"?
Mr. Durbrow: What I meant to say was that in discussinEgvarious matters affecting MAAG, I have
recommended things that I did not think were within
policy guidance, and we have come back to Washington
here to osk for coordination on that.
Senator Mansfield: Now, the answer to that
question is "No.I"5
S. US Senate, Subcommittee on Stace Department Organization and
Fublic Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Felations, Hearings, Situati-r n Vietnam, 82th Cong., ist sess., 3C and 31 July 1969.
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The traditional.MAAG-embassy

relations that characterized the earlier

period of our involvement and which have been described above became
The MAAG chief found his activities, particuincreasingly onerous.

larly as they related to the GVN, constrained by the need to clear
his contacts with ,G'VN civilian and military officials with the

ambassador and other embassy officials.
The earlly reliance upon the traditional !AAG structure as the
delivery, training, and accountability vehicle for American supplies

and equipment was, as we have already noted, a reflection of the
in.titutional *_'nstruments we then had available.

In terms of the

objectives that were laid down by Washington and by the early MAAG
chiefz, the v!AAG mission in Saigon performed reasonably well throughout the 195Os, taking into account the special problems it confronted
w..ith a i'iew and untried Vietnamese governrment and military establishment.

Wne know now that the type of equipmnent and the kind of trai•.nng

we_ provided the Soýuth Vic-tnz,me-se rduring rilds c-a, iy

period turned out

to be largely irrelevant to the problems the CV1!waE facing, but this
iz a reflection on the rigidity of Amcrican military polici•s and
doctrine5 ait tho time,tnd
on the leverage '!AAG was able to exercise
in ',,ahshingt~n, rather th-an ci the cTganization and structure it the
.,il4tary As,,istance ýv.qr;m,
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channels of command for the American military advisory effort--the

MAAG, which controlled the regular military advisers3 and the CIA,
which controlled the Special Forces.

(This unusual situation per-

sisted until 1964.)

By February 1962# Washington had recognized the need to separate
the military assistanca and advisory functions and established a new
military command, the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam. The HAAG
was placed under MACV and continued to administer the flow of supplies
and equipment to the Vietnamese armed forces, and MACV assumed com-

mand of the advisory effort. After several months# however, it
became clear that this arrangement was much too cumbersome and MACII
absorbed MAAG.
The military element of the American mission was characterized
by another interesting anomaly which bears at least passing atten-

tlon. For more then two years after the creation of MACV, military
attaches continued to be assigned to the ambassador's staff. Military attaches weres of course, standard squipment for every embassy,
but with the development of intelligence and operations staffs within
MACV, the reporting function of the military attaches soon become
redundant, Nonetheless, it was not until March 1964, while Secretary
McNamara was in Saigon, that a final decision was made to close out
the military attaches.
Although its functions were expanded tremendously after the
deployment of American combat forces in 1965, MACV's basic crganization remained pretty much the same until General Westmoreland was
given specific responsibility for pacification with the creation of
CORDS in 1967. A civilian (Robert Komer), with the personal rank of
ambassador and the equivalent rank of lieutenant goneral, was made a
deputy to General Westmoreland, and a staff of several thousand
\

j

civilian and military officers was assigned to the pacirication
function under the command of MACV.
(CORDS will be dealt with in
greater dctail below.)

4
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d. AID. -ho Agency. for Internaticnal Development has had, as we
have seen, a long histo~ry i~n Vietnam dating back (in earlier incarnationo) to the French perioC0. 7As the requirements for nonmilitary
assistance oxpanded in the late fifties, the AID establishment in Saigon
and its counterpart in the Par East Bureau of AID In Washington wyere
given increasing responsibilities. Over and above such traditional
functions as technical assistance and long-term development, AID
aas increasingly assigned. a host of other prcgrams--largely by
default since they did not fall, within the purview of any existing
government agency. TD a very c-.
nsId,_r able extent, thoerfore, AID
Saigon and Its counterpart In I.-ashington becamie the executive agent
for many c.4 the nonmitlitzry aspects of rounterinsurgrenrcy. VYalid
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Until early 1967, when many of its functions were taken over by
CORDS and placed under the direct authority of MACV, the AID mission
in Vietnam was the principal civilian element of the United States
Government involved in fighting the "other war."
From 1965,
when the United States became directly engaged in the war, until
the CORDS takeover two years later, AID fought a constant and,
more often than not, losing battle against American military
requirements for resources.
AID personnel in the provinces had
difficulty getting their hands on allocated materials and hiring
skilled or simi-skilled local personnel in the face of ever-increasing
American military demands.
In many instances AID was unable to
recruit the necessary American civilian personnel to administer
its programs in the rural areas and had to rely on an infusion of
young military officers who were seconded to provincial pacification
duties.
While the AID experience in Vietnam has already been dealt
with at some length in Part Three of this volume, it is worth noting
here some of the principal characteristics which distinguished
the AID programs in Vietnam from AID programs elsewhere in the
world:
(1) Officials in charge of the AID program both in
Washington and Vietnam were exposed to the continuing
interest and concern, not only of the AID administrator,

but of the Secretaries of State and Defense, and frequently by the president himself.
(2) AID's effort in Vietnam was so much an integral part

of the war itself that its organization, programs, and
operating philosophy were strongly influenced by a wide
variety of interagency committees and task forces in
Washington.
The provincial pacification programs that
were launched after 1962 provided AID officials, both in
Washington and Saigon, with problems of administration,
logistics, and recruiting that they had not faced in
any previous AID program and which, in the end, proved
too much for AID to handle on its own.
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(3) Largely in connection with the provincial pacification
programs, but also with respect to others, AID personnel

found themselves directly opteating or implementing programs rather than, as was the traditional AID practice,
advising or consulting with local officials.

(4) Finally, as noted earlier in this chapter, a separate
country bureau had to be established for Vietnam in 1967-the only country bureau that existed in AID.
e. The CIA. The Central Intelligence Agency has obviously
played an Important if largely submerged role in the American mission. There is little that should and even less than can be said in
this paper about the organization of the Saigon station and its
affiliates.
As mentioned above, the period of the early sixties was noteworthy,
in terms of the organization of the United States mission in Saigon,
because of the direct responsibility CIA was given for the Army
Special Forces units that had been dispatched to Vietnam. This
activity, together with the special relationEhips the station had
with the Presidential Palace during the same period, probably made
CIA the key element within the American mission at the time.
In the mid-60s, the Agency assumed a major role in the recruitment, training and administration of the Political Action Teams (PATs)-an early version of the Revolutionary Development cadres. In February
1966, however, the Ageicy handed over its resocnsib!lity to AIf, and
the PAT's along with the ether cadre groups were ccnsolidated into
Since that time the Agency appears to have
S?-mn RD cadre tearr.
concentrated on gathering covert intelligence and on working with
the Vietnamese in identifying the Viet Cong infrastructvre and in
developing an effective Vietnamese Spe-cial Police force for eliminating that infrastructure.
B. PEAPP?;.:sAL
By the end of 1965 it was clear that despite the various efforts
by senior American officials in Saigon to comr to grips with the
'Iitarý, economic, politi~al, diplomatic, intelligence, and
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information activities of American agencies in Vietnam, the problem
of overall coordination and management was, if anything, more vexing
This was not surprising since,
than it had been in previous years.
in addition to approximately 200,000 American troops in Vietnam, there
were thousands of American civilians representing many different
There were, of course, a vast number of operating direcagencies.
tives emanating from Washington but these were much too detailed and
too precisely geared to the responsibilities of individual operating
elements to be generally useful. On the other hand, the policy
guidelines that came from Washington were much too broad, frequently
Doctrines,
platitudincus, and sometimes mutually inconsistent.
objectives, priorities, and operating techniques more often than not
reflected the perceptions of Washington's desires by the chief of
each element of the American mission, as well as his personal
Ambassador Taylor's Mission Council,
style and past experience.
while providing some semblance of reason and order by creating a
forum through which the Ambassador and his senior subordinates could
exchange views and keep abreast of major problems, was Inadequate
as a central focus of authority and policy. Ambassador Lodge's
watered-down version of the council was an even less useful instrument for this purpose.
To add to the unsatisfactory state of affairs within the US
mission, the situation in Vietnam, itself, was discouraging. While
American troops and occasionally ARVN forces were performing well in
conventional military engagements, progress in reestablishing security
throughout the countryside was hardly commensurate with the tremendous
effort the United States had mounted.
And, finally, there was the problem of the GVN, and of American
It was by no means clear that
relations with Vietnamese officials.
the government in Saigon was on the same wave length with respect to
To complicate the
security and pacification as the United States.
problem even further, scores of relatively senior American officials
in Saigon seemed unable to tap into relevant parts of the Saigon
government; and wheel-spinning, wasted effort, and counterproductive
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activity were the inevitable results.

Except for the start that was

being made on the Revolutionary Development cadre program, there was
little
if any fresh thinking or energy devoted to the question (f
where and how the pacifice-ion effort should proceed.
Clearly, it was time to reexamine where we were and where we were
going in the area of pacification. To this end a three-day conference
das called in Warrenton, Vir;inia, from 8 to 11 January 1966, to
appraise the situaticn and to recommend more reliable measures of
progress and more effective means of implementation.
1.

The Warrenton Report

The Warrenton meeting was attended by Deputy Ambassador William
Porter, by the chiefs of all the agencies operating in Saigon and
their Washington counterparts,

as well as by representatives from
the Vietn&a Coordinating Committee in Washington, CINCPAC, and the
bureau cf the Budget.
There was general agreement that neither the

VUS

tmission nor the ::issicn Liaison Group provided the necessary
degree and quality of coordination, control, and management of
American activities in Saigon.
In the words of the Warrenton report,
"there was widespread recognition of the need to provide within the
US mission a single focus of operational control and management over
the full range of the pertinent US efforts in order to gear all such
US activities and resources effectively into implementation of the
rural ccnstruction (i.e. 'pacificaticn') concept."
Despite the strong conviction that the report conveyed (and the
even stronger conviction that many officials expressed orally during
the meetings), the Warrenton group could come up with no specific
prescription for resolving the problem. While it was generally
agreed that the focal point should be a senior mission official, just
below the amba3sador, devoting full-time to this responsibility, the
group could not agree on the authority that should be granted to this
official, nor could it reach a consensus as to how the various Saigon
organizaticns should be structured so that coordination, control, and
management could be possible, let alone effective.
It was apparent
£8,;
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activity were the inevitable results. Except for the start that was
being made on the Revolutionary Development cadre program, there was
little if any fresh thinking or energy devoted to the question of
where and how the pacification effort should proceed.
Clearly, it was time to reexamine where we were and where we were
going in the area of pacification. To this end a three-day conference
was called in Warrenton, Virginia, from 8 to 11 January 1966, to
appraise the situation and to recommend more reliable measures of
pA.ogress and more effective means of implementation.
1.

The Warrenton Report

The Warrenton meeting was attended by Deputy Ambassador William
Porter, by the chiefs of all the agencies operating in Saigon and
their Washington counterparts, as well as by representatives from
the Vietnam Coordinating Committee in Washington, CINCPAC, and the
Bureau of the Budget. There was general agreement that neither the
US mission nor the .ission Liaison Group provided the necessary
degree and quality of coordinaticn, control, and management of
American activities in Saigon. In the words of the Warrenton report,
"there was widespread recognition of the need to provide within the
US mission a single focus of operational control and management over
the full range of the pertinent US efforts in order to gear all such
US activities and resources effectively into implementation of the
rural construrtion (i.e. 'pacification') concept."
Despite the strong conviction that the report conveyed (and the
even stronger conviction that many officials expressed orally during
the meetings), the Warrenton group could come up with no specific
prescription for resolving the problem. While it was generally
agreed that the focal point should be a senior mission official, just
below the ambassador, devoting full-time to this responsibility, the
group could not agree on the authority that should be granted to this
official, nor could it reach a consensus as to how the various Saigon
organizations should be structured so that coordination, control, and
management could be possible, let alone effective. It was apparent
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that the senior officials representing both the Washington and
interests of the agencies involved in pacification were unable
unwilling to come to grips with any solution that would impair
essential sovereignty of their own organizations. It was also

Saigon
or
the
appar-

ent that there was an underlying reluctance by military participants,
on the one hand,

and civiliansp on the other, to recommend any solu-

tion that would give primary responsibility to AID or MACV.

Thus,

Deputy Ambassador Porter returned to Saigon implicitly charged with

a considerable amount of responsibility for the coordination of
American pacification programs, but with a clear understanding that
none of the relevant agencies was ready to give up enough of its own
sovereignty to permit him to accomplish the objective.
In addition to wrestling with the organization of the American
pacification effort, there was considerable discussion at Warrenton
about American relations with relevant components and individuals of
the Vietnamese government. There was little disagreement- that the
current situation called for more robust, systematic, and effective
liaison between the American mission and the Saigon government at
all levels, but there was also a deeply felt concern that Americans
were already leaning too hard on the Vietnamese. The participants
recognized the grave danger that the growing and powerful American
establishment in Saigon could easily take over the ertire direction
of the pacification effort from the Vietnamese. They recommended
that liaison should continue to be conducted in a style and through
channels that would put major responsibility for the pacification
effort on the Vietnamese. Thi.s was thin gruel, but it was the best
the Warrenton group felt able to serve up.
2.

Impact of the Honolulu Conference
High-level interest in pacification within both the American and

Saigon governments was confirmed during 1966 as a result of a conference convened in Honolulu by President Johnson in February. This
summit meeting focused almost exclusively on pacification problems
and set a series of events in train which resulted in higher priorities,
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additional prcurams, arnd .ore resources for the "other war." But
perhaps the most important consequence of the Honolulu Conference in
terms of our present discussion was that, for the first time, President
Johnson personally addressed some of the problems in which his senior
subordinates had, up to that point, shown only general and polite
interest. It became all too clear to the president that progress in
"w nning hearts and minds," as opposed to gaining military control of
territory, had been all too slow.
An important result of the Honolulu meeting, perhaps the most
"important in terms of turning pacification into a substantive program
as opposed to a collection of disparate enterprises, was announced in
April 1966: the president faced up to the problem that had thus far
been slipping and sliding around the Washington bureaucracy and
charged a single person with responsibility for the pacification
effort there. Robert Komer of the White House staff was given this
task and was assigned a small staff to help him carry it out. His
loosely worded charter was contained in NSAM 343, dated 28 March.
With Komer's appointment the various efforts and programs in the
area of pacification began to be brought under a measure of control
at the Washington level, but the problem in Saigon remained. Despite
Lodge's keen interest, Porter's Wagnerian efforts, and Lansdale ' s
great enthusiasm, there was still no effective central focal point
of authority. 2le various military and nonmilitary activities continued to be directed by independent baronies, and the barons, despite
a measure of good will, felt tc ccmpulsion to submit t.hemselves or
their programs to the authority of anyone but their Washington chiefs.
3. Office of Civil Operations (OCO)
During the summer of 1966 several alternative reorganizations of
the Saigon mission were proposed in Washington, including one by
Secretary McNamara recommending that MACV be given the entire responsibility for pacification. All these proposals were turned down by
the Saigon mission or one or more of the Washington agencies involved.
Finally, in INovember, agreement was reached on an arrangement which,
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hopefully, would come to grips with the problem in Saigon. An
Office of Civil Operations (OCO) was established under the full-time
responsibility of a senior official who, in turn, was directly responsible to the deputy ambassador. The charter of the office was clear
enough:
The Office of Civil Operations is responsible for

implementation of Revolutionary Development policy
and for the direction and command of all US civilian
activities and personnel in the field (region and
below). The objective is to obtain a fully-integrated
civilian effort which can effectively support the
Revolutionary Development program, working through
a single chain of command. The single civilian chain
of command will also coordinate all activities with
military elements, to include planning and deployment,

in order to insure the devlopment and Execution of an
in-..'7'ted and mutually supporting Revolutionary
De,.
:nent plan.

The director o! 0CO was given broad responsibility for and control
over the RD cadres; the public safety, community development, and
refugee affairs units from AID; the Chieu Hoi (Viet Cong rallier)
program from AID and JUSPAO; and certain information and psychological warfare programs from JUSPAO.
All of this was a step in the right direction, but OCO had some
built-in problems that quickly became evident. In the first place,
the director was too low in the hierarchy of the American mission.
He reported directly to Deputy Ambassador Porter who, presumably, was
to continue to regard pacification as his most important responsibility. Although the 0C0 director was permitted to attend the Mission
Council meetings, he was not a member of the Mission Council. In the
hierarchy-conscious environment of the mission, his position was at
best anomalous; most of the component chiefs in the American mission
regarded the director of the Office of Civil Operations as having a
status junior to their own. This was especially evident in his
relations with AID, CIA, and MACV, all of whom maintained substantial
operating programs which did not fall under OCO's responsibility.
The director's lack of bureaucratic "clout" made it especially
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for him to obtain the necessary staffing, logistics, and
resources to implement the programs for which he was responsible. In
this, he was simply following in the footsteps of AID and some of the
other civilian agencies represented in Vietnam. The American army,
with its growing requirements and overpowering presence, made any
civilian-directed effort, especially an effort that was headed by a
relatively junior official, a residual claimant for people, transportation, and materials. Nonetheless, he was able to get some able
men to head the regional and provincial pacification offices. Indeed,
one of the most important contributions OCO made was to place all the
civilians working on pacification programs in the provinces under one
authority. Up until this point there had been no central management
of the various pacification programs in the provinces and districts.
W.hile OCO provided the ambassador and Washington with some sense
of confidence that the pacification effort was at long last being
integrated and that significant progress in implementing the various
programs could now be made, it became clear after several months
that OCO was not big enough for the job. In May 1967, a major new
But before
reorganization of the pacification effort was announced.
perfunctorily dismissing the OCO experience as an inadequate organ!zational effort, it should be noted that during OCO's brief lifetime
the American government was graced with the only arrangement it had
up to that time and, indeed since, in which there was a central focus
for pacification coordination both in Saigon and in Washinqton.
Although the Office of Civil Operations experienced problems from
the outset, it can be argued that the experiment did not get a fair
tria2.. President Johnson, himself, had doubts from the beginning and
had given OCO a limited lease on life to prove itself. Even if all
the early omens were favorab2.e, the experience factor for a reorganization of thJs magnitude and ccmplexity was very brief. The fact
that senior%I 0CO personnel and the heads of the other operating
iffic..ult

V

8. This problem is discussed in detail in Volume II,
and Volume I1I, Part Two.
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Part Three,

American pacification effort (both civil and military) be Incorporated into one organization, Civil Operations and Revolutionary
Development Support (CORDS).
In mid-May the newly appointed
Ambassador Bunker announced that Mr. Komer would be placed in charge

of CORDS.

4.

Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support (CORDS)
CORDS represented not only a horizontal integration of the civil

and military aspects of the pacification effort, but also a vertical
integration thr.ough the establishment of lines of control and com-

munication from the top of the American mission in Saigon down through
the military regions, provinces, and ditricts.

Each of the military

regions was headed by an assistant deputy for CORDS to whom provincial
and district advisers were responsible.
The institutional, programmatic, and personnel problems involved in the creation of CORDS
were eased considerably by the steps OCO had already taken in both
Saigon and the provinces.

In addition to making major strides in rationalizing the American

organization for pacification, CORDS was also designed to improve
day-to-day relations with appropriate Vietnamese components and
individuals. The chief of CORDS had direct access to the premier,
and each level in the CORDS hierarchy tied into a roughly comparable
point in the Vietnamese structure. There developed, as a consequence,
a pattern of "advisers" and "counterparts" from the premier's office
to the districts.
CORDS not only took over those American responsibilities that had
already been assigned to OCO, but additional ones as well, such as
the Revolutionary Development support functions of MACV.

Both mili-

tary and civilian personnel assigned to CORDS were unequivocally
placed under Komer's authority. Unlike OCO, CORDS was quickly able
to resolve hitherto sticky questions of logistic and budgeting support. This was due in part to its prestigious Washington birth
certificate and in part to the authority granted to Ambassador Komer.
Moreover,

the fact that (by some piece of bureaucratic legerdemain)
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agencies in Saigcn were a,.are that high government offilc'la had
decided in advance to give OCO a six-month tests 4T, itself, probably
put the whole arrangement at a considerable v..y-holgical and operational disaivantage.
It is conceivable that OCO could have passed muster if it had
started out on more solid footing. If, for example, its sponsorship
on the part of the president and his advisers had been more positive,
and if it had been placed directly in the charge of (as its successor
organization was) a top-ranking official in the mission, OCO might
have been able to do more, more quickly, and its components might
have been more responsive and effective. Moreover, the cooperation,
which was essential, of the components of AID and CIA might
have been more forthcoming. It would appear that few consequential
officials in either Saigon or Washington genuinely wanted OCO to
succeed. But in the • c analysis, it was OCO's predominantly
civilian flavor that .ably doomed the organization from the outset. Despite the beZ
il in the world on the part of General
Westmoreland, OCO was regarded as outside the mainstream of MACV's
interests and responsibilities, although its responsibilities and
objectives cut across or paralleled the military mission of establishing and maintaining the security of the countryside.
Yet another problem that confronted OCO was its obscure parentage. The chief of OCO was, as we have seer, immediately responsible
to the drputy ambassador in Saigon. But the White House, and in
particular Mr. Komer, exerted substantial control and direction, not
only from Washington but through Mr. Komer's frequent trips to Vietnam
in the autumn and winter of 1966 and 1967. The chief of OCO could be
forgiven if he wer- somewhat bemused as to his channeli of authority
and responsibility.
In any case, Washington decided and Saigon agreed that a more
potent organization was necessary to manage the pacification effort
in Vietnam) and that if this organization was to be able to do its
job it would have to be placed directly under General Westmoreland in
MACV. A NIational Security Action Memorandum directed that the
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Komer maintained his title

of special assistant to the president

gave him and his organization in Saigon an institutional "clout"
that OCO could not have hoped to wield.

Within six months after its organization CORDS had a personnel
But this rapid
roster of thousands of Americans and Vietnamese.
expansion was understandable in the circumstances of the time. The
American mission in Saigon had long been spinning its wheels with
respect to the management and coordination of the pacification program. At long last, more than a decade after the United States had
become involved in counterinsurgency efforts in Vietnam and more
than two years after the United States had directly entered the war,

an organization had been established to manage this major element of
the struggle. In hindsight, however, it would appear that the expansion of CORDS took place too rapidly with consequent compromises in
the quality of personnel and in the effective implementation of programs . A few weeks spent in careful advance p.-.anninng might have made
CORDS a tighter, more efficient organization.
When all is said and done, CORDS is not really an "organization,"
but rather an institutional "arrangement." Moreover, it has neither
a constituency nor a counterpart in the Washington bureaucracy, nor
in fact does the chief of CORDS have a backstop in Washington to
handle his interests. Thus, despite its major, even critical,
responsibilities in Vietnam, it is characterized by a built-in

fragility and, indeed, a built-in self-destruct mechanism since it
will wither away with the American disengagement in Vietnam. We
will have more to say on this question below.
In assessing the role o' CORDS, one important consideration is
frequently overlooked: CORDS has had a profound effect in loosening
up the organL7ation and the administrative style of the government of

Vietnam.

Even those American officials most instrumental in reorga-

nizing the American pacification effort probably did not realize the
extent to which the new arrangements would shake up the bureaucracy
in Saigon. The establishment of CORDS thus provided an important
bonus in terms of increasing the effectiveness of th• govornrncnt of
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..'itnam and has inplicaticns for the future character of Vietnamese
administration.

SIe
C.

V Iand

Ta VIETNA•ESE ORGANIZATION TO DEAL WITH PACIFICATION

The government of Vietnam, despite certain innovations since 1954,
has largely been shaped by a combination of a Mandarin type of rule
and a French type of bureaucracy. This mix has had a potent effect
on the style of Vietnamese administration.
It means in the first
instance that authority and responsibility have typically been excrcised from the top of each institution and have been yielded qrudgingly
and sparingly by each superior to his inmmediate subordinate. The
director-general (the chief civil servant) of each ministry has traditionally been virtually independent of whatever government was in
power--policies he wished to implement were pushed, those which he
chose to ignore were suffocated.
Power has been centered in Saigon,
little if any latitude has been given to province goverrments
or even to national government representatives operating outside the
capital. Finally, the shape and style of administration in Saigon
exaggerated even the natural tendency of a bureaucrat to concern
himself only with the affairs (very narrowly construed) of his own
bureau and to protect the functions and interests of his bureau fr.
encroachment *y others. Not surprisingly, the result has been to
stifle initiative and flexibility.
As a consequence of the authority and responsibility delegated
by the director of CORDS to his regional deputies and senior province
advisers, the Saigon government found itself, per force, giving much
greater latitude to its own officials in the military regions and
provinces. :,¶oreover, the number and variety of pacification programs being implemented and monitored in the provinces and districts
made it necessary for the government of Vietnam to increase both the
size and the quality of its provincial civil service. Province chiefs
had to assume more rcsponsibility and to demonstrate independent
initiatives if only to meet the requirements imposed on them by their
CORDS advisers and the ambitious goals established in the pacification
plans.
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It

is worth backtracking for a moment to trace briefly the evo-

tion of the GVN's organization for pacification.

The record of the

Saigon government over the past decade in developing institutions to
win over "the hearts and minds" of the Vietnamese has been very spotty.
Until the coup of Novei-ber 1963, Ngo Dinh Nhu personally controlled

the GVN's pacification programs. It was Nhu, for example, who developed the concept and then assumed responsibility for implementing the
Strategic Hamlet program. With the assassination of Diem and Nhu,
and the bewildering succession of governments that followed, pacification received short shrift until 1964, when an ambitious effort

was launched to secure priority areas, especially the area around
Saigon. To manage this campaign, the GVN organized a Central
Pacification Conmittee, headed by Prime Minister Xhanh, composed
of representatives of the various ministries and departments concerned
with pacification. The executive agent for pacification was the High
Command of the Vietnamese armed forces. This arrangement first
faltered because of a lack of direction and coordination among the
ministries involved and then fizzled out when Xhanh was deposed.
In 1965 the Xy-Thieu regime established a new structure under a
Commissioner-General for War and Reconstruction. Deputy Premier
General Thieu assumed this post. The new organization grouped the
major civil and military agencies of Interior, Youth, Psywar,
Defense, and Rural Construction. Thus the new organization brought
some of the ministries involved in pacification under one roof and
represented an improvement over the Khanh model.
At the urging of the American mission in 1965, a separate administrative structure was provided for the Hop Tac campaign to secure
the area around Saigon. A Hop Tac council was established which was
directly subordinate to the High Command in Saigon. Membership in
the council consisted of the commanding generals of Military Regions
III and IV and representatives for civil affairs, military, police,
In addition, a permanent secretariat with repreand intelligence.
sentatives from several relevant American and Vietnamese organizations
was responsible for operation and coordination on a continuing basis.
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:he Hop Tac ccuncil was a relatively effective organization and

after several months there was considerable interest on the part of
both the Vietnamese and Americans to extend the organizational and

V
"I.

conceptual approach to other areas of Vietnam. It soon became clear,
however, that the Saigon-based Hop Tac arrangement was unique, if
only because it was Saigon based. The control that high Vietnamese
officials could execute over all elements of the effort, simply
because the council operated out of the Joint General Staff compound,
could not be duplicated elsewhere in Vietnam. Nor could the direct
communication between military commanders and civilian ministers.
SNor, for that matter, could the leverage that key members of the
American mission could exert on their Vietnamese opposite numbers.
in short, the management of and the interface between American and
Vietnamese pacificaticn efforts became diluted with distance from
the center of control.
In 136ý the GVN instituted a far-reaching set of organizational
changes.
These were designed not only to improve coordination of the
civil agencies and p-ograms involved in pacificatlang but also to
ensure coordination of civilian and military programs as well.

The

extremely competent and dynamic !.Maj. General Thang was elevated from
his position as head of the Xinistry of Rural Development to that
of Commiessioner-General for Revolutionary Development. He was given
responsibl~lty for supervising the Ministries of Youth, Agriculture,
?ublic W;orks, and the :orrissariat for Administrative Affairs, in
addition to the :*:inistry of Rural Development, which was reorganized
along functional lines.
General Thang's assignment also carried with it the responsibility of acting as secretary-general of the Central Rural Development
Council, which comprised the senior echelons and ministries of the
government. The Ministry of Rural Development served as executive
agent. The Central RD Ccuncil thus emo.reced all civilian elements of
government and was paralleled by similar councils in the regions,
]provinces,
divisions, and districts. This reorganization wei made

p
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shortly before the Honolulu Conference of February 1966 at which, as
the GVN L(correctly expected,

President Johnson would press them hard

on giving renewed emphasis to pacification.

It

anticipated by more

than a year a comparable American reorganization that culminated in
the creation of CORDS.

In December General Thang was appointed to a new position,
Assistant for Territorial Affairs and Pacification to the Chief of
the Joint General Staff. His new responsibilities included the
important functions of developing concepts and policies for military
activities in support of AD, inspecting military units involved in
pacification, and, more importantly, supervising the training and
employment of the Regional and Popular Forces. Since General Thang
already had responsibility for the RD cadre, these new assignments,
theoretically at least, gave him authority over all the instruments
of pacification, with the exception of the police a-4 some technical
cadre.
An Important step in improving administration of the GVN pacification programs was the establishment of the Inspection Directorate in
the Ministry of Rural Development. The mission of this organization
was to improve evaluation of the pacification programs, to supervise
all regional agencies in the execution of RD activities, to monitor
expenditures of RD funds and materials, and to prevent embezzlement.
In addition to a central team, four regional inspection teams were
organized.
Events during 1967 demonstrated that General Thang was unable to
direct the military and paramilitary activities in support of pacification. The unresponsiveness of the High Command, and the vague, and
more often ignored, responsibilities of such established ministries
as Interior, Health, Economics, and Agriculture, over which Thang
had no authority, made it diff.icult for him to discharge his responsibilities. And, too, the chronic problems that had plagued all efforts
to move ahead expeditiously on the pacification front bogged Thang
down in a mire of bureaucracy and corruption. Thang resigned in
September 1967 to assume operational responsibility for the Regional
and Popular Forces.
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The organiz3tion of CORDS in 1967 led immediately to consideration by GVN officials of a parallel organization which would have
put Rural Development under the Ministry of Defense. However, they
were persuaded by the United States (and perhaps by their own reservations as well) to retain the organization then in effect. The
Ministry of Revolutionary Development remained the principal Vietnamese operational agency for the implementation of pacification programs,
but a new, across-the-board, coordinating element, the Central
Pacification and Development Council (CPDC) was organized. As a
consequence of CORDS' encouragement and stimulation, and because of
the sheer range and ccmplexity of the pacification programs, there
and cooperation
developed a degree of inter-ministry con sultation
5
that had thus far been lacking within the Saigon government. Bit
the problem of inducing the GVN to undertake programs of interest to
the United States or to improve the implementation of existing
programs remained.
The matter of "'laverage" of course was not a new problem; it
was one that every American ambassador to Saigon had faced since
1954. As the American commitment expanded there was a concommitant
The
increase in Washington's stake in effective CVN performance.
ability to influence Vietnamese performance became a mattelr of
increasing urgency, but in the last analysis, Americans had to rely
on the carrot rather than the stick; threats to hold back or cancel
aid became increasingly threadbare. Perhaps there was no 9Teater
source of frustration for every American official serving in Vietnam
than the matter of ?xerting influence over a Vietnamese counterpart.
Countless efforts, formal and informal, were made to address this
question.
The estaDlishment of CORDS did not by any means solve the problem
of "leverage," but the major emphasis that was given to implementation
in the provinces and district resulted, as we have noted earlier, in
giving increased au,.hority and responsibility to the provincial
governments and loosening up the rigid bureaucratic channels to
With the thinning out and likely demise of CORDS as
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"Vietnamization" proceeds, these two major improvements in public

administrction may fell victim to t.e deeply Imbedded, centralizedl
bureaucratic practices that have characterized the Government of
VIetnam for almost two decades. But there are some signs, barely
perceptible to be sure, that some of the effects of CORDS on public
administraticn practice in Vietnam may be long lasting. The National
Institute of Administration, the Vietnamese training program for
middle-level officials, has concentrated on the Improvcinent of pro.
vincial administration. The population, at least in the provincial
capitals and larger towns, may have learned to expect and may therefore continue to demand a higher standard of administration from their
local civil servants than has been the case in prior years. And*
the new breed of youngs well-trained administrators that is beginning to assume responsibility in the central government may refuse
to revert to the arcane practices that characterized the past.
D.

SOME LESSONS

At the outset of our involvement in Vietnam in the mid-fifties, we
relied on existing institutions, primarily AID and MAAG, for the
management and implementation of American assistance. This was
probably adequate considering the level and nature of our effort
at the time.

Problems arose, however,

as the scale and complexities

of American involvement increased, since neither AID nor MAAG had
the institutional experience or personnel to operate actively in an
environment of full-blown counterinsurgency.

Long and precious time

passed before these instruments were adjusted to the tasks they had
to perform.
Even after 1961 when we began to play a more direct role in

Vietnam, Washington's efforts to coordinate the various US programs
consisted largely of organizing, reorganizing, and reconstituting
interagency committees both at the policy and the working levels.
None of these ad hoc groups had effective operating authority and
few had sufficient power to impose their will on any of the constituent agencies involved in the pacification effort.

It

was not until
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1-900, and then only briefly, with the appointment of Robert Xomer

I,

as White House coordinator, that there existed a single focus for
management and coordination of pacification in Washington. Other-

wise, the relevant Washington agencies and, in some cases, elements
within agencies, functioned as independent baronies.

This not only

created problems in the implementation of pacification programs,
but it made it difficult for Washington even to reach an agreed
concept of pacification.
In short, throughout our experience in Vietnam there has been
no single focus of management in Washington and, partly as a consequence of this, no generally agreed approach to the goals and
techniques of pacification. For all practicable purposes, this is
still
the case,
At the Saigon level, the situation was, if anything, even more
confused.
Until the organization of CORDS in 1967, the ambassador,
although he was armed with presidential directives giving him
authority over all elements of the American establishment, found
that his ability to be cognizant of, let alone manage, all government programs conducted in Vietnam was a "sometime thing." Each

element of the Saigon mission continued to feel responsible to its
parent organization in the United States. With justifiable confidence, senior Saigon officials assumed that they could outflank the
ambassador by communicating directly to their agencies in Washington.
The organization of CORDS provided the American mission in Saigon
with the centralized management of pacification programs it had
previously lacked.
However, CORDS had no comparable, Washington-based
organization. The first director of CORDS, by his own choice, and
subsequent directors by default, had no single designated back-up
arrangement in Washington.
Because of this, the valuable experience
that we have acquired over the last few years in developing a centrally
managed pacification program may be eroded when CORDS itself stands
down in Vietnam. To be sure, CORDS, as it was conceived and developed,
was basically an instrument for managing a vast American effort to
parallel or complement military operations.
For this reason, CORDS
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is probably unique to the post-1965 situation in Vietnam. Nonetheless, the American experience from the mid-fifties through the early
sixties indicates the desirability, if not the need, to engage in
effective coordination and management of military and nonmilitary
Various
assistance programs in situations of emerging insurgencies.
possibilities for developing this kind of management have been
explored in Volume I.

The lessons that emerge from a review of the organization of the
American and Vietnamese efforts in

pacification are neither very

subtle nor profound. And yet, unless they are taken into account
and become a fundamental part of our approach to assisting frienily
governments faced with insurgent threats, the accomplishment of
American objectives will be placed in jeopardy.
As we have indicated time and again elsewhere in this study, our
goal should be to assure that the level of an insurgency is kept
below that requiring direct American military participation. More
than thats it should be to confine American nonmilitary participation
to a level and style that permits a modest, low-profile American
presence*

If these objectives are to be achieved, any future national
decision to provide American assistance to a friendly power threatened by Internal forces should be accompanied by steps to ensure
that all operationally involved elements of the American government
play their roles in close concert and with a clear and generally
agreed understanding of American objectives. Vietnam has taught us
that careful government-wide orchestration cannot be accomplished
Some official must be
through a plethora of committee arrangements.
the executive agent for implementing government policy and all participating elements of the bureaucracy must be responsive to his
direction. Moreover, such an official should have direct access to
the White House so that there is no confusion and no uncertainty on
the part of either the operating or policy-making elements as to
terms of reference or policy.
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V Yet
ancther lesson derives from our experience in Saigon rather

Sno
,-

than our experience in Washington. No program of American assistance,
matter how well conceived or skillfully implemented ca. accomplish
American objectives with a modest presence and low profile unless the
recipient country, itself, has the institutional and bureaucratic
resources to absorb advisory assistance and material support effectively.

-i'

%

Obviously, we must set our sights realistically; if

a

government had a hiahly motivated leadership, skilled administrators
and ample dedicated and experienced civil servants, it probably
would not need American assistance in the first place. But to say
this is not to say that we can go forward with undertakings involving
significant American aid and consequential commitments when it appears
likely that our partner in the enterprise is unable to operate effectively without American "counterparts" in every ministry and bureau
of its government. In short, we cannot "take over" a government nor
substitute for its own bureaucracy.
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IV
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS IN VIETNAM, 1963-1969
A.

INTRODUCTION

From the very outset of American involvement in Vietnam in late
1954, the United States launched a two-pronged program for shoring up
One element of this program concentrated on
the Saigon government.
providing the South Vietnamese regime advice and assistance in the
military area; the other entailed economic aid. American military
and economic assistance has continued without interruption, although
with some changes in chacacter and scale, for almost two decades.
Elsewhere, primarily in Volume I1, we have discussed in detail the
American military assistance programs as well as certain aspects of
our economic programs that related to pacification. American support
in this latter category has been dealt with largely as one facet of
what we have termed "the development phase" of pacification (social
and political programs are ether aspects of the "development" phase).
We have discussed the responsibilities, concepts, and implementation
of such programs as they were administered initially under AID and
later CORDS (Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support).
In this paper we discuss yet another facet of the American economic
aid program--those programs designed to assist the Government of Vietnahn to develop an economy which would help meet not only its tremendous
military commitments but at least the minimum necessary nondefense
obligations as well. Such programs have been largely operated through
the GVN budget, tax structure, and central banking system. By and
large these programs represented a more traditional facet of AID's
responsibilities, and the experience that was gained elsewhere by
American economists within and outside of AID proved to be more
relevant than was the case in AID's responsibilities for counterinsurgency problems.
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Next to the Communist threat, perhaps the most dangerous problem
the Saigon government confronted was that of inflation. Perceptive
Vietnamese officials had a profound example of this close at hand

in time and place--the rampant inflation in China during the late
1940st with its consequent alienation of the middle class and the
burgeoning of corruption, was a majors perhaps indispensable, ally
to the Communists in their victory over the Chinese Nationalists.

Clearly, every Saigon regime was conscious of this and receptive to
No
American assistance to avoid such an inflation in South Vietnam.
military effort, no matter how skillfully mounted, no pacification
program, no matter how carefully conceived, would succeed in the
face of a runaway inflation.
What follows in this paper is a discussion of the American and

South Vietnamese efforts to cope with the economic problems of an
underdeveloped country fighting a long and costly war. The paper,
fir3t# reviews, in aggregate terms, the economic conditions and
their major determinants in Vietnam for 1963 through 1969. This
period covers the years of political and military turmoil, from the
downfall of Diem through the reconstruction after Tet. The paper
does not go beyond 1969 because the available data are inadequate
to describe more recent conditions.
The discussion begins with a survey of national expenditures,
production, productive capabilities, and monetary and fiscal conditions. It then traces the impact on these broad Pconomic indexes of
the rapid expansion to a large US economic and military presence, and
describes some social and economic difficulties aggravated by the
procedures adopted to fund US purchases and to administer US economic
assistance cr:d GVN foreign exchange sales. The paper concludes with
some observations about what the United States could have done to
improve the effectiveness of its economic assistance and to avoid
the counterproductive aspects of its economic presence.
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THE EC3XOMY

A good first approximation of the general condition of an economy
requires measurement of various types of national expenditures, production activities, productive capabilities, and monetary and fiscal

conditions. National income accounts are the best source of consistent
data on national expendituree and production. For expenditures, these
accounts show the current value and volume (in constant prices) of
annual consumption purchases by households and government, and investment outlays by business and government.
For production, they indicate
the contribution to the national output by the government and the
The GVN budget and retail
various sectors of the private economy.
price indexes furnish coherent suu'mary statistics for a reasonably
comprehensive picture of inflationary pressures and government
activities and sources of revenue. Lack of data, however, limits
£measurement of productive capabilities to sketchy, incomplete
S~descriptions.

'

r

1. Availability of Goods and Services to the Private Sector
,rom 1963 through 1969, the volume of goods and services available
to the private sector for consumption and expansion of productive

capacity increased, in irregular annual spurts, by a total of almost
45 percent. Table 1 shows that domestic private spending (measured
in 1964 prices) grew from about 94 billion piasters in 1963 to 118
hillion oiasters in 1969. Of this growth, annual purchases for
consumption by households increased by nearly 15 percent from 87
billion piasters to 100 billion piasters. Annual expenditures for
plant and equipment increased by nearly 160 percent from about 7 billion piasters to about 18 billion piasters.

i

The average annual increase in goods and services acquired by the
private sector amounted to nearly 4 percent. The volume of goods and
services consumed by households increased on average by about 2.5
percent annually, while investment in production capacity expanded
at an 18 percent average annual rate.
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With an annual population

Table 1
VOLUME OF GOODS AND SERVICES PURCHASED BY THE DOMESTIC
PRIVATE SECTOR, 1963-1969
(£tpressed in 1964 prices)

Year

Total Purchases
Billion
Percent
Piasters Change

1963

93.7

1964

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
Sources:

Private Consumption
Billion
Percent
Piasters Change

Private Gross
Capital Fomat on
Billion
Percent
Piasters Change

--

87.1

--

6.6

100.4

7.2

92.4

6.1

8.0

21.2

103.6
111.3
124.8
106.5
118.0

3.2
7.4
12.1
-14.7
7.9

94.0
95.6
107.1
94.S
99.6

1.7
1.7
12.0
-11.8
5.4

9.6
15.7
17.7
12.0
18.4

20.0
63.5
12.7
-32.2
53.5

--

Private Consumption and Private Gross Capital Formation
in Current Prices, National Bank of Viet Nam, Research
Department.
Price deflators from Edward S. Pearsall and Dietrich
Petersen, "Estimates of the National Income and Product
of South Viet Nam," March 1971 (mimeographed).

growth of 1.7 to 2.6 percentp per capita annual private sector
purchases on average increased by about 1.5 to 2.5 percent. Per
capita consumption by households remained constant or grew by about
1 percent annually. Per capita investment in production capacity
expanded annually by about 15 5 to 16.5 percent. As shown in Table 1,
these average rates mask substantial year-to-year fluctuations. In
the year of the Tet offensive, 1968, there was a large reduction in
the volume of consumption and capital formation. In the year of the

1. The data of estimated population presented in the Viet Nam
Statistical Yearbook. 1970, National Institute of Statistics, implies
an annual growth rate of 1.7 percent.
Population experts believe this
implied rate is too low for the 1960-69 decade. The 3ame Yearbook
presents an explicit population growth increment of 2.6 percent.
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!argest increase fn "

.67

purchases was registered.
D-

]...7e,, a large increase in the vcoume
In general,

the everage values suggett

stability in Vietnamese living standards and a substantial accumulation of wealth in the absence of large-scale disruption in the distribution network.
2.

National Output

Data on the volume of national output, expressed in 1964 prices,
are available through 1968.
Only scattered and nonuniform statistics
are available for production during 1969.

The data for 1963 through

1968 show a substantial growth of output of goods and services prior
to "Ter."
These data indicate a 45 percent increase in the volume of
output from 90 billion piasters !n 1963 to 130 billion piasters in
Ninety percent of this growth, 36 of the 40 billion
1967 (Table 2).
piasters, derived in equal parts from the two sectors most closely
associated with the execution of the war.

Private services increased
This tector
in volume of output from 28 to 46 billion piasters.
includes US military purchases and employment and activities associated
with distribution of goods financed by US aid and expenditures.

The

output of the public administration and defense sector, which reflects
GVN wage and salary payments to civilian and military personnel,
expanded, in 1964 prices, from 19 to 37 billion piasters.
Output of the agricultural sector, the main source of livelihood
in Vietnam, declined by about 10 percent frcm 1963 through 1967.
This reduction reflects a diminished production for all crops.
As
an illustration, the output of rice, the predominant subsistence food
crop, decreased from 5.2 million metric tons in 1964 to 4.7 million
metric tons in 1967.

Production of rubber, the predominant commercial

crop, diminished from 74 thousand metric tons in 1963 to 43 thousand
metric tons in 1967.
This stagnation in agriculture reflects the war-caused disruption
in the countryside, expansion of the military, and increased claims
on resources by the US sector.

The land under rice cultivation

diminished by about 10 percent from 2.54 million hectares in 1960

-'
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Table 2
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT AT FACTOR COST IN 1964 PRICES, 1963-1968
(Billions of piasters)

Year

Total Total
GNP Privat

Private Sectors
Agriculture Industryb Servicesc

Public
Sector

Statistical
Discrepancy

1963
1964

89.9
99.9

71.4
78.5

28.6
32.5

13.0
14.3

27.9
30.9

18.5
21.4

1.9
0.8

1965

113.6

86.6

30.7

16.2

34.5

27.0

5.2

1966
1967
1968

128.6
130.4
125.8

92.5
93.3
83.2

28.5
29.0
25.8

18.1
17.5
15.5

44.2
45.8
40.6

36.1
37.1
42.6

1.7
1.0
1.3

a.
b.
c.

Agriculture encompasses farmingp forestry, hunting, and fishing.
Industry includes mining; manufacturing; constructi..i; and
electricity, gas, and water.
Services incorporates transport, storage, and communication;
wholesale and retail trade; banking) insurance, and real estate;
ownership of dwellings; other services; and net factor income
from abroad (largely wage and salary receipts from US agencies
and contractors).

Sources:

GNP in current prices, National Bank of Viet Nam, Research
Department.
Price deflators from Pearsall and Petersen, "Estimates of
the National Income and Product of South Viet Nam."

to 2.29 million hectares in 1966.2 Correspondingly, best, though
crude, available estimates show employment in agriculture declined
from about 5.7 million to 4.0 million. One segment of the reduced
agricultural labor force reflects an increase in the number of
displaced peasants in refugee camps. A large segment, over 600,000,
represents a sharp growth in GVN civilian and military employment
and in individuals working for the US sector. Total RVNAF (Republic
2. USAID/Vietnam, "Civilian Employment by Type of Activity, 1960
and 1966," Annual Statistical Bulletin, 1968, p. 9.
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rment expanded by about 90,000 during this period, and employment
by the US sector Increased from a few hundred in 1960 to
about i0,Q000 by 1967.5 Employment in service sectors, which were
expanded by about 100,000 through
closely tied to the US presence,
S~6
1966.

1962 and 1969, the
S'ordata indicate first a substantial reduction
in the volume of production and then a sharp recovery beyond the levels
prevailing during 1967. The data in Table 2 show an overall 10 percent decline in the output of the private sector of the economy for
1968. Production contracted by about the same proportion in each of
the three components cf the sector--agriculture, industry, and
services.
in :Zntra6t, the output of the public sector expanded
by I- percent. This increase reflects an enlargement of military
?.
900,900 men and the employment of Z0,000
fortes by 20-,7
by the r;''.
additionl
c
,
The avaiiesle s:attered statistics indicate a complete recovery
of the economy by 1969. Rice output not only exceeded the 1968 level
but approximated the output of 1964 (5.2 million metric tons), i.e.,
before the decline set in as a result of the war. 7 The industrial
production index for 1969 shows industrial production 13 percent

3. For 1963 through 1967 see USAID/Bureau of Vietnam, Summar
of
nt.nthlyvEcnomic Data, August 197,.
The data for 1964 comes rom
The M!ili:ary Balance., 1964-1965, Institute for Strategic Studies
(London).
4. "Number of Gcvernment Employees by Status and Pegion," Viet Nam
Statistical Yearbook, 1970, p. 307.
3. USAID/Vietnarn, "Employment in the US Sector, 1960 to 1967,"
Annual Statistical Bulletin, 1968, p. 10.
6. "=Number of Persons Engaged in the Industrial and Commercial
Establishments, 1960 to 1966," Viet Nam Statistical Yearbook, 1970,
p. 303.

7. "Agricultural Crops: Planted Area and Production," Viet Nam
Statistical Yearbook, 1970, p. 32.
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above the previous high achieved in 1967.8

This expansion of

agricultural and industrial output occurred concomitantly with
another 130,000-man increase in the size of the military establish-

ment. 9 Scattered preliminary statistics for 1970 suggest continued
growth in the production output of the Vietnamese economy. 1 0
A comparison of Table 1 and Table 2 shows that consumption by
households and investment by business far exceeded the volume of
goods produced by the private sector.
This pattern prevailed throughout the period.

In 1963,

the volume of goods and services acquired

for private domestic use exceeded private production of such products
by 31 percent.

By 1967 and 1968, this excess was still
about 30 to
35 percent.
This deficiency in private output was made up by imports
financed with US economic assistance and piaster purchases.
3.

Fiscal and Monetary Conditions
From 1963 through 1969 GVN expenditures increased by over 110

S110

S11

billion piasters. Table 3 shows annual expenditures grew from about
29 billion piasters in 1963 to 143 billion piasters in 1969. Concurrently, total annual GVN revenues increased from 19 billion to
billion piasters. The annual budget deficit during this period
fluctuated widely, averaging about 12 billion piasters through 1967
and about 35 billion piasterb for 1968 and 1969. The government
turned largely to the printing presses to finance these deficits.
This action resulted in an average growth of the money supply of
billion piasters through 1967 and of about 24 billion piasters
for 1968 and 1969.
As shown in Table 4, the increase in the quantity of money
amounted to an average annual 35 percent rate of growth in the money
supply. Consomitantly, consumer prices, as measured by the index
8. "Index of Industrial Production," Viet Nam Statistical Yearbook, 1970, p. 176.
9. Summary of Monthly Economic Data for Viet Nam, May 1971,
p. 14.

"10. "Delta Rice Deliveries to Saigon,' Viet Nam Statistical
Yearbook, 1970, p. 11.
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PVI
BUDGET
ANX INCREASE

I:': ,CliEY SUPPLY

(Billions of piasters)

qet
Revenues

Deficit

28.9
28.9

19.3

- 9.7

Money Supply
Increase
--

19.4

- 9.5

3.5

1965

53.8

26.4

-27.4

13.8

1966
1967

61.9
95.5

63.3
83.0

+ 1.4
-12.5

13.2
15.2

1968

114.6

78.4

-36.2

30.5

1969

142.8

110.4

-32.4

16.3

_Bud

Year

Expenditures

1963

1964

Sources:

USAID/Vietnamp Annual Statistical Bulletin, No. 11
(June 1968), pp. 58-61.
USAID/Bureau of Vietnam, Suimmary cf Monthly Economic Data
for Viet ::m, April 1971, p. 10.
Table 4

ANNUAL RATE OF INCREASE OF MONEY SJPPLY AND CONSUMFR PRICES

SYear Money Supply

Source:

Consumer Prices

1964

22.8

1965

73.7

16.3

1966
1967
1968

33-.4
29.4
S1.0

62.4
43.5
26.9

1969

1Z.0

21.8

Viet Nemr

Statistical Yearbook,

313

3.11

1970,

pp.

248 and 335.

V!

for Saigon working families, rose at an average annual rate of
28 percent. These price rises amounted to a fairly high rate of
inflation when compared with industrial countries ,where consumer
prices rise at a 3 to 6 percent annual rate. But they compare
favorably with other countries, like Brazil and Indonesia, which
during five-to-ten year periods have experienced annual price rises
of 50 percent or more. 1 1
C.

CONTRIBUTION OF US AID AND PURCHASES TO THE ECONOMY

1.

Growth of Private Consumption and Investment

Available data indicate that imports accounted for all the growth
in the volume of goods and services purchased for private consumption
end investment during the 1963-69 period. Table 5 shows the volume
of imports purchased or used in domestic production for consumer or
investment products increased by 350 percent. 1 2 Expressed in 1964
prices, imports intended for private domestic use increased from
21 billion piasters in 1963 to 53 billion piasters in 1969. Concurrently, the contribution of domestic production to private consumption
and investment fluctuated between 58 and 83 billion piasters, in 1964
prices.
Two sources of financing underTote this large growth of imports:
purchases on the economy by US agencies and personnel, and expansion
of US economic grants. Since precise estimates of the dollar amounts
11. International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
selected issues.
12. The estimates in Table 5 were calculated by netting out GVN
imports from the gross Import figures in the national income accounts.
A previous IDA study by Bruce Grimm and Rolf Piekarz, A Macroeconomic
Planning Model for Viet Nam (draft, July 1971), suggests-'-cat
-the
GVN
allocates about 5 percent of its expendituies for imports. The net
import figures in Table 5, therefore, reflect purchases for domestic
private use, based on the further assumption that Vietntamese e•:ports
incorporate only a negligible amount of the total Impirts. This
represents a reasonable first approxirftion, since d&ring the 1960s
exports of goods werv negligible, and those goods exported contained
only a small amount of imports. Commodity exports involved principally
rubber and rice.
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1able 5

IMPORTS AND DC•:ESTIC PRODUCTS IN PRIVATE CONSUMPTION
AND INVESTMENT EXPRESSED IN 1964 PRICES, 1963-1969
(Billions of piasters)

tI

Year

Total Value of
Private Consumption
and Investment

Import Content

Contribution
of Domestic
Production

1963

93.7

20.9

72.8

1964
1965

100.4
103.6

21.7
25.3

78.7
78.3

1966

ILL.3

44.8

66.5

1967

124.8

54.1

70.7

1968

106.5

48.9

57.6

1969

135.0

52.7

82.3

Sources:

National Bank of Viet Nanm, Research Depart:ent.
Pearsall and Petersen, "Estimates of the National Income
and Product of South Viet Nam."

are not available, the data in Table 6 are close approximations.

For

US purchases on the economy, the figures show purchases of piasters
with dollars by the US Disbursing Officer (USDO) for use by US agencies,
-ontractors, and personnel.
These data show an increase from $42 million in 1964 to $347 million in 1969, excluding piaster purchases with
dollars on the Dlack market.
Aside from earnings on commodity exports,
the USDO piaster purchases probably correspond closely to the imports
purchased through GVN sales of foreign exchange.
Black market dollars
generally were used for illegal investment abroad or payment for
smuggled and unrecorded imports.
For US economic grants, Table 6 uses
the dollar value of imports financed by these grants.
Here, the data
indicate an increase from $217 million in 1963 to $450 million in 1969.
Total US purchases and aid grants expanded by over $550 million between
1963 and 1969.
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Table 6

US PIASTER PURCHASES AND AID GRANTS, 1963-1969
(Millions of dollars)
Piaster
Year

a.

Total

Purchases

Aid

Grants

1963
1964
1965

239.6
351.1

42.0
74.0

217.0
197.6
277.1

1966
1967

644.0
636.3

233.1
202.8

410.9
433.5

1968

711..

310.8

400.3[5

1969

796.9

346.7

450.2

-

[

Aid grants represent Vietnamese Imports financed under the
Commercial Import Program, Food for Freedom (PL-480,

Titles I

end II), and Public Aid.
Sources:

Piaster Purchases--USAID/Bureau of Vietnam, "US Piaster
Purchases with Dollars by US Disbursing Officer, Saigon,

Viet Nam," Sumnnar

of Monthly Economic Data for Viet Nam,

April 1971.
Aid Grants--USAID/Vietnam, "Import Arrivals by Type of

Financing and by Country, 1963-1969,"
Bulletin, No. 13 (December 1970).

Annual Statistical

The United States played a central role in underwriting improvements in the material welfare of Vietnam. A close examination of
the national income accounts indicates that US purchases explain
the growth of the service sector, which in turn accounted for most
of the expansion of private production for the 1963-68 period.
Estimates of the volume of productive activity in the service sector
generated by nonresident (i.e., predominantly US) purchases presented

in Table 7 show an increase from about 1.5 billion piasters during
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to about 19.5 billiconS963
piasters rur 19•7 13

4or 19ýL7,

"etting these

results from the total productive activity of the service sector
reveals that from 1963 through 1967 the output contributed by this
sector, exclusive of sales to Americans, fluctuated between 26 and
30 billion piasters.
In other words, the contribution of the private
domestic sector to private consumption and investment stagnated
between 1963 and 1968.
more or less unchanged.

Output by agriculture and industry remained
Thus, US aid and purchases was the pre-

dominant stimulus behind the observed growth of private consumption
and capital formation.
Table 7
CONTRIBUTION Or US PURCHASES TO THE NET PRODUCT OF THE
SERVICE SECTOR EXPRESSED IN 1964 PRICES, 1963-1968
(Billions of piasters)
Year

ctai Sector
?roduct

1963
1964

27.9
30.9

1.4
1.7

26.5
29.2

1965
1966

34.5
44.2

4.9
17.4

29.6
26.8

1967
1968

45.8
40.6

19.6
15.2

26.2
25.4

Sources:

Contribution of
US Purchases

Residual

Total sector net product: Table 2.
Contribut.ion of US purchases: National Bank of Viet Nam,
Research Department; Pearsall and Petersen, "Estimates of
the Mational Income and Product of South Viet Nam."

13.
These annual estimates represent the sum of two magnitudes
expressed In 1964 prices: net factor payments from the rest of the
=:orld (i.e., wages and salaries paid by foreigners to Vietnamese); and
the net product of the service sector for the purchase of services by
nonresidents.
To obtain the latter, 60 percent of the expenditures of
nonresidents for goods and services in Vietnam was allocated to the
service sector. This product was then deflated by the Saigon consumer
price index for services, using 1964 as base.
This result was then
multiplied by 0.9, the average net product of the service industry.
The factors for these muitiplications were taken from Grimn and Piekarz,
A Macroeconomic Planning Model for Viet Nam.
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LI

Reduction in the Tax Burden and Rate of Inflation

US aid and purchases also significantly Influenced domestic
taxation and the rate of inflation. US aid provided revenue to the
GVN from the piasters received by the government through the payments

of local firms for CIP imports and local sale of Food for Freedom
(PL-480)

imports (both of these programs are discussed below).

ImpoL.ts

financed by dollar aid and purchases also provided the government
revenues through the collection of taxes on imported goods. Revenues
from these sources enabled the government to hold down taxes on
meet growing government
domestic transactions and income and still
In other words, GVN revenues from US aid and purchases
defense needs.
limited the government deficit for a given level of expenditures and
domestic taxation. Lowering the government deficit diminished addi-

tions to the money supply and thereby the increase in prices.
From 1963 through 1969 most of the increase in GVN expenditures
was financed by revenues collected from US aid or from taxes on
imports purchased with dollars provided by US sources.

As shown in

Table 8, annual GVN revenues increased by over 90 billion piasters.
Of this increase, taxes from domestic transactions and income accounted

for about 30 billion piasters, and receipts from commodities financed
by US aid accounted for about 15 billion piasters. Taxes collected on
US-financed imports and on purchases by US agencies$ contractors, and
personnel accounted for 45 billion piasters.
Despite the large rise in GVN expenditures (sea Table 3), the tax
burden on domestic transactions and income remained constant and
Throughout the 1963-69 period, these taxes amounted

relatively low.

to about 7 percent of the value of GNP.

Domestic taxes represented

the total tax burden on the Vietnamese. 1 4 Import taxes in Vietnam
did not involve a sacrifice of income from production. These tax
collections merely offset the unrealistically low exchange rates on

14.

A complete analysis of this position is

presented in J.

A.

Stockfisch, The Shifting and Effects of Excise Taxes and Import Duties
(IDA draft, September 1971).
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imported goods financed Ly the united States.

In other words,

import

taxes reflected the unwillingness of the GVN to set an exchange rate

ii

high enough to balance the demand for dollars with the available
supply. To the degree that import taxes did not eliminate this
excess demand, individuals obtained windfall gains, i.e., income
without providing a useful service. A tax burden of 7 percent placed
Vietnam among the lowest taxed nations in the world. 1 5 Taxes in

developed countries generally run 25 to 35 percent of GNP.

Among

less-developed countries taxes range from 10 to 20 percent of GNP.
Table 8

*

ii

1Foreian
[
1

1

GVN REVENUES, 1963-1969
(Billions of piasters)
evenues

Total

Domestic

import

Year

Revenues

Revenues

Taxes

Aid

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

19.3
19.4
26.4
63.3
83.0
78.4
110.4

7.2
7.8
10.7
16.1
24.8
27.5
35.3

4.7
5.2
5.7
23.9
28.4
26.7
50.8

7.4
6.4
10.6
23.3
29.8
24.2
24.3

Sources:

USAID/Vietnamr, Annual Statistical Bulletin, No. 11 (June
1968), pp. 58-61.
USAID/Bureau of Vietnam, Summary of Monthly Economic Data
for Viet Nam, Aptil 197!, p. 10.

15. See J. A. Stockfisch, "A Tax Strategy for South Viet Nam,"
The Economic Development of South Viet Nam, Volume III: Related Essays
(IDA draft, October 1971).
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D.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DIFFICULTIES AGGRAVATED BY THE ADMINISTRATIONt
OF US PURCHASES AND AID

Intensification of the Vietnam conflict drained resources and output from personal consumption and expansion of productive capacity.
The conflict, as customary with wars, also led to corruption, profiteerLarge-scale US economic
ing, and evasion of government restrictions.
assistance and purchases played the central role in expanding private

output, consumption, and investment, as well as containing inflation.
At the same time, the procedures adopted to exchange dollars for
piasters and for distributing economic assistance tended to promote
corruption and profiteering and to undermine some of the benefits
from US purchases and aid.

1.

Expansion of Currency Black Market from the Piaster
Purchase System

Throughout the 1963-69 period US agencies, contractors, and personnel were obligated to purchase their piasters at the official rate
of exchange. Prior to 1967, this rate was set at 80 piasters to the
dollar. In the summer of 1967, the rate was 118 piasters to the
dollar. Both these rates were substantially below the exchange rate
offered in the illegal open market. As early as 1964, the currency
black market offered, on average, 131 piasters per dollar--63 percent
more than the official rate. By the spring of 1967p the open market
rate had risen to over 160 piasters--double the official rate.

By

the end of 1969, the rate was over 300 piasters to the dollar--more

than 2.5 times the official rate. 1 6
The open market premium encouraged American personnel and contractors to purchase piasters illegally. No reliable data exist on
the transactions in the black market, but, when in 1970 a special
accommodation rate closer to the black market rate was instituted
for US contractors and personnel, there occurred an immediate rise
In fact, despite
in piaster purchases from the US Disbursing Officer.
16.

USAID/Bureau of Vietnam, Summary of Monthly Economic Data

for Viet Nam, May 1971.
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-harp reductions

in

US contractor activities, dollars sold for piaster

purchases by the US Disbursing Officer during the last half of 1970
and the first half of 1971 approximated the dollars expended for
piasters during the first half of 1970.
The GVN probably gained additional revenues by selling piasters
at the low official rates to US agencies and,personnel, but it lost
exchange for imports. The low official rate lowered the price
of foreign exchange for capital flight and thereby stimulated the
illegal export of capital by wealthy Vietnamese. This situation,
then, enhanced the wealth of individuals profiting most from the war,
in consequence providing an additional incentive for profiteering.
Unrealistic exchange rates fostered corruption even more directly.
The Vietnamese authorities never seriously cracked down on the

Sforeign

illegal currency market (US authorities did some enforcement).

Evasion of foreign exchange laws necessitated, of course, bribery
of public officials, fromS}policemen on up.
2.

F

?

Loss of Goods and Services from Tying Aid
The bulk of Vietnamese imports was financed in one of three ways.

The GVtN sold dollars to importers from foreign exchange obtained
through exports and through the sale of piasters to the US Disbursing
Officer.
(Earnings from commodity exports became a smaller and
smaller source of foreign exchange, declining from $77 million in
1963 to $12 million in 1969.) Most of the remaining imports were
financed under two US economic assistance programs: the Commercial
Import Program and PL-480 (Food for Freedom). These programs helped
to stabilize the economy by absorbing purchasing power and providing
revenues for the GVN budget. These goals were achieved by making
goods available to Vietnamese and then turning over the piaster
proceeds from the sales to the GVN. The Commercial Import Program
sold funds to importers largely for the purchase of materials for
production and capital equipment. Under this program purchases
17.

Ibid.
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were limited to a restricted list

of 'tems

and to US suppliers.

1 8

The PL-480 program involved the transfer of US agricultural products
for sales on the local economy.
As shown in Table 9, on average, SO to 70 percent of the imports
into Vietnam during the 1963-69 period were financed by the United
States and were thus "'tied" imports.

CIP imports declined from

about 40 percent of total imports in 1963 to 15 percent in 1969. In
the interim, PL-480 imports climbed from over 15 percent to about
30 percent of the total.

Public aid-financed-imports made up the

remainder of tied purchases.
In general, the share of tied imports
tended to decline over the period.
The share of GVN-financed imports
increased from about 25 percent in 1963 to 45 percent in 1969.
Miscellaneous sources (e.g., other foreign loans and grants and
barter) accounted for less than 5 percent of imports by 1969.
Table 9

IMPORT ARRIVALS BY TYPE OF FINANCING, 1963-1969
(Millions of dollars)
Type of Financing
United States
PL-480 Public Aid

Year

GVN

1963

77.7

125.8

57.8

1964

95.0

108.5

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

85.4
167.8
289.5
286.0
372.2

179.9
233.1
200.7
108.6
103.3

Source:

CIP

,,_,
Total

Other

Total

33.4

217.0

20.7

315.4

67.0

22.1

197.6

34.1

326.7

59.2
152.1
198.5
233.5
228.7

38.0
25.7
34.3
58.2
118.2

277.1
410.9
433.5
400.3
450.2

25.0
28.5
21.0
21.2
15.3

387.5
607.2
744.0
707.5
837.7

USAID/Vietnamg Annual Statistical Bulletin, No. 13 (December

1970), p. 23.

18.

The Commercial Import Program Office ir. Vietnam was permitted

to license 10 percent of the available dollars to purchases in a
limited number of less developed countries.
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For imports under the US aid program the Vietnamese received less
value for each dollar spent than for imports obtained with GVN financIng. Tying CIP purchases to a restricted list cf goods predominantly
from US sources prevented importers from purchasiog these goods from
the cheapest source. No precise estimates of the price discrepancies
exist, but best available judgments place the prices of US goods
purchased under CIP, on average, about SO percent higher than prices
on similar merchandise which Vietnamese importers could or would
have bought elsewhere. The higher average US price frequently bought
higher quality merchandise, but, within the context of Vietnam, local
buyers would probably have preferred the lower quality merchandise.
Restricting the list of permissible imports also denied tho Vietnamese
American products which they might have preferred over the ones
available. These restrictions in a number of instances also prevented
Vietnamese from utilizing efficiently goods purchased under CIP; for
example, CIP would permit the import of machinery but frequently
prohibit the purchase of spaie parts.
The deficiencies of tying aid under CIP hold in spades for the
PL-480 imports. In general, the prices for US agricultural products
acquired under this program exceeded world market prices. The
agricultural commodities made available, especially rice, were less
suited to local preferences than similar items obtainable elsewhere.
In addition, given the choice to buy manufactured as well as agricultural products, Vietnamese probably would not have chosen as much
of the PL-480 commodities as were made available.
Tying economic assistance not only diminished the material benefits
Vietnamese could receive from a given aid budget; it also lowered GVN
revenues. Because a dollar of tied-aid imports comprised less desirable commodities, Vietnamese paid less for these goods than for items
available with GVN financing. This condition forced the authorities
to make aid dollars available at a lower charge than GVN-owned
dollars.
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7. Corruption and Inflation from Foreign Exchange Sales

The procedures for distributing foreign exchange from GVN and CIP
sources contributed to corruption, profiteering and, through government deficits, inflation. Foreign exchange for imports was allocated
through import licenses which enabled importers to claim foreign
exchange at the official rate of exchange.
The piaster cost of a
dollar of Imports therefore amounted to the official rate of exchange
plus import taxes for the specific item. Table 10 shows that this
piaster cost to the importer per dollar of foreign goods tended to
fall short of the landed value of the merchandise (measured by the
black market rate) on the domestic market.

Develuation and a steep

rise in import taxes eliminated this differential for about 21 months
beginning mid-1966. Then, from spring 1968 through 1969, the
differential between piaster costs of imports to importers and the
domestic landed value again rose to about 30 percent.
Table 10
PIASTER PRICE PER DOLLAR OF IMPORTS TO IMPORTER
VERSUS BLACK MARKET RATE OF PIASTER

Period

Piaster Cost of
Imports to Importer*

Black Market
Rate of Piaster**

1966, 1st half
1966, 2nd half

90.q
176.0

176.0
175.3

1967-March 1968

171.9

161.8

1968, April-December

178.9

190.0

1969,

182.6

191.5

192.1
212.2

215.7
305.3

lst half

1969, 3rd quarter
1969, 4th quarter

*These data were presented in an internal memorandum by Douglas
Dacy.
**"Free Market Gold and Currency Prices, US$10 Green," Viet Nam
Economic Data, January-March 1972, p. 6.
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These gaps gave businessrnen the opportunity to earn large profits
from imports.
In aJdition to the wholesaler's margin, businessmen
also could capture the difference between the piasters paid to acquire
the merchandise and its landed domestic value. Opportunities for
such large gains generated an excess demand for foreign exchange,
which in turn led to a demand for import licenses which the authorities could not satisfy at the existing exchange rate and import tax
rate. This unsatisfied demand, coupled with inadequate GVN administration and enforcement capabilities, encouraged importers to offer
public officials bribes. Use of high tariffs in place of upward
adjustments in exchange rates also encouraged bribery of customs
officials. In general, rationing of foreign exchange and evasion
of import taxes probably represented the largest sources of corruption
in Vietnam.
Windfall gains from importing provided businessilen opportunities
for higher incomes than they could obtain from other activities. This
incentive tended to divert businessmen from domestic production
activities, especially processing materials.
More important, unrealistically low piaster charges for foreign
exchange under import licenses contributed heavily to government
deficits. Table 11 shows the additional GVO revenues and the size
of the deficit which could potentially have resulted if the government
had captured the market value of the foreign exchange sold to importers.
Comparing these revenue figures with the data in Table 3 indicates
that the GV-1 could have increased revenues by 5 to 20 percent. At
the levels of GVN expenditures observed for the period, these additional revenues would have moderated the budget deficits greatly.
These additional receipts would have eliminated the large budget
deficits of 1967 and 1969. They would have lowered the deficits of
1965 and 1968 by about 20 to 30 percent, and would even have created
a sizable budget surplus in 1966. Since the major portion of the
increase in the money supply resulted from the financing of GVN budget
deficits, additional revenues from foreign exchange sales would have
substantially moderated the growth of the stock of money, and thereby
diminished the rate of inflation.
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Table 11
POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL REVENUES AND BUDGET DEFICIT
FROM REALISTIC EXCHANGE RATES FOR IMPORT LICENSES
(Billion of piasters)
Potential
Year

E.

Actual

Additional

Revenues

Deficit

Potential
Budget

Deficit

1963

- 9.7

0.0

-10.6

1964

- 9.5

0.7

- 8.8

1965
1966

-27.4
+ 1.4

6.3
7.9

-21.1
+ 9.3

1967

-12.5

11.2

- 1.3

1968

-36.2

9.9

-26.3

1969

-32.4

33.5

+ 1.1

RELEVANCE TO CURRENT US FOREIGN POLICY

The US experience with its economic assistance programs in Vietnam
provides important insights bearing on current and future foreign
policy. The Nixon Doctrine commits the United States to relying
primarily on economic and military assistance, in contrast with
American military participation, to help protect friendly nations
from Communist insurgency or attack. Future US policy then will
emphasize economic programs that provide the threatened nation with
additional resources (a) to support the military effort necessary
to improve national security and (b) to establish reasonable living
standards and thereby enhance popular support of the government.
American aid and purchases in Vietnam more or less satisfied
these objectives. These money transfers financed tmports which
provided for improvement in private material welfare by offsetting
the loss of productive services diverted or idled by the war. GVN
sales of this foreign exchange yielded the bulk of the revenues
necessary to sustain a substantial military force. The sale of
dollars for piasters was the predominant factor in holding inflation
to 25 or 30 percent a year and in maintaining a low tax burden.
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On :ne other hand,

7rocedures accoted for exchanging dollars for
p:asters and
.fr rdistributing eccnomic assistance tended to undermine
the political benefits of US aid and purchases.

The potential economic

benefits to individuals suffering most from the war were diminished

by procedures that promoted corruption and profiteering.
Stipulating
an unrealistically low exchange rate for legal purchases of piasters
by US agencies, personnel, and contractors expanded the currency
black market and cost Vietnam foreign exchange for imnports.
Forcing
Vietnam to apply the bulk of economic assistance to purchases of a
restricted list of commodities in the United States decreased the
benefits obtainable from a given aid expenditure.
Making dollars for
imports available too cheaply encouraged profiteering, corruption,

and

inflation and diverted businessmen from investing in domestic production activity.
The United States could have eliminated most of these shortcomings

I -1

by insisting on realistic exchange rates arid allowing a wider choice
on c ommodity imports.
Well-tried procedures exist for the frequent
adaptation of exchange rates to the changing supply and demand for
foreign exchange (e.g., inflotion, increased import demand).
Under
conditions of domestic economic controls, these procedures entail
weekly or monthly modifications on the order, of 1 to 5 percent by the
central bank authorities.
The magnitudo of the change would depend
on the divergence between foreign exchange demand (as reflected in

requesti for import licenses) and the amount authorities are willing
to supply during a period, say a month or quarter.
Realistic exchange rates would have eliminated a major cause of
widespread corrupticn and profiteering.

Such rates would have

virtually eliminated windfall gains from importing and thereby the
incentives to bribe officials for import licenses.
Continual
adjustment of exchange rates also would have avoided the necessity
for many of the high and increasing import taxes and, in turn, much
of the bribery of custorns officials. Concomritantly, this course
would have provided the GVN with greater revenues and thereby per*
rMitted a reduction of the government deficit, the growth in the
money supply, and inflation.
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ReJlistic exchange rates also would have stimulated production of
traditional and new export products. Continual upward adjustments of
piaster prices for traditional exports like rubbers coffee, and tea
would have greatly offset rising production costs from inflation.
Maintenance of profitability would have encouraged planters to
maintain their facilities and to market their crops. Realistic
exchange rates for procurements on the local economy would have
stimulated US agency purchases of fruits, vegetables, and simple
manufactures. As it was# because of the high price of piasters, such
procurements went to suppliers in surrounding countries# und these
foregone sales vitiated potential additions to the export base.
Together with realistic exchange rates, elimination of restrictions on the commodities imported with aid money would have retarded
the increased GVN dependence on the ULnited States for its economic
welfare. The restrictions on commodity purchases had two objectives:
to mninimize importation of luxury goods; and to assure the availability of necessities at relatively low prices. This appi'•ach
failed on both counts. GVN foreign exchange and smuggling were
sufficient to flood the country with motorized bicycles, automobiles
and all sorts of other consumer durables. What did not come from
importers came from Americans out of the PXs. Limiting a large
fraction of imports to commodities like rice, textiles, and
pharmaceuticals probably did not make them available at a substantl.ally lower price than if no commodity restrictions had existed.
Prices of necessities rose about as sharply as for other goods.
Without restrictions, individuals could have chosen freely among
commodities, whether luxuries or necessities. Importers would
thon have attempted to satisfy market demands accordingly.
Tying a large fraction of aid imports to certain commodities
also hurt domestic production and productive capabilitics. For
exanple, given the fixed demand for rice, imports of rice limited
domestic market opportunities for farmers. Large-scale imports
available at competitive prices tended to discourage farmers from
undertaking extensive efforts to expand production. Instead they
.328

tenjed to divert their •.r.gi-eS tc ra:sing alternetive crops or to
seek urban e•,plo>'¶ent.

1,"

?Dtantial prsducers of domiestir sLbstitutes

for imported manufactures SIfaced even greater discouragement, since
they would have had to compete with a superior foreign product. When
firms did venture to set up local production, importation of machinery
required months of bureaucratic clearances, and importation of spare
parts frequently was prohibited. In the absence of commodity restrictions on impocrts, domestic prices for necessities probably would have
remn.led more or less the same, but more goods would have been
available through domestic producticn.

|.1
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I
LIST OF PEOPLE
"INTERVIEWED AND CONSULTED
I.
A.

INTERVIEWS

United States
Mr. Robert Matteson
Mr. Clay McManamay
Dr. William Nighswonger
Mr. MacDonald Salter
Mr. George Tanham
Amb. Maxwell Taylor
Mr. Thome" Thayer
Col. William Thomas, USA
Mr. John P. Vann

Mr. James Blaker
Mr. David Brown
Mr. William Bundy
Dr. George Carver
Mr. Robert Darling
SB. Gen. James R. Herbert, USA
Col. Amos Jordan, USA
Amb. Robert Komer
Gen. Edward Lansdale, USA

4
*
B.

Vietnam--Saigon
Gen. Creighton Abrams, USA
Mr. William Ahern
Mr. Anthony J. Alitto
Mr. Eugene P. Bable
Amb. Samuel Berger
Mr. H. Lee Braddock
Mr. Everet Bumgardner
Amb.

Ellsworth Bunker

Mr. Martin S. Christie
Amb. William E. Colby
Mr. Russell Cooley
Mr. Lawrence Crandall
Mr. Jchn C. Dodson
Mr. H. Aubrey Elliott
Mr. Richard J. Evans
Mr. Ben R. Ferguson
Mr. John Figuiera
B. Gen. Eugene P. Forrester, USA
Mr. Robert Gee
Col. Ephraim Gershater, USA
Mr. James Green
Mr. Hatcher James
Mr. Richard L. Hough
Mr. Robert O. Jones
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Mr. Frederick V. Lilly, II
Col. Robert McCord, USA
Mr. John R. Mossler
Miss Juanita L. Nofflet
Mr. Thomas Oliver
Mr. Robert S. Pace
Mr. Richard Parkinson
Col. James K. Patchell, USA
Mr. John Riggs
Dr. John C. Russell
Maj. Jean Sauvegeot, USA
Mr. Frank W. Scotton
Mr. Theodore G. Shackley
Mr. Stanley J. Siegel
Mr. Intz Sillins
Mr. Franklin Stewart
Mr. Norman L. Sweet
Mr. John Sylvester
Col. Joseph T. Tambes USA
Mr. Martin M. Tank
Mr. Thomas W. Thorsen
Gen. Frederick A. Weyand, USA
Mr. Cecile A. Williams
Mr. Stephen B. Young

C.

Vietnam--Provinces and Districts
Mr. Harvey M. J. Ames
Maj. Joseph V. Arnold, USA
Ccl. Nguyen B4, RVN
Col. William F. Boiler, USA
Capt. Andrew W. Bolt, USA
Maj. Noel P. Brady, USA
Mr. Edward K. Bryan
Mr. Ralph Cruikshank
Mr. John D. Dean
Mr. James W. Echle
Mr. Edon E. Ewing
Maj. Lee F. Kleese, USA
Maj. Stephen P. Larson, USA
Mr. Daniel Leaty
Lt. Col. Robert W. Lockridge,
Jr., USA
Mr. John P. Lyle
Capt. Joseph R. McElroy, USA
Maj. Philip C. Medenbach, USA
Capt. William Noe, USA

D.

Bangkok, Thailand
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Amb.

E.

Maj. Charles 0. Pflugrath, USA
Mr. John S. Powley
Mr. Richard Riddle
Maj. Terry E. Rowe, Jr., USA
Mr. Henry Sanbri
Mr. Frank E. Schmelzer
Maj. Harold L. Shankles, USA
Mr. William Sinclair
Capt. Robert G. Strange, USA
Maj. Richard E. Supinski, USA
Mr. Earl L. Thieme
Lt. Col. George 0. Tucker, USA
Maj. Ray J. Vejar, USA
Lt. Col. Robert E. Wagner, USA
Mr. Robert L. Walkinshaw
Maj. Harold L. Watts, USA
Mr. Donald D. Westerlund
Maj. Donald Witmeyer, USA
Mr. Kenneth Young

George Newman
Gary Quinn
Robert Schwartz
William Stokes
Leonard Unger

Hong Kong
Hon. Jack Erwin

F.

Paris,

France

Amb. David Bruce
Miss Patricia Byrne
M. Claude Cheysson
M. Olivier Dussaix
M. Jean Letourneau
M. Jean Sainteny
Gen. Raoul Salan
Gen. Vernon Walters
G.

London,

England

Mr. Dennis Duncanson
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!
II.

A.

PROVINCE SEMINARS

Long An Province
Mr. David Brown
Mr. David Cartes
Mr. Robert Cutts
"Maj. Carl Neely, Jr.
Mr. John O'Donnell

B.

Mr.
Mr.
Maj.
Lt.

Quang Nam Province
Col. Donald Evans, USMC
Mr. John Horgan
Mr. Richard Ledford
Dr. William Nighswonger

[

[

Jeffrey Race
Thomas Scoville
Eugene Zupsic
Col. William Thomas

Col. Clifford Peabody
Maj. B. E. Strickland, USMC
Col. James A. Swenson

III.

REVIEWS

Mr. David Brown
Lt. Gen. John Chaisson, USMC
Amb. William Colby
Mr. Robert Cutts
B. Gen. James R. Herbert, USA

Mr. John Horgan
Amb. Robert Komer
Gen. Edward Lansdale
Dr. William Nighswonger
Lt. Col. William Thomas, USA

I.
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